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EXTRACT FROM PREFACE TO 

FIRST EDITION 

This volume can lay claim to differ from any which have pre¬ 

ceded it since, firstly, it is descriptive of gem-testing rather than 

of gems and, secondly, it has been written mainly with the ordinary 

jeweller and dealer in view. It aims at showing him in the simplest 

possible manner the easy sdentdiic tests available to him for di^ 

criminating with certainty between one stone and another and 

between real stones and thdr substitutes, and how to apply these 

tests in practice. 

The author has included only such tests and descriptions as 

seemed to him of reaUy practical importance to the Jeweller, and 

everything stated in the book is based on his own experience and 

knowledge. Although, as indicated above, the book is intended 

primarily as an aid to those who trade in precious stones, it is 

hoped that those of the general public who arc interested in the 

subject may find it of some value, and more easily assimilated than 

most textbooks, and that students or even experienced gemmolo- 

gists may find that the novel approach to the subject and the 

practical hints to be found in its pages make this something more 

than ‘just another book on precious stones’. 

EXTRACT FROM PREFACE TO 

FIFTH EDITION 

In the period which has elapsed since the fourth edition of Gem 

Testing appeared there have been startling developments in the 

production of synthetic gemstones. Vcrncuil’s ‘flame-fusion’ 

method, now half-a-ccntury old, has been ingeniously modified 

to ^eld a spectacular new gemstone-synthetic rutile—and syn¬ 

thetic star rubies and sapphires. The appearance of the latter is 

somewhat disturbing, as it represents man’s entry into a field in 

which Nature was thought to be inimitable. Full descriptions of 

the new materials and of other developments in synthetic, imita¬ 

tion, and ‘faked’ scones will be found in this edition, together with 

suggestions as to how they may be recognized. 
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There are other extensive additions and alterations to the book, 

the most important of which, perhaps, is the description of a new 

method of using the refractometer which was first suggested by 

Mr Lester Benson of the Gcmological Institute of America. By 

using Lester Benson’s ‘Distant Vision’ technique, the genunologist 

can obtain refractometer readings on curved surfaces or on tiny 

faceted gems which give no visible shadow-edge under the normal 

method of observation. This represents a very valuable extension 

of the possibilities of the refractometer which every owner of this 

instrument should practise. 

The chapter on the spectroscope has been re-written and 

improved, and the wavelength tables extended. Several further 

minerals have been included in the summary of gem species and 

ia the tables at the end of the book, and a number of small altera¬ 

tions have been made to the text to make it more informative and 

more readable. 

In making these additions and changes the author has tried to 

retain the simplicity of treatment implied in the original title of 

the book—Testing for Jewellers—while increasing its useful¬ 

ness to the more advanced gemmologist. 

PREFACE TO SIXTH EDITION 

There have been several important developments in the world 
of gemstones since the last edition of this book appeared in IdSI. 

A new gem species—‘sinbalite’—has been added to the list; and 
since this mineral had already been cut into gemstones fairly 
extensively (being accepted as stones belonging to other species) 
it obviomly has an importance beyond the purely sciencific 
interest that usually attaches to a *new’ gemstone. 

Among the synthetic gemstones, the arrival of the long-heralded 

strontium titanate is also a matter of more than passing interest, 

since this stone is less easy to distinguish at sight from diamond 

than any other natural or artificial product. The synthetic 

emerald manufactured by Carroll Chatham in San Fransisco is 

intruding more and more upon the world’s gem markets, and is 

causing some perturbation amongst those who deal in emeralds. 

And a new, sintered type of synthetic spinel has been marketed 

as a substitute for lapis lazuli, which, in appearance, it closely 

resembles. Red synthetic spinels have also appeared, 
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The latest first-hand informadon about these matters is given 

in this new edition. 

Developments have also tahcn place on the detemunadvc side. 

Simple yet powerful methods such as *ijnmersion contact* photo¬ 

graphy and its offshoots, and the ‘crossed filter* fluorescence tech¬ 

nique, both of which were first introduced by the author, provide 

tools which can assist the gemmolc^t in some of his most difficult 

problems at little cost in the way of apparatus. These too are 

adequately described and illustrated in the text. 

The chapter on the spectroscope has been newly illustrated 

fiom accurate drawings specially made by Mr T. H, Smith, and 

the text has been drasdcally re-arrangcd to make it more helpful 

for the jeweller or student who may have found this instrument 

difficult to handle with success. Also, a new chapter has been added 

on the subject of fluorescence, which, thanks to the researches of 

Mr Robert Webster and others, has lately been assuming a more 

imponant and definitive role than heretofore in practical gem- 

mology. 

Over and above these and other specific alterations or additions, 

the whole text has been carefully checked, revised, and altered 

where necessary to bring it more into line with modem ideas and 

practice, while at the same dme retaining its essential ifimplidty. 

It is hoped that in Its new form the book will not only be of 

greater usefulness, but will appeal to a wider circle of readers 

than ever before. 

The author would like to thank his colleague Mr. C. J. Payne 

for help with the concluding refraction index table, and Mr. J- R. 

Chisholm for undertaking with characteristic good nature and 

thoroughness the arduous task of reading and correcting the 

proofs of the book. 

B. W. A. 
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HOW TO USE THIS BOOK 

An explanation of the general plan of the book may be useful lo 

the reader, as it does not follow orthodox lines. In the first place, 

it must be emphasized that the subject concerned is the itsiing of 

gemstones, and not their history, habitat, or general description. 

The early chapters give the reader information about ^ple 

apparatus and mslrumcnts, together with sufficiently detailed 

instruction in their use. Special attention is paid lo those small 

points which often make all the difference between success and 

failure. Only just sufficient theoretical background Is provided to 

allow intelligent use to be made of the tests. 

A full description, plentifully illustrated from photomicro¬ 

graphs, of the characteristic features of synthetic stones, doublets, 

and pastes. Is Interposed before the chapter on the use of the 

microscope, with which it should be read in close conjunction, as 

the most important function of the microscope from the jeweller’s 

point of view is to distinguish between natural stones and their 

synthetic counterparts. A simple account of the spectroscope as 

used in testing coloured stones concludes the first section of the 

book. 

It may here be said that the reader will find the whole subject 

far more interesting and comprehensible if he puts together for 

himself a small collection of stones and trios out the various tests 

on his own specimens. Such a collection can be e.xpanded or im¬ 

proved indefinitely, and can be a source of unending pleasure and 

interest to the owner and his friends or customers. Moreover, it is 

of great pracdcal value to be able to turn at any time to a known 

specimen of a pardcular gem for direct comparison with a stone 

which is being tested. 

Whilst show specimens may be attractively displayed In leather- 

lined cases with hollows or grooves to accommodate the stones, it 

is more practical to house the stones for a working collecdon in 
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*stonc papers' and file Uicm In alphabetical order in a cabinet or 

box. Data conccrnii^ the stones (locality, weight, physical pro¬ 

perties, etc.) can be written on the outside of each packet, the 

whole thii^ forming an invaluable ‘reference library*. 

The remainder of the volume is concerned with directions for 

the practical application of the recommended methods in specific 

casea, beginning with the stones most important and familiar to 

the jeweller—diamond, ruby, sapphire, and emerald. In each 

case the distinctive properties of these well-known precious stones 

are desciibed and compared with those of other scones and syn¬ 

thetic or imitation materials of similar appearance. Those tests 

which require little or no apparatus are always considered first, 

and each chapter contains a table showing the properties of the 

gemstones under review, and in many cases concludes with a 

summary suggesting a plan of campaign for establishing the 

identity of the stones In question. 

The name of each stone as it comes under discussion in the text 

is printed In bold type to facilitate quick reference. 

It must be admitted that the order In which the stones are 

treated amounts to a classification oo a colour basis, which will 

be denounced by some purists as unscientific and undesirable on 

various grounds. Having carefully considered the 'pros’ and 'cons’ 

of this arrangement, the author decided that the resultant gain in 

helpfulness to (hose using the book more than outwe^s the ad¬ 

mitted disadvantages. Perhaps if readers are forewarned concern¬ 

ing the possible harmful effects of the arrangement, such effects 

may be somewhat mitigated. Firstly, then, a classification accord¬ 

ing to colour tends to obscure the virtual identity of scones which 

differ from each other only in colour and belong to the same 

mineral species. Thus, ruby and sapphire, here treated in separate 

chapters, are both colour-varieties of the same mineral, corundum, 

and are nearly identical as regards chemical composition, hard¬ 

ness, and density. Similarly, emerald and aquamarine are both 

beryls; amethyst, rock crystal, and citrine are all varieties of 

quartz, and so on. All this is clearly seen in the alphabetical list of 

gemstones at the end of the book. Secondly, the consideration, say, 

of all red stones liable to be mistaken for ruby, chiefly from the 

viewpoint of how they can be distinguished herefrom, Is liable 

to foster a natural but deplorable tendency on the part of the 

jeweller to think of all such red stones as some sort of inferior or 
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imitation ruby, and thus blind him to the indisputable beauty 

and meric they often possess in their own right. 

Fine red spinels, for instance, or fine red tourmalines, may com* 

pare unfavourably in colour with a fine specimen of ruby, but 

considered apart from this they are in themselves lovely and covet- 

abie stones, and they have nothing whatever in common with 

ruby except a certain superficial resemblance. It is only in the 

mind of man that such stones appear as competitors with the red 

corundum. Further, the less valuable gems arc usually available 

in larger and more perfect specimens than can be obtained by 

even the millionaire in such gems as ruby or emerald, and can 

thus provide pieces suitable for pendants, necklaces or large 

brooches at a reasonable price. 

Bearing the above points in mind, the jeweller is urged to 

realize that the arrangement adopted is followed simply for his 

own greater convenience—and it is an obvious convenience, since, 

for example, the possibilities to be considered when faced with a 

ruby-like stone are quite different from those arising when faced 

with a stone resembling that other corundum: sapphire. Further 

defence of the practical usefulness of colour in distinguishing gems 

will be found in its appropriate place in Chapter 4. The colour 

classification is not adhered to slavishly, as it was considered 

advisable to provide separate descriptions of zircon, the quartz 

group, the garnets, tourmaline, and peridot, in addition to men* 

doning their variedes under the appropriate colour heads. 

The methods and apparatus dealt with in the firtt part of the 

book are chiefly concerned with the measurement of certain physi¬ 

cal and opdeal properties which characterize the various gem¬ 

stones. Practically all the gem materials arc minerals, and the 

properties possessed by a given mineral species which distinguish 

it from ocher minerals depend upon two factors: (e) Its chemical 

compost don, i.e. the kinds of atoms with which it is built, and 

{b) its crystal structure, i.e. the spatial arrangement of these atoms 

within the mineral. Of these two factors, the latter is by far the 

more important, as can be sufficiently instanced by the two crystal¬ 

lized forms of carbon: graphite and diamond. These two minerals, 

so utterly contrasted in appearance and physical properties, are 

yet constructed of precisely the same kind of atoms; all the great 

differences between the two materials in hardness, transparency, 

density, and so on, must be laid to the account of the different 
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internal structure of Ih^ crystals. This fundamental importance 

of crystal structure, and the assistance given in recognizing gem 

minerals in the rough by a knowledge of the characteristic shapes 

of their crystals (‘crystal habit’) is rect^nized by all gemmologists, 

and in every textbook one of the opening chapters is devot^ to 

elementary crystallography. 

Now, experience with students of all ages has led the author 

to realize what a difficult barrier even this simplified form of 

crystallography is for the beginner to surmount, and in this book 

it was thought better to dispense with it entirely except for a table 

of crystal systems which will be found available for reference in 

the appendix at the end of the book. To enable the reader to 

make sense of certain references in the text, however, it may be 

said here that all crystals can be divided, according to their sym* 

metry, into six main groups called the ‘crystal systems’. These 

are named the cubic, tetragonal, hexagonal, orthorhombic, mono¬ 

clinic, and triclinic systems. To the cubic system belong the most 

symmetrical crystals, and these are the only crystals within which 

light travels with the same velocity and character in all directions. 

In crystals belonging to any of the other systems the effect known 

as double refraction (see Chapter 3^ takes place, in which a ray 

of light entering the stone is split into two polarized rays which 

travel with slightly different velocities through the crystal, and are 

therefore bent or refracted from their original course by different 

amounts. This is of high practical importance in testing stones, 

so chat it is useful to bear in mind which are the gemstones that 

belong CO the cubic system, and thus do not show this effect. These 

are diamond, the garnets, spinel, fluorspar, and others of lesser 

importance. 

Tables and other useful features will also be found in the 

appendix, including a short descriptive list of books on precious 

stones for those who wish to extend their knowledge further, or 

form a small reference library on the subject, and names and 

addresses of firms who can supply the various instruments, etc., 

mentioned in the text. 

The number of different minerals which have occasionally 

been cut as gemstones is very large, and it would spoil the simpli¬ 

city and usefulness of this book for the majority of its readers to 

include all such possibilides in the text For the benefit of fellow 

gemmolc^ts who are interested in these out-of-the-ordinary 
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Stones, the author has included most of them m the tables at the 

end of the book. With the aid of the data provided and the neces¬ 

sary simple instruments, it should be possible to identify these 

rarities when they are encountered- One of the rewards which 

occasionally awaits the keen gcmmologiat is the discovery of un¬ 

usual stones In unlikely places: a komerupine from an antique 

dealer's junk-box; a fine sphene in the centre of a paste brooch; 

a parcel of enstatites labelled 'dark olivines’; a museum specimen 

of spessardte rescued from a hessonite packet, even the discovery 

of a hitherto unknown mineral, are but a few of the instances of 

this kind known to the author. 

Lastly, it is hoped that the somewhat scattered information in 

the book wiQ be rendered quickly available to the reader by ihe 

provision of a full index. 

15 
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REFRACTIVE INDEX AND ITS MEASUREMENT 

Our first task in identifying a gemstone is Co make quite sure to 

what mineral species it belongs. For instance, is it a corundum 

(ruby or sapphire), a beryl (emerald or aquamarine), quartz 

(amethyst or citrine), topaz, tourmaline, spinel, peridot or 

zircon? 
Though we can often make a shrewd guess as to the nature of 

a stone by reason of its colour, lustre, and general appearance, it 

is only by measuring one or other of its optical or physical 

‘constants’ that we can be really sure of our ground. In this chapter 

methods are d«cribed tor measuri:^ the most important of these 

constants. 
Man is a profoundly lazy creature and it has been said that 

most of his inventions have been bom of the urge to save himself 

trouble. Presumably, therefore, jewellers who are not scientifically 

minded would welcome an apparatus which vmuld enable stones 

to be identified in some really simple manner, quickly, clearly, 

and without calculation. If by merely placing the stone on an 

instrument its correct name could be read off on looking through 

an eyepiece, one would expect such an instrument to be popular 

and widely used. 

Now, though no apparatus which ‘names’ the stones in this 

way yet exists (thou^ one could probably be devised were it 

worth the cost and trouble), something nearly as easy to use is 

available in the jeweller’s nfiaetomeUr, several types of which are 

now on the market. In these, when the fiat facet of a stone is 

placed on the glass table of the instrument (a drop of special 

liquid serving to make optical contact between the two suriaces) 

one can read through an eyepiece, if not the name of the stone 

tested, at least a number or pair of numbers corresponding to that 

particular stone. This number Is given from the position of a 

shadow-edge which crosses a calibrated scale, and is known as the 

refracii^ index of the stone. 

Each spedes of gemstone has Its own characteristic refractive 

index or refractive indices by which it can be identified with more 

certainty than by any other simple means. The refractive index 
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of a mineral is now universally recogniacd as a property of the 

highest diagnostic importance, and it is a property which can be 

measured with speed and accuracy by any intelligent man or 

woman on an apparatus costing only about j^l6. 

Before dcschbing in detail the use of the rrfractomeier we must 

give a brief explanation of what is meant by the terms ‘refraction’ 

and ‘refractive index’, and the general principles on which re- 

fractometers operate. 

What happens when light falls on the surface of a transparent 

solid such as a gemstone ? Some of the light is rejiectid at the surface 

of the stone, the reflected light leaving the surface at an angle 

equal to that at which it falls upon the surface (‘incidenC angle’ 

or ‘angle of incidence’). It is this reflected light which provides 

the surftce lustre of the stone. The greater proportion of the light, 

however, passes into the stone, but in this denser medium* it 

travels much more slowly than in air. 

Figunl. 77if 10 it r^fivtiedon poising Jivm air inlsglAts 

awng OR. NOM it l^e ‘nemol* (ptrpetidieutar) h Ifu sur/ett. TTu 

awU i is eaiUi Iht sngU of itt^Jena, ^ engU r is ealUd tfu oj 

The exlenl of n/raetion if fy erdi/iey wriuhw 

ilass (R.l » 3 $i) 

■ The tenn ^mtdiujn* ia lised lo deeribe any wbscance thr^gh which light is 
Uftv«lling, and media are to be daise or rare accord/ng to whether light travels 

mlauvely slowly or (aai therein. 
17 
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The effect of entering the denser medium, in which their 

veJocit/ is diminished, upon trains of light waves striking the 

surface obliquely is to alter their direction and make them follow 

a new path nearer to the perpendicular (or ‘normal’ as it is 

called) to the interface between the two media. 

This deviation of rays of light on entering a new medium is 

called njTtution. In Figure 1 the ray of light, lO, is refracted along 

OR on enterii^ the denser medium below the surfece P^. The 

broken line sho^ the path followed by the refiecUd light. 

The extent of the bendii^ or refraction of light on entering 

the stone depends upon its refracting power or ‘refractive index’, 

and this is inversely proportional to the velocity of light within 

the substance. Put differently, the refractive index of a medium 

may be defined as the velocity of light in air* divided by the velo¬ 

city of light in the medium. 

The velocity of li^t in air is approximately 186,000 miles per 

second, and light from the sun and stars travels to us at this im¬ 

mense speed. In quartz (rock crystal, amethyst, etc.) the velocity 

is reduced to approximately 120,000 and in diamond to only 

76,360 miles per second. 

Thus diamond, in which light travels, as mentioned above, at 

76,860 miles per second compared with the 186,000 miles per 

second in empty space, has a refractive index of 186,000/76,860 

9 2*42; higher than the refractive index of any ocher gemstone— 

accounting for the brilliant, adamantine lustre of the stone. 

It has already been stated that each mineral has a definite 

refractive index by which it can be identified on the refracts 

meter; lists of these indices will be found on p. 28, and at the end 

of the book. 

For the benefit of those who like to have at least a rough idea of 

the working of an instrument which they are using, a short des¬ 

cription of the basic principle upon which all gem-testing refracto- 

meters depend follows. However, those who would like to know 

how to use a refractomeCer, but who prefer to shirk such explana¬ 

tions, can skip the next section and await the strictly practical 

directions which will be given later, on p^e 22. 

What follows can best be understood by considering the dia¬ 

gram, Figure 2. Here rays of light are considered passing from a 

dense medium into a rarer one, say from glass into air. The rays 

* Or more siriedv—a vacuum. 
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Will then be refracted away from the normal, NOM (the reveree 

process of the former case considered in Figure 1). 

Thus the ray AO is refracted along OA', apart from the small 

fraction of light which is reflected at O, as indicated by the 
dotted line. 

Similarly, the ray BO is refracted along OB'. As we consider 

rays which form greater and greater angles with the normal. 

Figurf S. Poisagt oj lighi Jtwn gloit (R.I. / Stf) Wew 
ISA) air aioat. The t<^s AO anti BO an r^wtetf along OA' ml OB' 
and aJn parluilly r^led. Styand the eriiieal angle COM =* aJ’ 

art totally rattled, Mug unable to pass into the rein aiedlum 

NOM, wc reach an angle where the refracted ray only just grazes 
along the surface, OQ,, between the two media. 

This angle is known as the criiicai a/tgle, and all rays rcacliing O 

from the denser medium at an angle greater than the criiical 

angle are totally reflected back into tJic denser medium, it bring 

physically impossible for any light from such rays to penetrate into 
the rarer medium. 

In the diagram, the angle COM can be cctnsidcred as the critical 

angle of incidence ^ all the light is thus totally reflected back along 

OG*, and any other ray, such as DO, with a still larger angle of 

incidence, is, of course, also totally reflected. It is important to 
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realize that the size of the critkal angle will dtpend upon the relation 

between the refractioe iruHees of the denser and the rarer medium. If, there¬ 

fore, ux any two media which are in optical contact wc can measure 

the angle where total reflection begins (i.c. the critical angle), 

and we know the refractive index of the denser medium, it is 

posdble to calculate the refractive index of the rarer medium*. 

This is the underlying prmdpie of all total reflection refracto- 

meters (sometimes called ‘total refleclomcters’)* but in the instru¬ 

ments designed for gem testing ail calculation is ingeniously 

avoided. In such refractometers the optically dense medium of 

known refractive index is in the form of a polished hemisphere of 

heavy lead glass, or a segment of such a hemisphere, or a trun¬ 

cated 60^ prism of the same material, the flat upper surface in 

each case Ibrming the ‘table* of the instrument. If the flat, polished 

surface of any gemstone which has a lov«r R.I. than that of the 

hemisphere is placed in optical contact with this table, rays pass¬ 

ing through the glass to the stone will be mostly refracted into the 

stone, and thence escape into the air, when they strike the surface 

at less than the critical ai^Ie, but totally reflected back from the 

surface of the stone when they strike at an angle exceeding the 

critical angle. 

There is a point here which may usefully be cleared up since 

it causes conflision to students. What is known as the critical angle 

of a stone is the angle at which rays of light passing from the storu 

into air arc refracted at 90* to a line perpendicular to the surface. 

In other words, the refracted ray just grazes the surface between 

the two media. Rays striking the inside surface of a stone at angles 

greater than this critical angle cannot emerge, and are totally 

reflected back into the stone. Here, the stone is the denser medium, 

and the higher the refiactioe index of the stone the smaller is ils critical angle. 

In the case of a rcfractomcter the principle is exactly the same, 

but here the glass of the refractometer \% the denser medium, and 

the stone is the rarer medium. Thus, in this case the higher the R.I. 

of the stone the greater is the critical angle between it and the glass of the 

instrument. 

The totally and the only partially reflected rays are projected 

by a lens system on to a transparent scale which is viewed through 

an eyepiece. The part of the scale illuminated by the totally re- 

* Hie formula U n ■■ 7' »n /< where a is ihe unknown rt&aeiive index, tT tli&r of 
the denser medium and Jt ihe critical angle. 
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flecti^ raiyt will be brightly lit, while the rest of the scale will be 

relatively in shadow. The scale is calibrated by the malcers of the 

instrument so as to read direct in refractive indices, so that by 

simply observing the position of the edge of the shadow on the 

scale the refractive index of the stone tested can be ascertained. 

Refractometers of the total rcflccdon type were in me during 

the latter half of last century, but the first satisfactory low-priced 

instrument for tesdng precious stones was devised by Dr G. F. 

Herbert Smith in 1907. This little instrument, made by J. H. 

Steward Ltd, London, is sdll on the market. The more recently 

Fifwe i. The 'Reerfter' T^tacleneiet {mpnvtdp^lUtn) 

designed and very compact ‘Rayneri rcfraciometer has a trun- 

caled prism of dense glass in place of the usual hemisphere, but 

the principle of the instrument is exactly the same. The prism 

form was originally evolved to allow isotropic minerals to be used 

in place of glass. Special ‘Andcnon-Paync’ models incorporadng 

synthedc spinel, blende, and diamond have been made which have 

certain advantages as well as certain limitations compared with 

standard refractometers. In the Herbert Smith instrument the 

scale extends from 1-30 to bSO. In ‘Rayneri refractometers a 

denser glass is used and the scale extends from 1 30 to 1*86. In the 

spinel model the shorter range of 1*30 to 1*70 allows a more open 
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scale to be used, while the long upward range of the diamond 

rcfractometer, 155 to 2 05, necessitates a sliding eyepiece for 

scanning the scale. 

Recendy, several refractometen of American manufacture have 

become available in the U.S-A. These operate on precisely the 

same principle as the British types described in these pages, and 

the instructions given will apply to them equally well. 

HOW TO USE THE REEEaCTOMETER 

Though the instruments are essentially very simple to use, the 

inexperienced person will fail to get the best results if he does not 

pay attention to certain particulars outlined below. 

Firstly, there is the important question of illurainadon. Daylight 

may, of course, be used, and if so desired the ‘Smith’ and ‘Rayneri 

instruments can be held in the hand of the observer while standing 

facing, and near to, a convenient window. 

If the observer is right*handed he will probably prefer to hold 

the instrument in his left hand, leaving the right hand free to 

maint^n the stone to be tcste4 iu contact with the cable of the 

instrument. 

During part of the year daylight is an uncertain commodity, 

and those who wish to use a rcfractometer frequendy will be well 

advised to have some bench or table on which the refractometer 

can be placed in close proximity to a reading lamp. In the case 

of the ‘Smith’ instnunent it will be found best to arrange a book 

or block of wood about 2 in, Cblck on which a piece of white paper 

has been laid, The rcfractometer is then placed on this raised 

platform and the light from a reading lamp with a 40- or 60-watt 

pearl bulb so arranged that It falls on the surface of the paper in 

front of the refractometer window. 

A similar arrangement is convenient for the ‘Rayner’ (Figure 3), 

except that the light can pass direct from the lamp to the ‘window’ 

of the rcfractometer. The lamp should have a ‘pearl’ or ‘opal’ 

bulb, and be placed a little lower than the rcfractometer window. 

In every case, if the illumination is correct, the observer should 

sec on looking through the eyepiece a brighdy and evenly illu¬ 

minated scale. If this is not sharply in focus, the eyepiece should be 

adjusted by rotation. 

We have now reached a point where all is in readiness to take 
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a refractive index reading. A supply of highly refractive liquid in 
a dropping bottle is provided with each instrument. Place a small 
drop of this liquid on the glass table of the rcfractometer. Then 
thoroughly clean the stone to be tested, and place it carefiiUy on 
the instrument so that its table facet rests on the table of the re- 
fractometcr, the liquid being flattened out into a chin layer which 
serves to exclude the film of air which would otherwise prevent 
the stone from making ‘optical contact* with the glass of the insiru- 
meet. If the stone is of fair size—say 3 carats upward.?—it can 
safely be handled with the fingere, special care being taken to 
avoid scratching the soft glass of the refractometer. With smaller 
stones it is wise to use ‘com-tongs* in order to be quite sure that 
the stone is lowered into position with its table facet parallel to the 
glass. Similarly, in removing the stone from the instrument, larger 
Stones are most safely handled with the fingers, smaller ones with 
tongs. A good plan in the ‘Smith* or ‘Rayncr* types, where the 
glass is a little higher than the metal platform m which it is set, 
is to slide the stone gently from the glass to the metal, whence it 
can safely be picked up without any risk of damage to the glass. 
The best reading should be obtained when the stone is placed at 
the exact centre of the glass, but in some instruments better results 
may be obtained when the stone is slightly off-centre. 

Now let us suppose that the stone has been correctly placed on 
the instrument (with liquid to make optical contact) and that the 
stone in question is a spinel. 

Looking through the eyepiece, the observer should sec part of 
the scale brightly illuminated, the remainder relatively in shadow. 
It will be seen that the point where the shadow cuts across the scale 
will be near 1*72, which is the refractive index for spinel (sec 
Figure 4). The txacl posidon of the shadow edge on the scale is 
not easy to estimate when using white light, as the edge is not a 
sharp one, but consists of a narrow spectrum owing to the fact 
that the relation between the refractive indices of the stone and the 
glass of the hemisphere is not the same for all colours (wavelengths) 
of the spectrum, the glass having a higher ‘dispersion* than any of 
the gemstones which can be tested on it- 

The reading should be taken at that part of the shadow where 
the green passes into the yellow and at the point of the slightly 
curved edge where the refractive index recording is at its highest. 
It should be mendoned here that in addition to the shadow-edge 
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due to the stone, ^ C^ter edge should also be visible due to the 

liquid employed. This should read a full 1*81 on the *Rayner’ 

model and rather less than 1'79 on the "Smith' mstrument, in 

accordance with the different liquids provided, It may be noticed 

that this liquid shadow-edge is much more sharply defined than 

that due to the stone, owing to the closer approximations of the 

Ptpn i. ShoitiS, in « diagiarma^ 
foitim, the obmvff's vvta of At sealt 
(f a 'Ri^ner' r^adamtUr on i^tkh a 
spisitl ij if) position, tising sodium Hght 
TTu reodif^ is J flS, ThtfoiM edgt at 

Z^I is dut to tht Hqmd 

Pigura $. Shows, n a 
sisnilaT tnarour, ihi iiuo 
tdgts wiask an seen with 
0 peridot at their Pbm- 

fflWR possible separation 
l$$Z-l'C90 

dispereions of the liquid and the glass of the hemisphere. With the 

‘Smith’ and ‘Rayner' refractometeis the scale is an inverted one; 

that is, the lower parts of the scale represent the higher refractive 

indices, It may be mentioned that within its limited range the 

'Anderson-Payne* spinel relractometer gives sharper and more 

accurate readings in white light than the other jnstrumenG, It 
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was Indsed designed for this purpose. The synthetic spinel used 

for the prism has a very similar dispersion to those of the stones 

tested, so that the critical angle between prism and stone (upon 

which the position of the shadow-edge depends) does not vary 

appreciably whatever the wavelength of the light, 

To obtain an absolutely sharp edge to the shadow with a stan¬ 

dard refractometer one must use ‘monochromatic’ light, i.c. light 

of one colour or wavelength only; the standard and most easily 

produced light of this nature is the pure yellow light produced by 

glowing sodium vapour (wavelength 5893 A), This yellow sodium 

light is easily produced if a Bunsen gas burner is available. Any 

substance containing sodium, such as soda (sodium carbonate), salt 

(sodium chloride) or window glass (a sodium calcium ^icate), 

which is placed in the edge of the hot blue flame at its base will 

produce the desired yellow sodium flame- A sodium flame can 

be produced in a similar way with a spirit lamp by smearing salt 

on the wick, or adding some salt to the methylated spirit used as 

fuel. Such sodium flames are not very intense, but if used in a 

darkened room give quite clear results. 

Once having seen the beautiful sharpness of the shadow pro¬ 

duced with sodium light, the observer may well be reluctant to 

return to the use of white light again, though with the latter re¬ 

fractive index readings sufficient to identify a given gem are 

usually obtainable, 

For those who can afford it, the most brilliant source of sodium 

light is obtained by use of a sodium discharge lamp. Where 

sodium light is not available shadow-edges can be improved by 

using a red glass or gelatine Alter either between the li^t source 

and the instrument or over the eyepiece. The readings will be 

slighdy higher than normal, but sharper than with any known 

^llow filter because more nearly mono^romatic, 

A dark yellow filter is issued by Rayner to fit over the eyepiece 

of their refractometer: if used in conjunction with a strong white 

light this is very effective. 

As an actual example of refractive index measurement, we have 

so far mentioned only spinel, which gives a single shadow-edge 

near I‘72. If now the observer places a peridot on his refracto¬ 

meter he should see not one shadow-edge but two (in addition to 

the constant faint edge produced by the liquid). 

The precise positions of the edges will vary according to the 
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orientation of the specimen, but it will be found that by carefully 

turning the stone on the fable (keeping contact all the time) that 

a minimum reading is obtained with the lower edge and maximum 

with the other*-—lueessaril^ in t/u saw position. With peridot these 

two important critical readings will be rather above 165 and 

about I 69 respectively (sec Figure 5). 

This effect of two edges showing on the relractometer is due to 

double nfiacHon and is shown by a large number of gemstones, 

though the separation between the two edges is greater in peridot 

than in any other of the common gemstones which give readings 

on the rcfractometer. 

A single ray of light passing into any gemstone except those 

which crystallize in the cubic system is, in general, split into two 

rays which are refracted to a different extent. 

For all such stones there is a maximum and a minimum refrac¬ 

tive index and the difference between these two measures the extent 

of the double refraction. 

Thus for peridot the double refraction is nonnally (1690 — 

1-654) * 0 036, for tourmaline (l'$38— 1*620) = 0*018, and for 

yellow topaz only (1*637 1*629) = 0*008. 

In the last two examples we at once see the importance of the 

extent of double refraction from the testing point of view, since 

both topaz and tourmaline have a very similar mean refractive 

index; and, since a deep pink topaz is difficult to distinguish by 

eye from a tourmaline of similar colour, it is valuable to be able 

to distinguish between them on the refractomctcr. 

This is easily done by observing the nature of the shadovkr-edges 

as the stone is rotated. With tourmaline the separadon of the two 

edges can disdnctly be seen even in white light, whereas with 

topaz the double refraction is too low to be disdngulshed clearly 

except on the spinel refractometer or in sodium light. A Nicol 

prism or its more convenient equivalent, a Polaroid disk, is of 

considerable assistance in dctecdng and measuring double re> 

fraction on the refractometer. Suitable polarizing caps to fit over 

the eyepiece are provided by the various makers. A polarizer 

only allows light to pass which is vibrating paraUel to a certain 

direction. The rays corresponding to the two refractive indices in 

a doubly refractive stone are vibrating mutually at right-angles 

to one another, so that by turning the polarizer to the correct 

position one can see only the shadow-edge due to one ray, then, 
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by rotating the polarizer through 90* the shadow-edge due to the 

other ray is seen. Thus, even where ihc double refraction is insuf¬ 

ficient CO allow two edges co be seen in ordinary light, there will 

be noticed a slight shift of the edge when the polarizer is rotated, 

whereas with a singly refracting stone, such as garnet or spinel, 

no such variation should be ol^rvcd. 

The only important singly refractive stones which come within 

the range of the rcfraclometer arc fluorspar, opal, spinel and the 

garnets—hessonitc, pyrope, almandine, and spessariitc. The green 

demantold garnet (misnamed ‘olivine' in the trade), zinc blende 

(sphalerite) and diamond are also singly refracting but arc beyond 

the range of the ordinary rcfractomcter. Glass imitations also give 

a single edge on the rciractomctcr, but this may vary in position 

from about I‘50 up to 1*70 according to the composition of the 

glass, and it is worth noting that no singly rtfraciiot mtural gmstom 

coma within Ifu normal glass range^ 1*50 to 1*70, just mentioned. 

When a singly refractive reading is seen in a r^on of the scale 

where no gemstone has its refractive index, one may at once sus¬ 

pect a ‘paste’. The nature of the shadow-edge in white light is also 

revealing. Pastes with refractive index between I 60 and 1*70 are 

lead glasses having a higher dispersion than gemstones of com¬ 

parable index. This results in a sharptr shadow-edge with the 

standard rcfractomcter and a coloured edge when using a spinel 

rcfractomcter. Doublets which have an almandine garnet front 

(as they often do) will give an almandine reading of about I 79, 

which serves to identify the fraud. 

A list of the refractive indices of the principal gemstones is 

g^ven here for convenience. A fuller li.'?! will be found at the end 

of the book. The figures arc given to two places of decimals only, 

but the double refraction is quoted to three places to enable small 

but often important distinctions to be made clearer, 

Stones having refractive indices above the range of the refracts 

meter are also included in the tabic. Although these give a 

‘negative’ reading (i.c. a shadenv-edge at the limit imposed by 

the contact liquid) this in itself gives valuable evidence as to the 

nature of the specimen. In common practice it limits the possibili¬ 

ties to certain almandincs, to demantoid, zircon, diamond, and, 

less probably, sphenc. These can easily be separated by ihcir 

appearance, and by other characters described in later pages, 

in certain species there is considerable variation in the value 
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Refractive Index Table 

GmsUiTu nj. D.R. 

Fluorspar . 1'4S — 

Opal . 1‘45 

Qpartz... 1'54 155 0-009 

Beryl. T57 1*58 0-006 

Topaz . 162 1‘63 0*008 

Tourmaline . 1*62 1*64 0*018 

Andalusite 1*63 1*64 0*010 

Spodumenc ]>66 1*68 0*015 

Peridot. 1*65 1*69 0*036 

Spinel. 1*72 — 

Chrysobcryl . 1*74 1-75 0*009 

Hessonite . 1*74 — 

Pyrope. 1*74 — 

Corundum 1*76 1*77 0*003 

Almandinc-pyrope ... 1*77 — 

Spessartite 1-80 — 

Almandine 1-81 — 

Demantoid . 1*89 — 

Sphene. 1-90 2*02 0*120 

Zircon . 1-93 1-99 0*059 

Diamond 2-42 • 

for the indices owing to variatioDS in chemical composition. This 

is notably the case in the series of red garnets which vary more or 

less continuously from an 80 per cent pure pyrope» R.I. — l*732> 

to an 85 per cent pure almandine, R.I. * T810. In the table 

typical representadve figures are given. 

By using sodium light, the skilled observer can obtain much 

more detailed information concerning the optical nature of the 

stones tested—whether they are ‘uniaxial’ or ‘biaxial’, ‘positive’ 

or ‘negative’, etc. Such factors are usually chiefly of academic 

interest, but can sometimes be of value in practical testing. A 

summary is therefore given of the effects seen. 
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(1) With singly refractive stones (amorphous or cubic), onJy 

one shadow-edge is seen, which remains immovable when the 

stone is rotated. 

(2) “With uniaxial stones (tetragonal and hexagonal), in general 

two shadow-edges are seen, one of which, corresponding to the 

extraordinary ray, moves, as the stone is rotated, towards and 

away from the immovable edge due to the ordinary ray. The 

index for the extraordinary ray is read at its greatest diveigence 

from the ordinary; the difference between the two readings is then 

the birefringence of the stone. When the extraordinary index is 

higher than the ordinary the stone is optically positive; when less, 

optically negative. 

Only if the table facet happens to be cut exactly at right-angles 

to the optic axis docs the shadow-edge due to the extraordinary 

ray remain fixed (in its position of full birefringence) when the 

scone is rotated. 

When the optic axis lies in the plane of the tabic facet a single 

edge will be seen when the stone is turned into a position where 

the axis lies parallel to the ‘axis’ of the instrument (i.e. the line 

between the eyepiece and the window through which light enters 

the instrument). The full birefringence will then be seen when the 

stone is turned until the optic axis Is at 90° to the axis of the 

instrument. 

(3) With biaxial stones (rhombic, monoclinic and tricUnlc), in 

general two shadow-edges will be seen, both of which may vary in 

position as the stone is turned on the refractometer. The maximum 

index obtainable with the higher R.I. edge should be read, and 

this corresponds with the value known as y. The lowest index 

obtainable with the other edge should be noted separately, and 

corresponds to the value known as a. Then y — a is the fxiU 

birefringence. 

A critical Intermediate value, /?, is not so easily obtained. It 

corresponds either with the lowest value for the higher edge or 

the highest value for the lower edge. The facet m<^ happen to be 

cut in such an orientation that an optic axis (or even both axes) 

lies in the plane of the facet. In this case a single edge (correspond¬ 

ing to the ^ value) will be observed in certain positions. 

The convention is that when is nearer in value to a than to y 

the stone is optically positive; when nearer to y than to a it is 

negative. In practice it is seldom necessary to ascertain the exact 
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value for /J. If llie h^her R.I. edge is seen to move beyond the 

half-way position between maximum and minimum readings it 

must be positive. If the lower R.I- edge moves past the half-way 

postdon^ the stone is negative. 

Fiiun f. Moitement of sHadouhedges in a 
spedum 6j whitt t9pnz 

Advanced gemmologists may find it interesting to deduce the 

crystal orientation of a cut stone by the careful observation of 

shadow-edge movements, but for the purposes of identification 

maximum and minimum readings arc all that are normally 
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necessary. It can be stressed that for all slants, uniaxial or biaxial^ tfu 

dijmnce between the maximum and minimum readings obtainable on any 

faut must alw^ represent the full bir^ngenee for that stone. This is a 

of the hig^hest diagnostic importance. 

The diagrams reproduced in Figures 6 and 7 demonstrate 

typical shadow-edge movements in uniaxial and biaxial stones. 

Useful and simple methods for detecting double refraction with¬ 

out the aid of a refractometer will be discussed in the next chapter. 

‘distant vision’ method for cabochon stones 

To obtain accurate readings on the refractometer it is essential 

that the stone should have a flat, polished facet to make good 

contact with the glass of the instrument. However, research 

workers of the Gemological Institute of America* developed and 

described an ingenious and important new technique whereby 

modified refractometer readings can be obtained even with cabo¬ 

chon stones or with faceted stones which are too (iny to give a 

shadow-edge in the normal way. Benson’s method (known in 

America as the ‘spot’ method and in Britain as the ‘distant vision’ 

method, for reasons which will be obvious in what follows) is 

neither so easy to apply nor so critically accurate as the standard 

method, but it enlarges so enormously the scope of the refracto¬ 

meter that the keen gemmologist is strongly recommended to take 

the necessary trouble to become proficient in its use, as it will 

enable him to make identifications where the normal procedure 
fails. 

Chrysoberyl and quart* cat’s-cyes, for instance, sometimes so 

difficult to distinguish with certainty when mouni^ in Jewellery, 

show their great difference in refractive index in clear-cut fashion, 

as do cabochons of nephrite or jadcite and the several masivc 

green minerals with which they may be confused. Turquoise too, 

which in the normal way is reluctant to show a shadow-edge ev en 

from a flat surface, also yields quite a distinct effect by the new 

method, and quite liny faceted stones are also made to give a 
reading. 

The procedure, when using a standard Rayncr refractometer, 

* Later Benion; 'Re&ftctive indices of cabochon cut stones': Grw anSCmcleer, 
Suremer, 1948. Also J, R. CroHTun^shield, ibid. Sumiaer. 1949. 
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is as follows. The first essential is to limit the amount of the contact 

fluid to the smallest possible droplet. This can be done by applying 

it with a fine glass capillary tube or a fine wire or needle, or by 

touching the scone on an oidinary small drop, withdrawing it, and 

wiping the main drop away, using only the minute quantity ad* 

behng to the stone. The scone (we will suppose it to be a cabochon) 

is now allowed to rest in the centre of the refractometer table: 

the point of contact will be slightly enlarged by the trace of contact 

liquid, and if the eye be withdrawn about twelve inches away &om 

the eyepiece and the head moved slightly until the correct position 

is found, it should be posable for the observer to see the point of 

contact of the stone and liquid droplet as a little disk In the middle 

of the limited portion of the scale stiU viable at such a distance. 

If the eye (and the attention) be focused on this contact spot 

the scale readings will be, unfortunately, slightly out of focus, but 

by a slight lateral movement of the head and an e^rt of will the 

position of the spot on the scale can be gauged fairly closely. It 

will be found t^t if the contact be viewed against index 

readings which are below the refractive index of the specimen, it 

will appear completely dark. 

On gradual alteration of the verticai of vision towards the 

higher index readings, beyond a certain point the contact spot will 

be seen to change from dark Co light (as total rejection sets in). 

With care and practice the cridcai podtion can be found where 

the spot is bisected by the dark shadow. A rea/Ung of tJu seaU ct 

this poiM will giM the rtfiactwe index of the stone. 

Practice in the method should be gained with such things as 

beads or cabochons of quartz, moonstone, other known minerals, 

or with faceted stones which, though small, are just large enough 

to show a shadow*edge when using the refiuctometer in the 

normal manner. Thus confidence in the new technique will be 

gained before an attempt is made to tackle an unknown specimen. 

CAKE OP THE REFRACTOMETBR 

When new, the glass sur&ce of the refractometer hemisphere or 

prism is beautifully flat and perfect, and %viil give vety dense 

shadow edges. It is well worth while to try and maintain tKis 

surface in good condition by protecting it from mechanical dam* 

age due to careless pladog of the stone thereon in such a way 
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that an edge or corner of the stone scratches the soft flass, and 

from what may be caDed chemical damage from allowing the 

highly refracting liquid (which is usually methylene iodide with 

one or more solids dissolved in it) to remain on the glass after the 

test is made. Strips of clean blotting-paper should be kept at hand 

to wipe away the surplus liquid and the glass then rubbed with a 

clean wash-leather when the test has been completed. A smear of 

Vaseline on the glass when the instrument is not in use is an addi¬ 

tional protective measure. If the glass should have become affected 

and is giving poor readings, a useful lip is to clean it with a little 

wad of cotton wool dipped in a paste efjeweller’s rouge and water. 

This will produce sparkling results. If the surface has become 

seriously damaged, however, it will be best to return it to the 

makers, who will re-polish it for a cost of about £S. 

Heavy pressure on a specimen while taking a reading should be 

quite unnecessary, and often gives rise to damage in the soft glass 

of the refractometer. Normally the weight of the stone itself is 

quite sufficient to make good optical contact with the table of the 

instnimcnt- 

It is worth noting that some pastes fail to give a shadow-edge 

on the refractometer, owing to their having a thin surface film of 

slighdy different refractive index from that of the main body of 

the glass. Such a 'coadng' is probably accidentally induced during 

manufacture. Deliberately *coaicd’ stones have been recently 

introduced (see end of Chapter 6) which also fail to give refracto¬ 

meter readings. In cither case, a brisk rub with a rouged cloth 

will usually clean the surface of the specimen sufficiently to enable 

clear readings to be obtained. 

‘bright line’ TECHNIiiUE 

In cases where readings are difficult to obtain under the ordinary 

lighting conditions, C. J, Payne has often found the following 

technique to give good results. The hood of a Rayner refracio- 

meter is pulled out of its socket, and the window through which 

the light normally enters the instrument is blocked. An ordinary 

safety-match box accomplishes this very neatly. A microscope 

lamp (or sodium lamp) is then so adjusted as to provide light at 

grazing incidence on the stone when It is placed on the refracto- 

xneter table. If these conditioru are correctly carried out it is 
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usually possible to see a bright lint crossing the scale in the position 

where the shadow-edge would normally appear. It may be 

necessary to rotate the scone for the effect to be clearly seen, 

With birehingent stones, of course, two bright lines should be 

visible. 

IMMERSION METHODS 

Although, as we have seen, by means of the ‘distant vision’ method 

it has now been found possible to use the refractometer with stones 

having curved or very smalldlat surfaces, there are still cases where 

some different method of refractive index determinadon may be 

necessary. For instance, where uncut or carved stones are being 

tested, or numerous small stones set in a brooch or eternity ring; 

or where the setting makes contact with the refractometer glass 

impossible. The immersion methods described below arc particu¬ 

larly suitable in such cases, All that is required in the way of 

apparatus is a glass dish or cell and small bottles containing various 

liquids, specified later. A microscope increases the scope and 

accuracy of the method greatly, but the required information can 

often be obtained without its aid. 

The theoretical basis of the method is as follows. Transparent 

objects can only be ‘seen' by the refraction and reflection of light 

at their surfaces, and where a transparent solid is immersed in a 

hquid of nearly the same refractive index refraction and reflection 

are reduced to a minimum and the solid becomes virtually in¬ 

visible. Lumps of ice in a tumbler of water form a familiar example 

of this effect, and it is easy to prove by experiment chat the degree 

of visibility, or ‘relief' as it is called, of a transparent object im¬ 

mersed in a transparent fluid depends entirely upon how nearly 

the refractivity of sohd and liquid approximate to one another. 

Thus if we can find a liquid in which the outline of the stone, 

when immeiwd, becomes so indistinct that it almost vanishes, 

we can safely assume that the refractivity of the stone is very near 

to that of the (known) index of the liquid. Good examples of this 

arc fire opals in carbon tetrachloride, moonstone or orthoclasc in 

chlorobenzene and quartz in ethylene dibromidc. 

Of the many possible liquids, the following list provides a useful 

range, and includes so far as possible those which arc readily 

available and least obnoxious. 
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Carbon tetrachloride. ... 1-46 

Toluene. ... 1-50 

Monochlorobeozene. ... 1-525 

Ethylene dibromide ... ... 154 

Monobromobeozene ... ... 1-56 

e-Toluidine . ... 1-57 

Bromoform - 159 

MoQolodobenEcnc ... i‘62 

Monobromonaphthalene ... J'66 

Monoiodonaphthalene ... 1705 

Methylene iodide ... 1*745 

Mixtures cootaining methylene iodide, which are necessary lor 

higher indices, are expensive and not very pleasant to handle. 

Phenyldi'iodoaisine (K.I., 1'85) though useful in the laboratory, 

is very poisonous, anH has a violent blistering action on the skin: 

it is ^us emphatically noi recommended lor any but the skilled 

worker who is prepared to take the necessary precautions. 

Where stones are siEeabie and have a polished facet available 

the refractometer of course provides the most convenient, rapid, 

and accurate test But there are many cases where the reCracto- 

meter cannot be applied, and immec^n methods then come into 

their own, particularly when used in conjunction with the inicro> 

scope. One may be laced with a brooch, for instance, set with tiny 

diamonds, some of which, it is suspected, have been replaced by 

synthetic white sapphires. If the whole brooch be immersed in 

methylene iodide and the stones viewed under a low*powered 

microscope the diamonds can at once be distinguished by their 

high relief (every facet showing clearly) in contrast to the white 

synthetics which have hardly disdngui^ble edges. Any intruders, 

indeed, into a group of small stmes mounted or unmounted, pur¬ 

porting to be all of die same kind, ran very easily be descried by 

immersion io an appropriate liquid. 

When stones are fne from their setting, it is quite easy to see 

whether they have an index higher or lower than that of a liquid 

in which they are immersed by placir^ a sheet of white paper 

under the glass dish in which the stones are resting (table facet 

down) and viewing them by light from a ringle overhead lamp. 

If a stone has an index tdgher than (hat of the fluid, it will cast a 

dark-rimmed shadow on the paper below, and the pmjcction of 
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the facet edges wU appear white. If the stone has a lower index 

than that of the fluid it will show a bright margin and the facet 

edges will appear as dark lines. The breadth of the border margin 

wiU give a good idea of the degree of the difference which exists 

between the indices of stone and fluid in each case. Where there 

is nearly a perfect match, a coloured margin will appear, showing 

that the fluid index coincides for some wavelengths with that of 

the stone, but (as it has higher dispersion than the stone) not for 

others- 

The effects could more easily be seen if viewed from below; and 

it is quite easy to devise a means for doing this. Two w'ooden 

blocks, or hollow cubes made from cardboard, are placed so as to 

flank a third, wedge-shaped block of wood or card> the sloping 

Figurt S. Diegranmatk sketch showing two cardboard cubes and wedg^boped support 
Jbr minor, as recoemraded for stv^ ^{mrr^ersion coatnst rSKts 

The dotted line indicates the position ttf Vit groutid^loss 'bri^' on which the immersion 
ceil sontaimng the stones is to be placed. A single ooerhead ligM rrwols striking diferenca 

in eonirAsl when the obseroer view/ the lomemd stones in the mirror 

(45®) face of which confronts the observer. On this sloping surface 

is fixed a piece of mirror (of the type that ladies carry in their 

handbags). The two outer blocks are bridged by a sheet of finely 

ground glass (obtainable from any photographic dealer) and on 

this the glass dish containing the immersed stones is placed- When 

this is illuminated by an overhead light the observer secs a beau¬ 

tiful display of ‘immersion contrast* in the mirror, which of course 

reflects the image of the undersides of the immersed stones as 

projected on the ground-glass screen. The diagram reproduced as 

Figure 8 gives a clear idea of this simple and effective arrangement. 
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IMMERSION CONTACT PHOTOGRAPHS 

Another development of the same general technique is to place 

the dish of immersed stones over a piece of bromide printing* 

paper or slow ‘line’ or ‘process* film in a dark-room, and expose 

for a second or two to light from an overhead lamp. The developed 

negative gives a beautifully clear pattern of the stones showing 

their index in relation to that of ie immersion fluid in no un¬ 

certain manner. The photograph in F^ure 9 shows an example 

of such an immersion contact photograph, in which stones with 

(Of tmalfij, GtmimkiM 

Figa410. immeTiioH eimlMt plM^toph of Untmaline necklaet in 

htamobtnieni {btdix I'i9) rn^ingprutnu ofJiutAqttonmvtt heads 
(in low contrasl) 

a wide range of refractive index are immersed in monobromo- 

naphthalene. 

Figure 10 is another immersion contact photograph of a stone 
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necklace, reputedly of variously coloured tourmalines, immersed 

in bromobenzene. The presence of five ai)uainarinc beads, nearly 

matching the fluid, is clearly revealed. 

Such photographs will also serve to record the exact size and 

shape and facet distribution of a cut gemstone. For this purpose, 

however, a liquid should be chosen which has a refractive index 

near that of the stone. A further pracdcal use of such photographs 

to the geznmolc^t has recently been discovered by the author. 

Synthetic stones are found often lo reveal the cur^ ‘structure 

lines’ by which their synthetic origin can be assured in immerrion 

contact photographs, even where these lines arc not visible to the 

eye or under the microscope. This will be further discussed in the 

chapter on synthetic stones (Chapter 6). 

When dealing with stones in the rou^—amber or imitation 

amber beads, jade eai'rings, and the like (none of which can be 

tested on the reftaccometer)—it is often feadble to detach a tiny 

fragment without harming the spedmen, and the chip can be 

placed on a plain glass slide, a drop of liquid placed on it, and 

examined under the microscope. In addition to noting the relief 

or lack of relief shown by the fragment in the particular liquid 

used, information can readily be obtained as to whether the chip 

or the fluid has the higher index, in the IbHowii^ manner. The 

sub-st^e condenser (if used) is lowered and the micrascope sharply 

focused on the edge of the chip. The focus is then raised and 

lowered alternately above and below the true position and the 

effect observed. If the lighting has been correctly arranged, a 

bright line, following the contour of the spedmen, will be seen 

alternately to move into and spread outwards from the fragment. 

The rule is simple to remember, that when the focus of the 

microscope is raised the bright line passes into i^chever medium 

has the higher index. Conversely, when the focus is lowered from 

the position of sharp focus the bright edge passes into the medium 

of lower index. It is wise to practise the effect with fragments and 

liquids of known index before attempting to work oti an unknown 

specimen. 
Various fluids can be Cried in succesrioo, draining away one 

drop with a small |Mece of blotting-paper before appljnng the 

next. Observation of the bright line can be carried out also at the 

edges of quite large faceted specimens immeizcd in liquid, and it 

also provides a means of determining whether the microscopic 
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crystals Co be found as inclusions in most gemstones have a higher 

or lower refractive index than the stone which encloses them. 

Here again the degree of relief gives information as to how 

different or how similar are the indices of the included and 

including minerals. Unfortunately, since the smaller crystal is 

permanently ‘immersed’ within a solid^ only the one experiment 

can he carried out on these lines. 

As with the heavy liquid method for determining density, which 

is described in Chapter 5, Immenion methods can either be used 

as a rapid means of gaining an approximate value for the refrac¬ 

tive index of a stone (which Is often all that is necessary to dis¬ 

criminate between two possible alternatives) or it can be used 

with care and skill to obtain quite accurate measurements. 

Mineralogists have elaborated the technique to a high degree of 

perfection. 

Qpite apart from measurement of the refractive index of a 

stone, immersion of specimens in liquids will be found most 

valuable in revealing the distribution of colour, the presence of 

inclusions, the detection of doublets, and so on, as recommended 

in later chapten. In assessing the suitability of rough stones for 

cutting, the lapidary would hnd his task simplified if he immersed 

bis specimens in a dish or cell of (say) benzene, or even of water. 

Flaws, colour discribation, and lo on, can thus be much more 

clearly seen. 
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DOUBLE REFRACTION 

AND HOW TO DETECT IT 

didcuSMQg the use of the refractometer in the preceding 

chapter, reference was made to the curious phenomenon of double 

Tejraciion, which is characteristie of all minerab which crystallize 

in systems other than the cubic system. This means chat the 

spiltdng of a single ray into two polarized rays which have dif¬ 

ferent velocities and therefore different refiangibUity Is observable 

in all the common gem minerals except the garnets, spinel, and 

diamond, which crystallize in the cubic system. The ‘strength’ of 

the effect in the various stones differs considerahly, and this fact 

is important as an aid to identification. 

Double refraction is measured numerically as the difference be- 

tween the least and greatest refractive iridices for the stone; some 

figures will be found in the table of refractive indices ^ven on 

p. 2B, but for convenience a selection of values are given here. In 

diminishing order of birefringence (birefringence is another term 

for double refraction) we have 

Rutile 0287 Spodumene ... 0015 

Caldte 0*172 Quartz 0-009 

Sphene 0-12 Chrysobcryl... 0*009 

Zircon 0-059 Topaz 0*006 

Peridot 0*036 Corundum ... 0 008 

Tourmaline ... 0018 Beryl. 0*006 

In some minerals the figures vary somewhat; thus in zircon, 

while the blue, white, and golden ‘fired’ types most popular in 

modem jewellery are almost constant in their birefringence of 

0 059, many of the Ceylonese zircons, particularly the green 

variefres, have a much lower double refraction, sinking in some 

cases practically to zero. This peculiarity of zircon is imique 

amongst miner^, and will be discussed at greater length ui the 

chapter on zircon. Rutile has recently been manufactured in the 

U-SA. (see p. 86), and its enormous double refraction will be one 

means of idendfreatioo. Calcite, thoi^h not a gemstone, plays an 

important part in gemmological instruments in its optically pure 

form of ‘Iceland spar*. 
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How, apart ih>m the refraccometer, can one test whether a given 

stone is doubly refractive or not? The simplest method of all, 

which with a little practice is quite easily carried out, is to examine 

the stone carcfuUy with a powerful pocket lens—say one giving 

X8 to xi2 magnification. For example, look through the table 

facet of a zircon with a lens, and focus sharply on to the edges 

of the back facets where they adjoin the culet, and it will be 

noticed that instead of a single sharp line where the facets join, 

as would appear in a singly refractive scone such as diamond, 

each edge appears as a double line (see Figure 12). 

A word of warnii^, however, should be uttered here; according 

to their crystal structure, all doubly refracting stones have either 

one or two directions in which only single refraction obtuns. 

Those gemstones belonging either to the tetragonal or the hexago¬ 

nal system of crystals have only one such direction; one ‘optic 

axis* as it is called. These minerals, which arc grouped together 

optically as ‘uniaxial’, include zircon, corundum (ruby and 

sapphire), beryl (emerald and aquamarine), tourmaline, and 

quartz (amethyst and citrine). The minerals crystallizing in either 

the orthorhombic, monocUnic or triclinic systems have two 

optic axes, and are called ‘biaxial’. These include peridot, chryso- 

beryi (alexandrite), topaz, and spodumene (kunzite) among the 

commoner gemstones. 

Thus it must be realized that if, say, a zircon is cut with its 

tabic facet at right-anglca to its optic axis it may be necessary 

to tilt the stone and make observations through the bezel facets 

to see the double refraction well developed. 

With zircon, sphenc, and peridot the bircfiingence is so strong 

that even the novice should have no difficulty in seeing the effect 

mentioned even in small stones, but it needs a practised eye to 

detect the doublii^ effect in quartz and corundum unless the 

stones are laige. As with any other test, practice begets com¬ 

petence, and when the beginner has become accustomed to getting 

results in easy specimens he should strive to develop his skill to the 

limit and learn to gauge approximately the strength of the double 

refraction shown. The author has found this to be a most valuable 

accomplishment. The more things that can be learned with a 

pocket lens the better—even if one possesses other apparatus 

this will not usually be available in an auction room or on other 

people’s premises. This same test can, of counc, be extended 
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and rendered easier by uang a microscope, which functions as a 

much more powerful lens, magniiicadoRS of 25 to 60 diameters 

being quite comibrtably usable with the stone held between the 

thumb and forefinger of the left hand, supported on the microscope 

stage. 

A more sensitive test for double refracdon than those mendoned 

above b possible by u£ng polarized light. A ray of ordinary light, 

vibrating in all possible directions at right-angles to that of the 

ray, becomes transformed when passed through a Kicol prism or 

a sheet of Polaroid and emerges in a polarized condition. Polarized 

light is indistinguishable &om ordinary light to the unaided eye, 

but the fact that it is vibradi^ in one plane only gives it peculiar 

properties which are of great value in the study of minerals. A 

detailed description of the uses of polarized light would be beyond 

the scope of this book, but since the arrival of the ardfidaJ com¬ 

pound Polaroid has made pobrized light available to all at a 

low cost a brief account of its use in detecting double refracdon 

will be attempted here. Those who would like further information 

on the subject are advised to consult any good textbook on 

mineralogy, 

A ray of light entering a doubly refracting mineral is in general 

split at once into two polarized rays vibradng in planes at right- 

angles to each other. These are each slowed down to a dificrent 

extent in passing throi^i the crystal structure, and are thus re¬ 

fracted di^crently. AVhal is important to realize in the present con¬ 

nection is that along any one direction in a doubly refracting stone 

only two sorts of ray can travel, and these arc vibradng at right- 

angles to each other and in dircctioRS which are rigidly fixed by 

the orientadon of the ray to the structure of (he stone, 

Now a beam of light which has passed through a Polaroid disk 

(or Nicol prism) and is vibrating, shall we say, north and south, 

will be quite unable to pass through another disk or prism which 

is set with the vibradon direction at r^ht-anglcs to this, i.c. east 

and west. Such a system through vriiich virtually no light can pass 

is referred to as ‘crossed Nicols’ or 'crossed Polaroids’. If one of 

the Polaroids or Nicols is turned ever so slightly Irem the 90’ 

position some light will be able to pas through, and more and 

more light will come through on further turning till the maximum 

is reached with the two disks in a ‘parallel* position (sec Figure 11). 

Now if between two crossed Polaroids a piece of glass is inserted 
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the darkness of the field will remain unaltered (unless the glass has 

been badly annealed) since glass, being amorphous, imposes no 

change in the vibration direction of light from the first Polaroid 

disk. But this is not the case when a doubly refractive gem is 

placed between the Polaroids. 

Unless ihc vibrations of the rays passing through the crystal are 

parallel to those of the polarizer, a certain amount of light can 

now pass ilirough the second Polaroid. 

Thus the effect of rotating a doubly refractive gem between 

j 

VIIIJlIION 
AXIi 

Figvt TTtree Folaroid tmetu sfwting the ejeel upon tfu traumifud li^t 
a9H\n% Ih* uibration axts 

crossed Polaroids is in general to give four positions of darkness 

‘extinction’ (at intervals of 90®) in a complete revolution and four 

positions of maximum brightness. 

This provides the most usual means by which the mineralogist 

distinguishes between singly refraedve (amorphous or cubic) sub¬ 

stances on the one hand and doubly refractive stones on the other. 

Glass or cubic minerals under strain show ‘anomalous’ double 

refraction between crossed Nicols, but the effect is not likely to be 

confused with true double refraction since the extinction is not 

clear-cut all over the field, but mottled or grid-like. Almandine 

garnet and diamond offen show anomalous double refraction. 

Natural spinel is usually quite isotropic, but synthetic spinel always 
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displays aDomalom eHects resuldni; ia a *ubby' extiDctioii which 

Is a helpful feature ia identification. 

Undoubtedly the most condbrtable and efficient way of study> 

ing these effects is by means of a polarizii^ micrcecope with ro> 

tating stage. Such instruments are expensive, and h^ly worth 

while for the jeweller, but with the aid of pieces of Polaroid an 

ordinary microscope can be made to function quite well, one 

Polaroid dish being mounted below the st^e and the other used 

as an eyepiece cap which can be tumed into the extinction position 

before making the test. Even without a microscope the test can be 

made either by mounting Polaroids after the fashion of the old 

'tourmaline tongs' or with a short length of Cubing with Polaroid 

at either end and an aperture for inserting the stone between the 

Polaroids. 

The Rutland polariscope, made by Messrs Rayncr, is one of the 

least expentive and most convenient of the many models of hand 

polariscope using Polaroid which are commercially available. An 

inexpensive and convenient table polariscope with built-in light¬ 

ing is made by H. S. B. Meakin Ltd, and can be recommended. 

The presence or absence of double rt&action often provides us 

with an easy and certain means discriminating between the 

real and the false. Glass or 'paste’ n\ay have local strains within 

its structure which will cause it to show ‘anomalous’ double re¬ 

fraction to some extent when tested between crossed Nlcol prisms; 

but In no glass or singly refractive gem will such strain effects be 

sufficient to cause any of the ‘doubling* phenomena described 

above. To give a practical example: the reader armed with this 

knowledge vnh be able to distinguish quickly between a true 

crystal (quartz) ball, of the kind used for crystal-gazing or for 

ornament (which if large and flawless may be of considerable 

value), and one of the comparatively worthless spheres of glass 

which are commonly sold as substitutes. If the comer of a card be 

placed immediately behind a quartz crystal ball and viewed 

through it, a ^ostly double image of the edge of the card can 

be seen in most positions. On rotating the ball it will be noticed 

that the doubling effect is more pronounced first on one edge and 

then on the othCT, while in one dixtciion through the ball (along 

the optic axis of the original quartz crystal) no doubling will 

occur. In the case of a glass ball the edges of the card will appear 

single in all directions. A litde practice will do more than any 
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amount of readings to beget competence and confidence in using 

the test. Once these ‘doubling’ effects have been dearly seen and 

understood, they will be found quite easy to observe, and of great 

practical value in the discrimination of precious stones. 

Figure PheUwierografA a/ taken 

through table faut thoumg doubling tff the 

book faeeis 

It is worth noting that, when scrutinizing with a lens a brovm 

or deep green tourmaline or a brown sphene, the expected doub¬ 

ling of the back facet edges may not be apparent. The reason for 

this is that in the stone mendoned, one of the two rays may be 

totally absorbed. This is an extreme example of the effect known 

as dieftTpim, which will be considered in the next chapter. 



4 

COLOUR, COLOUR FILTERS, AND 

THE DICHROSCOPE 

It has often been stressed by those who write about gems that 

colour is a most unreliable guide in ideDtifying a stone. Such a 

statement is, of course, Co a certain extent true, and the tendency 

in the past to label (with qualifying adjectives) all yellow stones 

as topaz, all red stones as ruby, and all green stones as emerald 

was due to too great an ioaiscence upon the importance of that 

usually accidentaJ* charactcrisQc, colour. Anyone, however, whose 

job is to handle and appraise coloured stones knows how a really 

practised eye can recognize a number of the well-known gems at 

once by thdr characteistze shade of colour. Abiliry to recognize 

the particular shades exhibited by a given variety can be acquired 

by anyone with a naturally good colour sense and developed by 

practice to quite an astonishing degree of virtuosity. As an in¬ 

stance of this the author can remember, when showing a case of 

about fifty mixed coloured stones to a group of gemmology stu¬ 

dents at Chelsea Polytechnic, tliat one of the students was able to 

name correctly every specimen at sight, with the exception of one 

or two rarities. 

Such knowledge and acute perception of c<^ur are admittedly 

rare, but for the normal person even if the species still remains in 

doubt the colour of the stone will have narrowed down the possi¬ 

bilities, especially when the lustre is also corisidered. 

Thus, though there are many ‘green’ stones, several ‘red’ stones, 

and several ‘blue*, there are few indeed that have the green of 

emerald, the red of ruby, or the blue of sapphire. 

Against this it must be admitted that the more brownish red 

tints seen in Siam rubies are almost impossible to distinguish from 

certain red garnets and spinels, and that among the pale pink or 

mauve stones it is very hard for the eye to distinguish bet\vcen 

pink topaz, tourmaline, mauve spinel, pale amethyst, kunzite, 

and pink beryl. Often two stones which appear to have preebely 

* beesuK Uie nujoricy ct tbe gen rnioerak be rotmirim if 
(bey wov cbaiucklK pure eoapoiads, umI emt ibeir wied hue* to nea of reruin 

meinb which act u cofouiag afepa (See uadre Allocfarocnaik and 

Idtochranuiie Mieerals.} 
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siiniUr colours cah be distinguished on a colour basis if these 
colours are analysed or sorted by simple instruments. 

To understand how this can be so, we must make a very brief 
incursion into theory. What we call ‘white light’—that is light 
from the sun or other incandescent bodies—is composed of a 
mixture of all the colours of the rainbow. For this reason a circular 
card painted in equal sectors with the bright rainbow colours will 
appear white while spinning rapidly. 

Newton, In the year of the Great Fire of London (1666), was 
the first to show that sunlight has a composite nature, by analys¬ 
ing a narrow beam which passed through a chink in the shutter 
into his darkened room by the simple expedient of placing a glass 
prism in the path of the ray. 

Light is variously refracted by a transparent solid according to 
its wavelength, the red rays, of longer wavelength, being less 
deviated than the shorter, violet, waves. Thus these rays, having 
been deviated by different amounts, on passing through the prism 
were separated, and could be seen to fall upon a screen as over¬ 
lapping patches of pure colour—in fact what we call a spectrum 
band of colours—red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and violet 
mci^^ng impercepdbly into one another. 

Now some stones appear coloured to the eye simply because 
they absorb some of the white light when it passes through them, 
and some wavelengths (colours) are more strongly absorbed than 
others. This is known as ‘preferential absorption’. Those colours 
which are least absorbed pass on to the eye and mingle to form 
what we call the ‘colour* of the stone. Actually the colour was in 
the original white l^ht and has not been created by the scone, 
which has merely robbed the white light of the colours comple¬ 
mentary to those we see. Ic is a fact that two stones may absorb 
quite different secs of wavelengths from white light and yet present 
precisely the same colour effect to the naked eye so long as what 
wc may call the ‘mean efTcciive wavelength’ of unabsorbed colours 
is the same in each case. 

The spectroscope (which analyses light in a manner similar in 
principle to Newton’s original experiment) will often reveal this 
difference in the ‘make-up’ of two similar coloun, and thus pro¬ 
vide us with a beautiful means of identifying coloured stones- The 
use of this valuable instrument may be outside the scope of the 
average jeweller, but anyone who wishes to enlist its aid will find 
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a clear description in Chapt« 8. A siinilar and often very cffecdve 

means of revealing underlying differences in colour is by use of 

suitable ‘colour filters*. These are especially successful in discrimi¬ 

nating between emerald and its imitations. 

Emerald is almost alone among green stones and glasses in 

transmitting an appreciable amount of deep red light and ab¬ 

sorbing to some extent the yeUow-grccn portions of the spectrum. 

Many emeralds also emit a deep red fluorescent glow when 

strongly illuminated. When viev^d through a coloured filter 

which transmits only deep red and ycllow-grccn light, an emerald 

will appear disdnclly red, whereas most of the imitation emeralds 

or real stones cesemblii^ emerald retain their green appearance 

through the filter. Many such filters have been marketed in Britain 

and on the Continent, but by far the most successful is the ‘Chelsea* 

filter, devebped in the Precious Stone Laboratory of Che London 

Chamber of Commerce and at the Chelsea Ptolytechnic. The 

Chelsea filter has other uses bc^es the separadon of emerald 

from its counterfeits, but the user is apt to draw false conclusbns 

unless he bears in mind carefully the various possibilities, as some¬ 

times ‘red tbrou^ the filter* is a danger ^n and in other cases 

it is a sign that all is well. A careful perusal of what follows should 

prove helpful. 

Gmn Sim^s. Most emeralds, as already stated, appear red 

through the filter varying from a fine ruby-red with stones of good 

colour to pab pink with paler emeralds. Some emeralds, notably 

those from South Africa and India, show practically no colour 

change. On the other band, green ^ass ixnications, most green 

doublets, green tourmaline, and green jadeite retain a greenish 

colour through the filter. Demant^ garnet and green zircon give 

a pinkish effect, and so do some specimens of stained green chalce¬ 

dony, but these are sufficiently unlike emerald in ordinary light 

to cause little coniusbn. Unfortunately, some types of *soud£ 

emerald' triplets show a distinct red, and a reddish tinge may be 

seen in emerald^een fluorspar. 

Bliu SioTus. Materials cobured with cobalt blue transmit a 

considerable amount of deep red light and appear red through 

the filter. Thus blue synthetic spinels and blue cobalt glasses show 

a tell-tale red cobur which assists in distinguishing thne counter¬ 

feits quickly from sapphire, aquamarine, or blue zircon, which 

appear a dirty green. It must be noted, however, that many Ceylon 
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sapphires contain a trace of chromic oxide; these appear purple 

m artificial light and show distinctly red through the Chelsea filter, 

Natural blue spinels also show a reddish tint but in neither of these 

natural minerals docs the colour approach the full-blooded red 

seen with deep blue synthetic spinel. 

Red Stones. The filter is not of much help here, but the bright 

fluorescent red effect seen when Burma and synthetic rubies are 

viewed through the filter is worth noting, No other red stone shows 

quite this appearance. 

To obtain the best results with the Chelsea filter, hold the stones 

close to a strong artificial light and view them through the filter 

held close to the eye so as to cut out any extraneous glare. 

niCHROlSM AND THE DlCHItOSGOPE 

The colour coming from a gemstone may be composite in another 

sense from that already described. In almost all doubly refractive 

coloured stones there are two dijermlly tinted niw reaching the eye 

Figat 13, h Ihi: tikArO’ 
seopf the helt/er is 

adjuslehlf/er iht 
gem to be mefn'ited. 
Ma^ ^ J. H. Slnsui 

together, inextricably mingled. The fact that a stone is doubly 

refractive means in general that rays travelling through the stone 

in a given direction are of two kinds, one vibrating in one plane 

and the other in a plane at right-angles to the first. Not only arc 

these rays as a consequence of their different vibrations travelling 

with different velocities (hence the effect of double refraction) 

but they usually suffer a dxjtrenl cohur absorption. This effect is 

known as ‘dichroism’ (‘two-colour effect’) or, more generally, 

‘pleochroism’ (‘many-colour effect’), since some stones show three 

colours, though there can be only two in any one direction. 
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The effect canoot be scco with tht unaided eye except by turn- 

iog the stone in different directions and noticing the change In 

tint that strongly dichroic stones may show according to the 

direction in which light traverses the crystal. 

To see both coiaurs ai once as they come &om a stone, we use a 

simple little Instnunent called a dichroscope (Figure IS). This is 

in its essentials merely a tube with a window at one end and a lens 

at the other; in between there is mounted a piece of calcite so 

chosen that it causes (by its strong double refraction) two images 

of the window to appear side by adc as the observer looks through 

the eyepiece. Now light from these adjacent images of the window 

Figure 14. CetvlfwlieK Sckrvnpe. A is a mOaJ bitefiUe4 teelh a rhamb of e^ciU 
B> » « £ori setlag C, mi m ^pita B. Attau ^^ass D ate amenud u 2^ ealeiu 
to eitabie Ihe rays a he dimify trmumdied. The take A sUda meihe Isthe TfUed 
with a raiangalar ‘cru^Imv* G, 0» the ri^ 4f uW diapem is a represinuam ^ the 

loo ima^ ef Use diArastafe ieimew as sea tiraefS the rfepuee’ 

is vibradog in two planes at right<angles to each other, one plane 

for each image. By holding a coloured stone in front of the window 

of the dichroscope, so that l^t passes through the stone into the 

instrument, we are able to see side by side the colours appropriate 

to each of the two polariaed rays fr^ the stone (see Figure 14). 

Usually it is merely a matter of a different depth of tint of the 

same colour—sapphire, for instance, commonly shows dark blue 

and light blue (Oxford and Cambridge) respecdvely in the two 

windows, but in some stones amazing differences in colour are 

seen; e.g. in Siberian alexandrite the colours purple, green, and 

orange may be seen (two at a time) if the stone is turned in front 

of the dichroscopte. 

Turning the stone is indeed an important factor in testing for 

dichroism. In all doubly refracting stones there are either one or 

two directions of single refraction, known as opdc axes, and in 

these directions there can be oo dichroism. This is well known, 

but it is not so commonly realized that in other directions also no 

dichroism will be visible if the vibration directions of the two 
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images of the aperture happen to be at 45* to those of the two rays 

from the atone. 

An important point to note is that the mere fact that dichroism 

is seen assures the observer that the stone is doubly refracting and 

therefore not a paste or a cubic mineral. Thus we have another 

test for double refraction (sec Chapter 4). Ruby can be disdn* 

guiihed from red spinel and garnet, blue spinel from blue tour> 

maline of similar shade, sapphire from blue synthetic spinel and 

so on. Descriptions of the dichroic colours for the various stones 

are given in books, but even scones of the same kind vary a good 

deal and the effects arc best learned by experience. When the 

effect is faint it is difficult to be sure that the imagination is not 

providing the supposed difference in tint. 

For the observation of dichroism daylight is the best illumina¬ 

tion. Hold the stone up to the light in corn-tongs, using iltc left 

hand, then observe it through the dichroscopc held in the right 

hand, using it as you would a short-focus lens. The ‘window’ of 

the instrument is small, and beginners find it difficult to place the 

stone exactly in front and at the same time to get sufficient light 

through the stone to enable them to judge ffie colour effects. 

Most instruments axe fitted with a weak magnifying lens as eye¬ 

piece, and two slightly enlarged images of the stone, or part of 

the stone should be seen, one in each image of the ‘window’. Only 

one or two facets as a rule will be transmitting enough light to see 

the colour, but with even only a small patch of colour in each 

image, one can readily compare the two tints seen and observe 

any differences of colour, 

As already stated, the scone should be viewed from a number oi 

different positions to ensure that the maximum effects are seen. 

In a well cut ruby, in which the optic axis should be perpendicular 

to the tabic facet an order to get the best colour effect, little 

dichroism should be seen when viewed through the table. In a 

synthetic ruby, the peculiar colour of which is often partly due to 

the fact that it is wrongly cut from the point of view of colour, the 

dichroism as seen through the table is usually strong. 

The more expensive types of dichroscope are fitted with a holder 

on which the stone can be fixed and easily rotated in front of the 

window of the instrument. This makes observations more easy for 

the beginner to carry out, but is not, of course, essential for good 

results. 
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If a transparent ^ccc of Iceland spar 1 in. or zzvore in length is 

available, a ‘dicixroscope* of a kind can be constructed merely by 

gumming a piece of black paper on to odc end of the spar and 

scraping a small hole in the paper. The only skill required is in 

making the hole of such a aze that the two images of it produced 

by the double refaction of the spar are contiguous. 

Polaroid 6hn can «!«<•> be pressed into service in various ways. 

For instance, the specimen may be placed on a sheet of white paper 

in a good light and observed through a Polajoid disk. If the 

dichroism is at all strong a colour change will be clearly noticeable 

when the disk is rotated. 

Beautiful dichroic effects can be seen in such rather rare stones 

as violet-blue iolite from Ceyloo, green andalusitc from Brazil, 

blue apatite from Burma, sphene, and bealtoitc. Better-known 

gems in which dichioism is strong or distinct include ruby, sap¬ 

phire, alexandrite, most tourxnaiines, kunzitc, blue aquamahne, 

and blue zircon. In such stones the change of colour due to 

dichroism when they arc turned and viewed from different direc¬ 

tions is quite apparent to the unaided eye, and skill in discerning 

dichroism by ihls kind of direct observation is web worth culti¬ 

vating. 
The keen gemmoJ<^tst may find chat the dicbroscope provides 

more interest and yields mote inibitnation if the vibration direc¬ 

tions of the light coming from each im^ of the Svindo w* is known. 

This can easily be ascertained by experiment, and marked once 

and for all on the rim of the eyepiece. One way of determining 

the vibration directions is to look trough the dichroscope at light 

reflected from a polished desk or cable. Such light is lar^ly polar¬ 

ised, and its vibration direcdoo k paraDel to the reflecting plane. 

The dichroscope image which is the brighter of the two will be 

that transenitting rays which are vibrating parallel to the tabic, 

while the vibration direction of rays from the darker image of the 

window will be at right-angles to this. 
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THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF GEMSTONES 

AND HOW TO MEASURE IT 

Evbry jeweller knows by experience that some gemstones ‘weigh 

heavier* than ethers: that, for instance, a white zircon weighs 

more than a diamond of equal size and a sapphire more ^n an 

emerald. Sdencists long ago provided a precise definition for this 

quality of ‘heaviness*, which provides a valuable means of dis¬ 

tinguishing one substance from another when worked out on a 

numerical basis. This was done by taking water as a standard and 

comparing the weight of each substance with the weight of an 

equal volume of pure water, The figure thus arrived at is called 

the ‘specific gravity’, ‘relative density’, or simple the ‘density’ of 

the substance in question. The specific gravity of a body, then, is 

simply the ratio of its weight to that of an equal volume of pure 

water. For accurate work, water at 4® C is specified as the 

standard, 
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Thus, when we say the specific gravity of aluminium is 27 and 

that of ruby 4 0, we mean that, bulk for bulk, aluminium weighs 

27 eijnes, and ruby 4 times, as much as water. 

Materials used in jewellery show a very wide range in density, 
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from amber, 1*06, to platiouro, 2h5. The diagram (Figure 25) 

shows what would be the relative sizes of cubes of equal weight 

made from amber, fire opal, cmmJd, ruby, zircon, silver, or gold. 

At the end of the chapter will be (bund a list of the specific 

gravities of the substances of most importance to the jeweller, and 

it will be recognized that if this property can be easily determined 

(and it can), it will provide a very sure means of distinguishing 

one species of scone from another. 

Provided the stone to be tested is free from any kind of setting, 

(and admittedly this proviso implies a serious limitation for the 

jeweller) the method is universa] in its application—be the stone 

rough, faceted, carved, cabochon cut, large or small, its density 

may be determined by one method or another, and without the 

use of expensive apparatus. 

In saying ‘without the use of experavc apparatus' one is assum¬ 

ing that every jeweller has a good diamond balance on the premises 

as part of his essential equipment. For accurate determinations 

by the first method to be described below, Che balance should be 

in perfect order and the vrdgbts really accurate. 

This last condidon is not by any means common, owing to the 

continual wear and tear entailed in the use of the weights, and 

on the ocher hand their gain in wdght if allowed to become dirty. 

Simple and often revealing tests are (o balance one iwo-carat 

weight against the other, then both twoH:arac weights and the 

one-carat against the five-carat wd^t, and finally all these tc^ 

gether against the ten-carat wdghc. If all these balance evenly, 

as they should, there is probably little wrong with the w^hts 

used. 
An ordinary diamond balance may be readily adapted for 

measuring the density of a stone by employing a principle which 

was stated by the Greek mathematician, Archimedes, about 

250 a.c., and is thus known as ‘Archimedes’ Principle’. This prin¬ 

ciple States that bodies when immersed in a liquid arc buoyed up 

by it with a force equal to the weight of the disced liquid. This 

means that when (say) a gemstone is suspended in water it will 

apparently suffer a los in weight equal to the wdght of the water 

it displaces. Obviously the gem displaces its own volume of water, 

and thus, simply by wdghir^ a stone first in air and then immersed 

in water wc have all the data necessary to calculate its specific 

gravity (abbreviated ^ S.G.). 
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For, by definition, S.G. = 
Weight of stone 

Wc^ht of equal vol. of water^ 

this, as we have seen, may also be expressed: 

and 

S.G. = 
Weight of Stone 

Loss of weight in water 

The weight of the stone is, of course, determined in the usual 

manner; to determine the wei|ht of the stone in water some 

simple contrivances are necessary. 

First: a small bridge or stool must be arranged to straddle over 

the left-hand balance pan in such a way that the free swing of the 

balance Is unimpeded. Such a bridge can be cheaply bought at 

chemical supply firms, or it can be easily made by an amateur 

carpenter. An effective improvisation is to place a match-box 

upright on either side of the pan with a thin strip of wood, such 

as a 6-in. protractor rule, acting as a bridge between the boxes. 

Upon this bridge is placed a bcaher (or a small tumbler), some 

three-quarters full of distilled or boiled water. Using copper wire 

of fairly heavy gauge (about 1 to 15 mm) make a spiral coil in 

which a stone of any size from about 2 to 30 carats can comfortably 

rest, and suspend this from the lower hook of the balance arm by a 

much finer wire of copper, brass, or (best of all on account of its 

tensile strength) tungsten, of such a length that the coll which is 

to hold the scone is well immersed in the water, yet not touching 

the bottom of the beaker- If it is too much trouble to make a 

separate heavy cage supported by a finer wire, a simpler proce¬ 

dure is to use oce piece of brass wire just thick enough to be 

sufficiently stiff (about 0*5 mm), coifing one end into a spiral and 

bending the other end into a loop to fit over the balance hook (see 

Figure 17). Since a coarse wire impedes the free swing of the 

balance to a serious degree for accurate work, the finer the sus¬ 

pending wire the better, so long as it is strong enough to stand the 

strain of a few ounces. Tungsten wire of only 0*05 mm will do this. 

All is now ready for the experiment. 

The stone must be weighed in the ordinary way very accurately, 

estimating, if possible to the third decimal place (in carats). Then, 

having the bridge and vessel of water in position, the stone is 

placed in the wire spiral and suspended in the water: it is then 
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w^hed while thus immened. Then, with the stone removed, the 

spiral alone is weighed whife unm^sed as before, and tb(? weight 

subtracted from the combined weight of stone and spiral in water. 

We now have the dau we need (weight of stone in air and in 

water) to work out the S.G. by the formula already given. 

It may be preferred to have the wire sjwral immersed in the 

water throughout all the weighings, counterpoised exactly with 

another piece of wire (or any suitable we^t) in the other pan. 

Fifvt 1$. AirngBnad Pigw 17. asUs ^ ann 
of boloM* fir tpetifit » nAkh ti$9ef em bt ttked fie 

graity tut tilt itfAari^e wei^asig Usi 

Then no allowance for the wire need be made, but the free swing 

of the balance will be somewhat impeded for the weighing in air. 

It is Important to toe that no ok bubbUs an clbi^g to the unre or 

tho stone when immersed in waUr. Fresh tap-water contains a lot of 

air; thus, to avoid trouble it is better to use distilled water or water 

which has been boiled and subsequendy cooled. A camel-hair 

brush (ordinary water-colour brxisb) is usefol in this connection. 

Immerse the wire cage in the beaker of water before placing it in 

position on the balance and, having thoroughly wetted and 

squeezed the brush itself to get rid of any air trapped between the 

hairs, gently rub over the wire with the brush undl no air 
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bubbles can be seen. Then, if the stone is first thoroughly wetted 

by dipping In water and rubbing with the fingers no bubbles 

should be present when it is placed ia the cage. The presence of a 

few air bubbles may make a difference of several hundredths of a 

carat to the weighing and vitiate an otherwise accurate result. If 

the bubbles were on the cage and could be guaranteed to ‘stay 

put’ duiing the whole operation, and if the total weight of the 

cage (bubbles and all) could be allowed for, it would not matter, 

but bubbles are unreliable things and may become dislodged half¬ 

way through the experiment. 

To illustrate the working of the method, here is an actual 

example- A red stone, weighing 7’535 carats, was thought to be 

a garnet on account of its colour and the fact that it showed no 

dichroism. A refractometer was not available, so the specific 

gravity was measured by the above method (which is called the 

method of ‘hydrostatic weighing’)- 

The weight of wire cage and stone immersed in water proved 

to be 12d96 carats, and the wire cage alone in water weighed 

6*753. The wdghi of the scone in water was therefore 

12196 - 6-753 = 5 443. 

The loss of weight in water shown by the stone is thus 

7.535 - 5-443 « 2-092. 

Using the formula S.G, = 
Loss of weight m water 

have S.G. = I:|| = 3-$02. 

This stone was therefore not a garnet but a rtd spinel, since a 

garnet of the almandine-pyropc series of this colour would have 

a density near 3*80. 

Kesuits obtained by hydrostatic weighing arc less accurate for 

small stones than for large, and for stones of equal weight results 

are less accurate for stones of high density than for those of low 

density, as thetr volume is smaller. It is easy to calculate what efiect 

in the final result a given small error in the ‘weighing in water* 
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will have. Supposing a deoaty detenninadon be attempted on 

two Siam f ubxcs, one weighing eight carats and the ocher weighing 

only one carat, the true density in each being exactly 4*00. 

For an identical error of 0*01 carat in the ‘weighing in water’ the 

final result will be 4*02 in the case of the larger stone—not a very 

senous matter—but 4*16 with the smaller stone, which is so high 

as to make one suppose that the stone muse be almandine garnet 

and not ruby. 

Now when using water the error of CH)I carat in the immersion 

weight postulated above is quite possible, since the high surface 

tension of water tends to vitiate the even swii^ of the balance 

owing to the drag on the suspending wire where it cuts the surface 

of the water. Hence the desirability of a very fine wire. Further, 

the formation of tenacious bubbles on wire or stone is also an 

effect of the high surface tension. A nogle drop of liquid detergent 

or of one of the Svettzi^ fluids* supplied by photcgraphic dealers 

added to the water will help matters conaderably. But if it is 

desired to obtain the best possible results with sm^ stones (say 

under $ carats) it is advisable to use not water but some other fluid 

having a lower surface tension. Toluene and ethylene dibromide 

are two stable and fairly inexpensive liquids which fan be recom¬ 

mended for the purpose. 

It is of course essential when using such fluids to muldply the 

result in the simple formula by a factor representing the density 

of the fluid used at the temperature of the experiment, thus: 

S.G. = =—X Density of liquid at T” C 
Loss of weight ui liquid 

Even when using water this factor should strictly be used, since 

the density of water is only exactly unity at 4* O. But the value for 

water is so little below this, even in hot weather (e.g. 0*998 at 

70^ F) chat this correction can be safely disregarded in ordinary 

determinative work. The density of the pure liquids can be ob¬ 

tained lh)m tables, but ia practice these vary slightly from sample 

to sample, and it is wise to check the density of each batch (which 

will last for years if kept in a stoppered bottle), a task which is 

quite simple if one proceeds as follows: 

Take a la^e specimen of pure quartz, say 30 or 40 carats, and 

carry out a careful density determination with this in the liquid 
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which you wish to check. Then, knowing that pure quartz has an 

invariable density of 2*651, calculate the density of the liquid thus: 

Density of liquid *2 *651 
Loss of weight in liquid. 

Weight of stone 

The temperature of the liquid should be noted, and the densities 

at other temperatures can then be safely assessed by subtractij^ 

0*0007 for each 1“ C rise in temperature in the case of toluene 

and 0*002 for each I* C rise in temperature for ethylene dibro¬ 

mide. The usual densities for the two liquids at 60* F are, toluene 

0*870, ethylene dibromide, 2*188. 

When hydrostatic density measurements are going to be carried 

out frequently it is worth while to prepare a table giving the density 

of the Uquid used for each degree centigrade (for each tenth of a 

degree for really accurate work) with the appropriate seven-figure 

logarithm alongside. The calculation can then be quickly made 

by logs, and the whole job be finished in less than ten minutes. 

HEAVY LIQ,UID METHODS 

It often happens that only an approximate value for the density 

of a spedmen is required, to differentiate between stones of similar 

appearance, such as topaz and yellow quartz, chrysoberyl cat’s- 

eye and quartz cai’s-cyc, etc. In such cases a very rapid dendty 

test can be made by the use of heavy liquids. 

In principle, the ‘heavy liquid method' is exceedingly simple. 

Obviously a stone will sink in a liquid less dense than itself, 

float in one that is denser, and will remain suspended in a liquid 

having an equal density. Provided, therefore, that one can obtain 

a series of suitable heavy liquids it is clear that by placing the stone 

under test in liquids of different known densities and observing 

whether it sinks or rises to the surface, one can quickly arrive at 

an estimate of its density. 

Before giving practical details for the emptoyment of this 

method, let us consider what liquids are suitable. Some ten fluids 

have been proposed from time to time, but of these, three only 

need concern us, as they cover the necessary range and are the 

most convenient in use. 

Firstly there is bramfom, a mobile, sightly yellowish liquid with 
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a density of 2 9. Secondly, meikyUtu wdide, mobile and yellow when 

fresh, densicy 3 33, and thii%. CUrici joAtfiiw, colourless and 
rather viscous, density 4*15. 

The first two are o^anic liquids, and will mix in any proportions 

with benzene, toluene, or alcohol, all of which have a density of 

less than 1*00; thus by diluting bromoform or methylene iodide 

with any of these, their density can be lowered to any desired 

extent. Glend solution is conveniently so called after its discoverer 

an Italian chemist. It consists of a concenttated aqueous solution 

of two thallium salts, the malonate and formate, and the denaty 

of this solution can thus be readily lowered ftom its maximum 

value of about 4*15 by amply adding a little distilled water. 

After mixing or diluting one liquid with another, it is essential 

to stir thoroughly with a dean glass rod. This is particularly 

necessary in the case of the viscous Qend solution. 

Methylene iodide and Clerid solution arc rather expensive, but 

since only small quantities are required and they last a long time 
this does not greatly matter. 

Heavy liquids can be kept, pure or diluted to a definite density 

value, in small cytiodrical spedmen tubes about ^ In. x 3 in., 

securely corked and placed in holes bored in a block of wood. 

The number of liquids kept ready for use and tbdr density 

values must depend upon individual needs. Here are some sug¬ 

gestions derived from the author's own use of heavy liquids for 

all manner of gemstones: 

1. Bromoform diluted to 2*65. 

2. Bromoform diluted to 2 *71. 

3. Methylene iodide diluted to 3 *06. 

4. Methylene iodide, pure, 3 33. 

5. Clerid solution diluted to 3*52. 

6. Clerici solution diluted to 4*00. 

The bromoform and methylene iodide, as already stated, can 

be diluted with toluene or one of several other liquids of low 

density. The Clerici solution muse always be diluted with distilled 

water; tap water will do, but the liquid may tend to cloudiness if 

this is used, and as Oerica solution is expensive it is worth while 

taking a little trouble to keep it in a dear condition. 

If tiie density of the liquids is inadvertency made too low by 
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dilution, it can of course be raised by addition of the pure liquid 

or, in the case of Qerici, of the concentrated solution- A dilute 

solution of the latter can also be readily reconccntratcd by careful 

evaporation with or without heat. 

To obtain a liquid of density 2'65, a small fragment of quartz 

or small cut stone of the quartz group such as amethyst, citrine, 

or rock crystal is placed in a tube about half filled with pure 

bromoform, and toluene then added drop by drop, accompanied 

by continuous stirring with a glass rod, until the specimen acting 

as an ‘indicator* just begins to sink or only rises very slowly if 

pushed below the surface with the rod. 

One then knows that the liquid has a density of 2*65, and the 

indicator can be kept in the tube to enable the user to check the 

density of the solution each lime it is used, since this may vary 

owing to one constituent evaporating more rapidly than the other. 

The second liquid (271) proposed is similarly prepared, using a 

small piece of calcite (Iceland spar) as indicator. 

The third liquid (3 06) is prepared by diluting methylene iodide 

until a small piece of green tourmaline remains suspended j the 

fourth liquid is simply pure methylene iodide and if kept uncon¬ 

taminated needs no indicator. 

For the fifth suggested liquid (3*52) concentrated Clerici solu¬ 

tion is diluted with drop after drop of distilled water (stirring 

thoroughly after each added drop of water) untU a small diamond 

used as indicator remains practically suspended in the liquid; and 

finally the liquid of decuiry 4 00 is similarly prepared, using as 

indicator a small specimen of synthetic ruby. 

If the Clcrici solution as purdiased contains a deposit of solid 

thallium salts, a little distilled water can be added and the whole 

be brought into solution by careful warming in a vessel contain- 

ir^ hot water. 

The process of matching the liquids exactly with the density of 

the specimens is decidedly a tricky one and requires skill and 

patience, but so long as the indicator rises or &lls in the liquid 

only slowly this is a sufficiently close match to enable a pretty 

accurate idea to be obtained of the density of the liquid in ques¬ 

tion, which of course is the purpose of the indicator. 

Many workere prefer to employ tv/o indicators in each liquid, 

one of which should remain floating and the other stay at the 

bottom of the tube. It is then known that the density of the liquid 
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lies between those of the two indicator. This is guitc sound so 

long as the two indicaiois are so chosen that their densities arc 

close to one another. If their deosities He too far apart only a very 

rough idea of the density of the liquid is possible. 

It must be emphasized once more that the six liquids listed 

above are merely suggestions which can be varied according to 

the type of testing the user is most likely to want to carry out The 

jeweller with little time to spare can leam a great deal by the 

intelligent use of three liquids only—pure bromofbrm, pure 

methylene iodide, and CHerici sc^udon reduced to 4*00 by the 

suppliers, and thus save himself the trouble of making any mix¬ 

tures. The pure liquids will need no indicators, since the pure 

bromoform can be reckoned as 2’d and the methylene iodide 3'S3 

at ordinary room temperature and partial evaporation will not 

affect these densities. 

A few strips of copper kept io the bottle or tube of methylene 

iodide will serve to prevent it from darkening as the copper com¬ 

bines with the &ee iodine which is the cause of (he trouble. The 

clarity of a dark sample p-an ^Iso usually be restored by shaking 

it with a liberal supply of copper scrap and leaving it in contact 

with the metal for some day^ before filtering it off into a clean 

botilc. 

It is wiser not to test porous stones such as American turquoise 

or opal in heavy liquids as they may be harmed. Stones with fiaws 

which reach the surface may also suffer in appearance if immersed 

in liquids. Stones and tongs should be cleaned after use in a heavy 

liquid test and before being passed fiom one liquid into another, 

since any liquid adherii^ to the stone would alter the density of 

the next solution it enters. This rule is particularly important 

when using Clerid solution, as this being an aqueous mixture 

does not mix with any of the other liquids. Af\er a Clerici 

immersion, stone and tongs shouki be rinsed with water and 

dried; in the case of the other liquids benzene is perhaps the 

best cleanser. 

Minerals in which the specific gravity is most constant arc those 

with simple chemical compositions, such as diamond, quartz, and 

corundum. Apart from lapis lazuli and turquoise, which are not 

properly homogeneous, there are three gemstones which show 

large variations in density: these are tIkoq, red garnet of the 

almandine-pyrope series, and blue spinel. The zircons used in 
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modem jewellery, that is co say tht blue, white, and golden stones 

mined in Indo-China and heat-treated, cut, and shipped from 

Siam, have a constant density of near 4*69. Certain green zircons 

from Ceylon, however, may have a density of 4 00 or even lower, 

and a whole range of densities is found in Ceylonese stones between 

these Limits. 

The reason for this extraordinary variation was first established 

by Ohudoba and Stackelburg in 1936. It is due to a breakdown 

in the crystal lattice: zircons of lowest density being almost com* 

pletely amorphous. (See Chapter 14.} 

The red garnets, the density of which may range from 3 68 to 

4*20, owe this variation to their being mixtures of two minerals of 

different composition and properties; pyrope garnet, which is a 

silicate of magnesium and aluminium, and almandlne garnet, In 

which the magnesium is replaced by iron. 

Pure pyrope and pure aimandine are not known, but stones 

with densities up to about 3'85 and refractive indices up to about 

1'78 are usually classed as pyropes, while the denser scones are 

known as almandines. 

The author has proposed the name 'pyrandine^ as a convenient 

term to describe garnets which are intermediate between pyrope 

flnri aimandine. 

Blue spinel normally has a density near 3*60, but zinc sometimes 

replaces part of the magnesium, raising the density markedly 

without affecting the colour or appearance. Values of 3*70 or 3*80 

are not very uncommon, while 3*98 was recorded in one excep¬ 

tional case. 

One great advantage of using heavy liquids compared with the 

hydrostatic method is that results are just as reliable with very 

small stones as they are with large specimens. Further, a number 

of stones can be tested at one time; for instance, a parcel of small 

emeralds can be checked for any ‘duds’ by pouring the stones into 

a liquid of density 2*71, Any stones which sink or rise at all rapidly 

can be taken out with the tongs and regarded with grave sus¬ 

picion, their true nature being determined by other means. True 

Colombian or Siberian emeralds will cither rise or fall quite 

slowly in such a liquid. South African emeralds are rather denser, 

but in any case will not sink fast. 

As a test for synthetic emeralds a liquid matching the density 

of quartz (2*651) is useful, since Chatham emeralds have a density 
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very near to this, while all natural emeralds will sink with some 

rapidity in this liquid. 

For disdn^ishi:^ amber &om its imiuuions among the plasdcs^ 

such as Bakelite, Erinoid, etc., a liquid which ran hardly be tenned 

‘heavy’ must be employed. According to R. Webster, ten level 

teaspoonfuls of cooking salt in a tumbler of water will make a 

brine solution sufficiently dense to float amber, while the various 

plastics so far used to imitate amber are all decidedly denser and 

will sink in this solution. 

Although heavy liquids are oMstly used by gemmolt^sts to 

obtain only an approximate value for the density of a specimen, 

the method can 1^ extended, by taking a little trouble, to measure 

the specific gravity of a stone with considerable accuracy. If one 

of the liquids be carefully diluted until an exact match is reached 

with the stone to be tested, that is, so that no perceptible rise or 

fall of the specimen in the liquid can be noted, then one may be 

quite sure that the denuty of die stone and the liquid is the same 

{al that particular imperaim) to at least the third place of decimals. 

If, therefore, one can accurately measure the density of the liquid, 

the density of the stone is abo knowm. This can be done by filling 

a small ‘specific gravity bottle' vdch the liquid and carefully 

weighing. Then if the w<nght of the empty dry k^tle and its weight 

when filled with water are ascertained (he comparative 

weight of the bottleful of the Liquid and of the \vater will give one 

the density of the former. 

A more rapid, but not quite so accurate, method of finding 

the density of a heavy liquid is by iBing a small hydrometer. For 

this a quantity of liquid is needed, and it is thus chiefly useful 

for the bromolbrm scries. The author has found a small hydro¬ 

meter, giving the range 2*5^3*0, particularly useful. Such hydro¬ 

meters have to be made spedall)', the cost being about ten shillings. 

T. O. Blake, London, is a skilful maker of these instruments. 

Another useful accessory is a set of glass indicators, each marked 

with its appropriate density; these can be supplied by Messrs 

Rayner & Keeler, London. Altemadvdy, a set of indicators can 

be made with very litde trouble or expense from small spedntens 

or pieces of those minerals which are readily procurable in a pure 

state and can be relied on to have a constant dendty. In the 

following brief list of suitable materials the figures given for those 

in heavy type be taken as correct to the second place of 
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decimals provided transparent flawless pieces are chosen. The 

others may vary by as much as ± 0 02, but this does not greatly 

vitiate their usefulness as indicators.. 

Q)iiartz (rock crystal) ... ... 2-65 
Calcite (Iceland Spar)... ... 2*71 
Tourmaline (pink) ... 3'05 
Fluorspar (transparent) ... 3'18 
Peridot. ... 334 
Diamoxul ... 352 

Topaz (colourless) ... 3-56 
Chrysoberyl (yellow) ... 3-72 
Demantoid garnet . ... 385 

Conindum (synthetic white)... ... S‘99 
Sphalerite (transparent) ... 4-09 

Another very rapid and convenient method of estimating the 

den^ty of a heavy liquid is to measure its refractive index on a 

reljactometer, and then to read ofT its density vaJue from a pre¬ 

viously prepared graph, This is very readily done in the case of 

Clerici solution. Samples vary slighdy in their properties, but the 

graph reproduced here is quite representative, and should cer- 

tain^y give results quite accurate enough for identifleation pur- 
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poses. Being a straight line graph, it can be extended ad lib. by 

the use of ordinary graph paper. 

A tabic of density values ibr the more important gemstones and 

certain metals and other substances bandied by the jeweller is 

gives below. The figures are those found by the author to be 

most characteristic for the substances named, but for the sake of 

simplicity the range of variation found is in most cases not g^ven. 

This is usually quite small, and where the density is given in the 

table to two places of decimals the variation is generally confined 

to a few units in the second decimal place. 

Where there is a wider variation the density is quoted to only 

one place of decimals. 

The more important gem matchals are printed in capitals. 

AMBER . 108 
Bakeiite . 1*26 
Tortoiseshell ... ... 1*29 
Crinoid.1*33 
Celluloid . 138 
Vegetable Ivory ... 1*40 
Ivory ...   1*80 
Bone .2-00 
Fire Opal . 2-00 
OPAL.2*10 
Obsidian . 2*40 
Moonstone . 2*57 
Chalcedony (Agate, 
Cornelian). 2*60 

QJJARTZ . 2*65 
Coral.2*68 
BERTL (Aquamarine) 2*69 

„ (Yellow) ... 2*69 
„ (BmeraW) -. 2*71 
>> (Knk). 2-80 

(Oriental) ... 2*71 
„ (Cultured) ... 2*75 

Turquoise (American) 2 • 70 
,, (Persian arid 

Egyptian) 2*80 
Lapis Lazuli . 2*80 
Pii^ (Conch) Pearl ... 2*^ 
Nephrite ... ... 3*00 
TOURMALIXE ... 3-05 
Andalurite . 3*15 

Fluorspar . 3*18 
Spodumeue . 3*18 
JADEITE . 3*33 
PpUDOT . 3*34 
Sinhallte 3*48 
DIAMOND . 3*52 
TOPAZ (PinV) 3*53 

„ (Yellow) 3*53 
„ (White) ... 3-56 

S{:dieiie . 3*53 
SPWEL . 3*60 

„ (Synthetic) ... 3*63 
Hessooite . 3*65 
PTROPE ... 3 7-3*8 
CHRrSOBERTL 3-72 
VEMAJfTOID 3*85 
ALMA}iDUfE... 3 • 9-4* 20 
CORUNDUM. 3*99 
ZIRCON (Green) 4- 0-4- 5 

„ (Blue, White, 
Golden) ... 4*69 

Pyrites. 4*90 
Haematite . 5*10 
SihTT ... 10*50 
Gold, 9 carat. 11*40 

,, 14 carat. 13*93 
,, 18 carat. 15*40 
„ 22 carat. 17-70 
„ Pure . 19*30 

Hatinum . 21*50 
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The foregoing list will certainly coverall the materials handled by 

the average jeweller. For the benefit of keen gcmmologisu or 

collectors who are interested in the rarer gemstonca, a more 

comprehensive table is given at the end of the book. 
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DETECTION OF SYNTHETIC AND 

IMITATION STONES* 

1h the earlier chapten it bas been shown how it is possible by 

simple tests to assign any gemstone that is in common use in 

jewellery to its correct nunml spedes. I^ by refractive index or 

other tests, we have determined a st«ie to bc> say, a peridot, a 

zircon, or a topaz, there is the end of the matter so far as identHi* 

cation is concerned. Knowing certainly its nature, estimation of 

the stone’s value can then be made on the basis of colour, purity, 

perfection of cutting, and we^ht. But where the stone tested turns 

out to be a ruby or a sapphire or an emerald, then a further prob¬ 

lem still awaits solution, as every jeweller knows: namely, is the 

stone natural or synthetic ? In experienced bands the answer may 

often be easily arrived at: somedmes, however, there arc no 

readily apparent signs of distinction, and laboratory tests may be 

needed to settle the issue. Probably in no other branch of gem 

testing is there so great a dbparity between the amateur gemmo> 

logist and the professional laboratory worker, with his skill, born 

of long experience, in interpreting correctly the small signs which 

differentiate between natural and synthetic scones. By careful 

study of the following pages tbe reader will at least know what to 

look for, and the accompanyirig (^otomicr^raphs should also 

prove helpful. But plenty of practice will be needed with actual 

specimens if any re^ skill is to be obtained. 

By ‘synthetic’ stones we mean man-made stones having the 

same composition, crystal structure, and properties as the cor¬ 

responding natural nunerals. Ck)ruadiim (ruby, and sapphires of 

different colours) is the only gem roineral in large-scale commercial 

production which accords at all strictly to the above ddiniiion, 

though synthetic emerald is now entering the market in increas¬ 

ing quantity. Synthetic spinels are also widely used, but to repre¬ 

sent stones of other species than their own: they also have tignifi- 

cant differences in compositioo, properties and colour from 

* A» PfoUoegd in the fixsC <faapWf. Ihc wrmwayof dbfmpn'shinagynthgtic 
frtia iiAturvJ Mono h by nomuiiog dwm WMier a cmcroacope. Tlie pre«nt chapm 
•heuld thus be re^ in coDjusicdoo Mih ibe dacripoco of the nricrosrope which 

follows. 
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natural spfneb. Synthetic rutile and the new strontium titanate 

(which is not found m nature) are also described in this chapter, 

but are not so commercially important, 

RBCONSTROCTED RUBIES 

The earliest arlilicially produced gemstones to reach the market 

were the so-called ‘reconstructed’ rubies which first made their 

appearance in 1882. These first emanated from a village near 

Geneva, but were later made by several sklUed pracdtioneiB in 

different centre, including Hatton Garden, London. 

Figufe Tjpkal htAhU doitd in ^nUhetic *vby 

The methods used probably differed considerably in detail, 

but were alike in fusing or sintering together small chips of in¬ 

ferior natural ruby added to the main mass one by one under the 

hot flame of an oxy-hydrogen blowpipe, The result was a small 

button-shaped boule, not unlike those first made by the Vemeuil 

process (see under) but, in some cases at least, with a fragment of 

natural ruby still adhering to the narrow part of the mass. One 

might expect such stones to consist of small randomly oriented 

blocks—and stones showing the expected discontinuities have been 

described and pholc^raphed by Dr E. Gubelin. In this country 
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we are far more familiar with reconstructed stones in which there 

has been complete integration of the original components. It has 

been claimed that such stones are merely early Vemeuil synthetics, 

cut from the base of a boule, but we are convinced that this is not 

the case. The curved striae in these stones are heavily marked, 

steeply curved, and not strictly paiallcl. At a casual glance, they 

resemble much more closely genuine Burma rubies than do the 

modem synthetics r the colour is richer and ^softer’, and the 

swarms of included bubbles may g^vc the effect of *silk’. 

Only the keen gemmok^xst will be interested in disdr^uishing 

between reconstructed ruUes and synthetic rubies: the average 

jeweller, once that he knows that a ruby is not genuine, will not 

wish to be bothered with such nice distinctions. Nevertheless, 

the praedee of calling all synthedc stones 'recos’ is to be depre¬ 

cated—especially in the ease of sapphires, since to these the tech¬ 

nique of reconstruedon fhmi natural stones was never successfully 

applied. 

THE VERNEUIL PROCESS 

All previous methods lor mahlog synthetic rubies were superseded, 

and the era of commercial synthetic gemstones began, when the 

French scientist Vemcuil designed his special furnace, which 

incorporated an inverted oixy-hydr^en blowpipe or 'chalumeau'. 

The Vemeuil process has since been successfully used not only in 

the preparation of ruby and s^phire corundums of many other 

colours, but also of spinel, rutile, and strontium dtanate, as will 

be described below. 

Certain of the fcauires, such as curved growth-lines and in¬ 

cluded gas bubbles, which we rely upon for distinguishing Ver- 

neuU corundums Bora thdr natur^ counterparts, arise essentially 

from the nature of the process by which they are grown. It may 

therefore be useful to give here a brief description of the essentials 

of the Vemeuil method. 
Purity of the solid raw materials and of the oxygen and hydro¬ 

gen used in the blowpipe flame is meet important. Alumina, the 

essential constituent of conindum, is derived from ammonium 

alum, which is a double sulphate of ammonium and aluminium 

containing water ofcrystalUaation, crystallizii^ in octahedra. The 

alum is rccrystalliaed to ensure purity, and later calcined in large 

crucibles at 1100*0. The alum decomposes with evolution of 
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ammonia, sulphur dioxide, and water vapour, leaving a residue 

of pure alumina in the unstable ‘gamma’ form, as a very fine 

po'i^cr. When ruby is required, up to 8 per cent chromic oxide 

is added to the original batch of alum before calcination, and the 

calcined product then has a pale green colour. For blue sapphire 

oxides of iron and titanium are added to the alum; for yellow 

sapphire, nickel oxide; for ‘alexandrite’-coloured corundum, 

vanadium oxide is added, and so on. The powder is placed in a 

sieve at the top of the furnace and, after the gases have been lit, 

this b periodically tapped with a small hammer, which results in 

small controlled quantities of powder falling through the flame, 

where the powder melts and falls as white-hot droplets on to an 

inch-wide pipeclay pedestal beneath the flame, which is enclosed 

in a circular chamber. A conical mass of small corundum crystals 

is first formed. The flame b then so adjusted that a small single 

rod begins to grow in the centre of the mass, gradually swelling 

as the supply of powder b increased into the familiar boule Ibrrrt— 

a domed cylinder of some |-in. width, tapering to a narrow base. 

Corundum boules have a strong tendency to split lengthways, and 

arc always so split, if necessary by nipping them with pliers, to 

release the strain before they are cut or fashioned for use as gemi 

or in industry. 

Stones analogous to natural spinel are also grown in similar 

fashion, the raw materials here being alumina and magnesia, with 

cobalt oxide added for the popular shades of blue, manganese oxide 

for pale green stones, and iron oxide for those of pale pink shade. 

It has been found that where the ratio of alumina to magnesia 

used is 1 : 1, as in natural spinel, the boules do not grow success¬ 

fully. The most favourable ratio b alumina to 1 magnesia. The 

resulting boule consbts of a mixed crystal of spinel and ‘gamma' 

alumina, with which it b isomorphous. The tendency of the cubic 

‘gamma* form of alumina to revert to the stable trigonal ‘alpha’ 

form (corundum) gives rise to strain within these synthetic spinels 

which, in consequence, always show an anomalous birefringence 

when examined between crossed polariEcrs. 

Typical examples of corundum and spinel boules are shown in 

Figure 20. Whereas corundum boules do not commonly show any 

crystal form, spinel boules have flattened sides which correspond 

to crude crystal faces of the cubic system. The upper surfaces of 

the boules arc frosted with tiny crystals formed during the rela- 
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lively rapid cooling which takes place when (he funiacc gases arc 
switched off. These, too, di/Ter in the two cases. In corundum 
boules the surface, when examined with a lens, will be seen to 
consist of tiny overlappii^ rhombohedral platelets, rather rcscml^ 
ling tiles on a roof, whereas on spinel boules are seen chains of 
linked occahedra intersecting at an angle of 90^. 

U1 <*) 

(tf) C^rv^tm {k) tpiiei ktuifs 

The curved lines of growth, which are commonly seen only in 
coloured synthetic corundums, are due to the intcrmiticnt fall of 
the droplets on to the boulc's upper surface, and co the greater 
voladlicy of some of the colouring oxides compared with alumina, 
which causes minute differences in colour and reBaedve Index as 
one layer is succeeded by anothccs The gas bubbles seen In so 
many synthetic corundums consist almost ceruinly of hydrogen, 
of which an excess is used in the furnace gases. The gas may be 
occluded in particles of the ^ling powder, and thus incorporated 
in the boule. In synthetic blue sapphires there are generally curved 
bands of colour broad enough to be observed by the naked eye— 
especially when the stone is immersed in a suitable liquid and 
ol^rved against a white bacl^round. In s^mthetic ruby and other 
coloured synthetic corundums the growA-lines arc much finer 
and when magnified they resemble the lines on a gramophone 
record. The actual in blue sapphire are In fact as fine 
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as this, as we have found by using: the technique described below: 

normaJly, however, only the broad swathes of colour are visible. 

In all cases it should be realized that growth>lines are only visible 

when the stone is viewed in the correct orientation (correspond¬ 

ing to directions at right-angles to the length of the original boule) 

and under suitable Hghdng conditions. It can thus be understood 

that with mounted stones there may be great difficulty in detecting 

these valuable diagnostic features. The nature of the curved lines 

in synthetic ruby and sapphire are well shown in Figures 25 and 

27, respectively. 

PiffOi it- Btibhlts and craeks in ^theiic ruby 

Recent experiments in the author’s laboratory have shown that 

‘immersion contact* photographs of synthetic stones may often 

reveal curved growth-lines in synthetic corundums when these 

are invisible under lens or microscope when viewed in the same 

orientation. This fact may be of considerable practical value in 

certain cases. The general technique has already been described 

in Chapter 2 as a means for determining refractive index. When 

used for revealii^ delicate features such as the growth-lines in 

synthetic corundum the conditions have to be somewhat strin¬ 

gent, The immersion liquid has to match the corundum closely 

in refractive index, and the beam of light passing through the 

specimen on to the film below should be narrow and nearly 
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Figve fS. Mufitv n fivmd 
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parallel. Fortunately, pure methylene iodide serves very well for 

the immersion fluid, as it has vcty nearly the same index as 

corundum for blue and violet light, which are the operative 

colours for the slow film used. !f a photographic enlarger is avail¬ 

able, light from this, with the lens slopped down to f/22, provides 

a very suitable illumination for the process. Under these condi¬ 

tions, curved growth striae have been observed even in colourless 

synthetic corundum, together, it must be admitted, with straight 

lines making an acute angle with these, the origin of which is not 

yet understood. Although curved lines may be made visible by 

this method at angles other than the optimum, the orientation 

must not be too far wrong. Large synthetic stones are normally 

cut wirh their table facet parallel to the length of the original 

boule, and as a consequence the Unes should be visible at right 

angles to the table—a fact very convenient for the technique 

outlined above. Yellow synthetics fail to show these lines. 

In contrast to the curved layers of growth seen in synthetic 

corundums, any Unes or bands of colour seen in natural rubies 

are rigidly straight, as they follow the outlines of the original, 

crystal, which invariably has flat faces- Moveover, such lines or 

bands in natural stones can frequently be seen to meet each other 

at angles of 120^ since they are parallel to the outlines of a 

hexagonal crystal. The gas bubbles which are a feature of syn¬ 

thetic corundums are never seen in natural stones. On the other 

hand small crystals of minerals associated with corundum in 

nature, such as zircon, rutile, spinel, mica, haematite, or even 

other crystals of corundum itself, are usually to be seen when the 

specimen is scrutinized under a low-power microscope. Tiny flat 

cavities containing liquid arc also a common feature of natural 

stones. These are usually assembled together in the same plane, 

either flat or slightly curved, forming what is commonly known 

as a 'feather'. Rubies and sapphires from different localities each 

tend to have their own characteristic inclusions. Only in Burma 

rubies, for instance, does one find the patches of slender, short, 

rutile needles, intersecting at angles of 120®, which, from their 

appearance in reflected light, are known as ‘silk’. And only those 

corundums which come from Ceylon show included zircon 

crystals surrounded by crack-like halos. More will be said con¬ 

cerning these and other features in natural rubies and sapphires 

in the appropriate chapters. There are, however, certain further 
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di$ting;uishing features peculiar to synthetic corundums which 

should be given here. 

Small, roughly parallel crack-like markings are ofUn seen at 

or near facet junctions in syctiketic corundums. Lapidaries 

these ‘fire marks’, and they are caused by local overheadng during 

the polishing process. These are only seen on corundum, and arc 

only indicative of a synthetic stone because in these less care is 

taken to avoid such blemishes. Another feature which only serves 

as an Indication is the strong dichroism usually visible when a 

synthetic ruby is observed th^gh a dichroscope at righi>anglcs 

to its table facet In fashioning natural rubies the lapidary usually 

grinds his table facet at right-ai^les to the so-called optic asds of 

Fig»e 24. CMtfrt six 

lubfni rvkes shew^ Ums6«n^ ^ 
tewaf ajfrtf'cvlrt 

the crystal, thus ensuring the best colour for the stone. When this 

is done, no dichroism will be visible through the table. Thus, 

strong dichroism in direction is a suspicious sign, since it points 

to a synthetic ruby, which is randonUy cut. 

More stringent *octra* tests for synthedc rulrics are available 

for those with laboratory facificies. In the hrst place, it has been 

found by the author and others that synthetic rubies are decidedly 

more transparent to short-wave uitza-violet light than are natural 

rubies. The presence of traces of iron in the latter is probably the 

main factor governing tMg difiereoce. A determination on these 

lines is possible without the use of expensive apparatus if one calls 

immersion contact photc^raphy to one’s aid, as fiist suggested by 

Mr Norman Day. 
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Stones to be tested are placed, table facet down, on a sheet of 

photographic paper which is immersed in a hat-bottomed dish of 

water to a depth sufficient to cover the rubies. This must be done, 

of couise, either in a dark-room or in a room which is nearly dark. 

The stones are then exposed for a few seconds to light from a 

short-wave (2537 A) ultra-violet lamp held some eighteen inches 

or so above the dish. On developing the paper, provided the ex¬ 

posure time has been correct, the images of natural rubies will 

appear white (showing their relative opacity to the rays) whereas 

synthetic stones appear dark, except for a marginal white rim. 

An example of this rather spectacular test is seen in Figure 24. It 

has been found that Kodak ‘Vclox’ printing paper gives better 

results in this method than the faster bromide papen or chan 

photographic film. 

Where a suitable X-ray plant is available another test may be 

used in those cases where the microscope does not easQy yield the 

required information. Both natural and synthetic rubies show a 

bright red fluorescence under X-rays, but when the radiation is 

switched off there is a pronounced after-glow with synthetic stones, 

whereas In natural rubies no after-glow can be detected. To be 

effective, this test should be carried out in a darkened room, and 

with the observer’s eyes ‘dark adapted', in which condition they 

arc far more sensitive to the rather feeble red after-glow it is 

required to detect. 

In the case of corundums of other colours, the spectroscope may 

often be of great assistance in distinguishing between natural and 

synthetic stones. Natural green sapphires, for instance, show a 

g oup of three absorption bands in the blue part of the spectrum, 

merging into one another to form what at first glance may appear 

to be a single broad band. No bands of this kind are seen in syn¬ 

thetic green corundum- What is far more important in practice 

is that in most natural bltu sapphires the strongest at least of the 

three bands mentioned (wavelength 4500 A) can almost always 

be detected. Again, this is missing in synthetic sapphires, so that 

when seen it forms a sure test for natural sapphire. The same is 

true for yellow sapphires from Siam, Australia, or Montana. In 

yellow sapphires from Ceylon there may not be enough iron 

present to produce any absorption bands, but in these there is a 

distinctive apricot-yellow fluorescence under long-wave ultra¬ 

violet rays. Yellow sapphires showing neither absorption bands 
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nor fluorescence are aJjnost certainly synthetic. Finally, in those 

synthetic corundums C4^ourcd by vanadium which are intended 

to represent alexandrite, there is a very distinctive narrow line in 

the blue at 4750 A, while alexandrite chiysoberyl has an entirely 

different spectrum of its own (see Chapter d}. 

A word more ought to be said about the gas bubbles which have 

been merely mentioned as being typical for stones (particularly 

corundums) manufactured by the Vemeuil flame-fusion method. 

Bubble'sbapes in synthetic stones and in glass are well worth study, 

Figwe as. isMf md a s^fUkede 

since they vary a good deal with the nature of the medium. It is 

also important to be able to distinguish the small rounded crystal 

particles found in many natural stooes from bubbles of rather 

similar appearance. In synthede corundums the smaller isolated 

bubbles are usually alnmc perfectly spherical, but where little 

groups or ‘bubble clouds* are encountered some of the shapes are 

nearly always distorted, and there may be amalgamation into 

‘dots’, which sometimm present an unexpectedly ‘natural’ 

appearance. Extreme elongation into hose-like forms is also 

possible, and confusii^ to the beginner. Larger individual bubbles, 

usually only encountered near the base of the gro^g boule, arc 

often flask- or boml^shaped in outline, the direction of apparent 
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Fifiire %0. Straight eolour>bon^ u naiurtd s^fpkirt 

Pigun i7. CuT\)td taiour^bands tn ^Mhetk safipkirt 
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*fa]r of these bombs beisg at right-an^cs to the curved layers of 

growth, as the bubbles are trapped on their way UAvards the sur> 

face. Bubbles in synthetic corundum are also sometimes enclosed 

in Bat triangular cantiea, which may present a misleadingly 

^natural’ appearance to the banner. 

SYNTHETIC STAR CORUNDUM 

In 1947 there were released a series of star sapphires and star 

rubies, which were made by preparing boules with a small pro^ 

portion of titanium in addition to the usual colouring agents, and 

annealing these for periods of rwo to seventy-two hours at tern* 

peratures ranging from 1100 to 1500* C. Under this treatment the 

citanla crystaUiz^ out as short, fine crystals of rutile, oriented at 

angles of 120*, in accordance with the structure of the corundum 

crystal lattice. Stones cut en cahoebon with the axis of the cabocUon 

coincident with the optic axis of the corundum showed a briUiunt 

six-rayed star by reflected l^ht. Thus the Vcmeuil process sur¬ 

prisingly entered a Add where it was thought that Nature must 

remain unchallenged. 

The synthetic star-stones can usually be recognized at sight. 

The star effect is very brilliant, almost as though it were 'painted 

on’ to the outside of the stone. The o^our of the synthetic stones is 

also brighter than the natural star corundums, which seldom 

combine good colour with a sharply deflned scar. The neatly 

ground-off base of the synthetics is distinctive, and there is an 

absence of the zoning seen in almost all natural star corundums. 

Bubbles are usually present in great numbers, as well as curved 

bands of colour. TTie stones vary from sub-transparent to nearly 

opaque. In the opaque types one must look for bubbles imme¬ 

diately below the surface, the steme bdng illuminated from above. 

SYNTHETIC SPINEL 

As already mentioned above, synthetic spinels of a kind axe also 

made by the Vemeuil process. These were originally made acci¬ 

dentally in the early years of the century in an endeavour to colour 

synthetic corundum blue by addition of cobalt, uting magnesia 

as a flux. But it was not until the mid-twenties that synthetic 

spinels v^ere made on a laige scale. They are not made in colours 

associated with oatuial ^unel, but usually in tints suitable for 
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Figun 2S. ’$ilk\ tfftmy and oi/ifr ioiJtaions in Bi/rtna nijy 
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couoterfeitmg blue zircon, aquAinarine, alexan<iritt, sapphire, or 

even diamond. All these stones have quite diiferent properties 

&om spinel, and thus, however convindog thdr appearance may 

be, distinction is easy by a number of orthodox tests, and the 

microscope Is seldom called into play. 

This is just as well, as (except in the red variety, which has only 

recently been manufactured) curved structure lines are hardly 

ever to be seen, and the majority of stones are ijvm bubbles. 

Both these facts are due m relatively slow growth of the boules: 

the same lack of growth lines and bubbles is noticeable in yellow 

synthetic corundums which (accordii^ to Prof. W. F. Epplcr) arc 

also usually grown slowly. When bubbles do occur in synthetic 

spinels they may assume very bizarre forms, though tiny isolated 

spherical bubbles are sometimes encountered. Distortions include 

long, hose-like tubes, often oriented in parallel formation; laige 

‘proftlated* bubbles, ^kc bulky furled umbrellas or long flasks 

made by an inexpert glass-blower. These last have been shown by 

Dr £. Gubelin often to assume in part the shapes of negative 

crystals, roughly hexagonal when viewed end-on, and these may 

further be grouped in a hexagonal pattern in planes at right-angles 

to the trigonal axis of the boule lattice, providing a very Natural'- 

looking feature to the eye of a beginner. 

A. J. Breebart recently described two-phase inclurions which he 

was the first to notice in synthetic spinel. These consist of tiny flat 

cavities containing a bubble and either liquid or gas, often joined 

by a thm tube to a similar fiat cavity parallel and below the first. 

Tiny, emadated, comma-shaped bubbles are also sometimes seen 

in synthetic spinels. Ail these variations in bubble-shapes are ex¬ 

tremely Interesting to the keen gemmol^lisi, but it is perhaps 

fortunate that SO many ocher features in synthetic spinel provide 

an easy means of recognition. 

As already remarked, the composition of synthetic spinel is 

markedly different from the natural, in containing a considerable 

excess of alumina. This has an effect on its phyrical properties, 

raising the refractive index to a figure which uc\*cr varies more 

than one unit in the third place of decimals ftom an average of 

1*727. Natural spinels, unless they contain zinc, lie within the 

range 1 • 715 to 1 •720. The density synthetic stones is 3*63 or 3*64, 

as against 3*58 to 3*60 (again excepting the rare zinc-rich types of 

blue spinel in which both densty and refractive index may rise 
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considerably). Another character induced by the excess alumina, 

under strain in its tendency to revert to corundum, is a marked 

anomalous birefringence, resulting in a very characteristic appear¬ 

ance between crossed polars for which the author coined the term 

‘tabby extinction*. This can be seen in Figure 30. It is well worth 

Figun SO. SftiUttiie spintl betwa enmd polarizfn, showhtg extvKtkn' end 
pnffiled l^bks 

remembering this particular feature when struggling to identify 

small, colourless baguettes of synthetic spinel mounted, as they 

oAen are, as a substitute for diamond in pieces of jewellery. 

Immersion of the whole in methylene iodide may reveal, by the 

lack of relief, that the stones are not diamond, but the tabby ex¬ 

tinction will confirm the stones as synthetic spinel where they might 

otherwise be possibly synthetic sapphire or a highly refractive glass. 

The Chelsea colour-filter and the spectroscope also play a useful 

part in the identification of synthetic spinel, especially the very 

popular blue types used to imitate aquamarine, etc. These are 

coloured with cobalt in almost all cases, and the absorption in the 
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yellow-green and clear transmlssiou in iht deep red characteristic 

of cobalt blues result in the stone assuming a strong red colour 

through a Chelsea filter. Natural blue spinels may appear some¬ 

what reddish through the filter^ but are h^ly likely to be confused 

with the synthetics in any case, as thdr dayl^ht colour is so differ¬ 

ent a shade of blue. 

With the spectroscope, blue synthetic spinels show three broad 

absorption bands due to cobalt. In the pale blue stones made to 

represent aquamarine these are quite faint, while in the deep blue 

stones resembling sapphire they are stroag, and so broad as almost 

to amalgamate into a single wide band extending from the orange 

to the green. These dark blue stones give out red gleams by reject¬ 

ed light, which serve to reveal their nature to the naked eye. 

Usually, a little chromium is added to the stone to improve the 

colour, and this gives rise to a red fluorescence under ultra-violet 

light or between crossed filteis. 

Other coloured varieties of synthetic s^el are used less fre¬ 

quently. An attractive pink type resembling moiganite beryl is 

produced by addition of iron and a pale yellowish green type by 

using manganese as colouring agent. These have a strong green 

fluorescence under ultra-violet light and two absorpdon bands in 

the violet. Synthetic spinel resembling alexandrite in colour and 

showing a perceptible colour-change in artificial fight can be made, 

but is very seldom seen. It has, of course, no dichroism, and this 

fact, together with its lower, single refractive index, make dis¬ 

tinction from alexandrite chrysober^ easy. But so far as sheer 

appearance goes, thK variety of synthetic spinel is far more 

deceptive than the synthetic sapphires cobured with vanadium 

which are so commonly met with. 

Colourless synthetic s^nel is very clear and bright, and utterly 

devoid of colour. Athougfa in figures its dispersion of 0*020 be¬ 

tween the B and G fines of the solar spectrum is very little greater 

than the 0*018 of corundum, there is perceptibly more ‘fire’ than 

in the latter, and it has often been used to represent diamond, 

particularly in baguette form, where its infbnority in lustre and 

fire to diamond are not so readily apparent as when cut as a 

brilliant. Immersion io methylene iodide and examination bet^veen 

crossed Nicols has already been suggested above as a simple means 

of idcntificadon. 

Although synthetic red spinds can be made by the Vemeuil 
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procc$s, it is only recently that these have appeared in any quantity 

on the market, but small stones are now available and are even 

cheaper than synthetic ruby. In these the ratio of magnesia to 

alumina must be nearly the same as in natural spinels. They are 

chrome-rich—entailing a saturated red colour and rather high 

refractivity (1*725), with specific gravity 3 60. Under the micro¬ 

scope curious curved swathes of colour are plainly seen, together 

with clouds of small gas bubbles. The stones are red-fluorescent, 

but do not show the same ‘organ-pipe’ fluorescence lines as 

natural spinels do through the spectroscope, the light being con¬ 

centrated mainly' in a line at 6850 A, 

A milky white variety of synthetic spinel has been another 

recent production. This is made by anne^ng the ordinary colour¬ 

less synthetic, the milkiness {sometimes with asterism) being due 

to incipient separation of corundum. Stones are cut en cabochon 

to resemble moonstone. 

A granular, nearly opaque, cobalt-blue form of synthetic spinel 

has been produced by a sintering process as a substitute for lapis 

lazuli. This is fully described on page 256. 

A few examples have been encountered, however, of synthetic 

red spinels which have not been made by the Vcmeuil process. We 

know this, not only by their lack of Vemeuil-type inclusions and 

their peculiar properties, but by the discovery by gemmologisCs in 

the U.SiA. of a large octahedral crystal of this type of red spinel, 

firmly implanted on a metal disk. The origin of these things, and 

the process by which they were made can only be guessed at. 

Though singly refractive, their refractive index has been found to 

vary in different parts of the stone from about 173 to 176, while 

the density is also very high (37 to 3*9). These freak stones remain 

a mystery. In appearance they resemble reconstructed ruby, but 

undoubtedly they are spinels of a kind, and not of natural origin. 

SYNTHETIC RUTILB 

Another produet of the Vemeuil flame-fusion method is that most 

spectacular of all synthetic stones—rutile. This caused a consider¬ 

able stir on its first appearance in 1949, but has not been widely 

welcomed as a gem material, and has far less commercial import¬ 

ance than synthetic corundum, spinel, or even emerald. Rutile is 

well-known to the geminologist as needle-like crystals included in 

ruby, and as larger needles in quartz—the so-called ‘fliches 
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d'amour*. When found (hus it ba$ a typical red-brown coIour> 

and crystals are seldom Ibund in nature sudiuently transparent 

to warrant their being cut as gemstones. 

Synthetic rudle is made in boules weighing about 200 carats 

in an oxy-acetylene veraon of the Vemeuil blow-pipe, in an 

attempt to lessen the loss of oxygen which this compound tends to 

undergo at h^h temperature, with consequent darkening of 

colour. As it is, the boules are completely black and opaque when 

they leave the furnace, and have to be treated by heating to 

around 1000^ C in a stream of oxygen before they have any 

ornamental value. During thi< treatment a variety of colours may 

be induced, rather unpredictably: but the makers’ goal of a 

completely colourless rudle has not yet been achieved, a decidedly 

yellowish cast always remaining. An attempt to improve the 

Vhiteness’ by adding strontium oxide has been pardally success¬ 

ful, and stones which have been coated with a film of corundum 

to improve their surface hardness also seem to have a better 

appearance. Red, orange, blue, and brown rutiles have been 

produced by varying the after-treatment of the boules, and pro¬ 

vide stones of spectacular beauty for preferable, in the author’s 

judgement, to the ofi*-white types which seem to be the only ones 

marketed—presumably in a vain attempt lo rival diamond. Here, 

in brief, are the properties of synthetic rutile: Hardness, 6. Specific 

gravity, 4*25. Reactive indices, ordinary extraordinary 

2'90. Uniaxial podtivc, with bircfriogencc 0*287. The dispenion 

{i.e. the difference in refraedve index) between wavelengths 

6708 A and 435S A was found to be 0*2^1 for the ordinary ray, 

which corresponds to approximately 0*300 for the standard range 

between B and G lines of the solar spectrum. The dispextion is thus 

some seven times greater than for diamond even for this ray, and 

must be higher still for (he extraordinary ray. From the figure 

given above it will be realized that the double refiactlon, too, is 

enormous, being nearly five dmes that of rircon, and far greater 

even than that for Iceland spar, in which the double refraction of 

0*172 is by normal standards reckoned very strong indeed. 

Condderii^ these properties, it be realized that synthetic 

rutile can quite easily be identified without any elaborate tests. 

The stupendous *fire’ makes it as full of colours as a water-opal; 

the high relrtciivc indices give it a high surface lustre, but with a 

‘soft* look compared with diamond, while the double refraction 
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causes a tremendous doubling of the edges of the back facets when 

viewed through the front of the stone. Clever lapidaries have 

learned to orient the stone so that the optic axis (direction of 

single refraction) is at right-angles to the table facet, thus initi> 

gating the 'out^of^focus’ appearance caused by the strong double 

refraction when viewing the stone from directly above- But when 

viewing the stone with a lens the slightest tilt will reveal the 

‘doubling’ in great strength: far stronger than in the case of sphenc, 

for instance, which is perhaps the only natural stone with which 

this synthetic could be confused. 

One other feature of synthetic rudle may he mendoned in con¬ 

clusion : there is a strong absorption band in the violet, beginning 

at about 4250 A- The presence of this band probably accounts 

for the yellowish colour of the stone, and also for its high dis¬ 

persion, since refraedve index always rises steeply when a region 

of intense absorpdon is approached. 

STRONTIUM TITANATE 

Yet one more product of the flame-fusion method has recently 

appeared, and in this case a synthetic material has been produced 

which, so far as we know, has no natural counterpart in the 

mineral kingdom. The composition of this new synthetic stone is 

strondum litanate, SrTiO,. It is thus analogous to the rare 

mineral perovskite, which is a calcium dtanate having very 

similar properdes. 

Strondum dtanate approaches more closely to diamond in its 

appearance and its optical properties than any other material, 

natural or synthetic. It is practically colourless, it is cubic, and 

therefore single refracting, and its refractive index is 2 41, and 

therefore practically equal to that of diamond. The dispersion is 

approximately four limes that of diamond, giving rise to a play 

of colour noticeably in excess of that shown by diamond, but not 

so extravagant as that seen in rutile. The density is high. (5*13) 

and the hardness low (about 5^); this latter fact providing, one 

must admit, one of the best ways of distu^uishing the stone from 

diamond when mounted in a setting. A steel needle, which is one 

of the most easily controlled ‘hardness points* readily available, 

and one not likely to do much damage, will be found to mark the 

surface of strontium titanate, while of course it leaves diamond 

entirely unscathed. 
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Tiny inclusioDS, KmlnisccQt of a centipede, or a Udder vdth 

bent mngs and no uprights, have been noticed by the author in 

several specimens of scrontiuin dtanate. No absorption bands 

have been observed, but complete absorption b^ins at about 

4150 A in the violet. 

For those with the necessary equipment, the lack of fluorescence 

under ultra-violet rays or X-rnys, and the opacity to X-rays will 

be useful signs distinguishing strondum titanate from diamond. 

The jeweller without equipment must be on his guard against any 

^diamond’ which shows an unusual degree of fire, and may resort 

Pigtat 31. LiAtims » merald 

to a careful test with a needle, as suggested above, or to testing 

the stone itself carefully against a piece of polished corundum, 

which only diamond will mark. If the stone should be free from 

its setting its high density will be revealed by its suipiidngly high 

weight compared with its spread as measured on a diamond gauge. 

SYNTHETIC EHEEALD 

The production of crystals of synthetic emerald in rizes large 

enough to be taken seriously was first achieved by chemists of the 

I. G. Farbenindustrie in G«Tnany before the war. More recently, 

Carroll F. Chatham of San Frandsco has been making very dmilar 
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ciysuls from which some thousands of cut synthetic emeralds are 

now produced monthly. So far as one knows, the Chatham syn* 

thetic emeralds are the only ones on the market at the present time. 

The trained femmol^ist should have no great difficulty in dis¬ 

tinguishing these stones from natural emeralds, but they can cause 

considerable trouble to the dealer and jeweller who is not a 

specialist in such matters. 

It is important at the outset to realize that synthetic emeralds 

are not manufactured by the Vemeuil ‘flame-fusion* process, and 

that one therefore must not expect such signs of synthesis as curved 

lines of growth or included bubbles. The precise method by which 

Chatham grows his emeralds is a closely guarded secret; but the 

Figm 3$. ^/au ^bvelurtt on basal plant o/^tfutk 
tnvrald etp>siaU 

nature of the crystals and of the inclusions found within them make 

it clear that the process is a ‘hydrothermal’ one. The ingredients 

of beryl, together with the necessary chromic oxide to induce the 

rich green colour of emerald are contained in an electrically 

heated pressure chamber known as an autoclave. This is partly 

filled with water, sealed, and heated to above the critical tem¬ 

perature of water, thereby developing comldcrable pressure. 

Under such conditions the solid ingredients dissolve, and are slowly 

re-deposited as crystals in the slightly cooler upper part of the 
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autoclave. The process of produdo^ crystals of useful size may 

cake several months. 

The synthetically produced crystals show a dmple^ rather squat 

prismatic habit with basal plane> very smiilar (o those found in 

nature, though there is a tendency to form in dusters like sugar- 

candy, and for a number of paralJd individuals to amalgamate, 

often leaving cavities of hexagonal outline in the direction of the 

main crystal axis. Paralld growth at a number of different centres 

may be revealed by low contoured marldogs as seen in Figure 32. 

The largest crystal so iar made by Chatham is one of 1275 carats, 

which is in the Harvard Museum. This and several other laige 

crystals are not of gem quality. Cut stones of over 6 carats are 

rardy seen, but specunens of 1^ carats are now marketed in 

large numbers. 

In appearance the synthetic stones have a rather characteristic 

saturated blue-green o^our, which is to some degree distinctive, 

though Colombian emeralds of matching dnt are sometimes en¬ 

countered. Through the Chelsea filter they appear incensdy red 

-^distinctly more so than the majority natural emeralds—-and 

the same is true of thdr appearance between crossed filters, due 

to fluorescence. 

The density of Chatham emeralds is distinctly low and remark¬ 

ably constant, almost exactly matching that of quartz (2*651), so 

that diluted bromoform in which quartz is suspended as an indi¬ 

cator forms a very useful check for any loose emeralds suspected 

of being synthetic. Very few natural emeralds have a density 

below 2*70. The refractive indices and birefringence are also low; 

1*560 and 1*563 being typical figures for the extraordinary and 

ordinary indices, giving a birefringence of only 0*003. The lovror 

index in natural emeralds is from 1*570 upwards, with a bire¬ 

fringence of 0 005 to 0*006. A Rayncr spinel rcfractometer is 

particularly valuable in enabling accurate readings in this region 

to be easily made in ordinary light—and for thl^ test, of course, 

the stones need not be unmounted. 

Such features are valuable as testing aids; but it is always pos¬ 

able that the manufacturer may so vary his ingredients as to raise 

both the refractive index and dennty of his products. The inclu¬ 

sions, which are the most reliable di^nostic feature, could not so 

easily be altered or controlled. In synthetic emeralds these consist 

of veil- or lacc-like feathen, usually slighdy curved, which are 
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quite uijljkc any features seen in natural emeralds. Under the 

microscope these feathen can be resolved into flattened liquid 

droplets forming an elaborate pattern, which can be well seen in 

the photomicrographs (kindly given to the author by Dr Edward 

Gubelin) which are reproduced in Figures 33 and 34. Transparent 

crystals of phenaMte (beryllium silicate) are also frequently seen 

(»•*; e. 

Fip/rt SS. TjfpiaU pafUnt of r^pAikt ’feallm' in Chatham ^foifutic emerald 

in synthetic emeralds, and have not so far been observed in natural 

stones (see Figure S5). It is important for those who deal in 

emeralds to become familiar with their internal features: stones 

from each of the well-known localities show inclusions peculiar to 

themselves. In the chapter on emerald many of these will be 

found illustrated, 

One other marked difference between synthetic and natural 

emeralds may be mentioned here as it provides a valuable labora¬ 

tory test for distinguishing between them. It was discovered by 

the author (1953) that whereas emeralds from all known natural 
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sources are opaque to ulira-vioJei rays of wavelength shorter than 

3000 A, synthetic (Chatham) emeralds transmit short-wave light 

freely down to about 2300 A. These results were iirst established 

by means of a small quartz spectrograph, but can be demon¬ 

strated much more cheaply and simply by the method proposed 

by Mr Norman Day, which has already been described as a means 

of disdnguishing between natural and synthetic ruby. 

The fact that synthetic emerald shows a red fluorescence under 

e. CMelMj 

Figart 24. FaraiUl bmds ^ w 

long and short wavelength ultra-violet light has been claimed as a 

distinctive feature by some workers. Since nacuial emeralds of 

fine colour show very similar effects the method is not recom¬ 

mended by the present writer. 

To sum up: when buying emeralds, je^velle^s and dealers should 

exercise caution. Stones of saturated bluUh-green, showing a strong 

red colour when viewed throu^ the Chelsea filter, should always 

be viewed with deep suspicion. If a refiactometer is available, 

a low reading (below 1*570) would serve as a confirmatory test. 
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Wlicx'ever there is any doubt, stones should be sent for a laboratory 

test, where a definite decision can always be obtained on the basis 

of the methods outlined above. 

Figat 9S. FhenakiU aystal » ^nlhik etnereld 

SYNTHETIC EIAMONP 

For more than a hundred years scientists have striven, by all kinds 

of ingenious methods, to make diamonds by artificial means. 

Many, for the most part in good faith, have even claimed success. 

It was significant, however, that their experiments could never be 

repeated by other workers: often not even by themselves. More¬ 

over there was no sound physical basis for supposing that, under 

the conditions obtaining, diamond, rather than graphite, would 

be the form of carbon produced. 

During the past ten years or so the thermodynamic relations 

between diamond and graphite, which is normally the more stable 

form of crystallized carbon, have become increasingly clear. This 
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has been largely due to the researches in the United States of 

Prof. P. W. Bridgman, a physicbt who has specialized in the pro> 

ductioD of very high pressures, and in the study of the eiTeeCs of 

these on various forms of matter. In February 1955 the General 

Electric Co. of America released news of the successful assault on 

the problem of making diamonds by a team ot workers in their 

research laboratories. In one series of experiments pressures of 

over 100,000 annoepheres (obtained by means of a giant hydraulic 

press) and temperatures of more than 2760** C were maintained 

in a very small pressure chamber, and in this very small crystals 

of diamond were produced frmn unspecihed carbonaceous 

materials. It was possible to repeat these and rather similar pro¬ 

cesses with success a great number of times, the minute crystals 

obtained were stringently tested by X-ray and other methods, and 

proved to be indubitably true diamonds. The largest crystal so far 

claimed measures only L'2 mm in length, and the manufacture 

of diamonds la^e enough and pure enough to be considered as 

gems is sclil far distant. 

It is probable that, apart from diamond, these new high- 

pressure techniques will result in very interesting materials, some 

of them entirely new. One of these recently described is a boron 

nitride in cubic form, to which the name "borazon* has been 

given. This is said to have a hardness equal to diamond. Hitherto 

only a soft, hexagonal form of boron nitride had been known, 

resembling graphite. The analogy with diamond thus seems very 

dose. 

GLASS IMITATIONS 

Although the abundance of synthetic coruiHiuins and spinels 

manufactured by the Vemeuil process has provided stones of 

vastly superior hardness to any glass Imitations, the latter are still 

widely used, and are not always easy to detect at sight. So far as 

colour is concerned, glass can Ik made which matches most of the 

gemstones represented very exactly, and those stones which have 

a rather low refractive index have decidedly a vitreous (i.e. glassy) 

lustre, though their greater hardness enables them to take and to 

retain a higher polish than is posribte with glass. 

Jewellers were formerly accustomed to rely on a test with a 

hard £le as an effective method for discriminating between real 

stones and glass imitations, but unless great care is taken damage 
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may easily be done even to genuine specimens by the use of this 

safer methods arc in any case available for detectir^ 

pastes, and some of these can now be Usted : 
^ 1 Wamth to tfu Glass conducts heat less than 

most crystals, and thus feels warmer to the touch. The tongue, 

Figurt Sff. ^ nwrtj m pasu 

being thin-skinned and always practically at blMd-hcat, a the 

most sensitive gauge of this property. The specimen should be 

cleaned and handled with com-tongs (unless it is m a setting) to 

prevent it being warmed by the hand, which would vitate the 

test Direct comparison with a known crystalline gem makes a 

decision more easy. When properly carried out this is a very 

useful (CSC. 
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2. Corukoidal fiaetvn.-^^has is brittle end hes a marked con- 

choidal fracture—thnt is, it breaks or chips in curved shcll-Uke 

pieces, leaving sbdl-Uke coocavidcs on the specunen. Examinadon 

with a lens of the edges of the spedmeo, especially where the claws 

of the setting (if any) bear upon it, will usually reveal some of 

these typical fractures. It must be said, however, that many gem¬ 

stones also have a conehoidal fracture, though with these it is not 

so readily produced, nor on such a laig^ scale. 

3. BubiUs~—Tht presence of one or more comparads%Iy large 

hubbies is a frequent feature io glass imitations, and, when seen, 

is a sure sign that the specunen contaiiung them is not genuine. 

With expeiiencc, one learns to distinguish between the bubbles 

seen in glass and those seen in synthedcs of the Vemeuil type. 

There are, of course, plenty of other disdngulshing features be¬ 

tween pastes and synthedcs, but it is as well to be able to g<un as 

much Informadon as possbie even from such humble things 

bubbles. In pastes, bubbles art most often spherical and not 

grouped with others, but a pointed ellipsoid is very ofren seen, 

and this particular shape seems peculiar to glass alone. Sometimes 

chains or sheets of bubbles ore found in paste and these in imita¬ 

tions of emerald help to give the illusion of natural flaws and 

fcathen until they are closely examined. 

Even in the translucent and semi-opaque glasses used to simu¬ 

late jade, amber, or turquoise one can often detect bubbles just 

below the surface or circular cavides on the surface where bubbles 

have been partly polished away. 

4. Striae.—Glass often contains curved striae or *swirl marks', 

due to imperfect mixing of the ingredients. These striae are not 

so regular as the curved growth-lines in synthetic corundum. The 

effect is rather like that seen when sugar syrup is poured into water, 

and indeed is due to a sunilar cause—contiguous screams or layen 

of slightly different refractive index. 

5. Single refra£tioH.~G]asiy bmng amorphous (non-crystalline), 

is always singly refracting, and thus sho^^t only a dngle shadow- 

edge OR the refractometer. Between crossed polaiizeis, however, 

glass may show irregular Urefringence due to strain, and in rare 

cases may even show extinction posidons at more or less regular 

intervals in the manner of crystalline gems, which is very discon¬ 

certing. Glass never shows dichroism, and since most coloured 

gems are dichroic this is often a simple means of distinction. 
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6. ItuUx and Density.^lvi a gla» imicadon these con¬ 
stants are seldom the same as those of the stone represented. Some 
typical values for imitation gemstones will be found in the table 

below- 

Calotff S.G. JiJ, Tjipe of Glass 

Colourless 230 1-47 Borosilicate crown 

Pale blue. 2-35 1-50 Borosilicate crown 

Pale blue. 2-37 1-51 Borosilicate crown 

Pale blue. 2-46 i-52 Calcium crown 

Blue . 2.44 1-515 Fused beryl 

Emerald-green ... 2-49 1-516 Fused beryl 

Pale blue. 2-70 1-59 Calcium-iron 

Colourless 2*87 1-54 Light flint (lead) 

YeDow . 3-627 1-633 Flint (lead) 

Ruby-red. 3-69 1-63 Flint (lead) 

‘Jade’ . 3*73 Flint (lead) 

Colourless 3-74 1-635 Flint (lead) 

Pale blue. 3-84 1-642 Flint (lead) 

Orange-brown ... 4*12 1-68 Flint (lead) 

Red . 4-16 1-683 Flint (lead) 

Yellow . 4-98 1-77 Flint (lead) 

Refractometer ... 6-53 1-962 Extra dense flint 

As can be seen, the properties of glass vary widely according to 
its ingredients. Of the various types which have been used to imi¬ 
tate gems, by far the commonest arc the calcium or 'crown’ glasses 
(consisting of silica, potash or soda, and lime) and the lead or 
‘flint’ glasses, in which lead oxide replaces the lime in the above to 
greater or lesser extent. The more lead that is present, the greater 
the refractivity, dispenion, and density, but at the same time the 
hardness decreases progressively. In the borosilicate crown glasses, 
some of the silica is replaced by boric oxide. Borosilicate glass can 
be very hard (nearly 7 as against 5^ for ‘crown' glass), and this is 
the type used in ^e preparation of the so-called ‘mass-aqua’ 
imitations of which the second and third specimens in the above 
table are examples. The lowest figures for density and refractive 
index are found in the ‘opal’ glasses, containing fluorine and 
certain other additions to the normal crown-glass melt. With 
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these, the density may be as low as 2*07, wih refractive bdcx 

1*44. At the other end of the scale, 1-69 may be taken as practically 

the limit for the refractive index of flas imitations. The only 

exception to this rule encountered by the writer was the remark¬ 

able paste listed last but one in the table. This has R.I. 1'77 and 

S.G. 4'9d. It was sent over from Burma as a specimen topaz at 

£2 per carat, and in its freshly cat state it look^ magni6cent. A 

few months of wear would have reduced it to a sorry state, as such 

heavy lead glasses are extremely soft and suscepdble to tarnish. 

Last in the table comes the h^viest type of lead glass, used in 

some refractometen, and quite unsuitable for other purposes; it 

is included merely as a matter of interest 

So far as specUlc gravity and reactive index arc concerned, 

the only glasses liable to cause confusion vrith actual gemstones 

are the caJdum-iron glasses with constants near those for beryl, 

and chose of the lead glasses having values close to Chose for topaz. 

On account of their higher dispeirion (more neaHy matching that 

of the refractometer glass) the lead glasses with refractive index 

over 1 *60 give a sharper shadow-edge in white light on an ordinary 

refractometer than any gem of similar rdraccivity. With a spinel 

refractometer the reverse is true: whale gems give a sharp shadow- 

edge, lead-glass Iimtadons show a colour fringe which is very 

disdnedve. 

The fused Beryl Glaasca listed in the table have the same 

composidon as the beryl from which they are made, but they arc 

non-crystalline and thus have lower constants. As another ex¬ 

ample of the lower constants of a glass compared with a crystal 

of the same compo&tiou one may dCe fused quartz, which has 

S.G. 2*21 and R.I. 1*46 against the hgurea 2*65 and I 54-1*55 for 

the crystalline mineral. The beryl glasses are very hard (about 7) 

and can be made in various coiouis, such as blue, by addition of 

cobait, and gieeo by additfon of chromium oxide. Usually they 

contain numerous l^e bubbles. 

Glass which is coloured by cobalt has a characteristic absorption 

spectrum containii^ three broad dark bands centred at about 

6550 A in the red, 5800 in the yellow, and 5350 in the green. 

They appear a rich red under ^c Chelsea colour-filter. There 

are other blue glasses hAving no distinctive absorption spectrum, 

which appear a dirty green under the frlter. Red glasses coloured 

by selenium have a ai^e broad band in the green of their al> 
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sorption spectrum, not unlike that seen in red tourmaline. Pink 

or red glasses containii^ rare earths and showing a strong didy- 

mium absorption spectrum are sometimes seen. 

Glass imitations arc often moulded, or very badly cut, showing 

the ridge marks left by the mill—another indication of their 

nature. Where the table facet is not truly plane there may be 

difficulty in getting a good reading on the refraclomcter. 

Figure Z7~ Bubbles fwtrl works in nwldauite 

Imitations mode from synthetic resins or plastics will be con* 

^dered in the discussion on amber in Chapter 21- 

In addition to man-made glasses there arc several types of 

glass found in nature which may be conveniently mentioned here. 

Silica-glass, consisting of almost pure silica (S.G. 2*21 j R.I. 

l‘46)j was first found some yeare ago lying on the surface of the 

sands of the Libyan desert, from which it had apparently been 

derived. It has a pale yellowish green colour, and is slightly 

opalescent. The glass formed from fusion of sand in the Mexican 

desert as a result of the first atomic bomb retained considerable 

radioactivity. 

Obsidian is a volcanic glass, produced by the rapid cooling 

of molten rock material which would have produced granite if 
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allowed to cool slowly. It is usually d very dark brown in colour, 

though iridescent, and mottled brown and black types have been 

found, and make rather attractive beads. The specific gravity js 

near 2 4 and refractive index 1*50, hardness bdng about 5 on 

Mohs’ scale. Ordinary dear green bottle-glass $u^ as may be 

picked up on the sea beach, or even blue artiHcial glass, has been 

fashioned and sold as ‘obsidian' to the ignorant public at seaside 

resorts. Under the microscope obsidian shows signs of incipient 

crystallization not seen in ardfrcial glass. 

Moldavite is the name given to clear green or brownish green 

varieties of small glassy bodies known as tektites, which are found 

in various parts of the world. Tlidr origin is assumed to be 

meteoric, but is really unknown. The properties of moldavite are 

practically the same as those of obsidian, but the internal charac¬ 

ters are quite diifcrent. Moldavite contains large and numerous 

bubbles and swirl marks (see Figure 37), and lacks the indpient 

crystals which arc seen in obsidian. 

DOUBLETS 

Doublets, as thdr name su^esc, are composite stones made by 

cementing or fusing tc^ther two or more pieces of material. Such 

composite stones can be divided into at least three categories: 

(а) True doublets, in which the crown and the base are both 

formed from pieces of the stone represented by the complete speci¬ 

men, the idea being to unite two thin slices of material into a more 

important whole. Such true doublets arc rarely encountered. An 

opal doublet in which a thin slice of precious opal is cemented to 

a base of less precious opal matrix perhaps be induded in this 

category. 

(б) Compoatc stones in which the crown and base arc both 

pieces of real stone, but have sandwiched between them an inter¬ 

mediate layer, usually of glass, which provides the desired colour. 

Composite stones of t^ type are sometimes cal led ‘triplets', though 

the term doublet is suffidcntly accurate for general purposes. A 

slice of glass between two pieces of pale ^nerald can produce an 

’emerald' of good colour, which may earily prove deceptive if the 

junction between the layers is hidden the setting. A much 

more common and almost equally elTective counterfdt is the well- 

known ‘soudd' emerald (soudd meaning soldered or fused) in 
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wliich two pieces of quartz, chosen for the natural ‘feathers* they 

contain, are fused together by an intervening layer of dense green 

glass. 

(f) Doublets in which the table faeec only eonsists of real stone 

(thus defeating the hardness test) and the base is formed of glass 

coloured according to the particular stone represented. This is 

much the commonest type of doublet, and the stone invariably 

chosen to form the table facet is an almandinc garnet, a very thin 

slice of which is fused to the lead glass base. 

Fifi/rt 3S. PhotMvkngraph oj doniAei, 

ing bubbift u jmclion plam and crystals 

in the auttbyrng ganei 

Detection of any of these faked specimens is usually easy where 

suspicion is arouHd. If the stone can be obtained free from its 

setting, it should be held in a pair of corn-tongs below the surface 

of liquid contained in a white porcelain vessel or a glass-bottomed 

cell placed on a sheet of white paper. Viewed from the direction 

of the girdle in these circumstances the composite nature of the 

stone is very obvious when the layers are of different colours. In 

the rare cases where the two halves of the stone are both colourless 

the cement Junction can he observed. Monobromonaphthalene is 

a good liquid to use, but water in a cup will serve quite well. If 

the pieces are cemented and not fused together, warming in 

alcohol will often cause them to fall apart. 

With the ordinary garnet-topped doublet, the slice of almandlne 
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is «xtreme!y Chio, and the fine dividing line between this and the 

glass base can be seen by careful exanunatlon with a lens, even if 

the stone is in a setting. There is a distinct difference in lustre 

between thegamec and the glass surface which makes the junction 

between the two very noticeable by reflected light to the practised 

eye. Placed face downwards on a sheet of white paper, and viewed 

from above, such doublets will show a rim of red near the girdle 

of the stone, unless the base is also red, in which case the effect 

will be masked. Under the microscope, the junction between the 

layers is seen to be marked by a series of bubbles in this plane, 

when the stone is viewed through the table facet, often with crystals 

in the garnet visible in the same field. (Sec Figure 38). 

Since most doublets are not composed even in part of the stone 

ing rrjlectkm ffiet whtn Isotag 

^oteum iabUficet 

imitated, a refiactometcr test will reveal the fraud. In the case of 

garnet-topped doublets the table facet will yield a refiactive index 

reading of about 1*79, and the back facets will read about 1*63, 

corresponding to the lead glass used for the base of the doublet. 

Soud^ emerald will give a quartz rtfiactometer reading, but care 

must be taken not to confuse tbit with an emerald reading, which 

is only 0*02 or 0*03 higher on the scale. A new type ^ soud6 

emerald has recently appeared in which the upper and lower 

portions consist of synthetic white spinel, the two being cenienied 

together with an emerald-green layer between them. These appear 

green under the Chelsea fite, and give the t>pical refractive 

index and tabby extinction of synthetic spinel. 

Doublets with a crown composed of diamond, cemented to a 
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base of rock crystal or synthetic white sapphire arc occasionally 

encountered. Though these have the adamantine surface lustre 

of diamond they are notably lacking in ‘fire’ and can be ‘seen 

through’ when viewed obliquely through the crown. There is a 

curious reflection of the edges of the table facet in the junction 

layer, which is readily noticeable when the stone is tilted. (See 

Figure S9.) 
Granted that a true diamond doublet in which both crown and 

base consisted of diamond would be harder to detect, yet, once 

suspicion has been aroused by the ‘wrong’ look of the stone, and 

the posdbility of the nature of the fraud has been realized, the 

detection of any doublet, however cleverly ntade, should not be 

a very difficult matter. An ingenious jadeite doublet simulating 

fine green jade is described in Chapter 20. 

COATED STONES 

A warning note on a recent process for coating the upper surfrice 

of gemstones with a film of low refractive index to improve their 

brilliancy and apparent depth of colour may bo given here. Such 

a film r^uces the surface reflections in similar manner to the 

coaling or ‘bloom* on lenses in cameras and binoculars, and 

allows more light to enter the stone. There is, of course, a reduc¬ 

tion of surfece lustre. Such treatment is a form of ‘faking’, and as 

such, should be condemned. 

Coated stones can be recognized by a slight bloom or irides¬ 

cence of the surface. Refractive index readings on the refracto- 

meter may be unobtainable until the coating has been removed 

by rubbing with rouge or similar polishing agent. 
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THE USE OF THE MICROSCOPE 

To THE the microscope is undoubtedly the most 

essential of all instruments. In evei^ay practice the jeweller is 

far more often concerned with distinguishing natural stones from 

thdr synthetic counterparts, or in detcctii^ imitation stones than 

he is in separating natural stones of different species. And, as we 

have seen in the previous chapter, in detecting all manner of 

counterfeits the microscope is supremely important. 

But its importance does not scop there; its powers of distin¬ 

guishing one scone ft^m another arc >1*^^ very considerable, since 

the nature of a stone and even its place of ori^ can often be 

deduced from a study of its inclusions as reveal^ by the micro¬ 

scope. The nature and depth of flaws can also be determined, 

the presence of double refraction detected and its extent approxi¬ 

mately gauged, and refractive index also can be assessed with the 

aid of immersion liquids. 

The study of mineral inclusions began in the nineteenth century, 

but until recently such work was sporadic and uncoordinated. 

During the past few decades it has been coming into its own as a 

new and pracdcal means of identifying gemstones and of under¬ 

standing something of the conditions under which they were 

formed in nature. This indeed is one of the most important con¬ 

tributions of gemmology to the parent sciences of mineralogy and 

geology. The recent advances in Inclusion study are chiefly due 

to the researches and enthusiastic advocacy of Dr Edwatd Gubelin 

of Lucerne. Many of his articles on the subject, illustrated by 

splendid photomicrographs, have appeared in the joumab, and 

he has also written a book Ifidusions as a Afearu of Gem Identifcation 

in which most of his wodt is epitomized. The subject is a vast one, 

however, and plenty remains to be discovered by the patient and 

acute observer, and many problems still await solution. 

Microscopes specially designed for use by Jewellers and gem- 

mologists have been developed by Pn^. Schlossmachcr in Ger¬ 

many, Shipley In America, Cubdin in Switzedand, and by Rayncr 

in this country. Unfortunately, most of these are either expensive 
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or not readily available; tlie special ‘peCro[<^caL’ microscopes 

used by the mmeralogist are also expensive luxuries. 

Luckily, most of the essential work needed can be carried out 

with quite a simple form of microscope, and we begin by 

describir^ a typical standard instrument and the manner in which 

it may be used in the study of gemstones. 

There are two lens systems producing the magnifying effect in 

a microscope, each being mounted and handled as a single piece. 

The lower group is known as the cijtetw^ and the upper as the 

^pii<e or ocular. The ot^eedve is screwed into the lower end of 

the bodjr tube of the instrument, and the eyepiece is slid into the 

upper end of the tube. The total magniheadon produced depends 

on the power of the objective, the power of the eyepiece, and the 

length of the microscope tube. The microscope siand, as the whole 

instrument (without ^e eyepiece or oljecdve) is called, consists 

of a heavy metal base or Jboi to which is hinged a heavy metal 

limb by which the microscope is carried or lifted from its case and 

to which is attached a platform called the stage with a circular 

aperture in the centre through which the light reflected irom the 

adjustable mirror of the microscope reaches the sptecimen to be 

examined. The body tube of the microscope (which often con¬ 

tains an inner draw tube) is attached to the limb and may be 

raised or lowered for focusing by a rack and pinion movement 

operated by two milled heads ruming in the vertical plane on 

either side of the body tube. 

This focusing arrangement, which has a play of several inches, 

is known as the netrse ac^tmeni and is all that is needed to obtain 

sharp focus with low or medium powers. Better-class microscopes 

are also fitted with a fau adjustment focusing arrangement for 

making the final delicate focuring adjustments with higher power 

objectives, with which the focus is exsemely critical. 

In addition to the simple optical system of mirror, objective, 

and eyepiece, it is useful for our purpose to have a subslage con¬ 

denser; that is, a condensing less fitted beneath the microscope 

stage, preferably corniced with an iris diaphragm in the same 

fitting, housed below the microscope stage. This provides a con¬ 

vergent beam of light which ^eatly assists in illuminating a 

faceted specimen satisfactorily when it is not immersed in a liquid. 

It is a great convenience if »hi< is adjustable by means of a rack 

and pinion. 
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The inagnifying power of objeclives is usually Indicated by their 

focai length; the shorter this is, the greater the magnification. 

Medium- or low-power objectives, notably f in,, 1 in. and in. 

used in combination with a low-power eyepiece, will give all the 

m^nifications needed for stones, that is, from 25 to 70 diameters. 

The advantages of using fairly low powen are that (a) one can 

see more of the specimen in the field of the microscope at any one 

time; (4) the depth of the focus is greater; and (r) the working 

distance between the specimen and the front lens of the objective 

is also greater, so that one is less likely to damage the sofr glass of 

the lens by contact with the hard edges or comers of the scone. 

Generally speaking, too, the definition is clearer with the lower 

powers and observation is much easier for the beginner. 

Having thus very briefly detailed the main features of a standard 

microscope we can proceed to describe how it can best be used in 

examining the internal features of faceted stones. Incidentally, 

the microscope can of course also be used to examine the external 

surface of a stone if necessary; for instance, the precise nature of 

a chip or a flaw where it reaches the surface, the quality of the 

polish, and so on. Examination of a stone in its setting is some¬ 

times necessary and can usually be managed if the setting is an 

open one, but it is undoubtedly more difficult than with an un¬ 

mounted gem, and the beginner will be well advised to practise 

first with the latter, as described in detail below. 

To accustom himself to focusing the microscope the beginner 

should at firac start by examining simple, objects such as scraps of 

blotting-paper, cloth, leaves, etc. These will he flat on a plain 

glass microscope slide placed on the stage of the microscope and 

can easily be focused, the specimen being Illuminated by an ad¬ 

justable microscope lamp or reading lamp placed near to one side 

and rather above the level of the stage. 

It should be noted that in examining stones it is necessary to 

use the microscope with the body tube in the vertical position, 

that is, with the stage horizontal, to prevent the stone, which is 

held in position only by gravity, from rolling off the stage. When 

observing an object mounted properly as a microscope slide, this 

is usually clipped into position on the stage, and the limb can 

then be tilted back towards the worker Into a position which is 

more comfortable for prolonged scrutiny. The ‘working distance’ 

of any objective will be found to be rather less than the focal 
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distance length by which the objective is known. A much greater 

Svorking distance’ is available when uslog a Grecnough*typc 

binocular microscope, described later. 

Having accustomed himself to the ‘ieel* of the microscope, the 

operator can now proceed to examine a stone. To make things 

easy to start with, take a plain glass microscope slide and a small 

piece of pJasddne. Roll a small bail of plasddne about the size 

of a pea (whether sweet pea or green pea must depend upon the 

size of the stone) and press this gently on to the slide near the 

centre. Then, having wiped the stone scrupulously clean, place it 

on the slide with the table facet uppermost and horizontaJ, the 

culet resting on the slide, and the stone supported by the plasticine 

near the girdle. Now place the slide on the stage of the microscope 

with the stone directly under the ol^ecdve, which should then be 

racked down by means of (he coas^ adjustment undl nearly 

touching the suriacc of the stone, while watching from the side to 

ensure that it is not allowed actually to touch. The operadon of 

focusing the internal parts of the stone as seen through the table 

facet can now proceed with saiety, since this trill be accomplUhed 

by raising the focus, thus avoiding the vtr/ real risk of overshooting 

the mark in attempting to focus dewwards. 

In focusing upwards, as attested, one should soon sec the culet 

and the edges of the adjoining &ceCS come into view^ then, con* 

tinuing to raise the focus slowly, the image of these should dis¬ 

appear, and before very long the surface of the cable facet should 

be faintly visible by reason of fine particles of dust settled upon it 

and sometimes slight imperfections of (he surface such as polish 

marks, etc. If in the middle of the stone there are any flaws, 

inclusions, or bubbles, these will appear in sharp focus at some 

point between the correct focus for the culet and the tabic. If one 

is uncertain whether the (able facet level has been reached (and 

this admittedly is not always easy to sec) one can check on this 

by pushing the slide along a little, when the edge between 

the table facet and other crown facets should be clearly visible. 

The observer will find that moving the slide to the left will cause 

an apparent movement to die right as seen through the 

microscope. 

By adjusting the distance of (he condenser below the stage and 

tilting the mirror at the correct angle the best position can soon 

be found for obtaining optimum iUumination of the interior of 
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Che Stone. Stones caa also be exairuned, of course, table facet 

down on slide; only one is then apt to be confused by the refiec- 

dons and refractions caused by the many small facets. When one 

is completely at home with the microscope it will be found a 

simple matter merely to hold the stone table facet upv/ard be¬ 

tween thumb forefinger of the left hand, resting the hand on 

the microscope stage to assbt one in steadying the stone. One 

can then focus the microscope down on to the stone safely, since 

the fingers will act as buffers to prevent the objective coming into 

contact with the specimen. Stones too small for this treatment can 

be held in tongs. 

In the methods suggested above, it is essential for good results 

to have a substage condenser. Even so, the examination of the 

sbone will be probably not quite complete, but will be chiefly 

confined to that part of the stone directly beneath the table facet, 

Small inclusions and other features near the girdle may therefore 

be missed- To make a more thorough examination of a ‘difficult' 

(i.e. very clean) stone it will be advisable to immerse the stone in 

a glass or glass>bottomed cell containing a liquid of refractive 

index fairly near to that of the stone examined. Only just enough 

liquid to cover the stone completely should be added and the 

stone, the cell, and liquid should be clean so as to avoid particles 

floating at the surface of the liquid or adhering to the surface of 

the stone which will make obsers^dons more difficult. This can 

be done by filtering through folded filter paper in a glass funnel. 

A good immersion liquid to use is monobromonaphthalene, a 

liquid compound of bromine and the naphthalene which is so well 

knovm in the form of‘moth-balls'—the liquid itself has something 

of the ‘moth-balls' smell. Methylene iodide is also often used, and 

has a refractive index (1*745) more nearly approaching the 1*76 

of corundum than has monobromonaphthalene (1*66); but this 

close matching of the refractive index between stone and liquid 

makes the edges and facets of the former become practically in- 

tdsible and this renders it difficult to ‘find one's way about’ in the 

stone. With monobromonaphthalene, refraction between the liquid 

and the stone is sufliciently small to allow the specimen to be easily 

examined throughout, but enough can be seen of the edges of the 

facets to enable the observer to know what part of the stone he is 

examining. Failing these liquids, bromoform or bromobenzenc will 

serve. The best ceUs to use arc those in which a ring of glass is 
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fused or finnly cemented to a plain glass base. These are obtain¬ 

able from R. & J. Beck, and fiom Rayner, London. 

When examining a stone in liquid it i$ normally convenient to 

place it so that it rests on its table facet Care must be taken not 

to confuse air bubbles clinging to the surface with internal bubbles 

which may be found in synthetic stones. External bubbles usually 

are la^r and look more lusdous than those found in synthetics, 

and can be removed by wiping the stone, while internal bubbles, 

of course, will ‘stay put*. 

A few words as to the choice of a microscope may be helpful. 

Unless one is an experienced microscopist it is better ^ purchase 

an instrument from a reputable firm, whether it be new or second¬ 

hand, as in this case the instnunencs so sold will be guaranteed to 

be optically sound, For occaaooal use a simple monocular stand 

of the type already described is quite adequate, but where stones 

are to be examined for prolonged periods some form of binocular 

Instrument is preferable as it involves far less strain on the eyes. 

The best for the purpose are undoubtedly stands of the ‘Green- 

ough’ type with paired ol^ecdves. These has% a long working 

distance, considerable depth of focus, and give erect vislon-^that 

is the orientation of the objects seen under (he microscope is not 

reversed. This general type of instrument is made by many opdeal 

firms, some with and some without a stage, some with the usual 

mirror, others with built-in l^hting. A substage condenser can 

be fitted as an extra, and is almost essential for the gemmologist; 

this should be adjustable, in order to allow for flexibility in the 

lighting of the stone. The fullest illiunination is obtained when 

the condenser is raised, but fine details such as curved striae in a 

synthetic ruby show up much more clearly when the condenser Is 

lowered. For prolong^ work with the imcroscope. Inclined eye¬ 

pieces are a great advantage. A 'Greenough* microscope fitted 

with such eyepieces and with an adjustable substage condenser 

and diaphragm is made by R. & J. Beck, London, and is illustrated 

in Figure 41. 

It is a wise plan before purchasing either a new or secondhand 

microscope to try it out on a few stones containing incluuons, as 

often an iostrument which will give excellent results Vb^th chin 

sections mounted on slides may prove unsuitable for the three- 

dimensional examination of gemstones. Above all it must be re¬ 

membered that high-power objectives such as ^ in. are useless in 
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the examination of gems; 1 in. or in. are the most generally 

useful, giving magnifications of about 20 to 30 diameters, accord¬ 

ing to the length of the body tube and the power of the eyepieces 

used. A double or triple noscplccc, enabling objectives of different 

power to be swung into position quicldy, is a useful adjunct to the 

standard microscope. 

Figurt 41. ‘Orrenatigk’-tffu bimo/lar wicToxope untfi mHtfd eytptaes and 
suhst6gt wndfkstr. Made by ft, & J. Beek^ London 

So far the question of illumination when using the microscope 

has been barely touched upon. Since daylight is such an uncertain 

and uncontrollable factor, it is usually better to employ artificial 

light, Many forms of special microscope lamps are on the market, 

but an adjustable desk lamp will often serve ic purpose very well, 

provided that this has an opaque or nearly opaque shade to cut 
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out the g:Ure produced when other than that from 

the microscope mirror, reaches the observer’s eyes. An opal balb 

of 40 or 60 watts is usually most suitable. ^Dari>ground’ illiunina- 

don has many advantages, and a extenavely used lor the study of 

inclusions (particularly those in diamond) in the U.S.A. and in 

Switzerland. The most usual arrangement is to have a small low* 

voltage lamp 'built-m’ to a substage houdng consisting cssendally 

of a silvered bowl*shaped reflector. Direct li^t is prevented from 

entering the stone by a suitable stop, while oblique rays enter the 

specimen Ihun all sides by reflection flom the divert reUcctor. 

Immersion in liquid is not necessary: the scone can be gripped in 

spring tongs attached to a jMvot on the stage. Any feathers, flaws, 

or inclusions are clearly visible, being bristly 1st against a dark 

background. This form of illuminadon is pardcularly suitable for 

diamond, through which it is difliculc to transmit light in the 

ordinary way because of its high reliacdve index. 

Dark-ground illuminadon been catered lor in a new form 

of microscope spedaliy dedgned lor gemmologiscs which ha.^ 

recendy been marketed by Rayner. This incorporates many in¬ 

genious features. The stand is a monocular one, with inclined 

eyepiece. Focudng is accomplished by raising or lowering the 

stage and substage, which form a sin^e unit with built-in lighting 

and a polarizer and occluder (fm* dark-ground illumination) 

which r.an be swung-ln when required. A glass cdl is supplied 

which bangs by its rim below the level of the stage, and the stone 

is held therein by an ingenious holder. The specimen can be ob¬ 

served rither dry or immersed in liquid, and by transmitted light 

or dark-ground illumination. Any of the three parfocal objeedves 

can be brought into use by turning a knob, giving magnilications 

of 10, 25, and 60. In place of the eyepiece, a specially designed 

prism spectroscope can be fitted into posidon for an examination 

of the absorption spectrum of a gem. 

In conjunction with J. Asscher Jun. (of the famous Arm of 

diamond cutters in Amsterdam) a m^ifled form of Rayner micro¬ 

scope is available with which it is posable to measure the deplli 

of a flaw or inclusion below the surface of diamond or other gem- 

stone—informadon of great value where re-cutdng Is contem¬ 

plated. 

It is oflen necessary for the gemmolo^ to examine stones in 

their settings, and this can be an awkward business. A stonc-set 
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brooch can usually be place on the stage and thus examined fairly 

easily. When examining stones in a ring it is usually necessary to 

look through the back of the stones so that the particular stone 

under examination rests more or less with its table facet on a glass 

<Cw»/7 er Mr 

Figtae ii~ R^fr g<miitol9pcal micnseope 

plate on the stage, only tilted ^deways sufficiently to prevent the 

shank of the ring obscuring the view of the stone. 

King-stones are usually dusty at the back of the setting, and it 

is well worth wliile to clean them thoroughly with benaene or 

methylated spirit and a small camel-hair brush before attempting 

to examine them. 
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One can, of course, hoJd a ring with the stone uppermost so as 

to look through the table facet, but it is difficult in this posidon 

to obtain sufficient Ulumination. Most difficult of all to examine 

are backed scones, which can only be examined by overhead light. 

Even here, however, often enou^ detail can be seen within the 

stones CO enable one to determine whether they are natural or 

synthetic. 

If ic is required to immerse set stones for their better examina' 

tion it is advisable to use a glass dish of ample size, say 5 in. to 4 in. 

diameter, in which the piece of jewellery can be placed and com> 

pletely immersed. Some inexpen&ve volatile liquid such as 

toluene should be used (in spice of iCs relatively low refractive 

index) to avoid waste of the more expensive liquids and also to 

avoid having afterwards to clean the jewellery to remove the oily 

and smelly remnants of the immersion medium. 

In Chapter 3 it was explained how double refraction in gem> 

stones (an important disdoguishing factor) could be detected by 

observing with a lens the apparent doubling of the edges of the 

back facets when viewed with a lets through the ftont of the stone. 

In stones which have large double r^raction such as rutile 

(0*287), sphenc (0*12), zircon (0*059), peridot (0*03$) and even 

in tourmaline (0*018) this should with practice be easily observed 

with a strong pocket lens even in small stones, but with species in 

which the double re&action is small, such as quartz (0*009), 

topaz (0*009), corundum (0*008), chr^betyl (0*{>)9), and beryl 

(0*006), the effect cannot be detect^ with a 1cm imlcss the 

specimen is large. 

The microscope, hovrever, enables one to extend this direct 

observation of double refiacdon even to those gems in which the 

effect is small, and of course, makes it far more noticeable with 

those in which the double refraction is strong. In the 'petro> 

logical' type of microscope there are available two ‘Kicol prisms’ 

(or polaHzeia made of Polaroid which fulfU the same purpose) 

wliich enable one to carry out the most sensitive of all tests for 

double refraction. This particular test between ‘crossed Nicols’, 

as it is called, was briefly explained in Chapter 3. It was there 

mentioned, also, that a number of isotropic (i.c. singly refractive) 

substances, including glass, may show a certain amount of double 

refraction when under a condition of strain. 

Such traces of anomalous double refraction, however, will 
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never be largt enough to cause the Moubliog' effect under the 

microscope, so that when this is seen, one may be sure that the 

stone is reaJly doubly refractive and thus cannot be a paste or a 

mineral crystallizing in the cubic system. Such evidence Is often 

of great practical importance and can be carried out at the same 

time as one is observing the internal inclusions of a stone. When, 

for instance, one is examining a reputed sapphire, which may be 

cither a synthetic sapphire, a blue paste, or (less Hkely) a syn¬ 

thetic spinel, if the edges of the bubbles or of the back facets as 

viewed through the table arc seen to be doubled then this estab¬ 

lishes without further test that the stone is a synthetic sapphire, 

since glass or spinel would show no such evidence of double 

refraction. 

As witli all the other instruments mentioned in this book, good 

results can only be obtained by practice, but with a little perse¬ 

verance any ordinarily intelligent person can handle a microscope 

with profit and pleasure. 

PHOTOMICROGRAPHY 

The keen student will somedmes wish to make a permanent record 

of some interesting feature or inclusion. Provided a good micro¬ 

scope is available, and the experimenter Is sufliciendy patient Co 

arrange his lighting to the best advantage, it is not a very diflicuU 

matter to procure a reasonably good photomicrograph. 

The simplest technique of all, involving no camera, is to re¬ 

move the eyepiece and place a piece of finely ground glass on top 

of the body lube of the microscope, and, in a darkened room, to 

focus the microscope uadi the desired features can be seen sharply 

defined on the ground-glass surface (this surface, or course, should 

be the one in contact with the body tube). The microscope light 

should then be switched off, and, in darkness, a piece of slow 

Him be placed, emulsion downward. In place of the ground 

glass. This can be covered by a small square of cardboard or other 

light, opaque object, The lamp is then switched on for a sufficient 

length of time to make the required exposure, which may mean 

anything from about half a second to thirty seconds or so, accord- 

to the subject. When developed, the film should show a good 

sharp image, which can of course be enlarged to taste at a later 

dme. This method docs not lend itself to masterpieces of photo¬ 

micrography, but is cheap and simple. 
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If one of the fonns of 35 imn camera is available, it is not diiB- 

cnlt to take photomio^raphs dther in black and white or in 

colour. In this case the eyepiece is not removed, but the desired 

features are carefully focused uang the microscope in the ordinary 

manner. The camera is then focused for Infinity and the aperture 

set for a fairly wide stop (say f}4). The camera can then usually 

be balanced with its lens resdog on the eyepiece of the microscope, 

and an exposure be made dther by fixing the shutter open and 

operatii^ the microscope lamp for the required time, or by setting 

the shutter to *bulb* azid udng a cable release. If the lighting is 

sufiidently strong to enable exposures of under a second to be 

made, the marked shutter speeds can be utiUsed with advantage, 

and the ‘self-timer’ clockwork device resorted to. This obviates 

lisk of shifdog the camera while operaong the shutter. For steadi¬ 

ness and safety it may well be preferred to rig up some form of 

stand for the camera rather than simply to let it rest as suggested 

above. 

The chief difficulty, apart from arranging the field so that all 

the required features are correctly lie and in focus, is in gauging 

the exposure time, espedally where colour photographs are 

attempted. This, of couise, is very largely a matter of experience, 

but some form of ‘extmedon meter’ may be found helpful. The 

ordinary photoelectric exposure meter will be found not suffidently 

sensitive to function properly und^ these conditions. 

If some special form of microcamera is deared, the least expen¬ 

sive type is simply a conical attachment with one end made to fit 

over the eyepiece, while the other (larger) end is fitted with a 

plate-holder. The image is focused on a ground-glass screen be¬ 

fore putting a plate into the bolder and making the exposure. This 

form of camera takes a la^r initial picture, and subsequent en¬ 

largement may not be necessary, chough the cost of the plates is, 

of course, much greater than for small pieces of film. 
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The spectroscope is the third leg of the tripod of instruments on 
which modem detcrmi native gemmology rests secure. The other 
two instruments forming the ‘tripod’ are, of course, the rcfracto- 
meter and the microscope. 

We have seen how the refractometer enables us to determine the 

species of most faceted gemstones, while the microscope tells us of 

their origin. But the refractometer cannot be applied to rough 

stones, and cannot give readings with stones of high refractive 

index; and under the microscope not every stone displays revealing 

features. The spectroscope, it is true, also has its limitations, but 

often it can fill the gaps left by the other two standard instrumenB, 

and for a number of gems it provides the most rapid positive test 

available. It can be applied as easily to rough stones as to polished 

gems, and as easily to stones of high index as to those within the 

range of the refractometer. la many cases the spectroscope can 

determine the natural or synthetic origin of a gem, and detect 

cases of artificial coloration. 

All this it does merely by analysing the light transmitted by a 

gem or reflected from its surface. We have already seen in Chapter 

4 that white light consists of a mixture of all the colours of the 

rainbow: red, orange, yelbw, green, blue, and violet. Of these, 

red has the longest wavelength and violet the shortest, the range 

of visible light being approximately from 7000 to 4000 Angstrom 

units. Beyond the r«i end of the spectrum are invisible so-called 

infra-red rays which merge into the heat waves of still longer 

wavelength. Beyond the violet end of the spectrum are the invi¬ 

sible ultra-violet rays, which occupy the range 4000 to 2000 A. 

X-rays, which have the same essential nature as light rays, have 

wavelengths of the order of I A only. 

The manner in which the spectroscope analyses light into its 

component wavelengths is in principle very simple: it depends 

upon the diflerent degree of refraction which rays of each colour 

(wavelength) undergo when they are made to pass through a 

prism made of glass or other transparent substance. Thus a 

narrow parallel beam of white light, after passing through a prism, 
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is spread out isto a nbbon of rainbow colours—the visible spec> 

trum. A spectrum can also be formed by passing l^ht through a 

grating of lines spaced very closely at r^ular intervals. Such a 

grating is known as a ‘difinction gratiog* and is used in many 

spectroscopes. Both prism and grating spectroscopes have certain 

advantages and disadvantages. Prism spectroscopes produce a 

brighter spectrum, but the ^spread’ of coioun becomes greater 

and greater cowards the violet end, io accordance with the in^ 

creasing dispersion of the glass or other medium used for die 

prisms. With a di&action grating there is an even spread of colours 

throughout the whole spectrum range, but since a series of spectra 

are produced on dchtf side of the incident ray, far less light 

reaches the eye in the one spectrum which is observed. Since the 

brightness of the spectrum seen is of prime importance, the author 

recommends the use of a small prism spectroscope for ‘spotting' 

purposes, and for the rapid diagnoas of gemstones by means of 

their absorption spectra. Such a spectroscope consists essentially 

of a metal Cube, at one end of which is fitted an adjustable slit 

through which light to be examined is admitted. Beyond this 

is a lens to render rays from the slit parallel: then a series of three 

or five glass prisms which are in contact and with their refracting 

edges in opposing directions. Glass of a different degree of dis¬ 

persion is also used in alternate prisms of the group, with the 

result that rays in the middle of the spectrum emerge from the 

eyepiece very little deviated. This constituces a ‘direct vision' 

spectroscope. Ideally, the total disperaon should be about IQ^ 

which just enables the observer to see the whole of the visible 

spectrum. The lines in different parts cS the spectrum can be 

brought sharply into focus by means of the draw-tube of the 

instrument. For the red cod of the spectrum it will be found 

necessary to pull out the draw-tube about i in. For blue and violet 

rays the focus Is sharp when the draw-tube Is pushed right home. 

If the slit of a small pocket spectroscope be directed towards an 

electric light bulb a rectangular ribbon of the spectrum colours 

will he seen. When nimed towards the sun or a bright sky the 

same continuous band of colours can be observed, but if the slit 

width is narrow enough, and the draw-tube of the instrument is 

correctly adjusted for sharp focus a series of fine dark lines will be 

discerned crossing the bri^t ribbon of colour. The lines referred 

to are at right-angles to the length of the spectrum: any dark 
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lines or streaks parallel to the length of the spectrum are due to 

diit on the slit, and can usually be cleared by opening the slit 

very slightly, The dark lines crossii^ the spectrum arc known as 

the Fraunhofer lines of the solar spectrum after the German 

physicist who first described and mapped them. 

Fraunhofer calied the more prominent of the lines A, B, G, etc., 

starting from the deep red end (see glossary). We now know that 

these arc abs^ption hnes corresponding exactly in position (that is, 

in wavelength) with the bright lines emitted by the glowing vapour 

of metallic elements. Two lines in the yellow, for instance, so close 

together that they appear as one line in a small spectroscope, 

correspond exactly with the yellow lines emitted by glowing 

sodium vapour. These lines can be seen in great strength when a 

yellow sodium street lamp is looked at through a spectroscope, and 

in fact appear in almost any flame, so ubiquitous is the element 

sodium and so sensitive is this test for its presence. 

Putting the matter as briefly as possible, this absorption spatrum 

of the sun is produced because certain wavelengths of the bright 

continuous spectrum emitted by its glowing solid core are ab¬ 

sorbed by metallic atoms in the cooler gaseous atmosphere which 

surrounds the star. Each kind of atom in the gaseous state has the 

power to absorb those same wavelengths of light which it emits 

when heated. But In solids the absorptive power of the atoms it 

much more restricted than in gases, and any absorption bands arc 

much broader, more vague in outline and variable in position 

than the Fraunhofer lines described above. However, the fact that 

the absorption bands vary in position according to the mineral in 

which the colouring metal occurs is in itself a distinct advantage, 

as it enables us in many cases to idendiy the mineral. 

There is a small group of metals which, when present in a solu¬ 

tion or glass or mineral, tend to absorb certain wavelci^lhs from 

white light and thus exert a colouring action on the substances 

which contain them. The most important so far as gemstones is 

concerned is chromium, which produces the splendid reds of ruby, 

spinel, and pyropc, and the rich and brilliant greens of emerald 

and jade. Iron, nature*s most common colouring agent, gives rise 

to less brilliant greens as well as red and yellow and occasionally 

blue. Green sapphire, peridot, almandine and blue spinel arc 

examples of these. The influence of copper is seen in turquoise, 

and in the ornamental stones malachite and azurlte. Manganese 
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provides a peculiar rosy pink or orange in the rare spcssardtc 

garnet and the translucent rhodochrosite and rhodonite. Nickel 

earns credit for the green of true chrysoprase. The well known 

blue of cobalt is not found in natural minerals, but is common in 

blue glass and in the blue synthetic spinels which are so prevalent 

to-day. 

This forms a convenient point to return to the subject in hand, 

which is CO explain how a spectroscope enables one to analyse the 

colour of a gemstone and hence, in many cases, to determine the 

nature of the stone. A piece of blue cobalt glass is not diScult to 

obtain, and provides perhaps the easiest demonstration of what 

we mean by absorption bands and an absorption spectrum. If the 

spectroscope is directed to a bright continuous source of light, such 

as an incandescent bulb, or the sun, and the cobalt glass is then 

placed in front of the slit, instead of the complete series of spectrum 

colours formerly visible the observer secs virtually only two colours 

-^a patch of blue, as one might expect, and a patch of deep red, 

which may seem somewhat surprising in a blue material. The 

remainder of the spectrum is blotted out by three broad dark 

bands centred in the orange, yellow, and green. This, then, is the 

typical absorption spectrum of cobalt, and is seen, as indicated 

above, cot only in cobalt glass but also in synthetic blue spinel, 

though the position of the bands dilTers slightly in the two cases. 

When the specimen to be examined is not a flat sheet of glass 

but a faceted and ofren mounted gemstone, it will be realized that 

it is not such an easy matter to pass light through the stone on to 

the Spectroscope slit. Before describing the more important gem 

spectra, therefore, it will be wise to give some advice on the 

methods of going to work which have proved most satisfactory, 

and to consider what types of spectroscope and what sources of 

light arc most suitable. 

The best small spectroscope of which the author has personal 

experience is the prism spectroscope No. 245fi, made by R. & J. 

Beck, London, and a growing number of gemmologists are using 

this model with good results. A very similar instrument is now 

made by Rayner. 
For those who wish Co take the study of absorption spectra 

seriously and make their own measurements of wavelengths, there 

is a Beck ‘Wavelength’ spectroscope in which the fine cross-hairs 

in the eyepiece can be adjusted to any absorption band by rotating 
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a drum which Is c&libraCed dirccdy in wavelengths. The accuracy 

is about ± 5 A. 

A more accurate but more expensive instrument by the same 

makers is the Hartridge Reversion Spectroscope, in which bands 

seen in reversed images of the spectrum are made to coincide by 

turning a calibrated drum. There are also prism spectroscopes in 

which the image of a wavelength scale can be seen above the 

spectrum. In the latter there Is some diSiculty in securing correct 

adjustment of the scale, In avoiding troubles due to parallax, and 

in illuminating the accessory tube containing the scale just suffi* 

dently to enable it to be visible without being so bright as to mask 

or distract the eye from the sometimes very faint bands in the 

spectrum that one wishes to measure. 

Figure 43. Frispi ipednseope I/o. S463 made fyJi&J. BteA, London 

A spectroscope designed spccUlly for use with gemstones has 

been designed by Dr £. Giibclin. This is a table Instrument with 

built-in lighting illuminated scale, the brightness of which 

can be controlled at will. The instrument is fitted with an adjust¬ 

able holder for gripping the stone, the slit Is adjustable, and there 

aie other refinements to make for easy observation of gem spectra, 

However, it has always been the author’s contention that wave¬ 

length measurements of absorption bands arc very seldom neces¬ 

sary for diagnostic purposes. After a little practice the nature and 

groupli^ of the absorption bands which charactcriEe the main 

gem species are quite sufTiciently distinctive to enable them to be 

recogniacd with certainty simply by inspection with a small prism 

spectroscope. After all, our ability to rccognite a friend when we 

meet him In the street is not dependent upon our knowing the 

exact length of his nose or the distance between his eyes. Spectra 

which cannot be recognized at sight even by an experienced 
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observer are of little value for purposes of idendiicaUon, even 
when the wavdengthi of the bands are measured. 

The source of light should be as powerful as possible. Quite a 
lot can be done with a 60- or lOO-watt frosted bulb in a microscope 
lamp or a desk lamp, but the beam from a low-voltage Intensity’ 
lamp is better and the author prefers still more to use a 500-watt 
projecdon lamp housed in an asbestos-lined box to avoid any glare 
reaching the eyes except through the specimen. 

The most convenient means of concentrating light on to the 
specimen and ensuring that the transmitted light adequately and 
evenly covers the sHt of the spectroscope is to bring a microscope 
into service. A simple microscope with a subside condenser is 
ideal for the purpose. The stone to be examined is placed on a 
glass slide on the stage of the microscope and the eyepiece re¬ 
moved. A low-power objective, 1 in, or If in., should be used. 
Looking down the microscope tube, the stone can now be brought 
into focus, only slightly enlarged. The mirror and condenser 
should now be adjusted and the posidon of the stone so arranged as 
to give the greatest possible amount of transmitted light in the 
centre of the field. The focus of the microscope should then be 
raised somewhat, so that the field of view is filled with a uniform 
‘out-of-focus’ glare of transmitted light. The spectroscope can 
next be lighdy rested on the body tube in the pod lion normally 
occupied by the eyepiece and, if the adjustments have been 
properly made, a spectrum free from horizontal streaks should be 
seen, evenly illuminated save for such vertical absorption bands 
as the stone may be causing. Still more light can be obtained by 
concentrating the rays from the lamp on to the microscope mirror 
by means of an adjustable ‘bull’s eye’ condenser of ample dimen¬ 
sions, To avoid being dazzled by the glare while adjusting the 
specimen to best advantage it is wise either to view it through a 
dark filter such as the Chelsea filter, or to rest a piece of frosted 
glass on top of the body tube of the microscope, on which an 
image of the illuminated stone can be seen. 

Light from a projection lamp contains a Iaig;c proportion of 
heat rays, and, when concentrated by lenses as described, may 
heat the specimen unduly. Though normally this does no harm, 
it may be wiser when employing so powerful a lamp to filter the 
rays through a flask of water placed in front of the lamp. Suitably 
arranged, the flask of water can Itself serve as a conden^g lens, 
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and cuts out the unwanted heat rays very effectively^ while passing 
almost all the visible light. A 600 or 750 c.c. flat-bottomed flask 
is ideal for the purpose. In addition to one of these iilled with pure 
water it is well worth while to have handy a similar one filled with 
a concentrated solution of copper sulphate. This yields a fine blue 
liquid of the ^nd which used to be seen in larg:e pear-shaped glass 
containers in chemists' shop windows. If this is made with tap water 
it will be necessary to filter carefully to ensure a completely clear 
solution. By using the copper sulphate flask as a condenser and 
filter it will be found that every vestige of red and orange light 
has been absorbed from the spectrum. This enables one to see 
fluorescence lines in the red (such as those emitted by ruby or 
red spinel* to be described later) very clearly against a dark back¬ 
ground. It also enables one to view more clearly absorption bands 
in the blue and violet part of the spectrum. Naturally, one must 
only use the blue flask for such special purposes, since for obser¬ 
vation of the complete absorption spectrum of any gemstone a 
white light source is essential. 

Some workers prefer to dispense with the microscope and to 
concentrate the rays from their light source on to the specimen by 
means of a bull’s-eye condenser. A water flask serves here also 
very well, and is considerably cheaper, The specimen is placed 

table facet down on a strip of black velvet and the light reflected 
from the interior of the specimen is examined through the spec¬ 
troscope with the slit a few inches from the stone. Weak absorp¬ 
tion bands in pale-coloured specimens appear more strongly by 
this method, and the bright fluorescence lines seen in ruby and 
spinel also show to good advantage. It is not so good as the trans¬ 
mitted light method for deep-coloured stones or for bands in the 
blue and violet A stand for the Beck prism spectroscope has been 
designed by Mr R, K. Mitchell, which makes observation by 
reflected light a simple matter. This can be obtained from the 
Gemmological Association. Both methods of using the spectro¬ 
scope are illustrated in Figures 44 and 45. 

It is a good habit always to observe the spectrum from the same 
viewpoint—a simple matter of turning the spectroscope to the 
desired position. The author always prefers to view the spectrum 
as a horizontal rectangle with the red at the left-hand end and 
the violet at the right-hand end- 

At first the slit should be fairly widely open, say about 1/4 mm 
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(1/100 in.); it can then be dosed while the spectrum is bdng 

observed until the point where horizontal streali (due to dust on 

the jaws of the slit) begin to make their appearance. The spectrum 

can then be focused sharply by raising or lowering the draw-tube 

of the instrument. 

The position for sharp focus is readily found by looking througli 

Figure 44. Arrangpneal Jot viemrtg nhsorplian spectrum of 

gemstmtt using 'No. 10 Lottdon' mteroscopt evert «n- 

tknsef) pripH sf>«iroseopt, end loui-voUa^ 'i/Uensitp' lamp 

the spectroscope at the sky, as already described. When the instru¬ 

ment is correctly adjusted the Fraunhofer lines should appear very 

dear and sharply defined. It will be found that for sharp focus in 

the red part of the spectrum the draw-tube has to be pulled out a 

quarter of an inch or so, while for sharp focus at the violet end it 

may need to be pushed right home. Adjustment of slit-width and 

focus are matters of great importance if successful results arc to be 

obtained. Any persistent luavy horizontal streaks betoken dirt on 

the slit, in which case theja^vs of the slit should be opened and 
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carefully cleaned by rubbing gently with an orange sUck or 

shaq)cned match«stick. 

Easy spectra with which to practise arc those seen in brown or 

greenish Ceylon zircons and in almandine garnet. These happen 

to be ^classic* examples, since it was in these gemstones that 

Church, in 186$, first observed absorption bands. Synthetic ruby 

also shows a well-defined spectrum for practice. Details of these 

spectra will be found below in their appropriate places. 

Figurf 4s, Arrangerivni Jbr viewing absorpim speslnim gmsuate by r^Ud UgfU, 

using Mikheii specbcscope stand ou BtA Xo. SiSS prim spevtevswpt 

To decide in which order the absorption spectra of individual 

gemstones should be described is by no means an easy matter. 

From a scientific and systemahe viewpoint it is undoubtedly best 

to group together those spectra which can be attributed to chro¬ 

mium, those which are due to iron, to manganese, and so on; and 

this procedure was followed in previous editions of this book. 

However, this method presupposes a considerable degree of know¬ 

ledge on the part of the reader, and is now abandoned in favour 

of an arrangement based on colour. 

For practical purposes this has much to commend it After all, 

absorption is definitely linked with colour, and the absorption 
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bands seen in ruby, for instance, are quite different from those 

found in sapphire, though both belong to the same mineral species. 

Moreover, the whole descriptive portion of the book is arranged 

on a colour basis, in recognition of the fact that colour is the most 

obvious characteristic of gemstones, whether to the expert or to 

the tyro. All the characteristic spectra to be seen under each 

colour heading will therefore be found below, beginning with 

colourless stones and carrying through in the spectrum order red, 

orange, yellow, green, and blue. This naturally leads to a good 

deal of repetition in the case of a stone such as zircon. But this is 

no bad thing, since the spectrum shown by a white zircon is not 

to be described in quite the same terms as, shall we say, the 

spectrum of green zircon. 

?oee COM 40gq 

Figure 46. Disl’ibuiion ^ bends in ahwtdint gerW as sfft Ihrottgh (d) a 

groting and (i) a prism spnitossopt (compan Figure 47 (i)} 

Another departure from previous editions is that wavelength 

figures are Included in the text, instead of being confined to the 

tables. These figures may not mean anything to the beginner, but 

before long those who use the spectroscope come to know where 

to look for a line of wavelci^h 5200 A as compared with another 

line of wavelength 5600 A (chough both must be described as 

*green’), even though no wavelength apparatus be used. 

SPECTRA OF THE ELEMENTS 

Completely colourless stones should, of course, show no absorption 

bands. But the presence of narrow bands has very little influence 

on colour, especially where, as in the case of zircon, there are 
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sev^al narrow bands evenly distributed across the spectrum. 

Scones which are nearly colourless are also included in cbis hrsc 

group. Before describing individual spectra, a general account of 

the types of spectrum which we have learned to associate with the 

metallic ions which are known to give rise to colour in minerals 

may be given. The metals involved all belong to a group known 

as 'Cransidon elements’ and occupy consecudve places in the 

periodic classification of che elements, based on their atomic 

number. Beginning with titanium, atomic number 22, they con¬ 

tinue in order, vanadium, chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt, 

nickel, and copper. Uranium in certain cases and some of the 

‘rare earth’ cJemenls may give rise to absorption bands, but have 

little influence on colour. In the unique case of diamond, colour 

is almost certainly due to defects in the crystal structure of the stone. 

Minerals can be classified into the idiochromatic (^self-coburcd’} 

type which owes its colour to an element which is an essential 

part of its composition—e.g. the iron in aimandine garnet or 

peridot, the copper in malachite—and the allochromatic type, in 

which the colouring element is present in quite small quantity as 

an ‘accidental’ impurity. The majority of gem minerals are allo¬ 

chromatic : that is, the mineral itself has no distinctive colour, and 

is in fact colourless when pure, but exhibits a range of coloured 

varieties according to the presence of traces of different colouring 

elements. Quartz, beryl, corundum, tourmaline, topaz, spinel, 

rircon, and many others are in this category. 

Returning now to the type of spectrum associated with some 

of the main transition elements, we will deal with chromium first, 

on account of its great importance as a colouring agent. To 

chromium (or chromium oxide) may be ascribed the finest reds 

and the finest greens seen in che mineral kingdom. The red of 

ruby and spinel, the green of emerald, jadeite, and demantoid 

garnet, are all due to chromium, while in the alexandrite variety 

of chrysoberyl chromium produces a half-way colour which 

appears green in daylight and red by artificial light. Whether in 

red stones or in green the absorption bands due to chromium show 

the same general characteristics and are very distinctive. There 

arc narrow lines in ihe red end of the spectrum, the strongest of 

which form a doublet (two lines very close together) in the deep 

red, accompanied by two or more lines on the orange side of this; 

there is a broad absorption band in the centre of che spectrum, 
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that is in the yellow or green. The position^ width, and Intensity 

of this band largely determines the hue of the stone- There is strong 

absorption in the violet, and often narrow lines in the blue. 

Chromium usually enters a gemstone by replacing to a small 

degree the aluminium which is an essential part of its composition. 

Examples of this are ruby, emerald, and alexandrite- In certain 

cases, however, magnesium may be the clement replaccd--e,g. 

in enstaiite. Colour produced by chromium are rich and clear 

because the absorption bands arid lines are clear-cut and well> 

defined, the unabsorbed colours being left at full strength. Colours 

due to iron, though often quite attractive, are not so brilliant, 

because, in addition to absorption in the main bands, there Is 

some general absorption in almost all regions of the spectrum. To 

use a rough analogy, chromium bands are like cities within walls, 

having no suburbs, the countryside in-between being left pure 

and undefiled, whereas iron bands are like towns spreading out 

into suburbs, with scattered houses spoiling the country between 

the main urban centres. 

There arc two categories of iron spectra; those due to ferrous 

(divalent) iron, and those due to ferric (trivalent) iron. As with 

chromium, the colours produced arc mainly reds and greens, but 

the inky blue of blue spinel Is also due to Iron. The bands are 

seldom very sharp and arc mainly in the green and blue parts of 

the spectrum. 

Minerals coloured by manganese are typically rhododendron 

pink or orange in hue- There are bands in the blue, but the strong¬ 

est bands (and these are often very intense) are found in the violet, 

and may extend beyond the visible spectrum into the ultra-violet 

region. 

Cobalt minerals in nature are pink in colour, but none of these 

are used as gems. The familiar cobalt blue is found in cobalt glass 

and in blue synthetic spinel, both of which may be used to imitate 

sapphire. The absorption spectra of these cobalt blues are very 

distinctive, with their three strong, broad bands in the yellow, 

green, and blue-grcen, 

Hie other transition elements do not give rise to distinct ab¬ 

sorption bands, with the exception of copper in turquoise, which 

causes two narrow absorption bands in the violet, only one of 

which is usually visible. 

Bands due to uranium are found only in zircon, most varieties 
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of which exhibit a remarkable series of twelve or more narrow 

lines or bands extending throughout the entire spoctnun. Because 

of thrir narrowness and regular distribution these have very little 

mfiuence on the colour of the gem. Finally may be mentioned the 

narrow lines produced by the presence of the two rare earth ele¬ 

ments neodymium and praseodymium, usually known by the 

collective name ‘didymium’ since they are virtually inseparable. 

Traces of didymium arc often present in calcium minerals, be¬ 

cause in chemical behaviour these rare earths are very similar to 

calcium. The strongest series of didymium lines forms a group in 

the yellow part of the spectrum, while there is another group in 

the green. The lines differ very little in porition in the different 

minerals in which they occur. This, and their extreme narrowness 

may be accounted for by the fact that the electrons involved in 

the absorption are not in the outer shell, and are thus Ic&s influ¬ 

enced by the surrounding electric field in the host crystal. Yellow 

apatite is the only gemstone in which the didymium lines are seen 

at all strongly. 

COLOURLESS STON&S 

Naturally enough, most colourless or nearly colourless stones do 

not show absorpdon bands, since in such stones the ‘colouring' 

oxides which produce such bands are absent. Colourless zircons, 

however, do show characteristic lines, too faint and narrow to 

affect the colour; and off-white diamonds and synthetic rutile 

have absorption bands in the violet. 

White Zircon [Uranium) 

There 2s invariably a narrow line in the red at 65S5 A, accom¬ 

panied by a fainter line at 6590 A, very close to it. Others of the 

prominent zircon lines seen strongly in most coloured zircons 

(5895, 5625 A, etc.) arc often visible. The spectrum is best seen by 

reflected light, as this enhances the strength of the faint bands. 

Diamond {StmcluJt) 

Most diamonds show a narrow absorption band at 4155 A in 

the deep violet which, when seen, is diagnostic for diamond. In 

‘Cape* stones this is very intense, and may be accompanied by five 

weaker bands at 4780, 4650, 4510, 4350, and 4230 A in the blue 
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and violet. Of these weaker bands the 4780 band is the most pro- 

zninent. Diamonds of the ‘brown* scries may show a fine line in 

the blue-green at 5040 A with fainter lines at 5370 and 4980 A, 

but these are very difficult to sec. On the whole, stones showing a 

‘Cape* spectrum have a blue fluorescence under ultra-violet ljght> 

while diamonds of the brown series have a green fluorescence. A 

blue (copper sulphate) filter will be found to make lines in the 

deep violet more easy to observe. 

Synthetic Rutile 

This spectacular synthetic g:em has not yet been made free from 

colour. The yellowiih tint is probably due to the presence of a 

powerful absorption band in the violet (about 4250 A) which 

terminates the spectrum. 

RED STONES 

Ruby {Chromium) Figure 47 (1) 

Natural and synthetic stones have the same spectrum, though 

since synthetics contain more chromium for a given depth of 

colour the spectrum lines in these tend to be more intense. 

The ruby spectrum is a rich and complex one, but the distinc¬ 

tive features arc clear enough. These are: a stroi^ doublet in the 

deep red, at 6942 and 6928 A, seen under normal conditions as a 

single brighl fluorescence line; two fainter lines on the orange side 

of this (6680 and 6595 A), which also may appear as fluorescence 

lines; a strong, broad absorpUon band, centred near 5500 A, 

covering most of the yellow and green, and three narrow bands 

in the blue, two of which are close tc^ether, llie other distinctly 

separated, at wavelengths 4765, 4750, and 4685 A. There is strong 

general absorption of the violet- The fluorescence doublet is a 

sensitive test for traces of chromium in corundum. As litde as I 

part of CtjOj in 10,000 AI8O3 in the corundum lattice will give 

rise to a red fluorescence in strong white light, ultra-violet light, 

or X-rays. One may thus sec this bright line in the spectrum of 

many nearly colourless sapphires, and in blue sapphires from 

Ceylon in which there is a trace of chromium and not enough 

iron to damp the effect- In chrome-rich rubies or synthetic rubies 

the doublet may be seen as an absorption line in direct transmitted 

light. In Siam rubies, in which enough iron is present to ‘damp* 
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the fluorescence, the brightness of the fluorescence line is corres* 

pondingly diminished. This does not, however, provide a fool- 

proof method of distii^ulshlng between scones from the two main 

ruby localities. A copper sulphate filter assists in the observation 

of the fluorescence lines, as these are then seen against a dark 

bac^round. It also helps one to see clearly the lines in the blue. 

Ruby is strongly dichroic, and its absorption spectrum thus 

diffen according to the direction in which the light travels through 

the sconc. The main diflerence is seen in the broad central absorp- 

don band, which is much broader and more intense in the ordinary 

ray, thus giving it a purer red than the yellowish-red of the extra¬ 

ordinary ray. 

The only other red gemstone with which ruby may be confused 

on the basis of its absorption spectrum is spinel. Spinel also shows 

a red fluorescence exactly similar in colour to that of ruby, but the 

spectroscope analyses this into a series of bright lines, giving an 

organ-pipe effect in contrast to the appearance of one bright line 

accompanied by two much fainter lines on the orange side of this, 

which is seen in ruby. Another decisive distinction is the absence 

of lines in the blue in spinel. 

This spectrum has been discussed at some length on account 

of its importance and interest. Even so, many of the subsidiary 

lines sometimes seen in the ruby spccmim have not been men- 

doned. To sum up, one can state that any red stone which, when 

illuminated shows a bright fluorescence line in the red and narrow 

absorption lines in the blue is undoubtedly a ruby, either natural 

or synthetic. 

A good idea of the nature and position of the absorption bands 

in ruby and the other spectra described hereafter will be gained 

by a study of the drawings specially made for this edition by 

Mr T. H. Smith, which are reproduced in Figures 47-50. Unlike 

most drawings which have been given in books, these are shown 

as through a prism spectroscope since the author is convinced 

that for general identification purposes this form of spectroscope 

is the best to use. The wavelength scale above the spectra reveals 

how the red end of the spectrum is cramped and the violet extended 

when using a prism instrument. 

For convenience in drawing, the doublet in the deep red is 

shown here as an absorption doublet, which will only be the case 

when a deeply coloured ruby or synthetic ruby is viewed by light 
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which has been trajismittcd through the stone in a strictly direct 

beam. In ordinary practice the observer sees this as a bright line in 

exaedy the same position. By juggling with the direction of the 

light passing through the stone under test it is often possible to see 

the change from dark line to bright line taking place. 

AlinAA^IAk 

Z<re«n 

Figun iT.’^AhsorpitM spectra red stom as stm thrmegh a prim sptiinKOps 

Red Spinel (CAroniwn) Figure 47 (2) 

Apart from a broad absorption band in the green, centred at 

5400 A, bands or lines in spinel are rarely noticeable, though in 

chrome-rich types from Burma a number of fine lines may be 

seen in the red. Red or pink spinels, however, can usually be 

determined with certainty on account of their very distinctive red 

fluorescence lines in the deep red. Unlike ruby, these form a group 

of five or more, reminiscent of a series of organ-pipes. Two central 
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lines arc brighter than the others r strongest of all is that at wave- 

length 6860 A, which is separated by a dark gap from the next 

most prominent line at $750 A. To sec this distinctive series of 

lines clearly it is essential to use a really powerful light source. A 

copper sulphate filter is also very helpful, as it shows the lines 

against a dark background. It is interesting to note that the seldom 

seen synthetic red spinels, whether made by the Vemeuil process 

or by some other process of crystallijation {see page 86), do not 

show the ‘oigan-pipe’ structure, but have their red fluorescence 

chiefly centred in a single line at 6860 A. When viewed through 

the spectroscope there is then a resemblance to ruby with these 

freak synthetics—but absence of absorption bands in the blue is 

a sure sign that they are not ruby. 

Alsnandine Garnet (/roa) Figure 47 (5) 

The spectrum of almandine is one of the easiest to see and to 

recognize. With zircon, it shares the distinction of bring the first 

gemstone in which dark bands were observed and recorded. This 

was in 1866, when Sir Arthur Church wrote an account of his 

discovery in a letter to the InUlUclual Oherver. 

The main feature of the almandine spectrum is the presence of 

three broad, strong bands in the yellow (5760 A) green (5270) 

and blue-green (5050). There arc several weaker bands, notably 

one in the orangc(6170) and one in the blue (4620). Of the three 

main bands, the one at 5050 is the most persistent, and can be 

faintly seen in almost all pyropcs, as described hereunder, also in 

many spessardte garnets, especially those from Ceylon. Almandine 

has no fluorescence. 

Pyrope Garnet {Chromium and iron) Figure 47 (4) 

The pure magnesium-aluminium garnet would presumably be 

colourless but such a mineral is never found in nature. All red 

garnets, in fact, are mainly mixtures of the almandine and pyrope 

molecules. For convenience we term those with low index and 

density ‘pyrope’ and those richer in iron, having higher refractive 

index and dcoaty, 'almandine'. But it so happens that the pyropes 

most used in jewellery (from Kimberley, Bohemia, or Arizona) 

owe their rich colour more to chromium than to iron. This gives 

rise to a broad band in the yellow-green centred near 5750 A, 
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which swallows two of the three main almandine bands which 

would otherwise be visible. The third almandine band at 5050 A 

can be seen rather faintly where the green merges into the blue. 

As with spinel, narrow chromium lines are seldom seen in the red. 

Distinction between pyrope and red spinel spectra should be easy. 

As iron is present in quandcy, pyrope has no fluorescence, and the 

broad central absorption band is at the yellow end of the green, 

whereas in spinel it is 350 A ‘further down’ towards the blue. 

PlflJc Topaz {Chromium) Figure 47 ($) 

Pink topaz, or the sherry-coloured topaz from Ouro Preto which 

turns pink after heat-treatment, contains enough chromium to 

cause a red fluorescence between crossed fllten, and this resolves 

itself through the spectroscope into a rather weak fluorescence line 

(probably a doublet) at 6320 A. In large and deep-coloured stones 

this may be seen as an absorption line, though never at any great 

strength. The topaz spectrum may not be very reliable as a diag¬ 

nostic aid, but it is rather important for the gemmologist who uses 

a spectroscope to know chat pink topaz, under strong Illumination, 

may show a narrow bright line in the red—otherwise he might 

mistakenly think such an effect must indicate pink sapphire. 

When the two arc compared, there should be no confusion since, 

apart from a wavelength difference of 100 A, the brilliance and 

sharpness of the fluorescence doublet in pink sapphire are incom¬ 

parably greater, and two other, weaker fluorescence lines can be 

seen on the orange side of the strong doublet. 

Red Tourmaline {Manganese) Figure 47 (6) 

Red and pink toumialines usually show two rather narrow 

bands in the blue at 4580 and 4500 A. These are not so narrow as 

the rather similar bands In ruby, they arc much further towards 

the violet, and of course there is no fluorescence line in the red— 

so there is no real excuse for confusion between the two. In certain 

brownish red tourmalines there is, in addidon to the broad 

absorption band in the green which appears in all red tourmalines 

(indeed in all red scones), a narrow band at 5370 A appearing 

within the broad band Cowards its long-wave margin. This 

narrow band is not strong, but helps to make this spectrum com¬ 

pletely diagnostic for this type of tourmaline. The absorption 
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curves of pin! and red loumialines seem to show that their colour 

is largely due to manganese. 

Red Zircopi [Vrajiiton) Figure 47 (7) 

Though some red zircons show the distinctive narrow band in 

the red at 6535 A, its fainter companion at 6590, and some ten 

other narrow bands distributed throughout the spectrum, due to 

uranium, there are some (notably those from Expailly) which 

show no bands at all. The drawing given shows the full spectrum. 

Wavelengths of these bands vdll be given in the description of the 

yellow rircon spectrum, which is more constant and reliable. 

Of the other red or pink stones tound in jewellery which show 

absorption bands one may briefly mention red pastes owing their 

colour to selenium, which have only a broad band in the green 

which varies in position according to the type of glass used, and 

the two translucent ornamental pink stones, rhodonite and rho^ 

dochrositc. These both owe their colour to manganese and have 

very similar spectra- Normally only a broad band in the gr«Q 

centred near 5500 A can be seen. Transparent spedmens of rho- 

dochrosite, which are very rare, show a band in the violet at 

4490 A and an intense band at 4100 in the deep violet. Trans> 

parent rhodonite shows a narrow band at 5030 A, a vague band 

at 4560 A, and very stroi^ narrow bands at 4120 and 4080 A. 

These spectra have litde practical value, but are interesting in 

their relation to the spectrum of spessardte, the manganese garnet, 

the spectrum of which will be found under 'yellow stones’. 

ORANGE STONES 

Fire opal is the only true orange gemstone, and as such does not 

comfortably mix with any other coloured gem. It has no absorp- 

don bands beyond a general absorption of the whole spectrum 

except the red and orange. Orange glass shows a very similar effect, 

except that the cut-off to the spectrum is rather more sudden. 

Orange synthetic sapphire, somedmes known as 'padparadsha', 

always contains some chromium, and thus shows the fluorescence 

line described under ruby. Spessardte often has a peculiar reddish 

yellow colour that might be described as orange—but this spec¬ 

trum has been included under 'yellow stones’—which will now be 
dealt with. 
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YELLOW STONES 

Yellow Zircon {Urmium) Figure 45 (U) 

Ydlow to brown Elrcons iwm Ceylon show a strong and very 

distmctive spectrum of narrow bands distributed remarkably 

evenly throughout the spectrum. The strongest bands are at wave¬ 

lengths 6910, 6625, 6590, 6535, 5895, 5625, 5375, 5150, 4840 and 

4325 A. These and fainter bands can be seen in the drawing re¬ 

produced as Figure 48. Golden-yellow zircons produced by heat 

treatment of brown crystals found in Indo-China do not show so 

strong or full a spectrum. But the 6535 band and its fainter 6590 

companion can always be seen, as narrow 'pencil lines* in the red. 

It should be remembered that ‘reflected light' technique should 

be used where bands are too faint to be easily seen in transmitted 

light 

Yallow Sapphire (fron) Figure 48 (2a) 

Yellow sapphires from Australia, Siam, or Montana contain 

enough iron to show quite strongly the group of three bands in the 

blue which arc at thdr full strength in green sapphire. The 

strongest of these is at 4500 A, and this may be seen faintly even 

in some Ceylon yellow sapphires, which contain very little iron, 

The other bands arc at 4600 and 4710 A. The last-named band 

can always be seen as disdnet from the other two, which tend Co 

coalesce when at full strength. It is important to be able to dis¬ 

tinguish this threefold complex band from the solid block of 

absorption which is seen (at shorter wavelength) in chrysoberyU 

In addition to proving the stone to be a yellow sapphire, these 

bands, when seen, are also a guarantee that the stone is not 

synthetic. Synthetic yellow sapphires arc coloured with nickel, 

not iron, and show no absorption bands. 

Yellow Cbrysoberyl {Iron) Figure 48 (3a) 

Pale yellow, golden yellow, greenish yellow or brown chryso- 

beryl all show a broad band at the beginning of the violet region, 

centred at about 4440 A. The strength of this band increases with 

the depth of colour of the stone: it is, in fact, the main producer 

of the colour seen. In stroi^ly-coloured stones, two weaker and 

narrower bands may be detected in the green-blue region at 5050 
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and 4850 A. The band at 4440 can often be seen In the highly- 

prized chrysobeiyl catVeyes, thus distinguishing them beyond 

doubt from their cheaper rivals, cut frx>m chatoyant quartz. 
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Yellow Orthoclase (Iron) Figure 48 (4a) 

Yellow orthoclase from Madagascar makes quite an attractive 

gem. Its colour is due to ferric iron replacing some of the alumina 

in the feldspar, and this gives rise to two rather vague bands in the 

blue and violet, wavelengths 4480 and 4200 A, the latter being 

the sttonger. 
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Yellow Spodiunese (Iron) Figure 48 (5a) 

Yellow spodiimcne also owes its colour to ferric iron. It shows 

two quite narrow bands in the violet at 4380 and 4325 A, which 

are almost exactly similar to those seen in jadeite, which has a 

closely analogous formula. The 4380 band is considerably stronger 

than its companion. 

Spessartite Garxtet {Mangengst) Figure 48 (7a) 

The rare manganese garnet, spessartite, is seldom pure yellow, 

having usually an orange tinge, or even a hint of red, owing to 

admixture with other garnet molecules. Almandine bands are 

of^n faintly visible, especially the persistent 5050 band. The 

specifically spessartite bands include two rather feeble bands at 

4950 and 4890 A, a stronger one at 4620 in the blue, and a power¬ 

ful band at 4320 A. Where visibility extends as far, two further 

narrow bands may be seen at 4240 and 4120 A, the latter being 

very intense. This may be a puaaling spectrum to the beginner, 

but when seen in a stone which from its refractive index one might 

expect to be an almandine, it does serve to prove the presence of 

important amounts of manganese, and enable one to place the 

garnet with certainty into its correct category. 

Sinhalite (Iron) Figure 48 (6a) 

Although sinhalite is a *ncw’ gemstone irv the sense of having 

only recently been given a name and a formula, it has been fairly 

extensively cut as a gemstone in the past, and specimens, formerly 

mistaken for aircon, chrysobcryl or peridot, keep cropping up. 

The most attractive specimens are a golden yellow with greenish 

tinge. The spectrum is very similar to that of peridot, but there 

is an ‘extra’ band in the blue at 4630 A, which is missing in the 

peridot spectrum. There is a weak band at 5270 A, the main bands 

being at 4930, 4750, 4630 (mentioned above) and 4500 A. The 

spectrum ends with what may be a further band at 4360 A. 

Yellow Apatite (Didjmum) Figure 48 (8a) 

Though brittle and rather soft, yellow apatite can make quite 

an attractive collector’s gemstone. It is one of several yellow stones 

containing essential calcium in which traces of the rare earth 

elements known as didymium are present, giving a characteristic 
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narrow-line spectrum. Didymium bands are very similar in type 

and position in whatever medium they occur; thus they do not 

form so posidve a basis for identification as do bands due to the 

presence of transition elements. But the spectrum in apatite is so 

much more intense than in danburite or in sphene, for instance, 

that it does virtually serve as a di^ostic for the mineral. The 

strongest didymium lines form a group in the yellow, with pro¬ 

minent members at 5840 and 5780. Another group of lines in the 

green has its centre near 5580 A. The drawing in Figure 48 gives 

a good idea of this complex and beautiful spectrum. 

GREEN STONES 

Emerald {Chmiitm) Figure 49 (Ib) 

Emerald shows a typical chromium absorption spectrum, with 

a strong doublet in deep red at 6835 and 6806 A, The two 

narrow lines forming this doublet are twice as far apart as those 

in ruby, and can thus just be separated by a small prism spectro¬ 

scope. Two weaker and more diffuse lines appear at 6620 and 

64^ A, and beside each of these is a narrow region of high trans¬ 

parency, giving a curious and characteristic appearance to the 

spectrum. Another line at 6370 A is at Its strongest in the ordinary 

ray, being then almost as strong as the doublet. There is a broad 

but rather weak absorption band in the yellow—leaving the green 

unabsorbed: hence the colour of the stone. In deep-coloured 

specimens a narrow line in the blue at 4774 A may be seen in the 

spectrum of the ordinary ray. 

Alexandrite [Ckrtmtitim) Figure 49 (2b) 

This is another typical chromium spectrum, with the lines more 

clearly defined than in emerald—sharper, perhaps, even than in 

ruby. In alexandrite the central broad absorption band which 

determines the cobur Is in a half-way position compared with the 

red ruby and the green emerald—hence its balance of colour 

between green (daylight) and red (tungsten light). The strong 

doublet in the deep red is at 6803 and 6875 A, and is ‘reversible’ 

as in ruby, though not seen as a fluorescence line in ordinary 

circumstances. There are weaker lines at 6650, 6550, and 6450 A. 

Narrow lines can be seen in the blue at 4730 and 4680 A. There is 

sufficient resemblance with the ruby spectrum to cause possible 
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error if the spectrum is only carelessly examined, and the stone 

itself accepted as ruby on its appearance in artificial light only. 

Jadeite {Chrormum and iron) Figure 49 (3b) 

Fine green jaddte owes its colour almost entirely to chromium, 

and typical chromium lines are seen in the red. There might be 

confusion here with translucent emerald, but in jadeite the lines 

arc noticeably more diffuse. The doublet (not properly resolved) 

is centred at 6915 A, and two weaker lines at 6550 and 6300 A. 

There is strong general absorption of the violet end of the spec¬ 

trum, but if the slit of the spectroscope be opened to allow more 

light through, a powerful band at 4370 A can be detected lurking 

in the gloom. This is an iron band, and is seen at its best in the 

paler varieties of jadeite (white, lavender, pale green). It is narrow 

and well-defined, and can be seen in light reflected from the 

specimen: it thus forms a useful test for jade beads and ornaments. 

A similar but far weaker band may be detected at 4S20 A. 

Green Sapphire (Iron) Figure 49 (4b) 

The spectrum already described under yellow sapphire belongs 

in its full strength to green sapphire. Here the two strongest iron 

bands practically coalesce, but the third band (4710 A) is suffi¬ 

ciently detached to reveal that the band is a complex one, and not 

a single block, as in chrysoberyl. 

Green Chrysoberyl (Iron) Figure 49 (5b) 

Green chrysoberyl gives merely a stronger version of the strong 

absorption band in the blue-violet already described under yellow 

chrysoberyl. This is centred at 4440 A. Weaker bands may be 

seen at 5050 and 4850 A. The 4440 band may often be seen in 

cat*s-eyes, forming a useful means of confirming that they are not 

the less highly valued quartz cat’s-eyes. 

Peridot (Iron) Figure 49 {6b) 

Peridot shows a very characteristic Iron spectrum, the main 

feature of which is the series of three evenly spaced bands in the 

blue region. The first of these appears where the green changes to 

blue at 4930 A. The second is at 4730, and the third at 4530 A. 

The edges of the bands arc diffuse, but there is a fairly well 
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defined ‘core’ to cacli—especially the fine two. The appearance 

of these bands varies noticeably according to the vibration^ 

direction of the light. The ‘beta’ spectrum is the strongest, and 

in this a weak band at 5290 A can be detected. 

Sinbalite (Iron) Figure 49 (7b] 

This recently described ‘new’ gemstone has been already dealt 

with under ‘yellow stones’, but it is often greenish in cast. It is 

well to be clear of the difference between the spectrum ofsinhalite 

and that of peridot, with which it was so loi^ confused. The 

drawing reproduced in Figure 49 shows the two spectra side by 

side. The ‘extra’ band in sinhalite at 4630 can be dearly seen. 

Esstatite (/ron) Figure 49 (8b) 

An outstanding feature in the absorption spectrum of enstadte 

is a dear-cut, narrow band at 5060 A. This is seen in tremendous 

strength in brownish stones from India, when ^veaker bands at 

5480, 4830, 4500, etc. can also be seen. In the attractive green 

enstatites which, with fine red pyrope pebbles, were recovered 

from the diamond concentrates in Kimberley, the colour is en¬ 

riched by (he presence of chromium, and a doublet can be seen 

at 6870 and weaker chromium bands on the short-wave side of 

this in the usual chromium manner. In these green enstatites the 

5060 band is sdU sharp and dear. There can be no doubt it is 

due to ferrous iron. This region of the spectrum, where green turns 

to blue, is often the position for the strongest iron band (cf. 

aimandine, peridot, green tourmaline, diopside). 

Chrome Diopside (Iron, ckrotruum) Figure 49 (9b) 

Attractive green diopside (often chatoyant) from Burma con¬ 

tains enough chromium to enrich the colour and show chromium 

lines in the red, with the doublet centred at 6900 A. Narrow bands 

in the green-blue are reminiscent of enstadte, but here there are 

two lines in place of one, about equal in strength, the wavdengths 

being 5080 and 5050 A. 

Dezisantoid Garnet [Irm^ chromitm) Figure 49 (IOb) 

The most valuable and most attractive of the garnets, the 

green garnet demantoid, Is a variety of the calcium-iron garnet 
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andradite. Here again we have an iron spectrum (ferric) with 

enough chromium to enrich the colour and show chromium lines 

in the red. The iron band is an intensely strong one, centred at 

4430 A. This is far enough into the blue-violet to be difficult to 

see as anything more than a sharp cut-off to the end of the 

spectrum, especially where chromium is present and causing 

CKrTMk«r7l 

Pindot 

Sitthilic* 

Figarr 49, Abs^hn spttita ^grfen siwes 
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general absorption of the violet. In paler stones* and witb good 

l^hting conditions, the band can be seen complete: though very 

strong it is not very wide. The chromium lines are easily seen in 

good specimens: the doublet is very deep in the red (7010 A), 

and there are weaker and rather diffuse lines at 6400 and 6210A, 

Zircon [VtaMtaC) 

Green dreons can always be relied upon to show absorption 

bands, but the type of spectrum seen varies enormously with the 

degree of internal breakdown (metamictisation) of the zircon 

crystal concerned. Most Ceylon green or greenish zircons show 

a strong ten or twelve band spectrum, with the strongest band in 

the red at 6535 and the other bands distributed throughout the 

spectrum as described under ‘yellow zircon'. But even in these it 

will be noticed that the edges of the bands are 'woolly', and not 

sharply defined as in the fully crystalline ‘high type’ zircons. Such 

stones have usually a rather cloudy or sleepy appearance. In the 

really ‘low type’ zircon with density 4 or under and no appreciable 

bircttngence there may remain only a diffuse and raAer broad 

band near 6530 A. In some low types, however, a narrow band 

at 5200 A in the green is very noticeable. When heated, this 

peculiar type reveals a strong, anomalous spectrum, in which 

some other element in addition to uranium is obviously playing 

a part. 

Zircons of rather dark brovmish-grcen colour arc found in 

Burma and these have suffered no metamiciizadon and contain 

more uranium than those from Ceylon. The result is a spectrum 

showing not only the dozen or so of main zircon bands at great 

intensity, but other fainter lines between, bringing up the number 

to some forty bands in all, as seen through a small spectroscope. To 

the practised eye all the above variations on the main zircon theme 

spell ‘zircon’, especially when the appearance of the stone is taken 

into account. The key position to look for is the 6535 A region in 

the red: where the other bands in the green and blue arc seen 

also there can be no mistake. If these are missing, the beginner 

may confuse the narrow uranium bands for a chromium spectrum. 

But the strong chromium doublets arc always far deeper into the 

red, and the accompanying features of each chroiTuum spectrum 

are sufficiently disdnetive to provide the necessary supporting 

evidence in case of doubt. 
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Green Tourmaliise {Iron) 

Tourmalines of full-bodied green or greenish blue absorb all 

the red part of the spectrum down to about 6400 A. In that cridcal 

position where the green gives way to the blue a narrow absorp¬ 

tion band can be seen (4970), which can be ascribed to iron. 

Aquamarine {Iron) 

Sea-green aquamarine is seldom used in jewellery now, the 

stones being usually heat-treated to produce a pale blue colour 

which is more popular. In green aquamaiine and sometimes in 

other pale beryls a distinctive narrow line can be seen at 5370 A 

in the green, This is only visible in the extraordinary ray (see also 

blue aquamarine). 

Epidote (/roa) 

Epidote commonly soaks up so much light that it can seldom be 

cut into an attractive gem. The colour is almost as much brown 

as green. The blue and violet are both strongly absorbed, but if 

enough light can be passed through, an incense band can be seen 

at 4550 A, and one less intense at 4750 A, in the blue. 

Andaluslte 

The brownish-green ondalusiies resembling tourmaline which 

are those usually seen as gemstones may show a band in the blue 

at 4550 A, but this is not very reliable as a test. This is probably 

an iron band. Quite a different spectrum is seen in a rare bright 

green type from Brazil. This is due to some unidendfied rare earth, 

judging by the extreme sharpness and delicacy of the bands or 

lines, There is a sharp edge of shadow at 5525 A in the green 

shading away to the yellow side, while on the other side is a narrow 

line at 5495. There is another line nearer the blue at 5175 A, and 

general absorpdon of the blue and violet 

Fluorspar 

Weak bands may be seen in green fluorspar at 6340 and 6100 A 

in the orange, at 5820 A in the yellow, and 4460 and 4270 A in 

the violet. These bands may help to identify a large translucent 

fluorspar ornament or figure, which may be confused with emerald 

or jadeice. In cut specimens (which in any case are only collectors 
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05 the stone is far too soft for wear) these bands may be too 

faint to be noticed. 

Korxterupine 

Only in f^nc spedmens is this mineral attractive as a and 

its rarity precludes its vise in commercial jewellery. It is pleochroic, 

and the absorption bands vary considerably accordii^ to direction. 

There is a band in the blue-violet at 4460 A which is fairly 

strong in the ‘beta’ ray, and weaker bands at 5400 and 5030 A in 

the green and 4630 A in the blue- There is another weak band at 

4300 A in the violet. The bands arc probably due to iron. The 

spectrum is not distinctive enough to form more than confirmative 

evidence of the identity of the mineral. 

The list of absorption spectra shown by green stonea could be 

extended still further, but all the most important and reliable 

instances have been given above. Those translucent stones which 

occasionally show bands (e.g. nephrite, Connemara marble, etc.) 

and are not mentioned above will be noted in the descriptive text 

later in the book where this is thought to be helpful. 

BLUE STONES 

Sapphire (/rffn) Figure 50 (Ic) 

One of the most important spectra in the whole series for the 

practising gemmologist is that of sapphire, for it not only proclaims 

the spedes of the stone, but also reveals whether it be natural or 

synthetic. The spectrum, which is due to iron, is seen at full 

strength in green sapphire and in varying strength in yellow 

sapphire, as has been described above. In blue sapphires the bands 

are again very variable in strength. Australian sapphires show all 

three bands quite strongly, while in Ceylon sapphires, which con¬ 

tain very little iron, only the 4500 A band can be seen, and even 

this is often exceedingly faint. The band is an 'ordinary ray’ band, 

and therefore shows at maximum strength in the direction of the 

optic axis. In a cut stone this direction may usually not be known, 

but it is worth while, if the band is only very faintly seen to turn 

the stone on edge and on end in attempt to see the band more 

strongly. A Polaroid disk turned to the correct angle over the eye¬ 

piece of the spectroscope may also help to increase the apparent 

strength of the band. Passing light through a copper sulphate 
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filter flask is here very helpful* enabling the observer to see any 

bands in the blue region with greater clarity. With synthetic 

sapphires* although iron oxide as well as titanium is used to pro¬ 

duce the blue colour, virtually all the iron evaporates from the 

boule or is concentrated in the surface layers which are removed 

when cutting is carried out- Three very weak and vague bands 

in the blue have often been detected by the author in synthetic 

sapphires, the central one of these being very nearly in the same 

position as the 4500 band of natural sapphire. But there should 

be no confusion between the two, as it must be emphasized that 

the 4500 band is quite a narrow one when it is only faintly 

developed. Indications of the 4600 band to one side of the main 

band can also be seen in sapphires from any other locality than 

Ceylon, and this adds to the distinctiveness of the spectrum. It is 

well worth the gemmologist’s while to practise the observation of 

this band, as it will save him much time and trouble in testing 

sapphire jewellery. 

Blue Spinel {Inn) Figure 50 (2c) 

The absorpdon spectrum of blue spinel is another which is well 

worth study- It is somewhat complex and difficult to describe, 

and may even vary a little in its nature from specimen to speci¬ 

men. But when one has one’s eye in, so to say, the nature and 

distribution of the bands are very distinctive. Indications of the* 

‘blue spinel' bands can be seen in many purplish or brownish-red 

spinels also. The key bands to note are a broad one in the blue 

centred at 4590 A and a narrow band of about equal strength at 

4800 A, on the green side of this. Bather elusive bands in the 

green (5550 A), yellow (5920), and orange (6320) complete the 

pattern, and give the impression of quite a rich spectrum. Nuances 

of absorption which can hardly be counted as bands add to this 

impression of richness. Distinction between the blue spinel and 

sapphire spectra can be made with complete certainty by taking 

the trouble to apprehend the different nature and pattern of the 

bands in the blue, quite apart from their different wavelengths. 

Similarly, the vague bands in the green should not be confused 

with the cobalt bands in synthetic blue spinel. But possible mistakes 

of this kind should be borne in mind, and accessory tests carried 

out where the observer does not feel quite sure of himself. 
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Aquamarine (Iren) Figure 50 (Sc) 

Mention has already been made of the spectrum of green 
aquamarine. The blue aquamarine now so popular shows two 
rather iU-defined and weak bands in the blue (4560) and violet 
(4270). The 4270 band Is lairly strong in large specimens (and 
aquamarines used in jewellery are usually large) while the other 
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band, weak though it is, helps to make the spectrum recognizable. 

Aquamarine from the Maxixe mine has a most peculiar spcccrum, 

with strong bands in the red at 6970 and 6570 A, and a weaker 

band in the orange at 6280 A. The cause of these bands is not 

understood- The narrow line at 5370 A, mentioned under green 

aquamarine, does not seem to appear in the heat-treated blue 

types. In the drawing, this line has been included, however, to 

give an idea of its position and nature. 

lolite (Iron) Figure 50 (4c) 

As one might expect in so plcochrolc a gemstone, the absorpdon 

bands seen in iohte vary a good deal with direction. In the blue 

ray there are vague bands in the blue and violet regions at 4920, 

4560, and 4370 A. In the yellow ray there is a distinctive double 

band, each member being quite narrow, in the yellow region 

(5930, 5850). There is also a narrow band or line at 5350 A, 

reminiscent in position and nature of the green aquamarine line 

mentioned previously, 

Apatite Figure 50 (5c) 

Curiously enough, blue apatite docs not often show the didy- 

mium bands so typical of the yellow variety. Instead, there are 

bands at 6310 and 6220 A in the orange, at 5110, strong and fairly 

narrow in the green, a strong band at 4900, and a broad, weak 

band at 4640, These bands belong to the ‘ordinary’ ray which is 

yellowish in colour when isolated, as it is in the direction of the 

optic axis. 

Turquoise (Copper) Figure 50 (6c) 

The absorption spectrum of turquoise, discovered by the author 

during the war years, has proved to be a most useful diagnostic 

feature in a gem material which is notoriously difficult to test. 

There arc two bands of almost equal appearance and strength (as 

shown by a photograph) at 4320 and 4200 A, of which only the 

4320 can normally be seen. Only through thin edges is turquoise 

translucent enough to allow enough light through to render this 

violet band visible, but fortunately it shows very well by reflected 

light. There is a vague band in the blue at 4600 A, which helps 

to provide a distinctive pattern for the mineral. No bands similar 
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to these have been seen in any minerals or counterfeits which 

resemble turquoise in appearance. 

Tourmaline {Iron) Figure 50 (7c) 

Blue tourmaline shows the same narrow band at 4070 A men¬ 

tioned under ‘green tourmaline'. 

Zircon {Uranivm) Figure 50 (8c} 

Blue rircon owes its colour to heat treatment of reddish brown 

rough- At least two of the strongest of the rircon lines—those at 

6535 and 6590 A—can be seen, as narrow ‘pencil lines', especially 

when reflected light is used- Other of the main zircon bands may 

also show laintly in the yellow and green. 

S>nthedc Bine Spinel (Cobalt) Figure 50 (9c) 

Cobalt-blue is never found in natural minerals, and when seen 

heralds the presence of some artificial product—notably blue 

synthetic spinel or cobalt glass. The cobalt absorption bands seen 

are very similar in each case, consisting of three broad main bands 

in the orange, yellow, and green, but in synthetic spinel the bands 

are more closely clumped together (see drawing) and the central 

band is the widest of the three, whereas in glass the centre band 

is the narrowest. Wavelengths of the synthetic spinel bands are 

6350, 5800, and 5400 A. The width and intensity of these bands 

vary proportionately to the depth of the blue colour, In deep 

blue specimens the bands almost amalgamate into a single block. 

Absorption of the yeilow-grccn, together with free transmission 

in the deep red make these cobalt-coloured artefacts appear 

strongly red under the Chelsea filter. 

Cobalt Glass (Cobalt) Figure 50 (10c) 

The position of cobalt bands in glass varies a little with the 

composition of the glass concerned. Average measurcmcnis arc 

6550, 6900, and 5350 A. The distinction between this blue glass 

and synthetic blue spinel by means of the spectroscope is easily 

made, according to the relative width of the central band, as 

mentioned above. Cobalt glass is oflen used as the base of blue 

garnet-topped doublets: the superposition of a faint almandine 
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spectrum on that of the cobalt glass may give a rather confusli^ 

effect unless the nature of the stone is apprehended. 

All absorption spectra of any importance have been described 

above. In many of the species faint bands additional to those listed 

have been seen and measured, but these add nothing at all to the 

recognition of the stones in question. Those interested in complete 

descriptions will find them in a series of forty ardclcs in the 

CmTrwiogisi on ‘The spectroscope and its applications to gemmo- 

logy’, which appeared from September 1953 to December 1956. 

An index to the series was given in the issue for January 1957. 

Beginners arc ui^ed to confine their attention to simple spectra 

such as those of aJmandine and ruby and some zircons before 

attempting less well defined absorption effects. A really strong 

source of light and a properly adjusted and suitable spectroscope 

are the most important keys to eventual success in this beautiful 

and important method of gem testing. 
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THE IDENTIFICATION OF DIAMOND 

The description of the testing methods recommended has now 

been completed, and perhaps the hypothetical jeweller for whose 

assistance these chapters were written may be wondering how 

these tests may be applied in the actual spedhc cases which come 

into his daily routine. Our next task will therefore be to consider 

each of the more important precious stones from the standpoint: 

‘how may it be identified?’ and ‘what imitations or other stones 

may be mistaken lor it?* 

If we decide to deal in this manner with precious stones in order 

of their commercial importance, diamond must obviously be the 

first choice. Diamonds account for well over 90 per cent by value 

of the world’s trade in gems, and the smallest jeweller in the 

meanest street has diamond-set rings to sell and, in however small 

a way, is a buyer and seller of diamonds. 

Pardy on account of this very universality and partly by reason 

of certain outstandingly distinctive features in its appearance, 

diamond is one of the few stones that almost any jeweller hopes to 

recognize with tolerable certainty by mere visual inspection. 

There have been occasions, however, when costly mistakes have 

been made. Well cut colourless zircons, suitably mounted, and 

offered in a poor light by a plausible client, have of^en deceived 

even experienced pawnbrokers. Diamond doublets can also be 

very deceptive, and the new synthetic material, strontium titanate, 

presents a very dlamond-like appearance. To be able to recog¬ 

nize these and the older substitutes (pastes, synthetic spinels, 

etc.) from diamond is an urgent necessity for any jeweller or 

dealer, and it will be useful, therefore, to describe clearly the 

various signs by which diamonds can be recognized, beginning 

with those which entail only careful scrutiny with the naked eye 

or a pocket lens, and proceeding to chose which involve the use 

of some form of apparatus. The distinguishii^ features of all the 

possible diamond substitutes can then be related. 

The distinctive appearance of diamond itself is due to the com¬ 

bined effect of its ‘adamantine’ surface lustre, the perfection of 

its polished surface, its brilliance and its ‘fire'. These are bound 
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up with its supreme hardness, high refractive index, and dis¬ 

persion—also the skill with which it is cut- 

The proportion of light reflected from ihe surface of diamond 

is higher than that for any other natural colourless stone, and this, 

combined with its hardness and the superb flatness and high polish 

of the surfaces prepared by the skilled diamond cutter, gives rise 

to the peculiar 'adamantine' lustre which belongs to diamond 

alone. Synthetic rutile may reflect more light, and strontium 

titanaCe as much light as diamond, but ihcir softness does not 

permit so flat and mirror-like a surface to be prepared, nor such 

sharp angles between the facets. If one tilts a diamond until the 

reflection of window-bars or of an electric light bulb be seen in 

the table facet, it will be noticed how free from distortion the 

reflected image is. 

Diamonds are so fashioned that practically all light entering 

the front of the stone is totally reflected from the back facets as 

from a series of mirrors (the rays striking them at angles greater 

than the ‘critical angle’, which for diamond is only 29J®). Thus 

a well cut brilliant, viewed from the back and held up to the 

light, will show only a pin-point of light from the culct, and 

nothing more. Also, looking down on a brilliant-cut diamond 

mounted in a ring, one cannot (because of this total reflection 

effect) sec the wearer’s finger below the stone, as one usuaUy could 

in the case of stones of lower refracting power, 

Further, white light entering a diamond is dispersed into its 

spectrum colours to a considerable degree, giving flashes of pure 

colour from the smaller crown facets. This ‘fire’ in diamond, 

combined with its superb optical purity, constitutes one of its 

main claims to beauty. 

The high refractive index of diamond makes the stone appear 

much shallower than it really is when viewed through the table 

facet; and this, together with the fact that the refraction is single, 

forms another distinguishing sign. 

Other revealing features which can often be detected wiih a 

lens are small pordons of the original crystal surface, remaining 

on the girdle. These 'naturals’ hardly affect the beauty of the stone, 

and are often purposely retained by the diamond cutter to enable 

him to know at a glance the direction of the ‘grain* while the 

diamond is being cut and polished. Tiny ‘nicks' in the girdle can 

also often be detected, and these may ^ow flat, angled surfaces 
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which follow the planes of perfect octahedral cleavage of the 

diamond- The inclusions, too, are frequently distinctive, shining 

flakes of graphite or other forms of ‘carbon’ being perhaps the 

commonest of these. 

So much for examination by eye or lens: now for some specific 

tests. 

Hiudnas 

Hardness is a quantity difficult to define and to measure in 

gemstones, and lioness tests should normally be avoided where 

more accurate tests, less liable to damage the stone, can be applied. 

But the case of diamond is unique. More than 100 yeart ago, when 

Mohs devised his ‘scale’ of scratch hardness (whi(i has proved so 

useful that it is still in constant use by mineralogists and gem- 

mologists), he designated diamond as hardness 10. Next on the 

scale came corundum (sapphire) with hardness 9. Although arti- 

fidally prepared abrasives such as silicon carbide (carborundum) 

and boron carbide exceed corundum in hardness, and the recently- 

prepared high-pressure form of boron nitride (‘borazon’) may 

even equal diamond in hardness, diamond still remains the only 

gem material which can scratch ruby or sapphire. 

Polished pieces of synthetic corundum are not difficult to obtain, 

and, failing these, any lapidary can provide a polished piece of 

natural poor-quality sapphire for a few shillings. If a facet edge or 

girdle of a diamond be applied carefully but firmly to the surface 

of a polished corundum ‘test piece', it will be found to ‘bite' and 

to leave a dedded scratch-mark, which will not disappear when 

rubbed with a moistened finger. By this simple procedure the 

stone will have been proved beyond doubt as a veritable diamond, 

and, with reasonable care, no harm can come to the stone tested, 

whether it be diamond or not. Strontium titanatc, a new synthetic 

material which closely resembles diamond and has virtually the 

same refractive index, is very soft (not much more than 5 on Mohs* 

scale) and a gentle touch with the point of a steel needle will leave 

a mark on die surface of one of these stones. 

Refraclive index 

Diamond is also remarkable for its high single refraction (2*42), 

and though this is not unique it still forms a valuable test. The 

highest reading obtainable on a standard rcfractometer is limited 
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to 1‘81 by the contact liquid used. Diamond will thus give a 

‘negative’ reading, though it would be unwise to place a stone 

thought to be a diamond on a refractometer, as damage to the 

soft glass of the instrument is difficult to avoid when so hard a 

stone is applied. 

Only three ocher natural gemstones giving negative readings 

are likely to be encountered. These are zircon {1926 to 1*985), 

deman toid (I'89) and sphene (I 90 to 2 03). Of these, only zircon 

is colourless, and only demantoid is singly refracting. With a lens, 

zircon and sphene show strong doubling of the back facets, while 

demantoid shows typical ‘horsetail’ inclusions. 

In recent years, two substances have been artificially prepared 

which match or exceed diamond in refractive index, These are 

synthetic rutile with indices 2’6l and 2*90, and strontium dtanate, 

which is singly refracting and has an index (2*41) very near to 

that of diamond. Rutile can at once be recognized by its huge 

double refraction and its stupendous ‘fire*, which causes it to 

hash with colour almost like an opal. Also, at best, rutile has a 

distinct yellowish tint, even when a thin film of sapphire has been 

deposited on the stone by a special sputtering or evaporation pro¬ 

cess, to improve its hardness and appearance. Strontium dtanate 

resembles diamond much more closely: it is nearly colourless and 

is singly refracting. But this, too, has an excess of‘fire’ by diamond 

standards, and a comparison between the two reveals this difference 

at once. In a mounted stone, the high density' of this new synthetic 

(5*13) cannot aid one as a test. A careful hardness trial, using a 

steel needle, as indicated above, is very pracdcal. Inclusions when 

visible, may be distinctive, and, in common with all the imitations 

of diamond, strontium titanate lacks the transparency to X-rays 

that is so notable a feature of diamond. 

Refractive index forms the basis for the distinction of diamond 

from the more common and long-established synthetics, colour¬ 

less sapphire, and spinel. These are often used for ‘diamond’ 

clusters or surrounds in cheap jewellery. The stones may well be 

too small to place easily on a refractometer, but immersion of 

the whole piece of jeweilcry in methylene iodide will immediately 

show that the suspected stones are not diamond. Both sapphire 

and spinel virtually ‘disappear’ in this liquid, which approaches 

them so closely in refractive index, wltile diamond will still show 

its facet edges in clear relief. 
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Fhiortscmct 

The fluorescent glow emitted by diamond under short- or long¬ 

wave ultra-violet light is very variable, but often distinctive, and 

forms a useful test on many occasions. This is particularly true in 

the case of an ornament containing many diamonds. Placed under 

a quartz mercury lamp with a Wood’s glass filter, or under a 

‘black bulb’ lamp which incorporates such a filter, some of the 

diamonds will be seen to emit a bright sky-blue fluorescent light, 

others a feebler effect, while some may seem almost inert. A stone 

or two may show a yellow or ycllow-^reen fluoreacence. If such 

an ornament shows cither no fluorescence or a uniform fluorescence 

of any kind, then the stones are certainly not diamond. Of course 

Fifjriil. X’T^f^toi^rapkcJdiamond 
afd orton ri/igi 

the varied fluorescence effect does not prove that all the stones 

present arc true diamonds, but it gives a very strong supposition 

that such is the case. Mr Robert Webster has suggested that a 

photograph of the ‘pattern’ formed by diamonds fluorescing in 

dijferent degrees in a piece of jewellery would form a unique 

record of that piece, and could be used for identification purposes 

in case of loss or theft. 

Under X-rays diamonds show fluorescence of more uniform 

intensity—usually some shade of blue. If the blue glow from a 

fluorescing diamond is suffidently strong the banded nature of the 

fluorescent light can be seen with a prism spectroscope (with slit 

opened rather wide) and then constitutes a definite proof that the 

stone is diamond and not some other blue-fluorescent material. 

The important 4155 A absorption band appears as a fluorescent 

bright line in blue-fluorescent diamonds. Similarly the 5040 A 
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absorption line seen in brown or green diamonds is also the wave¬ 

length of the strongest of a series of fluorescence lines in green- 

fluorescing diamond. In both blue- and green-fluorescing dia¬ 

monds, however, there arc wide regions of continuous spectrum 

emitted by the glowing stone. 

One of the many interesting observations on diamond made by 

the Bangalore school of physicists under Sir C. V- Raman was that 

strongly blue*fluorescing diamonds have a yellow-green afterglow 

when removed from the exciting tdtra-violet radiation. The writer 

has tested this on numerous occasions and found it to be invariably 

true. The phosphorescence quickly decays and can easily escape 

nodee, but if the stone is held in cupped hands and, immediately 

after removal from the rays, the eye applied thereto, the cupped 

hands making a small, completely dark chamber, the glow of the 

diamond can be quite easily detected. Green-fluorescing diamonds 

also show phosphorescence, and the strength of the afterglow is 

usually proportional to the strength of the original fluorescence. 

This aftoglow in diamond provides a useful check that a blue- 

fluorescing gemstone is indeed diamond. 

Though the ‘constants’ of diamond are seldom used for tesdng 

purposes, even by laboratory workers, they should be stated here- 

Thc densU^ of gem diamond is usually given as 3*52, and this is 

a good working value. Careful measurements on fine diamonds 

have established 3*515 as the most accurate flgure. Nearest to this 

among possible 'rivals’ is the density of sphene (3*53) but the 

double refraction, pleochroism, and low hardness of this mineral 

do not allow for any real confusion with diamond. More worth 

noting is that white topaz pebbles, which are often assumed to be 

diamond by hopeful prospectoit and amateur collectors, have a 

density near 3*56, though one low value of 3*545 was recendy 

obtained by the author. The &ct that topaz pebbles are water- 

worn, while diamond never is, and the lack in topaz of the dis¬ 

tinctive diamond lustre should preclude any falM hopes when 

topaz is encountered in the field. 

The rejradivt indtx of pure diamond is 2 *4175 for sodium light. 

For diamonds of ordinary gem quality we have found 2*4190 to 

be a more usual figure. Here the value for the new synthetic sub¬ 

stitute strontium titanatc, is very close. Our results on several 

specimens have shown 2*410 to be an average figure, which in 

itself is too close to diamond to form a distinctive test. But since 
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such a measurement could only be obtained by miiumum devia¬ 

tion, with the stone set up to act as a prism on a table spectrometer, 

there would be no necessity to confine the measurement to the 

sodium yellow line. Were shorter wavelengths used, such as the 

green line of thallium or the blue line of lithium, the vastly g^reater 

dispersion of strontium titanate compared with diamond would at 

once become apparent 

Though diamond is justly famed for its ‘fire’, its dispersion of 

0 0+4 for the B-G interval is in feet unusually low for a stone of 

such high refractive index, Sphene (0*051), demanloid (0 057), 

and cassiterite (0*071), with much lower indices, all exceed dia¬ 

mond in dispersion, while for those stones of comparable index 

ainc blende with its dispersion of 0*156 and strontium titanate 

with 0*180 must be considered normal, To most people’s taste, 

however, the degree of fire shown by diamond is amply sufficient 

to give it beauty, while strontium dianate and synthetic rutile 

look opalescent and gaudy by comparison. 

An outstanding properly of diamond which is very useful for 

the laboratory worker is its transparency to X-rays. This is due to 

the low atomic weight of carbon (12). A few seconds exposure to 

X-rays of any doubtful stones, resting on a photographic plate or 

film will show a startling difference between the very radiable 

diamond and strontium titanate, synthetic rutile, zircon, or paste 

—all of which contain heavy atoms and are opaque to the rays- 

The beginner at this method should always place known stones 

alongside for comparison. Incidentally, X-ray photography is a 

useful teat for the valuable type of industrial diamond aggregate 

known as carbonado, wliich is much sought after for its extreme 

toughness, allied to the supreme hardness of diamond. Tlus 

material resembles coke to the uninitiated eye. Radiographs give 

a good idea of the diamond content of a given sample, which can 

also be checked by density measurements. There is a variation 

fiom about 3*10 for low-grade specimens to about 3*50 for those 

which are nearly entirely composed of diamond. 

As stated in Chapter 8, most diamonds show a narrow absorp¬ 

tion band in the deep violet at 4155 A when light which has been 

transmitted through them is examined through a suitable spectro¬ 

scope. This band is particularly intense in off-coloured specimens 

of the ‘Cape’ series, and in definitely yellowish stones is accom¬ 

panied by other bands, the strongest of which is in the blue at 
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4780 A, Diamonds of the ‘brown’ series, whicb often have a green 

fluorescence, may show a narrow absorption line at 5040 A, with 

fainter lines near this. 

During the foregoing account of the properties of diamond, 

most of the possible substitutes have been mentioned and their 

relevant properUcs indicated, but it may be useful at this point to 

run through the whole list, indicating die discriminative features 

of each. 

Any question of synthetic diamond can be left for the far 

future J only minute grains have so far been produced by the new 

G.E.C. process mentioned in Chaptci* 6. The materials we have 

to consider arc white zircon, synthetic rutile, strontinra 

titanate, synthetic white spinel, synthetic white sapphire, 

diamond doublet, and paste (lead glass) imitations. Spheae 

and demnntoid garnet might also possibly be confused with 

coloured diamond. 

White zircon is the only natural colourless stone with sul1i> 

dent ‘fire’ to pa« for a diamond amongst the unwary or the in¬ 

experienced. The majority of fraud cases involving so-called 

diamond rings sold in public-houses and the like have turned on 

the fact that zircon has a certain resemblance to diamond. To the 

gemmologist the dUlinctlon could hardly be more simple. The 

strong double refraction of zircon makes doubling of the back 

facet edges obvious under a good 8 or 10 x lens, and a test with 

the spectroscope can be used In confirmation. Synthetic rutile 

has even greater double refraction, and its tremendous fire makes 

it full of opalescent colours; moreover Its body colour is never free 

from a yellowish tinge, and its surface has a greasy lustre com¬ 

pared with the hard clcan-Iooking surfaces presented by diamond. 

Strontium titanate has much more serious claims to be an eflcc- 

tive substitute, being nearly free from colour, singly refractive, 

and with virtually the same index of refraction as diamond. Its 

softness, liowcvcr, imparts a certain grea^^iness to the surface polish, 

and forms an effective test if a needle point be carefully applied 

—while the fact that the dispersion, though less than Chat of rutile, 

is still four times that of diamond gives it a false and over-coloured 

appearance to the informed eye. Strontium litanate has no fluor¬ 

escence under ultra-violet light, ami is opaque to X-rays. Tiny 

‘centipede’ surface markings are often visible. (Sec Chapter 6.) 

It is only possible seriously to confuse synthetic white sapphire 
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and synthetic white spinel with diamond when they are cut as 

small bagucaes or very small brilUants and mounted m jewellc^, 

though it should be remembered that synthetic 
basis for an absurd ‘synthetic diamond’ scare in 1935. Where a 

refractometcr reading is possible, a sure means of idenUficaOon is 

possible in each case. Where small mounted stone ve m doubt 

the whole piece can be immersed in methylene loide. In this 

liquid both sapphire and spinel will show very low relief, the facet 

edges practically disappearing. Diamonds, on the other hand, ynll 

stand out almost as boldly as in air, with their facet edges ptoly 

visible. For distir^ishing between the two categories of synthetics 

a test between crossed polarizers is helpful. Synthetic white sap¬ 

phires will transmit light except in the four extinction poaG^, 

while synthetic spinels will show the peculiar and charactens^ 

form of strain-birefringence to which the writer has given the 

descriptive urm ‘tabby extinction’. Diamond, it should be noted, 

also shows strain birefringence between crossed polarizers, as 

mentioned later in the chapter. Natural white sai^hires are 

seldom free from some tinge of colour, but are someumes used as 

a substitute for diamond in native jewellery. 
Diamond doublets arc occasionally seen, and can be puzzling, 

though they do not look quite ‘right’. Usually they consist of a 

crown of diamond cemented to a pavilion of white synthetic 

sapphire, quartz, or even glass. Such composite stones are usuaUy 

met with in a mount, and as the crown of the stones shovrt the 

typical surface lustre, inclusions, and general appearance of dia¬ 

mond, it is easy to accept them as poornqi^ity genuine stones 

unless one’s suspicion is aroused- At a certain angle the 

the table facet can be seen reflected in the surface formed by the 

junction layer. Under the microscope, bubbles may also be seen 

in this layer. Immersion in methylene iodide will make the re¬ 

fractive index difference between the crown and pavilion of the 

stone very obvious (see Chapter 6). 
Lead-glass imiutions of diamond (commonly known as 

•pastes’) can make a very effective display when they arc new 

and well cut, and these are very extensively used in ‘diamante 

costume jewellery- They are seldom intended to deceive, and tJW 

poor quality of their surface polish, their glassy lustre, and their 

softness, all reveal their nature. The refractive index of these 

glasses varies, but is usually between 162 and 1*68. The refraction 
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is of course single, and under the microscope glassy bu'bbles and 

often ‘swirl marks’ are visible. 

On account of their high refractive index and appreciable fire, 

the yellow or brown sphene and green demantoid garnet might 

be mistaken ibr coloured diamonds. Sphene has distinctively strong 

double refraction and pleochroism, while the singly refracting 

demantoid has a powerful absorption band in the violet and 

almost invariably shows fibrous ‘horse-tail’ inclusions which arc 

an effective aid to iU identification. 

COLOURED DIAMONDS 

The question of coloured diamonds has assumed new Importance 

because of the modem practice (at present confined chiefly to 

the U-S.A.) ofinducii^ colour in off-coloured stones by submitting 

them to some form of atomic bombardment. Perfection colour in 

diamond is a complete absence of cobur, unless it be a hint of 

blue, perhaps provided by the blue fluorescence of a colourless 

stone. But, on account of their rarity, there has always been a 

market, amongst those who can afford such luxuries, for diamonds 

of decided hue. Of these, yellow ‘canar/ diamonds and brown 

‘cinnamon’ diamonds are the best known—though even of these 

perhaps only a few hundred arc found in the millions of scones 

mined annually—while very few indeed are known which have a 

pronounced green, blue or red colour. To^ay, either by bom¬ 

bardment with neutrons in an atomic pile, or by charged particles 

from a cyclotron, diamonds of commercially unfavoured yellowish 

tine can be turned green, and stones of brown or golden yellow 

hue can be produced from these by subsequent careful heating. 

By electron bombardment, stones of distinctly blue or bluish 

green colour can be obtained. 

These changes in colour are ascribed to ‘radiation damage’, chat 

is, to the displacement of atoms in the diamond crystal, leaving 

gaps in its structure which affect the absorption of light. 

Since the beginnii^ of the century, ibUowing experiments by 

Sir William Crookes, it has been known that the colour of diamond 

could be changed to green by exposure to radium or ib salts. 

Qpite a number of stones were so treated, and retain their colour 

to the present day. What is more surprising is that the treated 

stones also retain a marked radioactivity, emitting chiefly ‘alpha 

particles’ (helium nuclei) with a range in air which Indicates that 
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they arc emitted by polonium, one of the later products of radium 

emanation. Crookes was unable to destroy this radioactivity by 

treatment with adds or even fused alkalis, and it would seem that 

a proportion of radioactive atoms were able to penetrate to a 

minute degree below the surface of the stone, where their dis¬ 

integration continues. Lind and? ]Bardwell found that the colour 

of radiuin*treatcd stones could be removed by heating for several 

hours at 450* C, or by recutdng the stone. 

Figun CZ. Aato-phologra^ of briUtanl and draP‘‘^\aped rodinm^ 
irtaud diatnonds. hottft txpotun on bare plaU 

The radioactivity of these radium-treated stones made them 

very easy to test, since in contact with a photographic film or plate 

they yield an 'autoradit^Taphic* image In a few hours, and pro¬ 

duce sdndllations on a suitable ainc-sulphldc screen. Inddentally, 

the radioactivity was suflidently strong to cause skin damage to 

anyone who wore such a stone constandy in a ring. 

The modem irradiated stones are no longer perceptively radio- 

aedve, except for a few houn after they have been treated, so that 

simple test is no longer operative. In the case of green stones, the 

colour tends towards the dark bluish-green of tourmaline, and is 

not like any hue seen in natural diamonds. The yellows and browns 

are more convincing in appearance, but can usually be detected 

by abnormalides in their absorption and fluorescence character¬ 

istics. As for blue diamonds, Dr J. H. F. Custers, of the Diamond 

Research Laboratory in Johannesburg, maintains that all natural 
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blue diamonds belong to an unusual structural type, which he 

designates *Type Ilb’, which have certain characteristic proper¬ 

ties, including transparency to ultra-violet light down to a wave¬ 

length of about 2500 A, phosphorescence under short-wave ultra¬ 

violet rays, and behaviour as semiconductors. Treated stones wiU 

not have these properties, and the ‘make up’ of the colour is 

spectroscopically not the same as in the rare natural blue stones. 

Much work will have to be done before these colour-changes, 

hHwr) 

Finn* 62- 'Umhr^la' eolffin-margbt sem near eultt sn 
i/iamfint/. W/ttn stm, t/u's is pmf/’ a tt<aUii none 

or indeed the causes of colour in natural diamonds, are properly 

understood. 

Robertson, Fox, and Martin were the firtt to discover (1934) 

that diamonds can be divided into two main categories according 

to their transparency to ultra-violet light, their infra-red absorp¬ 

tion, and various other properties. The commoner type (desig¬ 

nated Type I) are transparent to about 3000 A only and are 

usually blue-fiuorescent to a greater or lesser degree. The rarer 

‘Type ir diamonds are transparent to about 2250 A and are for 

the most part non-Auorescent. 

Dr Custers has found that Type II diamonds can be further 
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subdivided into Type lit stones, which will not phosphoresce and 

will not conduct electricity, and Type lib stones, which are 

phosphorescent under short-wave ultra-violet H^t atiH can carry 

a strong electric current when under a potential difference of 

100 volts. 

Stones transparent to short-wave ultra-violet light are not so 

rare as some authorities imagine. For instance, of four flat ‘por¬ 

trait Slone’ diamonds in the author’s collection three transmit 

below 2500 A, and only one cuC off at the ‘normal’ wavelength 

of near 3000 A. These four stones also exemplify another fact— 

Figiut Si. Voriatvns in traupofaf^ to shoH^ijOffe vUrO'Violel light shown 
by fotiT portraiUstont 4io7non4s {set text) 

that there are intermediate degrees of transparency which do not 

neady fit into either category. This is clearly demonstrated in the 

photograph reproduced in Figure 54. Xhe four stones were placed 

on contact paper in a dish of water and exposed for a few seconds 

to rays from a short-wave ultra-violet lamp with Chance OX 7 

Alter, and the paper developed. This gave a negative image, so 

that the rectangular stone on the right of the picture with its dark 

centre represents the stone most transparent to the rays. 

It might be thought that these strange differences in diamond 

(unaccompanied, it may be said, by any difference in appearance) 

are of purely scientific interest, and are out of place in a book 

devoted to simple methods of gem testing- But they may have 
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practical miportance in the distinction between stones which owe 

their colour to atomic bombardment and stones which are natur¬ 

ally coloured. If it is true, for instance, that aU natural blue 

diamonds belong to Dr Custers’ Ilb category, then any blue 

diamond which Is a non-conductor and is opaque to short-wave 

light (thereby showing itself to be a Type I diamond) must owe 

its colour to electronic bombardment. J. R. Cowering Shield, of 

the New York Gem Trade Laboratory, has found that brown and 

yellow diamonds owing ihexr colour to bombardment followed by 

heat treatment are distinguished by a narrow absorption line at 

(4) W 
PigttTs iS. Diamon^is between erotstd Pslanridt, showing strsin birdnngtnet: 

(.*) Type !,{!>) Typt 11 

5920 A, in the yellow, which is very rare indeed in naturally 

coloured stones. 

The properties of diamond and its possible substitutes are tabu¬ 

lated below. Topaz and quartz are added to the list, (hough their 

lack of brilliance and fire make it very unlikely that they would be 

confused with diamond. The properties of paste vary considerably 

in accordance with its composition, but the data for a representa¬ 

tive specimen of good quality are included in the table. In the last 

column are listed figures ibr dispersion, which give a numerical 

basis for the effect of ‘fire’. The figures represent the difference 

between the R.I. of the stone in question for violet and for red 

light (B-G in the solar spectrum). The value for the dispersion of 
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rutile is approximately that for the ordinary ray; for the extra¬ 

ordinary ray it is even higher, The value for strontium titanate is 

estimated. 

Diamond and its Possible Substitutes 

S/uu H. S.G. D.J?. Ditp. 

Diamond . 10 $ S2 , 2>42 none Q 044 
n 4*69 1-926-1 985 0 059 0-059 

2-610-2-900 0-287 0-300 
Strondum dunaic. H 2 41 none 0-180 
Conndum. 9 $99 1-760-1-768 0-008 0-018 
5yn. spinel. 8 $'6$ 1727 none 0 020 
Topaa . 8 $•56 1-612-1-622 0-010 0-014 
Quarts . 7 2*65 1-544-1-55$ 0-009 1 0-018 
Paste . 5 3 >74 ' 1-635 none | O-OSi 
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THE IDENTIFICATION OF RUBY 

After diamond, the most imporUnt precious stones from a com¬ 

mercial standpoint are ruby and sapphire which, despite their 

very different appearance, are both varieties of the same mineral 

species, corundum. Let us consider ruby first, and see by what 

simple means it can be recogniaed and also by what tests the other 

stones which to a certain degree resemble it may be distinguished. 

Corundum is simply crystallized alumina (AJjOa) and, when 

quite pure, is entirely devoid of colour. The rich hue of ruby is 

due chiefly to small amounts of chromic oxide, which is able to 

replace part of the alumina without disturbing the hexagonal 

crystal structure. The sourec for the world's finest rubies has 

always been the Mogok district in Burma, where so many other 

interesting gem minerals arc found. Rubies from Siam, owing to 

the presence of traces of iron, tend to have a less attractive colour, 

resembling garnet, and are not popular in the trade; while rubies 

from Ceylon arc often more pink than red. Nevertheless, fine 

rubies from these Icss-rcgarded districts arc occasionally found, 

and should be sold as such, on their rnerit. To vary the price of a 

stone, not on account of its quality but on account of its fancied 

origin, is one of those illogical habits which the trade would do 

well to eradicate. 

The properties of an average Burma ruby may be briefly stated 

as follows: hardness, 9 (next to diamond on Mohs* scale); refrac¬ 

tive indices, 1*765 and 1*773; double refraction, 0*008; density, 

3*99 lo 4*00. The dichroism is quite strong, the twin colours being 

pale yellowish red and deep carmine, and the absorption spec¬ 

trum is highly diagnostic notably by reason of the narrow bright 

line (doublet) seen in the deep red and the narrow dark lines in 

the blue when the stone is powerfully illuminated. The former is 

due to the bright red fluorescence of ruby, but the distinction from 

Synthetic mby, which also has the properties so far mentioned, 

has still to be considered. 

If the necessary apparatus is available, the above properdes 

render the identification of ruby a simple matter. Apart from this 

the materials most likely to be confused with genuine ruby are 
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Spinel, |;enaet, tourmaline, pastes, and doublets. A careful 

refractometer readii^ using either sodium light or a good red 

colour filter is in itself conclusive, since the only red stone in 

which the refraction is similar is garnet. Only pyrope garnet, with 

a singU index between 1*74 and 1*75, approaches the best ruby in 

colour, though other gameC of the almandine-pyrope series, 

having higher indices, may be confused with Siam rubies where 

colour is the only guide. Perhaps the simplest test to apply, though 

not so conclusive, is the lest for dichroism, remembering always 

that it is essential to dlt the stone and examine it from different 

angles to get the strongest effect. Spinel, garnet, paste, or the 

ordinary doublet will show no trace of dichroism, and the only 

dichroic red stone apart from ruby is the rubcUilc variety of tour¬ 

maline, which seldom, if ever, is seen in the same shade of red as 

corundum. The dichroic colours of red tourmaline, dark red and 

pink, are, however, rather similar to the colours seen in Burma 

(and synthetic) ruby, noted above, 

Another simple aid to the recognition of ruby is its appearance 

under the Chelsea colour frlter. Viewed through the filter, under 

a bright light, ruby shows a peculiar vivid fluorescent red, and 

this, combined with its dichroism, should leave little doubt in the 

mind of the observer, even if a refractometer is not available, 

The red fluorescence of ruby is a spectacular sight under ulJxa- 

violet light (quaits-mercury lamp with Wood’s glass filter)—but 

viable green, blue, or violet light will also stimulate this fluor¬ 

escence in ruby; hence the appearance of the bright fluorescence 

doublet when examining the spectrum of the stone, and its fluor¬ 

escent red appearance when viewed through the Chelsea colour 

filler. A splendid exhibition of the fluorescence of ruby and syn¬ 

thetic ruby is provided by viewing specimens between ‘crossed 

filters*—the stones being illuminated by strong blue light throug^^ 

a flask containing strong copper sulphate solution, and viewed 

through a good r^ gcladnc filter. None of the blue light can pass 

through the filter, but the red fluorescent glow from ruby most 

certainly can: stones are thus seen glowing like coals against a 

dead-black background—a sight so beautiful that it still delights 

the author after years of repetition. Red spinel shows a bright red 

fluorescence under the same conditions, which to the unaided eye 

is quite indistinguishable from that of ruby. The spectroscope, 

however, enables the two species to be separated with certainty. 
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In ruby, the red glow is seen ic consist almost entirely of light 

from the strong doublet at wavelengths 6942 and 6928 A, which 

appears as a single line in a small prism spectroscope. In spinel, 

there appears a whole group of bright lines, rather like a set of 

organ-pipes, with the two 8trong:cst in the centre of the group. 

This ‘organ-pipe’ fluorescence is a very sensitive test for spinel. 

No other red stones, garnet, zircon, tourmaline, nor any red pastes 

or doublets, show any red fluorescence. 

Even if we have assured ourselves that the stone examined is 

indeed a ruby, we have sbll the important question to answer— 

Figure S6. C^slals sopphitt &nd mfy {sapphire art le/i polished to show 
kexagorud imi/ig) 

‘is it a natural or a synthetic stone?’—since in aU the physical 

properties already mentioned the synthetic ruby does not differ 

appreciably from the natural. The whole question of the discrimi¬ 

nation between native rubies and sapphires and their synthetic 

counterparts manufactured by the Vemeuil inverted blowpipe 

process has already been discussed in Chapter 6, but since the 

problem is one which 80 constantly worries the jeweller a few 

more words on the subject may be welcomed. 

In the first place it is well to recollect that flawless rubies of rich 

colour and important size are, in nature, extremely rare. This 

fact alone should make one suspicious of a large clear specimen 

of unknown origin- 
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In most cose the mere appearance of the stone is enough to 

warn the trained observer that a stone is synthetic. This is partly 

due to a slight but real difference in the nature and proportions of 

the colouring oxide present in the stone, but is perhaps mainly 

due to the fact that a synthetic ruby is seldom cut in such a man¬ 

ner as to display the best colour. The most attractive colour in 

ruby is seen in the direction at right angles to the basal plane of 

the crystal, which is the direction of the ‘optic axis’—ihal is, of 

sij^le refraction and no dichroism. Thus in a properly cut ruby 

strong dichroism should not be observable directly through the 

Cable facet when the stone Is viewed with the dichroscope. In a 

synthetic stone, owing to the shape of the original boule, the 

direction of cutting is almost invariably wrong, so that the fine 

purple-red of the ‘ordinary ray* is diluted with the unpleasant 

yellowish red of the ‘extraordinary ray*, and the two tints can 

be seen side by side in the two images of the dichroscope window 

when looking directly through the table facet. 

Another point to realize is that a natural ruby is hardly ever 

quite ‘clean’, which is to say that it almost always encloses small 

crystals of ocher minerals in the form of pale angular grains, 

cavities of irregular shape, often relatively laige, and patches of 

fine criss-crossing canaU, or of fine reddish rutile needles, which 

give a silky effect by reflected light and in consequence are known 

as ‘silk^ When the presence of either of these forms of inclusion 

can be detected with a lens there can be no doubt chat the stone 

is genuine. Care must be taken, however, not to confuse the 

ctystalline inclusions mentioned with the spherical or elongated 

gas bulidles which are often a feature of synthetic stones. These are 

seldom so large in size as the crystals enclosed in Burma ruby, and 

under the lens arc more likely to appear as little clouds of dmt-Iike 

particles. Sometimes a dense cloud of microscopic bubbles may 

cause a milky reflection not unlike the ‘silk’ seen in natural stones. 

The distribution of colour is also revealing: a curious feature of 

the natural Burma rubies is the presence of patches of deeper 

colour in the form of wisps and swirls to which the name ‘treacle’ 

has been aptly applied. Even a hint of‘treacle’ in a stone is a sure 

sign of ic genuine origin. Certain other stones owii^ their colour 

to chromium sometimes show a rather similar effect—e.g. red 

spinel, pyrope, and emerald. Synthetic ruby, when it is viewed 

with a lens or microscope in the right direction, always reveals 
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th« finely spaced curved structure lines wMcb represent the succes* 

sive layen of growth of the boule as it grew under the blowpipe 

flame. AiX these internal features can be recognized with far 

greater case and certainty under even the simplest form of micro¬ 

scope* which in addition opens up a whole new world of interest 

and beauty, for indeed the inclusions in most gemstones, and par¬ 

ticularly in ruby, are both extremely interesting and extremely 

beautiful. If is of great aswtance in studying Internal features to 

immerse the specimen in a glass-bottomed ceil containing a highly 

Figure 57. Cursed lina in smali ryniAeiie nbji 

refractive liquid such as monobromonaphthalene. If the specimen 

is a synthetic free from bubbles one must rely on finding the curved 

lines and this may entail examining the stone out of its setting at 

several angles until the lines become visible. The curves are usually 

more clearly seen when the lighting is not loo brilliant, and the 

mirror of the microscope should be tilted to get the most marked 

effect, and the condenser lowered. 

In reconstructed rubies, which are sometimes sdll met with in 

old jewellery, the curved lines are much more pronounced, and 

by no means rigidly parallel. The photomicrograph reproduced 

In Figure 57 shows the curved lines in a small synthetic ruby 

(0*10 carat) held obliquely by a strip of foil- For comparison, a 
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Figutt i9. CtysUl indusinfii and 9>nuti m Brnn^ ruiy 
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photomicrograph of a small Burma ruby is shown (Figure 59} in 
which not only the relatively large crystal inclusions can be seco 
but also straight lines of zoning parallel to the hexagonal outline 
of the original crystal. (See also Figures 19 and 21.) Somerimes 
only very small inclusions may be present, and these may easily be 
mistaken for bubbles by an inexperienced worker. In all difficult 
cases it is wiser to submit the stone for a laboratory test. 

Laboratory worken are fortunate in having other tests in re¬ 
serve where necessary. Under X-rays, for instance, both ruby and 
synthetic niby show a red glow due to fluorescence, as they do 
under ultra-violet light or between crossed filters. But when the 

Figutt 00. Opaque crysuUs surrotuukd tji Kqitidjeatfvre, whkk 
are Ou moil Sfpieal tndurions tn Siam ni6j> 

rays are cut off, there is a marked difference between synthetic 
and natural. With the natural stones the glow stops immediately 
and completely when the stimulus of the rays is removed, but with 
synthetic rubies there Is a persistent afteiglow or phosphorescence. 
To ensure that this effect will be visible, it is necessary to work in 
the dark and observe the stone with dark-adapted eyes. 

The greater transparency of synthetic ruby to short-wave ultra¬ 
violet light has already been described in Chapter 6 and provides 
another most valuable background test in those few cases where 
there is still some uncertainty after an examination under the 
microscope. 
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The only QECurEl stone resembling Burma ruby at all closely 

in colour is the red spinel, which is found In (he same discrict. 

The colour in this case is also due to chromic oxide, but the tint 

is more brick- or orange-red than true ruby-red. In any case, the 

lack of dichroism in spinel and its single refraction (R-I. 1*72), 

different absorption spectrum and inclusions serve to distinguish 

it with complete certainty. When testing a parcel of rubies under 

the microscope, it is surprising how obviously different in colour 

an ‘inlrudcri spinel appears and how noticeable is the dichroism 

in ruby if the stone is turned in the tongs. 

Figurt 61. Timn plaas in Siam mfy 

The colour of red garnets, apart from certain pyropcs already 

mentioned, is closer to that of Siam ruby. Garnets of this type 

have a very characteristic absorption spectrum containing three 

broad bands crossing the yellow, green, and blue parts of the 

spectrum, respectively, and this, apart fiom other tests, provides 

a very rapid and sure means of identiheation. Tonrmalme, the 

only other natural stone that need be discussed in this connection, 

has far lower refractive indices (1*$2 and 1S4) than ruby, and a 

larger double refraction, which latter property will enable the 

practised observer, using a lens, to detect a ‘doubling’ of the edges 

of the back facets of the stone if viewed through the front at a 

favourable angle. (See Chapter 19.) 

Red glass utiitstions, which generally owe their colour to 
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selenium, arc not very often encountered nnce the advent of 

synthetic ruby, Their lower, single refractive index, which is 

usually near 1«68, their lack of dichroism and their softness, all 

serve to distinguish them from ruby. Red doublets, almost iQ> 

variably composed of a thin slice of almandine garnet servii^ as 

the table facet fused to a red glass base, are still sometimes seen. 

The tabic facet usually gives a refractive index reading of about 

1*79, and the back facets about 1 65. Careful scrutiny with a lens 

will reveal the junction between the two layers as a thin line 

girdling the facets of the crown just below the tabic, The line in 

itself might not be noticeable, but there is an abrupt change in 

lustre between the garnet and the glass surfaces at the junction 

Tabic for Identifying Red Stones 

Stone H. 1 S.G. RJ. D.R. 1 Dichroism 
1 

Ruby ... 1 9 S‘99 1*76-1-77 1 0*008 
1- 
j strong 

ZarcoQ 4-69 1 1•92-1*98 ! 0*059 1 weak 

Almandine ' : 3 9 to 4«2 1*76 to 1-81 none 1 none 

Pyropc ... ' ; n 3*7 to 3*9 1 1*74 to 1-76 none 1 none 

Spinel .., 1 1 8 3-60 , none none 

Topaa 1 8 3*53 1*63-1*64 0*008 disdnet 

Tourmaline 7 3*04 1 $2-1*64 0*018 strong 

between the two which is completely revealing when viewed at 

the correct angle. Though the garnet slice is very thin, the ab* 

sorption bands of almandine can usually be detected in tJic 

spectroscope when light has passed through the stone. Detection 

of the fake it easy if the stone be viewed from the side while 

immersed in a liquid, against a white background. A highly re¬ 

fractive liquid such as monobromonaphthalene is best, but even 

an egg-cup full of water will serve the purpose very well. Under 

the microscope the doublet, if examined through the table facet, 

may show rod-like crystal inclusions in the almandine layer, 

followed by bubbles of air in the glass base and at the junedon 

between the two layers. 

A tabulated list of red stones which might be confused with 

ruby, so far as appearance goes, is given above, together with the 
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most important physical and optical properties which serve to 

distinguish between them. 

Zircon is included in the list above for completeness, though 

red zircon bears no close resemblance to ruby. Topaz is also 

given, as deep pink topaz might be confused with pale Ceylon 

ruby of the type which grades into the so-called ‘pink sapphire’. 

Almandine garnet could only be mistaken ibr the Siam ruby. 

The dichroism of the latter is by no means strong, but distinction 

from almandine is easy if a refractive index reading is taken care¬ 

fully in sodium light, since the double refraction of ruby will then 

be clearly seen. The absorption spectrum of the garnet is also easy 

to recognize. 
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M IN the case of ruby, the most effective substitute for natural 

sapphire is its synthetic counterpart, and methods for detecting 

the differences between the natural and the manufactured stone 

will be found below, although the whole subject of synthetics has 

already been dealt with in Chapter 6. Synthedc bJue spinel 

must also be considered in this connection- The other fraudulent 

substitutes for sapphire, pastes and doublets, arc not so £rc> 

quently encountered. As for natural blue gemstones, bine spinel 

Piguie 02. 7yp:iel zireen iiLlusiOHs in C^n safiphire 

and bine toumxaline are not uncommon, and exceptional specU 

mens of these minerals may be mistaken for sapphire, though the 

blue of spinel is a greyish blue, and Indicolitc tourmaline is 

commonly a deep greenish indigo-blue in colour. 

The rare gemstones kyamte, benitoite, and iolite resemble 

sapphire more closely so far as colour goes, but these arc collector's 

stones scarcely seen in commercial jewellery. 

In distinguishing between natural and synthetic sapphire, 

the same general methods are used as with synthetic ruby. The 

refracUve index and specific gravity will not effect a separation, 

and the most reliable tests involve an examination of the internal 

features of the scone. With sapphire, mere inspection with die 

naked eye is usually sufficient if the stone be immersed in a liquid 
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such as monobromonaphthalene and viewed against a white 

background. In feet an egg-cup full of water will often suffice to 

show the distribution of colour, which in synthetic sapphire is 

always in the form of curved bands, whereas in the natural stones 

such banding is straight in zones parallel to one or more of the 

hexagonal prism faces in the original crystal (Figure 57). The 

curv^ bands in synthetic sapphire are more easily detected than 

in synthetic ruby, since they occur in broad swathes (Figure 27) 

of colour, whereas in ruby they are closely spaced and diScult to 

Pigwt CZ. Liquid 'fiallm' in Cf^ion sapphire 

detect with the naked eye. The gas bubbles, which in groups, 

swarms, or as isolated individuals, are a typical sign of all syn¬ 

thetics made by the Vemeuil process, are also usually to be found 

in synthetic sapphire. 

Natural stones on the other hand almost invariably carry within 

them clear signs of their slow crystallization in an environment 

consisting of chemically complex liquors and mineralizing agents. 

It is only to be expected that some of the substances surrounding 

the growing crystal should become impounded and remain pre¬ 

served within the sapphire as frozen witnesses for our inierroga* 

tion aeons later. These positive signs, included in native sapphires, 

apart from the straight zones of colour already mention^, vary 

somewhat according to the locality where the sapphire was 
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mined. Thus, Ceylon sapphires contain typical ‘feathers’ con¬ 

sisting of layers of minute crystalline or liquid inclusions which 

rcfiect the light from one plane, often slightly curved, like a 

thumb-print (as shown in Figure 63). Other typical inclusions of 

Ceylon sapphires are rounded crystals of aircon, showing h^h 

relief and surrounded by crack-like haloes. ‘Three-phase’ inclu¬ 

sions, containing liquid, a movable gas bubble, and well-shaped 

crystals of haematite or other minerals, arc also not uncommon in 

Figtm 64. Oystal snd twin-planes in notwal sapp/are 

Ceylon sapphires. [See Figure 65.) Siam sapphires resemble Siam 

rubies in frequently containing rounded opaque crystals sur¬ 

rounded by a disk-shaped lacy feather. Kashmir sapphiiea owe 

their attractive mllklneas to minute liquid Inclusions and contain 

typical fcathert of small dimensions. 

One test, which is often very valuable in chocking on the natural 

origin of a sapphire in which clear signs are lacking, is to examine, 

by means of a small prism spectroscope, light which has passed 

through the stone. The manner in which this can best he done has 

been explained in Chapter 8. Most natural sapphires show a 

narrow absorption band in the deep blue of the spectrum, and 

sometimes a group of three bands, the stroi^O^t being at 4500 A. 

If this band is detected, the stone is undoubtedly genuine, since 
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no synthetic stone has been known to show any absorption bands 

of this nature. Australian sapphires invariably show all three 

bands 8trongly> while Montana, Siam, Kenya, Kashmir, and 

Burma scones show them in diminishing strength in that order. 

In some Ceylon scones even the 4500 A band is virtually absent, 

but these frequendy contain a trace of chromium, and then show 

the bright red fluorescence doublet of ruby by scattered light. (As 

a warning, it should be said that some synthetic sapphires also 

show a red fluorescence.} 

Figure OS. TTiite-phau inebaioiit m jofifAire (see Sext) 

Besides synthetic sapphire, synthetic spinel of a deep royal 

blue colour is sometimes used to simulate sapphire. This fake can 

usually be detected by mere inspection, since in artificial light or 

sunlight red reflections from some of Che back facets can be seen, 

owinf to the presence of a considerable amount of red in the 

cobalt'blue which is the colourii^ agent. This also causes such 

stones to appear deep red under the Chelsea colour flltcr*—a 

similar effect bdng noticeable in blue pastes when these are 

coloured with cobalt, and in blue donblets in which the table 

facet is garnet and the remainder a cobalt-blue glass. 

Some glass imitadons, however, are not coloured by cobalt 

but by iron, etc., and these are not to be detected by the filter. 

Blue synthetic spinel is of course also easily distinguished from 

sapphire by its lack of dichroism and by its single refractive index 

of 1’727, A warning note should perhaps be entered here. Ceylon 

sapphires frequendy contain a trace of chromic oxide, and these 
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will tend to appear red under the Chefsca ill ter. Effects seen 

through the filter must in fact never be accepted blindly M com' 

plcte proof of the nature of the stones concerned, but only as 

valuable indications. (See the full account in Chapter 4.) 

Of the natural blue stones mentioned as possible substitutes for 

sapphire, spinel and tourmaliiie^ the rcfractomecer provides 

the best and most certain test. It should be mentioned that natural 

blue spinel may appear somewhat reddish through the colour 

filter, distinctly different from the dark greenish colour shown by 

sapphire, and also quite distinct from the full'bodied red seen 

Table for Identifying Blue Coloured Stones 

SpKUS H. S.G. R.I. D.R. Dic/imsm 

Sapphire. 9 3-99 l-7fi-I-77 0 008 strong 

Beniioite ... 3-67 l'75^1‘80 0-047 strong 

Kyanite ... 3-69 1-71-1-73 0-016 strong 

Synthetic spinel ... 6 3-63 1-727 none none 

Spinel 8 3-60 1-72 none none 

X ourmaime 7 3-10 1-62-1-64 0-020 strong 

lolite . 7 2-59 I•53-1-54 0-009 strong 

with the synthedc blue spinel. Star sappliire and its substitutes 

will be dealt with in Chapter 20. 

A table giving the constants of the various blue stones is given 

above, including the very rare benitoice and kyanite for the sake 

of completeness. Benitoite is a pretty, bright blue stone showing 

considerable ‘fire’—its dispersion is actually as high as chat of 

diamond. The largest cut stone outside museums weighs little 

more chan a carat. Its refractive indices are near those of sapphire, 

but the double refraction is so much greater that there should be 

no confusion on the rcfractometer. Kyaaite of a fine blue colour 

is occasionally cut, but the very easy cleavage gives such stones a 

characterisficaJly flaky look quite different from the hard bright 

polish taken by sapphire. lolite has an attractive deep violet-blue 

tint when viewed in the correct direction: in another direction it 

is a pale smoky yellow. This amaaing dichroism gives rise to one 

of its alternative names—‘dichroitc*. Cordierite is another accepted 

name for this mineral. 
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IDENTIFICATION OF EMERALD 

The variety of beryl blown as emerald shares vith ruby and 

sapphire the rank of ^precious stone’ in the popular esdmadon, 

and, as with the corundum gems, its rarity and costliness have 

served to stimulate man’s ingenuity in providing artificial sub* 

sdtutes. Just as the red of ruby and the blue of sapphire cannot 

properly be matched by any other natural mineral, so is the pure 

emerald green unequalled by any other transparent natural 

gemstone. 

Beryl is a silicate of beryllium and aluminium, and the colour 

of emerald is due to traces of chromium, Vk'hich replaces to a small 

extent the aluminium ions in the crystal lattice oi the hexagonal 

beryl crystal. It is a feature of this colouring agent, which also 

causes the red in ruby and in spinel and the betwixt-and>beCween 

colour in alexandrite, that even when it produces a green colour 

it transmits a proportion of deep red light- Chromium is also the 

cause for the red fluorescence that can be seen in all these gem> 

stones, when suitably stimulated. It is for these reasons chat the 

majority of emeralds appear red or reddish when brightly lit and 

viewed through the Chelsea colour filter, which transmits only 

deep red light arid a oaitow band in the yellow-green which in 

emerald is partly absorbed. The majority of emerald irm'talicru 

absorb red li^t strongly and thus appear green through the 

filter, and so does heat-treated green tourmaline, which is not 

unlike emerald in appearance. Hence the appearance of a doubt¬ 

ful 'emerald’ under the filter can be a useful guide. But this simple 

test must be used with great discretion, since there are many 

exceptions to the simple rule that red through the filter is a sign 

for genuine emerald and stones which remain green must neces¬ 

sarily be something other than emerald. In the first place, syn¬ 

thetic emeralds appear strongly red under the filter: in fact their 

ruby red colour is only matched by the very finest Colombian 

stones and furnishes a hint of danger. Then there are other natural 

green stones which assume a reddish dngc under the filter. Of 

these, green fluorspar from Pforte in South-West Africa has the 
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nearest approach to emerald in colour: the others, demanWid 

garnet and green zircon, would be unlikely to deceive any ex¬ 

perienced jeweller. There are occasional soudd emeralds which 

also appear red under the filter. In the second place, there are 

some forms of emerald which still look green when viewed through 

the filter. These include emeralds from the Transvaal and those 

from the Udaipur district of India, in which there is enough iron 

to dim the red fluorescence and mar the free transmission of deep 

red light. 

Another consequence of the presence of chromium in emerald 

is the absorption spectrum It displays, which is distinctive enough 

to enable the stone to be disdngi^ed from any other gem species, 

and also serves to act as a guide where there is some doubt 

whether one is justified in calling a stone emerald or merely green 

beryl—since there are some green beryls which owe their colour 

mainly to iron. The absorption spectrum of emerald has been 

described and illustrated in Chapter 8. Having due regard to the 

appearance of the stone, the only other gem material which could 

possibly be confused with emerald on the basb of its absorption 

spectrum is fine translucent green jadeite, which also owes its 

colour to chromium and shows narrow chromium bands in the 

red having a general resemblance to those seen in emerald, but 

not nearly so clearly marked, and showing none of the variations 

due to dichroism which are a notable feature with emerald. 

As for the other distinctive properties of emerald—the refrac¬ 

tive indices and density vary perceptibly according to the locality 

where it was mined, owing to slight variations in chemical com¬ 

position. Traces of iron and, mote notably, the presence of the 

heavier alkali metals such as caesium, tend to raise the value of 

these constants. The inclusions, g4s6,' are usually distinctive for 

each locality, and the gemmolo^t will do well to familiarize 

himself with these thin^ if he wishes to distinguish between 

natural emeralds and the aynthetic emeralds made by Carroll 

Chatham in San Francisco, since these, benfg made by a slow 

process of crystallisation, show none of the ‘^theiic’ features 

such as bubbles and curved lines of growth with which we are 

familiar in the Vemcuil conandums, and we have to rely on a 

rather exact knowledge of constants and inclusions. Tm following 

table summarizes the constants of emeralds from the main locali¬ 

ties and of synthetic emeralds. 
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LccMily R.I. [ord. «>) BirtJHng^ce Dgnsitjf 

Synthetic . 0*00S 2*65 

Brazil . ■EH 0*005 2*69 

Colombia, Chivor ... mSBSM 0*006 2*69 

Colombia, Muzo ... 1*584 0-006 2*71 

Siberia . 1*588 0-007 2*74 

Habachtal. 1*591 0*007 2*74 

India 1*593 0*007 2*74 

S. AlHca 1*593 0*007 2*75 

Of course there arc slight variations within each locality, but 

the figures given may be found a useful guide. 

Inclusions are not so easy to tabulate, but an indication of the 

most characteristic types can be briefly given- In Colombian 

stones, which probably constitute ninety per cent at least of fine 

emeralds used in jewellery, the most constant features are flat 

cavities with upper and lower margins jagged like a coarse saw, 

containing liquid, a bubble of gas and a little cube of rock-salt. 

Sometimes these three-phase inclusions may have only a single 
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‘spike’- The cube of rock-salt u often elongated in one direction, 

givij^ it a rectangular outline, or it may be seen obliquely, in 

which case it presents a lozenge-shaped outline. These familiar 

inclusions are most commonly oriented parallel to the main axis 

of the onginal crystal. They are common to emeralds from both 

the Chivor and Muzo mines (see Figures 31 and 66). Distinctive 

for Chivor emeralds, when seen, are beautifully-formed little 

crystals of iron pyrites, recogniaable by their metallic brassy lustre 

Pigurt 61. Aeimoliu ayital in Siberian mnU 

and ‘pyritohcdral’ form. Muzo stones, on the other hand, may 

reveal included rhombohedral crystals of calcitc, and occasionally 

little pinkish inclusions of the rare-earth mineral parisitc, which 

gives a strong rare-earth absorption spectrum. Emeralds from the 

Ural mountain? (Siberian or Russian emeralds) have quite a 

difierent occurrence, and this is reflected in their inclusions. 

Flake? of mica may be seen, often broken or resorbed, but the 

most distinctive features arc blade? of green actinolitc; crack? 

across the length of these gives them a ‘bamboo shoot’ appearance 
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(see Figure 67). Nothing resembling these green blades is seen 

in other emeralds, with the exception of the masses of aednolice 

or 'grammadte* fibres seen in some of the Habaehtal stones. 

Another feature seen in Siberian emeralds is a development of 

thin, disk-Iikc cavities parallel to the basal plane. These show a 

silvery lustre by rcficetcd light, but in some directions may appear 

black, owing to total reflection. In Transvaal emeralds mica is 

usually a major inclusion, while in Indian emeralds arc found 

Figuff os. NtgaliK e^ah, cantaMng li^fl aud $ubbl«, in 
Jiitlim funrald 

hexagonal cavities (‘negative crystals’) parallel to the main axis 

of the crystal. In profile these have a rectangular outline, often 

with a small projection from one comer, and they enclose a small 

bubble of gas in a liquid—‘that Is, they are two-phase inclusions. 

Mica is also often present (Figure 68). 

As lor synthetic emeralds, the most typical inclusions are 

lacC'Iike feathers consisting of liquid-filled flattened canals forming 

intricate patterns. Nothing quite like them is found in any natural 
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emeralds. The photomicrographs shown in Chapter 6 wiil reveal 

their character better than any words. The only solid inclusions 

so far noted in Chatham emeralds are crystals of phenakite showing 

the typical habit of that berylbum silicate mineral. 

A sensitive test for emerald, in which it differs from all stones 

of similar colour, is its red fluorescence between crossed filters— 

that is, when strongly illuminated with the blue Hghc transmitted 

by a copper sulphate solution and viewed through a good red 

filler. Under these conditions, synthetic emerald shows a strong 

red glow, Colombian and Siberian stones also show a marked 

fluorescence, while stones from South Africa and India give a 

dimmer red effect. 

Of natural scones which resemble emerald in appearance, there 

are only three which deserve serious mention. One Is the emerald- 

green fluorspar from South-West Africa (and presumably from 

other localities, since material of this kind is sometimes met with 

in carved Chinese images and ohjets d'art). This has been men¬ 

tioned briefly already as showing a reddish residual colour under 

the Chelsea filter. A further similarity between green fluorspar 

and emerald may sometimes be noted under the microscope, 

since three-phase inclusions with gas bubble and cube of rock- 

salt may be found in green fluorspar, resembling rather closely 

the well-known inclusions in Colombian emerald- Other tests, 

however, make distinction between the two an easy matter for 

the gemmologist. On the rcfi’actomctcr, for instance, fluorspar 

gives a single shadow-edge at the low figure of 1434, and, being 

singly refracting, fluorspar has no dichroism. With loose stones, 

the higher density of fluorspar (3*18) is quickly revealed by a trial 

in bromoform, in which it sinks decisively, whereas emerald rises 

CO the surface with equal alacrity. Also, under ultra-violet rays 

(3650 A), the fluorspar displays a violet fluorescence. Fluorspar 

ranks as the standard 4 on Mohs’ scale of hardness, against 

emerald’s 7^—and this, together with its low refractivity, gives it 

a far lower lustre than beryl. 
The second natural stone to be mentioned for its colour- 

reaemblance to emerald is a variety of tourznaUne which also, 

by a curious chance, comes from South-West Africa. As found, it 

is a deep blue-green in colour, but by suitable heat-treatment it 

assumes a paler and purer green shade, not far removed from that 

of emerald, and the strong dichroism of the untreated tourmaline 
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is no longer noticeable. Here again the refractometer provides the 

surest single test, since the values of 1*620 and 1*638 given by 

tourmaJine arc completely distinctive, The expert eye Is in any 

case unlikely to be deceived in this instance^ as the colour of the 

tourmaline is definitely not quite ‘right’ for emerald. 

The third stone which might on occasion be confused with 

emerald is jadeite, which also owes Its colour to chromium, and 

occasionally achieves an almost emerald green. Jadeitc is never 

transparent, however, so that the confusion would only arise 

between this and emerald of a quality hardly suitable for use in 

jewellery. The slight similarity between the absorption spectra of 

the two species has already been mentioned earlier in this chapter. 

The appearance under the microscope and the higher refractive 

index of jadcite (with cabochon stones the ‘distant vision' method 

can be used) will help to remove any doubts. Another distinctive 

feature of Jadeitc which may be mentioned is its slightly dimpled 

or shagreened surface when polished, due to slight local differences 

in hardness. 

Other natural green stones need hardly be mentioned in this 

connection. Demantoid garnets often contain traces of chro* 

mium and then have a fine coloui^more yellowish green, how¬ 

ever, than with emerald. The brilliant lustre and ‘fire’ of deman- 

coid in themselves are distinctive—as also its 'horsetail' fibrous 

inclusions, single refraction, and absorption spectrum. Green 

sapphire and green zircon need hardly be mentioned as serious 

rivals to emerald, though their properties are included in the 

comparative table given below for completeness* sake. The same 

can be said for peridot, which has a distinctive yellowish-grccn 

colour of its own, 
Turning now to the imitations of emerald. These may be 

either composite stones or some form of emerald-green glass, and 

can be very deceptive to the eye, especially when set in jewellery. 

Dealing first with composite stones: though such things may exist, 

the auUior has never yet encountered a inu emerald doublet— 

that is, one contisting of two shallow pieces of emerald cemented 

together to form a more important whole- TTie cheap doublet with 

thin garnet top fused to a green glass base is sometimes seen, but 

the most successful imitation is the so-called ‘soude emerald’ 

made from a thin slice of emerald-green glass sandwiched between 

two thicker pieces of quartz, the quartz being specially chosen for 
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its natural emcrald*)ike feathers. In soudd emeralds the quart*- 

glass junctions usually occur at or near the girdle, and may thus 

be concealed in a set stone. The quartz provides a material with 

density, refractive index, and hardness only slightly below that of 

emerald, but on a refractometer there should be no doubt at all 

in the observer’s mind, since quartz gives readings (1 *544-1 SSS) 

quite distinctly lower than emerald, and in sodium light the bire¬ 

fringence is noticeably lai^t. Free from its setting, soud4 emerald, 

in common with all other triplets, can of course be easily detected 

by viewing the composite stone sideways in a vessel of liquid, when 

Table for Identifying Green Slones 

Species H. S.G. R.l D.R. 

Emerald 7k 2-71 1-57-1-58 0-006 
Zircon... 40* 1*82’^ 0*01* 

Sapphire 9 4-00 1*76-1*77 0*009 
Demantoid 3*85 1*89 none 
Peridot 65 3*34 1-65-1-69 0*037 
Jadeitc 7 3*33 1*65-1*67 0-014 
Fluorspar 4 318 1-43 none 

Tourmaline ... 7 305 1 62-1*64 0*018 
Beryl glass 7 2*49 1-52 none 

* Th« <0Mt8r>U lor green 'Zircon are very variable. 

the component parts can be clearly distinguished. If a density test 

be applied, the soud^ triplet often shows surprisingly high values 

(an actual example being 2 QB) considering that the bulk of the 

specimen consists of quartz (S.G. » 2*65). This indicates that a 

very heavy lead glass is used for the middle layer. In a less usual 

form of ‘soud6’ the coloured layer contists of gelatine stained with 

an emerald-green dye-stuff. This layer is apt to ‘go bad’, and then 

presents an unpleasant yellowish blotchy appearance. Owing to 

the dye-stuff used, this form of triplet is apt to show red under the 

Chelsea filter. Thus a test with the refractometer, spectroscope or 

microscope should always be carried out where possible. 

Recently, ‘soud^ emeralds’ in which the upper and lower por¬ 

tions consist of colourless synthetic spinel have been marketed. 
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The Uck of 4 red reaction under the Chelsea filter or of any 

dichroism are warning signs, and a refractometer reading of 1*727 

vrtll complete the revelation of this fraud. There is also a highly 

suspicious lack of inclusions. 

One interesting type of glass imitadon which is occasionally 

used to simulate emerald is actually composed of fused beryl 

coloiu'cd with chromic oxide, thus having the chemical compo¬ 

sition, though not the crystal structure, of emerald- Such speci¬ 

mens may form very good imitations so far as colour is concerned, 

and are harder thai\ the normal run of glasses. The refractive 

index (near 152) and density (near 242) are, however, very much 

lower chan for crystallized beryl, and included bubbles are always 

to be seen. The more ordinary ‘paste' mutations of emerald 

usually consist of rather soft lead glasses having refractive indices 

between 1*60 and 166 and densities between 340 and 4 00, 

though calcium glasses having much lower constants are some¬ 

times used. Films and ch^ns of bubbles in imitation stones serve 

to give a deceptively natural ‘mossy* look to the spedmen, though 

closer inspection with a lens will, of course, reveiil the fraud. 

In conclusion, it should be mentioned that synthetic corim- 

dum and synthetic spinel are both manufactured in various 

shades of green. True emerald green, however, has not been 

achieved in these materials. 
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Th£ beautiful sea-green or sea-blue beryl so appropriately known 

as aquamarine is one of the most popular amongst the gemstones, 

and a few notes on its identification may be usefiil to the jeweller. 

So far as colour goes, there arc only two natural species which 

closely resemble aqttamarinc— blue zircon and blue topaz. 

The former of these can easily be recognized by its ‘fire’, lustre, 

and strong double refraction, but topaz, in the rare cases when it 

it is found with a distinctly blue tint, can hardly be distinguished 

from aquamarine by eye alone. In addition to these two natural 

minerals^ there arc artificial substitutes which are likely to cause 

trouble. These include glass imitations of various types, 

synthetic blue spinel similar to that used in amulaling zircon, 

and, possibly, doublets. 

The trained eye can usually ‘spot* a synthetic spinel at sight; 

the blue is a little too gaudy and the lustre and fire arc a little too 

bright to belong to a beryl, in wlxich tJic lustre is decidedly glassy, 

and the dispersion low. Without the use of instruments, glass 

imitations are ofrcn difficult to identify. Under a lens, glistening 

spherical bubbles may be sometimes detected, and when seen 

provide conclusive evidence tJiat the specimen is a glass, since no 

natural mineral shows bubbles of this ^d, and in synthetic spinel 

any bubbles will be ‘profilatcd’ or of so small a size that a micro¬ 

scope is needed to recognize them for what they are. 

Glass being a bad conductor of heat, these imitations will feel 

warm to the touch compared with a genuine aquamarine. The 

stone should be cleaned, allowed to attain room temperature, then 

gently touched with the tip of the tongue, using tongs to hold the 

stone (unless it is mounted in jewellery), A similar test carried out 

on a piece of rock-crystal and a piece of ordinary glass will provide 

a helpful comparison, It is said (we hope untruly) that the jeweller 

still sometimes reaches for a file when testing for a paste—but 

not only are some *aqu amarine’ glasses very hard, but also it should 

be realized that even a piece of paste jewellery may be valued by 

its owner, who may not welcome its return with a large file-mark 

across it I 
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Synthetic spinel, apart from iu tocKhandsome appearance, 

can be separated iixun aquamarine at once by holding the stone 

under a good Ught and looking at it through a Chelsea colour 

filter. The blue synthetic will show a bright orange or red, while 

aquamarine appears a very distinct green, since it cuts out the 

deep red very effectively. Synthetic blue spinels which contain 

no cobalt have been made, and these do not show red through the 

filter. Scones of thia type, however, are practically never seen in 

jewellery. 

Doublets made to simulate aquamarine are hardly ever met 

with, but the possibility of a doublet should always be borne in 

mind by the careful jeweller when examining any gemstone. 

From what is written above, it should be clear that only the 

following are likely to be confused with aquamarine: zircon, 

topaz, synthetic spinel, and glass imitations, all of the appropriate 

colour. Of these, examinatiOD with a lens will eliminate zircon 

(strong double refraction) and many glasses (bubbles), while the 

Chelsea filter will detect synthetic blue spinel. If these positive 

signs arc lacking, however, we arc still left in doubt as to whether 

our stone is indeed an aquamarine, a blue topaz, or some form of 

glass imitation free Irom obvious bubbles. Once more, the sden- 

lific tests recommended and described in this book make it possible 

quickly to arrive at a definite decision. 

First, let us turn to the rcfractometer. Aquamarine will give a 

reading near ] 58, with the small double refraction of 0 006. Any 

stone giving readings below 1*56 or above 1*60 can be definitely 

Tweeted as not true aquamarine. The reading for topaz is decid¬ 

edly higher (1*62), with D.R. 0*01, while the majority of glass 

imitations have their single refractive index in the 1*50 to 1*51 

region or are lead glasses with It.I. near 1*64. It must be admitted, 

however, that there are some glasses in which both R.I. and 

density are nearly the same as for beryl. Using sodium light, or a 

spinel rcfractometer, the dlsdncdon would of course be simple, 

since aquamarine would then show its disdnedve double-re&ao 

don, impossible in a glass; but the double refracdon is too small 

to be seen in white light on a standard refiactometcr, and thus, 

should a reading near 1*58 be obtained, it will still be wise to 

examine the stone under the microscope, or svith a dichroscope, 

to confirm that it is a genuine stone. 

The dichroscope, perhaps, provides the simpler test, and can 
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easily be applied to a stone even when in a setting, providing that 

It has an open back so that light can pass through it. Aquamarine 

is decidedly dichroic; with a green specimen, one image in the 

dichroscope will appear a deeper green than the specimen as a 

whole, while the other image will be practically colourless; with 

a blue specimen one image will again be colourless, and the other 

a pronounced blue. With Madagascan stones in particular this 

bluc^image is a magnificent colour; unfortunately (a note for the 

Figure 60. I/kIuswu » aquamarim. 'Rain' and two-phase iitsluuons perolUl 
to main axis and ttf disks at right-angUs lo these 

interest of advanced readers) the blue colour belongs to the 

‘extraordinary’ ray, and thus, however the stone be cut, it is 

always diluted with the colourless ‘ordinary’ ray when viewed 

with the naked eye. 

In testing lor dichroism, one must remember to view the stone 

from several angles to ensure seeing the full effect. Also, it is better 

to use light reflected from a white wall or cloud, as a sunlit sky is 

in itself slightly dichroic, and may lead the observer to credit this 

slight effect to the specimen. 
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The micTMcopc, which is always invaluable when it comes to 

distinguishing natural and artificial gems by its revelation of their 

internal features, can also be xised to help us here. Glass imitations 

will usually show a bubble or two, even if these be too small to be 

detected with a pocket lens—or they may show ‘swirl marks* as a 

result of improper mixing of the consiiluenis. Aquamarine on the 

other hand, being a natural mineral, will commonly show layers 

Table for Ideniilying Aquamarine 

Spain H. S.C. RJ. D.R. 

Aquamarine ... 2*70 1*574-1-580 0*006 

Zircon. 4*69 1 926-1-985 0*059 

Synthetic spinel ' 8 3*63 1-727 none 

Topaz ... ... 1 8 3*56 1*61(3-1-620 1 0*010 

‘Maas aqua’ ... 6 2*37 , 1*50 1 none 

Beryl glass ^ 5} 2'44 , '-52 none 
1 

L«ad gltts imitadoitf may vary from S.G. 2*6$, R.I. 1*57 to S.G. 5*35, 
R'l. l'G4 or higher. Their hardness is only about 5 on Mohs’ scale. 

of small crystals (‘feathers’) or thin, needle-like crystal inclusions, 

or chin tubes containing liquid and perhaps a bubble of gas. These 

lie parallel to the main (hexagon^) axis of the original crystal 

(see Figure 69). 

If no refractometer is available, and the stone can be obtained 

free ih>ra its setting, it may be tested in a heavy liquid. Here one 

can separate topaz, zircon, synthetic spinel, or the heavier pastes 

from aquamarine simply by immersing the stone or stones in pure 

bromoform (2*9) or methylene iodide (3*3); aquamarine floats 

while the others sink. Any pale blue specimen, in fact, which floats 

in these liquids and is dso dichjoic, can be accepted as genuine 

aquamarine. Even without such aids, dealers accustomed to 

handling aquamarines can usually detect the intrusion of a blue 

topaz when weighing these stones individually, since a topaz of 

this colour b more than 30 per cent heavier than an aquamarine 

of the same size. 

Stating the matter as briedy as possible, one may say that the 
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only single test which will in itself provide & positive determina¬ 

tion of aquamarine is a careful rehactometer reading in sodium 

light (or with a spinel relractometer in ordinary light) when not 

only the mean index but also the double refraction can be mea¬ 

sured. Failing this, either a rough refractometer reading or a den¬ 

sity test may be made, combined with a dichroscope observation. 

Before concludii^, it may be well to state here that there an no 

Ffnihetic aquamarirus on the market. Specimens so called will either 

be synthetic blue spineU or pastes. A glass made from fused beryl, 

and thus having the same chemical composition as aquamarine, is 

indeed sometimes seen, but, not being crystalline, its properties 

arc quite different from those of beryl, as can be seen from the 

table above, in which the physical constants of all the stones and 

imitations discussed in this chapter are given in a form suitable 

for reference. 'Mass aqua’ is the popular name for a special hard 

glass imitation of aquamarine^ the constants for a typical specimen 

are given. 

ALEXANDRITE 

Alexandrite is a variety of the ntineral chrysoberyly which also pro¬ 

vides stones of a clear greenish yellow, of a brown colour not 

unlike tourmaline, and honey*coloured catVeyes showing a 

narrow silky ray when cut en eabcchon. 

Although alexandrite has not much intrindc beauty, the curious 

change in colour from dull green in daylight to raspberry red in 

artihdal light has iU attraction, and this, combined with the rarity 

of good specimens, places it amongst the more costly gemstones. 

So far as appearance goes, no natural gemstone is likely to be 

confused with alexandrite, except perhaps the equally rare 

andalnsite, which has reddish gleams mingled with the green 

body-colour of the stone, owing to its strong dichroism. So-called 

‘synthetic alexandrites’, however, arc often met with, which are 

generally synthetic corundnm, but sometimes may be syn¬ 

thetic spinel. 

There is no such thing as ^tketic aUxondrite or synthetio eksysohsiyl 

of any kind on the market. The corundum synthetics intended to 

simulate alexandrite cixt be recognized at sight by an experienced 

person; they have not the dull green of alexandrite in daylight, 

but are cither purplish or a peculiar shade of slaty blue. In arti¬ 

ficial light they are a quite handsome red—too handsome, in fact. 
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Alexandrite-coloured synthetic spineb are seldom seen, but so far 

as appearance goes they are more convincing than the corundum 

counterfeits. 

There are several simple tests which can be made Co distinguish 

true alexandrite with certainty from these two synthetics. 

Firstly, since they belong to a different mineral species, with 

different properties (see table below) they can be quickly distin¬ 

guished on the refractometer. 

The R.I. of alexandrite being not far below corundum, a care¬ 

ful reading b needed for a decisive distinction between the two 

Identihcadon of Alexandrite 

Spsdes H. S.C. R.2. Dichroism 

Chrysoberyl 

(alexandrite) ' 1*745-1*754 Strong 
Synthetic corundum... ' 9 . 3*99 1-761^1*770 ' strong 
Synthetic spinel 8 3*63 1-727 none 
Andalusite . n 3*15 1*635-1*645 strong 

minerab; but the synthedc spineb are very easily distingubhed 

by their decidedly lower, and single, refraction. 

A specific gravity test will also serve to dbdnguish the three 

minerab, usmg Clerici soludon. Under the microscope, the syn¬ 

thetic corundums will reveal the usual spherical bubbles; if these 

are hard to find, the curved structure lines are invariably present, 

and can be seen clearly if the stone is viewed from the correct 

angle. The spinel imitations may not show bubbles, but the lack 

of double refraction will be evident under the microscope by 

the failure to show any doubling of the back facet edges when 

viewed in sharp focus through the front of the stone, while 

between crossed PoJaroids it will show a typical ‘tabby extinc¬ 

tion’ effect. 

Finally, the appearance throug^i the dichroscopc and spectro¬ 

scope of light transmitted by genuine alexandrite b distinctive, 

especially with the latter instrument. Careful observation from 

different angles with the dichroscopc will reveal three differently 

coloured rays in alexandrite: green, purple, and orange—though 
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of course only two of these can be seen together at any one time 

in the two adjacent images visible through the eyepiece of the 

dichroscope. The corundum counterfeit shows brownish and 

mauve while the spinel, being singly refracting, has no dichroism 

at all. 

Alexandrite owes its peculiar balance of colour beeween red and 

green to its absorption spectrum, and this in turn is due to the 

presence of small amounts of chromic oxide in this variety of 

chrysobcryl. The spectrum may be recognized by the ttvo strong 

dark lines very closely together (known as a ‘doublet’) in the deep 

red, two wea^r lines in the orange>red, and a broad absorption 

band covering the yellow and some of the green. Synthetic ‘alcx- 

andritic’ corundum owes its colour partly to vanadium, and has 

none of the above characteristics, but a tell-tale narrow absorption 

band in the blue, which proclaims it at once for the fraud it is. 

The spinel counterfeits may show a vague cobalt spectrum with 

three broad bands in the orange, yellow, and green respectively. 

Ail in all, a careful refractometcr reading is the best test for 

alexandrite. If the reading is different by more than a few Integeta 

in the third place of decimals from the average figures I *745 and 

1'754- for the lower and upper shadow<dges, the scone is not an 

alexandrite chrysobcryl. 

Siberian alexandrite^ show the most decided colour change, 

while those from Ceylon, though inferior in this respect, are 

obtainable in larger and more flawless pieces. In a case where 

there is so little colour-change that it is doubtful whether one 

should tem the stone chrysoberyl, or whether one is ethically 

entitled to use the better selling name of alexandrite, the spectro¬ 

scope can be called in as arbiter. If the chromium lines in the red 

can be seen distinctly, the stone has a right to the title ‘alexandrite’. 

Alexandrite also shows a red fluorescence between crossed 

Alters, that is, when a powerful beam of light is directed on to the 

stone through a copper sulphate solution, which is then viewed 

through a good red filter. Any chrysoberyl not showing this fluor¬ 

escence under such conditions cannot be classed as alexandrite. 

Laboratories are sometimes faced with such distinctions, as the 

name ‘alexandrite’ has a powerful sales attraction, while plain 

‘chrysoberyl’ means little to the average jeweller or to the public. 

The properties of alexandrite, andalusitc and the synthetic 

counterfeits arc tabulated above, for reference. 
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IDENTIFICATION OF ZIRCON 

Since the day, some forty yeara ago, when the 6rtt Siamese blue 
aircons appeared on the market, this attractive gemstone has 
gained steadily in popularity, and now may iigure as prominently 

in the jeweller’s window as such old favourites as aquamarine, 
amethyst, or topaz. 

Before the influx of these heat-treated types from Bangkok, 
Ceylon was practically the sole source of gem zircon, which is very 
common in the gravels of that island. The term ‘zircon’ itself was 
hardly known outside sciendEc circles, the name ‘Jargoon’ being 
commonly used in the trade. Even in those days the superhcid 
similarity between well cut colourless zircon and diamond was 
realized, and the misleading sobriquet 'Matura diamond’ or 
‘Matara diamond’ from Matara in Ceylon was carelessly or craftily 
applied to such stones. 

In the writer’s experience, no stone, apart from opal and 
diamond, can so readily be identified at si^t, or with the aid of 

a simple pocket lens, as zircon. Recognition at first glance is often 
possible on account of its peculiar lustre, part adamantine, due to 
its high refractivity, part greasy or resinous, due to some pecu¬ 
liarity in its reaction to the polishing process. There is also ofren 
a characteristic rnilkiness and a ‘fuzzy’ out-of-focus appearance, 
which is caused by the strong double refraction referred to later. 

Colour is also a considerable guide. No other natural stone 
produces such splendid sky-blue specimens, no natural colourless 
stone so near an approach to the ‘fire’ of diamond; and the red, 
yellow, and brown types are usually sufficiently different in ap¬ 
pearance from other minerals of similar colour, Green zircons 
alone arc liable to be misleading; they have little or no double 
refraction and lower refractive index than the normal types; 
moreover, the lustre does not appear so distinctive. If one becomes 
familiar with the peculiar shade of zircon green one may usually 
distinguish it from green sapphire, demantoid garnet, or a deep 
green peridot, which most closely approach it. Though often too 
dark, or too milky or sleepy, to be attractive, green zircon can 
occasionally be an exceedingly beautiful stone. 
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Zircons are very brittle on the surface, especially those which 

have been subjected to heat treatment—and this includes prac¬ 

tically all modern zircons—which provides another means of 

rect^idon in the chipped and rubbed appearance of the edges 

and corners of a faceted stone if it has been worn for some time, 

or even packeted with other zircons. 

Examination with a pocket lens usually provides convincing 

evidence of the identity of a zircon, since the strong double re¬ 

fraction makes very obvious the apparent doubling of the edges 

of the back facets as seen through the table. To illustrate this effect, 

a photomicrograph (Figure 70) was taken through the table facet 

of a small brilliant-cut zircon, which plainly shows the doubled 

images of the culet and pavilion edges, and, incidentally, the 

chipped and rubbed condition of these edges which is also typical, 

as mentioned above. 

In cases where the so-called ‘optic axis' of the stone (i.e., the 

unique direction of single refraction) is at right-angles to the tabic 

facet, it may be necessary to tilt the specimen to see the doubling 

effect clearly. This very useful method of observation has already 

been discussed in Chapters 3 and 9, but it is of such practlcsd 

value, not only for zircon but for many other stones, in detecting 

and roughly gauging the amount of double refraction, that no 

apology is made for stressing it again here. If every jeweller and 

pawnbroker would practise this test, there would be no danger of 

the confusion between white zircon and diamond that is quite 

frequently made. 

The only natural gemstone liable to be confused with zircon is 

sphene, which also has high refractive indices, strong double 

refraction, and high dispersion. Sphene is something of a rarity, 

and quite good prices are paid for fine specimens by collectors, so 

that it is worth while keeping an eye open for this attractive gem¬ 

stone. Its low hardness (5J), however, debars it from general use 

in jewellery. Sphene is invariably cither yellow, green, or brown, 

so that when dealing with white or blue zircons this possibility 

may be discounted. 

Sphene differs from zircon in showing quite strong dichroism, 

while in zircon of similar colour this phenomenon is virtually 

absent. The density of sphene (3*53) is also far lower than that of 

zircon, which provides an easy means of distinction with un¬ 

mounted specimens. The spectroscope provides another rapid 
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test for distin^ishing urcon from all oth«r gems, as mentioned 

bdow. 

Gassiterite is very rarely transparent enough to be worth 

cutting as a gem, and is usually very dark brown in colour. Bat, 

having a high re&active index and strong double refraction, it is 

occasionally possible to confuse ic with zircon. Its dichroism, the 

lack of the zircon spectrum, and (in unmounted specimens) its 

outstandingly high density (near 7*0) are amongst the most useful 

Figtat 70. DoubU swt tahU/atft ^ zifcwt. 
Magft^ifd IS dismttert 

distinguishing features. The enormous double refraction and ‘fire’ 

of synthetic rudle give it an appearance all its own, so that tests 

are hardly necessary: but the beginner should bear it in mind, 

and not assume that all off-white stones showing strong ‘doubling’ 

of the back facets need be zircon. 

Normal zircon, with its high refractive indices of 1 926 and 1 *985, 

is beyond the range of the ordinary refiactometer, and will thus 

give what is called a ‘negative’ reading—i.e., the shadow will 

extend to the edge due to the contact liquid used. 

Zircon shares this effect with diamond, sphene, and demantoid, 

but this negative reading will at least distinguish it from syntheUc 
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spinel and other remoter posibilitics. One other test for zircon 

which is rapid and certain is open to the jeweller who possesses a 

small prism spectroscope and the skill to use it. All the heat- 

treated blue or white zircons used in Jewellery show, though often 

very faintly, a narrow absorption band in the orange-red of the 

spectrum of light passed through it, which is not shown by any 

other stone. Usually a neighbouring, even fainter, band may be 

seen and, more rarely, other narrow bands in other parts of the 

spectrum. Always, however, the strongest and most perdsicni 

band is the one in the orange-red (actual measurement, 6535 A). 

By this means the author has often checked parcels of zircons more 

quickly than could have been done by other tests, and quite as 

surely. Details of the technique involved will be found in Chapter 8. 

Yellow, golden brown, and greenish stones from Ceylon, which 

at one time were the only zircons used in Jewellery, show a much 

stronger and more complete spectrum. In these, the 6535 A band 

is still the most powerful, but a series of other lines arc seen at 

almost equal intervals throughout the spectrum, seven of them 

being quite strong and four or five of them rather weak. It was this 

strikic^ spectrum which delighted the eye of the famous Victorian 

gcmmologist Sir Arthur Church when he fiiat discovered the 

phenomenon in 1866. The greenish-brown zircons from Burma 

display an even richer spectrum, numerous fainter lines making 

their appearance between the strong ones already mentioned. For 

a more complete account of the zircon spectrum the reader is 

referred to Chapter 8- 

The only stones deliberately intended to counterfeit zircon are 

synthetic spinels coloured in various shades of blue by the 

presence of cobalt These are attractive, bright stones, and the 

colour is often very near to that of blue zircon. There is com¬ 

paratively little fire, however, and of course no sign of double 

refraction, so that careful inspection alone should remove all 

doubt- Moreover, under the Chelsea colour-filter, chc blue syn¬ 

thetics appear red or orange, whilst blue zircon assumes a dull 

greenish tint. In addidon, the refractometer will give a reading 

near 1*727 for synthetic spinel, and its demlty (3*63) is also far 

below that of zircon. Thus the distinction could hardly be more 

easy. 

The reader may have noticed that reference has been made 

several times to ‘normal’ zircon. This is because there are certain 
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abnormal sircons from Ceylon with different density, refractive 

index, and double refraction fn)m the normal type. Since prac> 

tically all the drcons now used in chc trade belong to this normal 

category the existence of the other types need seldom worry the 

jeweller, and indeed it is only grttn Eircons in which the properties 

are sufficiently distinct from the ordinary to be somewhat puzzling 

to those not forewamed. These may have practically no double 

refraction and a density as low as 3-96 with R.I. 1*79, observable 

on the refraciometcr, chough usually these figures are somewhat 

higher, 

For more than fifty years, chc extraordinary variations in the 

properties of Ceylon zircons formed one of the mysteries of miner- 

alogy, and formed the subject of numerous papers. The mystery 

was finally solved in 1936, when Chudoba and Stackelburg, using 

the methods of X-ray crystal analysb, established that in Ceylon 

zircons there is a gradual breakdown of the crystal lattice due to 

internal bombardment by alpha-particles shot out by the uranium 

atoms present in the stones. In the lowest types, only a mixture 

of amorphous oxides of zirconium and silicon remains. After long 

heating at a high temperature, all ‘low’ and ‘intermediate* zircons 

tend to revert to the normal fully crystalline state, their density, 

refractive index and birefringence increasing accordingly, 

In the green zircons the absorption spectrum usually shows a 

woolly band in place of the clearly defined narrow band in the 

orange-red of high zircon. An occasional *\ow* zircon may show 

quite a strong spectrum, in which there are three bands in the red 

in place of the usual 6535 A band. In yet another type of green 

zircon, which is singly refracting with an index near I 82, a vrooUy 

band in the red is accompanied by a clearly defined narrow band 

in the green at 5200 A. 

Dichroism in zircon is very weak in all colours except the heat- 

treated blue variety. In this, curiously enough, the effect is quite 

strong, the twin colours being blue and almost colourless. 

It should perhaps be mentioned that blue zircon has an unfor¬ 

tunate tendency to ‘revert’ in colour to its original reddish-brown 

tint. Such reversion is particularly apt to happen when the stone 

has been exposed to bright sunlight or to any other strong light 

which is rich in ultra-violet rays- The change is seldom complete, 

but, at iu wont, brownish blotches appear, which completely 

ruins the beauty and value of the stone. The pleasing blue dnt can 
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often be restored to such stones by careful heating to redness. It is 

risky to do this in an open Bunsen dame or alcohol lamp, as sudden 

heating or cooling may produce cracks. A safer method is to bury 

the stone in powdered charcoal, contained in a small crucible, 

and to heat this to bright red heat (800-900* C) for about two 

houn, then allowing it to cool gradually. Carbon monoxide 

from the charcoal ensures a ‘reducing’ atmosphere, which has 

been found favourable for the production or restoration of a blue 

tint in zircon. Colourless zircons also tend to discolour, and these 

can usually be restored by careful heating: the author has done 

this successfully on the hot-platc of an Aga cCMOking stove. The 

goldemycllow stones from Indo-China, though also the product 

of heat treatment, seem to be quite stable as to colour. 

In concluding this chapter, one may summarize the simplest 

methods for distinguishing zircon from other gemstones, as follows. 

If the specimen is colourless or pale blue or greenish-blue in colour 

and strong doubling of the back facets can be seen with a pocket 

lens, the stone is undoubtedly zircon. If the stone is yellow or 

greenish yellow and shows strong doubling, it may be a sphcnc, 

which is wortli far more than zircon. The dichroism of sphene, the 

absorption spectrum of zircon, or (with loose stones) a density test, 

will quickly settle the issue. The yellowish synthetic rutile has a 

double refraction and fire far beyond those seen in zircon, but 

should be borne in mind by beginners. 

Peridot also shows quite strong double refraction under a lens, 

but has a characteristic shade of green, unmatched by zircon, and 

its absorpdon spectrum and other properties arc completely dif¬ 

ferent. Far more likely to be confused with zircon is the mineral 

sinhalite, which for years was thought to be a golden-brown or 

yellow variety of peridot, but has recently been established as a 

completely netv species by G. F, GlaringbuU and M. H. Hey. The 

greenish-golden colour most typical of sinh^tc can match very 

closely a common form of Ceylon zircon, and the author has on 

several occasions rescued sinhalitcs from ‘zircon’ packets. Sin- 

halite shows ‘doubling’ to the same degree as peridot, that is, not 

quite so strongly as zircon. The best test for this interesting gem¬ 

stone is on the refractometer, since its indices of 1*670-1*706 (with 

slight variations according to colour) are quite distinctive. 

Sinhalice has an absorption spectrum very similar to that of peridot, 

except for an extra band at 4630 A. 
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As for stones which do noi show double refraction, but which 

resemble zircon to some degree in colour and appearance, syn¬ 

thetic blue spinel has already been mentioned as the only deliber¬ 

ately manufactured substitute for blue zircon. Its orange appear¬ 

ance under the Chelsea filter, cobalt absorption spectrum, single 

refractometer reading at 1*727, and anomalous double refraction 

(tabby extinction) between crossed Polaroids, arc some of the 

easy tests which serve to identify this synthetic. Deep red zircon 

is occasionally confused with almandine garnet, which may also 

give a shadow-edge right up to the edge at 1 *61 due to the contact 

liquid on the refractometer. The distinedve absorption spectrum 

of almandine, however, always provides an easy test. Green zircon 

may be singly refractive, or virtually so, and may be confused 

with the green garnet, demancoid, by those unfamiliar with their 

different appearance. The ‘horsetail’ inclusions of demantoid and 

its absorption spectrum provide rapid means for its identification. 

In the appended table, the properties of all stones likely to be 

confused with zircon are summarized, while some values for indi¬ 

vidual zircons, measured by the author and C. J. Payne, are also 

Identification of Zircon 

SpecUs H. 1^9 wm D.R. Dickroism 

Normal zircon ... 7i 469 1'93-1*99 0-059 weak (blue 

strong) 

Cassiterite 6i 2'00-210 0*096 distinct 

Synthetic rutile... 6 2'6l-2'90 0*29 very weak 

Almandine 7i 4‘20* 1'81* none none 

Low zircon 65 3‘96t l-79f none very weak 

OaDDture in'eeni 9 400 1-76-1'77 0*008 distinct 

Demantoid 65 3‘85 1-89 none none 

Synthetic spinel... ^ 8 3'63 1-727 none none 
topaz (white) ... 8 3«56 1«61-1'62 0-01 none 

Sphene ... 5 S'53 1'90-2'02 0-12 distinct 

Diamond 10 3*52 2*42 none none 

Sfnhalitc... 6i 3*48 1'67-1'71 0-038 disdnet 

Peridot ... 64 3«34 1-65-1*69 0-036 weak 

Tourmaline B 306 1-62-1*64 0-018 strong 

* Maximum fifues. t Minimimi Azures. 
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tabuJatedf to give the reader an idea of the range shown by this 

interesting gemstone. 

Properties of Individual Zircons 

Specimen S.G. R.l D.R. 

Golden brown 4*711 1 933-1 992 0 0583 

Golden, Indo-China ... 4697 !• 926-1 '985 0-0594 

Brown, Burma 4*693 1‘926-1 '984 0*0580 

Colourless, Ceylon ... 4687 1 926-1 •985 0 0590 

Yellow-brown, Ceylon 4*61 !• 922-1 •972 0*050 

Yellow-green, Ceylon 4'43 1*900-1 •925 0 025 

Green, Ceylon 4185 1*865-1 •875 0010 

Green, Ceylon 412 1-832-1 '849 0017 

Green, Ceylon 3«99 1*830 —. — 

Green, Ceylon 3*965 1‘792-1 •796 0*004 

It will be noted that the ‘low’ zircons arc all green, and all 

from Ceylon. The last specimen on the list was loaned to Prof. 

Chudoha, and used by him in establishing the reason for the 

strange variation in properties of zircon, in the research already 

mentioned. 
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IDENTIFICATION OF TOPAZ 

In times past> the name of ‘topaa’ has been applied, with different 

prelues, to yellow stones of several entirely distinct species. Thus 

‘oriental topaz’ denoted yellow corundum; ‘ocddenial topaz’, 

‘Spanish topaz', etc., were names for yellow quartz, while the 

prefix ‘Brazilian’ distinguished the gemstone to which the name 

topaz can alone be rightfully applied today. For the persistent 

incorrect use of the term topaz (with or without some fancy prefix) 

for various shades of yellow or brownish-yellow quartz the in¬ 

fluence of big dealers in the German stone-cutting centre of Idar- 

Oberstein was perhaps largely to blame. Their trade in gems of 

the quartz family was and away greater than for other stones 

(including true topaz), and they clui^ obstinately to ‘topaz* as a 

good selling name for quartz of topaz hue. 

Importers in this and other countries, receiving parcels from 

Idar labelled 'topaz' would naturally sell the stones under this 

name—and so the misnomer persisted, and still persists. Some of 

the most heated dUeuasions in the Precious Stone Committees at 

pre-war B.l.B.O.A. (International Jewellery Trades Bureau) con¬ 

ferences have centred round the misuse of this particular name, 

and various unsatisfactory compromises have been suggested. 

It is to be hoped that those jewellers and dealers who are well 

enough educated in their trade to understand the difference be¬ 

tween true topaz and quartz will take the lead in describing 

yellow quartz correctly—either as ‘citrine’ or as ‘golden quartz', 

reserving the term ‘topaz’ strictly for veritable specimens of that 

much rarer mineral species. For brown quartz Ae name ‘cairn¬ 

gorm’ can be used with perfect propriety, if so desired. 

Let us now turn to a consideration of the characters of topaz 

itself. In nature this mineral is most often colourless, though fre¬ 

quently found in shades of yellow, and less commonly of blue and 

pale green. Certain sherry-coloured types from Brazil, when care¬ 

fully heated, assume an attractive shade of pink, and it is these 

heat-treated stones which provide the majority of the pink speci¬ 

mens on the market. Topaz is one of the hardest of gems, being 

the standard 8 on Mohs’ scale. 
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The refractive index and density vary slightly, and in opposite 

senses, for yellow and pink stones on the one hand and white and 

blue on the other, owing to the presence of more fluorine and 

less hydroxyl in the latter. Yellow and pink stones have R.I. 163- 

1*64, DJt. 0*008, and S.G. 3*53, while for colourless and blue 

stones the corresponding figures are 1*61-1*62, 0*010, and 3*56. 

Dichroism is distinct in the pink stones, less strong in the yellow. 

Topaz takes an exceptionally high polish, and some have claimed 

that a cut topaz can be rect^nized by its characteristically slippery 

feci. The great Victorian gemmologist. Sir Arthur Church, relates 

in his privately printed Memoirs how he was able to extract the 

topazes from a mixed bag of stones offered at half-a-crown apiece 

in a junk-shop, by inserting his hand into the bag and applying 

‘the inner aspect of a well-educaccd thumb’ to the stones. 

As for the stones which may be confused with topaz, undoubt¬ 

edly the yellow quartz so commonly sold as ‘topaz’, as men¬ 

tioned above, is the most likely subsdtute. Relying on appearance 

alone, it must be admitted that the two can often not be distin¬ 

guished with any certainty, though the colour of topaz is usually 

richer and more subtle than that of quartz and it takes a higher 

polish. To emphasize how entirely different in every respect ex¬ 

cept appearance these two minerals arc, let the reader glance at 

the characters of each: 

Comp^siiicn Sysim H. S.G. R.I. 

Topaz Als(F,0H)jSi04 rhombic 8 3*53 1*630-1*638 

Quartz SiO, hexagonal 7 2*65 I *544-1 *553 

If the stone is unset, the considerably higher density of topaz 

may be perceptible when the stone is balanced in the hand; it is 

far more satisfactory, however, to make really certain by slipping 

the stone into cither bromoform or methylene iodide, when topaz 

will sink whereas quartz will float, Qpartz indeed has so constant 

a density, whatever its colour, that it is worth while to keep a 

bromoform solution diluted with benzene, toluene, or bromo- 

naphthalenc Co an exact density of 2*65, controlled by the sus¬ 

pension of a specimen of rock-crystal quartz as an indicator. Then 

amethyst, colourless, or yellow quartz can all be identified with 

virtually complete certainty in the liquid, as they too will remain 

suspended or rise or fall very slowly, as the indicator does. Inci¬ 

dentally, such a liquid will also serve to distinguish between quartz 
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and chrysoberyl catVeycs and in th« identiflcadon of synthetic 

emerald. 

Should it be desired to test the stone in its setting, the refracto- 

meter, as usual, provides the most satbfactory, or rather, the wfy 

satisfactory means, and will also serve to separate topaz from other 

stones or counterfeits of similar appearance. Apart from quartz, 

these are most likely to be yellow specimens of sapphire, tour* 

maline, Beryl and (less probably) chrysoberyl or aircon. 

Where pink topaz is in question, pink tournialine or corundum 

have to be considered, while blue or pale green topaz is often 

mistaken for aqimmarine which it closely resembles. 

Colourless topaz is of small commercial importance, though a 

well cut specimen may be quite attractive. It is not easy to differ¬ 

entiate at sight from colourless specimens of quartz, tourmaline, 

beryl, or coaindum. To the above list must be added the counter¬ 

feits—pastes and synthetic corundums of appropriate colour. 

Doublets representing topaz are seldom met with, though they 

should be borne in mind as a remote possibility. 

Topaz and all the above-mentioned stones of like appearance 

with the exception of zircon give positive readings on the refracto- 

meter, and zircon, both on account of its distinctive appearance 

and its strong double refraction as seen with a lens, is hardly 

likely to cause difhculty in any case. 

As may be seen from the hgures tabulated on p. 210, tonrma- 

line is the only natural mineral (disregarding such rarities as 

apatite and danburite) resembling topaz which gives shadow- 

edges in the same region as the topaz. Since the double refraction 

of tourmaline is double that of topaz, the two can be clearly 

separated by a careful reading of maximum and minimum 

readings. With tourmaline, when the stone is rotated to the 

position where the two edges are most widely separated, they can 

be seen as two separate edges even in ordinary light on a standard 

rdractometer. With topaz under these conditions the two edges 

are so close that they merge into one another, though a slight 

variation of the confused edge should be observable as the stone 

is rotated on the instrument. 

Pastes of similar R.I. axe not uncommon, and these, having a 

higher dispersion than topaz, will give a rather sharper and single 

shadow-edge. To be really certain of distinguishing between these 

three possibilities it is advisable to use sodium light (salt in a gas 
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burner in a darkened room will do) or a strong light combined 

with a good colour filter to get critical readings. The special spinel 

refractomctcr made by Rayner is ideal for measurements in this 

particular region, giving clearly defined shadow-edges in ordinary 

light for the natural stones, and a colour fringe with paste owing 

to its higher dispersion (the reverse effect, be it noted, to that seen 

in the standard refractometers using a lead glass hemisphere or 

prism). Supposing only an approximate reading of I >63 can be 

obtained on the refraclometer, examination of the stone under 

the microscope may assist the jeweller in his determination. 

Topaa is usually very ‘clean’, while tourmaline is seldom without 

characteristic flaw-Uke, liquid inclusions; the presence of spherical 

gas-bubbles or swirl marks, on the other hand, will prove the 

specimen to be a paste. 

Though not used commercially, danburite and apatite can 

both provide transparent yellow stones, and, since they have very 

similar indices to those of topaz, they should be briefly mentioned 

for the benefit of students. With a spinel rcfractometer danburite 

can be seen to have a disdnctly lower birefringence (0*006) than 

topaz (0*008), while the very small D-R. of apatite (about 0*002) 

is entirely typical for the stor^e. Such nice disdnetions arc not 

easily made on a standard refractomctcr, even in sodium light, 

as the scale is more cramped. Where doubt exists, resort may be 

had to the spectroscope or to heavy liquids. Both danburite and 

aparite differ from topaz in floating in methylene iodide, while in 

3*06 liquid only the danburite would float. Yellow apatite shows 

quite a strong didymium spectrum (see Chapter 8), while dan¬ 

burite shows a siniilar spectrum, but so faintly as to be hardly 

visible. 

The refractomctcr will clearly distinguish beryl, yellow sap¬ 

phire, and chrysoberyl from topaz. Yellow chrysoberyl or 

yellow-green chrysoberyl is a lovely, bright stone which is curiously 

neglected in jewellery. It often contains crystalline ‘feathers’, and 

shows a broad absorption band in the blue-violet which serves to 

distinguish it from corundum should the refractomctcr leave any 

doubt. (Chapter 8.) 

Before attempting a summary of the above tests, it should 

perhaps be mentioned that topaz has a strong tendency to cleav¬ 

age parallel to the base of the natural crystal, and this fact makes 

it important to handle these stones with a certain amount of care, 
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since any sliaip concussion may cause unsightly flaws to develop 

along cleavage planes, or even cause the stone to breaic. The 

writer has seen long drop-shaped topaz ear-rings which have 

broken across a cleavage plane, merely by bring dropped on to 

the plate-glass surface of a dressing-table. 

Identihcadon of Topaz 

Specus H. S.G. 

Mem 

R.I. D.R. Duhnim 

Topaz 8 S'53 0-008 distinct 

Zircon . 7i 4'69 lia 0-059 weak 

Corundum... 9 3'99 1-76 0X8 weak 

Chrysoberyl a* 372 1-74 0-X8 distinct 

Paste* . 5 3-7 1-63 none none 

Apatite 5 3-20 1-64 0X2 strong 

lourmaline 7 3-10 1-63 0-018 distinct 

Danburite. 7 300 163 0 006 weak 

Beryl . 7f 2'68 157 0 006 weak 

Quartz 7 265 1-55 O-OX wcakf 

Orthodasc... 6 256 1-53 0-X5 weak 

* Difltfcni pasia v&iy ^rcaily in rheir R.l. and S.G. This Is one rypjcsl value, 
t The nv^cirity ol* veflow quan2<* sold owe (heir c^klour (o heat-iresiuncnc. These 

have pracd^ly oo oiebroism. Untrenled citrine oc snioky quartz has quite distinct 
dichroiBfD. 

A brief rriumd of the simplest methods by which topaz may be 

identified can new be given. The stone most frequently confused 

with yellow topaz is quartz (citrine). Where the stone is unset, a 

simple trial in bromofenn will at once decide this particular issue, 

since quartz will float and topaz sink in the liquid. To distinguish 

topaz, whether yellow, pink, blue, or colourless, from all other 

substitutes it is only necessary to take a careful reading of the 

refractive index of the stone on a refractometer. If the reading is 

not in the 1'6$ region the stone cannot be topaz; if it u near 1*63 

then it may be topaz, tourmaline, or a paste. If two edges are 

discernible, showing a double refraction oC about O'02, the stone 

is a tourmaline. The sure dlsdncdon on the refractometer bettveen 

topaz, with its small double refraction of 0 X8, and paste (singly 

refracting) needs either monochromatic light, a good colour-filter, 

or a spinel refractometer. If dichroism is present, or the specimen 
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2s found to scratch a polished quartz surface, it cannot be a paste. 

Under the microscope, paste will usually show a bubble or two, 

or swirl-Uke striae. Topaz, even if free from crystalline inclusions, 

should show enough doubling of facet edges as seen through the 

stone to be detected under the microscope. 

In the table of physical properties of topaz and its possible 

substitutes given on the previous page, the rare gems danburite 

(pale yellow or colourless), apatite (yellow or blue), and yellow 

Madagascan orthoclase, are included for completeness. 



IDENTIFICATION OF PINK, MAUVE, 

OR LILAC STONES 

The simple methods by which colourless, red, blue, green, pale 

bluc^ecn, and yellow stones can be identified have now been 

considered and we can turn to the pink, mauve, or lilac-coloured 

gems which are occasionally met with in jewellery. These include 

kunaite (lilac-coloured spodumene), morganite (rose-coloured 

beryl), pink topaz^ pink tourmaline, pink sapphire and pale 

mauve spedmens of amethyst and spinel. Synthetic corim- 

dam and spinel of appropriate colour, pastes and doublets 

must also be considered in this group. 

Some of these are very difficult to identify by sight alone, 

though the following considerations may assist in forming a 

decision if proper tests are not available. 

fiigarf 71. ICm^t if 
/itmi cW tifiy de/p, ej A/re 

Kuniite is more lilac than pink, and the stone is usually, 

though not invariably, cut very deep to enhance the colour, which 

is commonly very pale. Such ilUproporlioncd stones are typical, 

and not found in any other gem; the accompanying sketch, 

F^re 71, made fh>m an actual spedmen, will give some idea of 

this peculiarity, though the actual stone looks even more ‘lumpy’ 

than in the diagram. Kunzite, too, on examination with a lens, 

should reveal distinct doubling’ of the back facet edges, as the 

double refraction (0*015) is moderately strong. It is a difficult 

stone to cut, on account of its ready cleavage, and should be 

handled with care for the same reason. In the hands of a skilful 

lapidary it takes a good polish, and forms bright and attractive 

Stones when the cutting is not too disproportionate. 
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The attractive pink beryl called morgajilte is more rose- 

coloured than lilac. As with kunzite, die colour is commonly pale, 

but the writer has never seen any attempt on the lapidary’s pare 

to remedy this by unduly deep cutting. Thb variety is usually 

very ‘clean’ and the double refraction is not strong enough to be 

detected with a lens, save in very large stones. Pink topaz, pro* 

duced by heat-ireatmcnt of certain brownish-yellow Brazilian 

stones, can be very attractive; it has a more pronounced colour 

than either kunaite or morganite, lakes a very high polish, and 

has the characteristic ‘slippery’ feel of all cut topaz. Ic is com¬ 

monly cut in elongated oval shape, in accordance with the shape 

of the original crystal. 

Pink tourmaline closely resembles the topaz, and is cut in 

elongated shapes for the same reason; it is seldom quite ’clean’ 

and can of^en be distinguished by its typical feathery, Baw-Ukc 

inclusions. (See Figure 78.) The stronger double refraction (0*018) 

may also be noted, causing a more pronounced ‘doubling* than 

with topaz. Pink corundum, usually called pink sapphire (as 

sapphire properly means a blue stone, this seems rather a ridicu¬ 

lous contradiction in terms) is nothing more than a pale ruby, 

since both are simply corundums containing a trace of chromic 

oxide, CO which the colour is due. The point at which a ‘pink 

sapphire’ becomes a pale ’ruby* is purely arbitrary, depending 

often upon which is the better selling name. The writer has known 

a case where a stone fetched a higher price as a ’hne pink sapphire’ 

than it could command as a rather pale ruby. Pale amethysts 

are not often cut, since those of a deeper tint are so plentiful, but 

tome specimens are very similar to kunzite in hue, chough less 

brilliant. The colour is often unevenly distributed, being located 

in zones or patches. 

Synthetic corundum and spinel are manufactured in shades 

of pink—the former usually an attempt to simulate pink topaz, 

for which it looks ’too good to be true-* Synthetic spinel when 

well cut forms a very bright and attractive gem indeed, and is 

not quite akin in appearance to any of the foregoing, though 

natural spinels are sometimes found in tints of pale mauve or 

lavender, so that a refractometer test (see under) is advisable. 

Finally, pastes and doublets are not uncommon in shades of pink, 

and may well deceive at first sight, though usually not after careful 

scrutiny by a practised observer. 
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Now Jet US consider the simplest tests by which these similar- 

looking stones can be separated and identified with certainty. On 

this occasion the table ^ constants, in which the stones are listed 

in order of diminishing density, will be given first. 

Glancing through this table, one may see at once that, if the 

scones are unset, successive trials in bromofbrm and methylene 

iodide will separate morganite and amethyst fiNom all the others, 

and kunzile and tourmaline from topaz, spinel, and corundum. 

If, as has already been recommended, a spedal bromoform solu¬ 

tion matched for quartz is kept handy, amethyst can be identified 

outright by this means, likewise a suitable Clerici solution will 

identify corundum. 

Table for Identifying Pink, Lilac, etc., Gems 

Spedis H. m m D.R. Dichroism 

Pink corundum 9 3*99 0*008 weak 

Synthetic spinel 8 3*63 MfM none none 

Natural spinel 8 3*59 1*715 none none 

Pink topaz. 8 3*53 1*63 0*008 distinct 

Kunaitc . 7 318 1*67 0*015 distinct 

Pink tourmaline 7 304 1-63 0*018 distinct 

Moiganitc ... 7^ 2*80 1-59 0*008 weak 

Amethyst . 7 2*65 1*55 0*009 weak 

Once more, however, a careful refractometcr reading will pren 

vide the surest single test, and one that can be applied without 

removing the stone from its setting. Where monochromatic 

(sodium) light, or white light in combination with a good colour- 

filter can be used, the refractometer test alone is practically 

decisive for all these scones. Natural and synthetic corundum give 

identical readings, and may need to be examined under the micro¬ 

scope for a sure distinction, but synthetic spinels have a perceptibly 

higher Index than the pale mauve natural spinels. 

If a reading is given in the 1 53 region care must be exercised 

to separate tourmaline, with its large double refraction of 0*018 

from topaz (only 0*008) and paste, which has none and thus 

gives only a single edge. Doublets will almost invariably give a 
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shadow-edge near 1’79, represeniing the almandine garnet which 

forms the table, while the back facets, if accessible, will give some 

such value as 162, according to the type of glass used for the 

main body of the doublet. Kunzice has sufficient separation of 

the shadow-edges to be clearly distinguishable from paste, the 

only competitor in this region of the scale for specimens of pink 

colour. Moi^anite gives higher readings and larg;cr double re¬ 

fraction than other beryls, and its density is likewise higher, owing 

to the presence of rare alkali metals. 

The figures given in the table for morganitc are representative 

but not invariable, so that the jeweller must not be unduly trou¬ 

bled if his readings do not quite correspond in this instance; they 

will in no case overlap those of any other pink stones. As for other 

simple tests, the great hardness of sapphire, and the softness of 

paste, may be remembered. The differences in strength of dichro- 

ism in pale-coloured specimens arc difficult to assess, but if 

perceptible dichroism is seen one may at least be sure that the 

specimen is not a paste, doublet, or spinel of any klnd- 

In summing up, one may say that of all these pink stones, 

kunzite and amethyst show the greatest tendency to lilac or violet 

tints. Without recourse to other tests, kunzii$ can usually be dis¬ 

tinguished by its depth of cutting, distinct dichroism, and con¬ 

siderable double refraction, tourmaline by its typical Inclusions and 

double refraction, ^nlkeHc spinel by its bright, clean appearance. 

The most decisive test for all these stones is provided by the re- 

fractometcr, with subsequent microscopic examination where 

necessary to separate natural from syndetic corundum. Where 

stones are free from their setting, a trial in heavy liquids will 

assist in deciding the issue. 



IDENTIFICATION OF BROWN AND 

ORANGE STONES 

In the previous chapters on practical testing methods applied to 

particular cases we have already dealt with gems of almost every 

colour. Brown or orange stones, however, form a category which 

has not yet been covered, and since there are several gem species 

quite commonly found in these colours it will be as well to devote 

a chapter to their consideradon. Pracdcally the only gemstone 

of uue orange colour is the fire opal; those best described as 

orang&’bnwn include hessonite garnet or ^cinnamon-stone*, often 

sold as jacinth’, and zircon closely resembling it in colour, to 

which the term jacinth more properly applies; while the brown 

stones moat commonly seen are tourmaline and ehrysoberyl, 

apart from quartz and topaz, which can be distinguished by 

the methods described in Chapter 15. 

As none of these stones is very costly, counterfeits are not oflen 

met with, but a syntlietie corundum of peculiar brownish* 

orange tint, to which the name ‘padparadscha’ (variously spelt) 

has been applied should be mentioned, though whether intended 

to represent garnet, topaz, or zircon is something of a mystery. 

The author once encountered a complete necklace of these things, 

faceted and mounted in gold. Natural corundums which might 

be described as orange are only very occasionally found. 

Unlike other opals, fire opal usually shows no play of colour; 

It has little brilliance to recommend It, and thus its chief claim to 

beauty lies in its magnificent flame-red colour. The best specimens 

are almost completely clear, though a slight milkiness is often 

apparent. The cutting most usually adopted is a step- or mixed- 

cut with a slightly domed table facet. This last peculiarity mili¬ 

tates against a test with the refractometer unless the stone is free 

from its setting, when one of the flat back facets can be applied to 

the instrument- Being amorphous, fire opal shows no dichroism or 

double refraction, and in this it caiUes with the imitations some¬ 

times made in glass or one of the plastics such as Bakelite. 

If a stone is under suspicion it is best to remove it from its 

setting and test its refractive index and density, both of which, in 
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true fire opal, arc fairly constant and characteristic. It may be 

possible to obtain a refractive index reading for fire opal even if 

it has a domed table by using the ^distant vision’ technique, 

though this is usually more easily carried out with stones having 

a surface with steeper curvature. Under the microscope, glass will 

usually reveal bubbles or striae, and any of the plastics will peel 

under the blade of a pen-knife, carefully applied—the degree of 

toughness varying according to the type of plastic. (See p. 267 

it seq.) 

The commonest plastics vary in density from 1*25 to 1*45, far 

lower than fire opal (2*00), and, contrariwise, they have a higher 

refractive index—1«49 to 1*65 as against 1*45. Such imitations are 

seldom seen except in fancy jewellery, Other tests for fire opal 

will be found in Chapter 18. 

The two stones to which the unsatisfactory name ‘jacinth’ is 

most commonly applied, namely, orang^brown hessonite 

garnet and zircon or ‘jargoon’, are very similar in appearance. 

The cinnamon garnet (the jeweller’s ‘jacinth*) can usually be 

recognized by its multitude of small inclusions, which give it a 

peculiar granular appearance (Figure 74, p. 230), while zircon 

has its own characteiistic resinous-adamantine lustre and large 

double refraction. The dichroscope is of little value here, as garnet 

is a cubic mineral and therefore non-dichroic, and no zircon except 

the blue variety shows perceptible dichroism. On the refracto- 

meter, hessonite normally gives a reading near 1*743, but the 

presence of the almandine molecule may raise the index. Alman- 

dine-rich hessonites have a distinctly reddish tint, and show the 

easily recognized almandine absorption spectrum. 

A rare but exciting possibility is that a seeming hessonite may 

turn out to be yet another member of the large garnet family: 

spesaardte. Fine specimens of this manganese garnet are so 

scarce as to command relatively high prices amongst discriminat¬ 

ing collectors. The refractive index and density of spessartite ate 

very near those for almandine (c.g., 1*79 and 4*10), but the 

colour is quite different, being yellow, orange, or orange-brown, 

instead of deep, purplish red.* Zircon, with its high refracrivity, 

gives a ‘negative’ reading on the ordinary refractometer—that is, 

a shadow extending right up to the edge representing the contact 

* Also, bands due (o mangsmae may be seen in ihe blue and violet of iU aburptlon 

ipeerrum (Chapter 8). 
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liquid us«d. This, if coDsidered in conjunction with the appear¬ 

ance of the stone, is virtually conclusive, but brown sphene 

should be borne in mind as a possibility, since this also will give 

a negative rcfraciometer reading, and shows even stronger double 

refraction, though this is somebmes masked, so far as doubling of 

facet edges is concerned, by the complete absorpdon of one ray, 

The dichroscope here will settle any doubt, since brown sphene is 

strongly dichroic while aircon of this tint is virtually non-dichroic. 

Brown specimens of peridot (the mineralogist’s olivine) are 

extremely rare. They have nearly the same properties as the normal 

green peridot. Most of the stones formerly thou^t to be brown 

peridot arc now known to belong to the recently recognized species 

sinlialite, Sinhalite was the second new mineral to be originally 

discovered as a faceted gemstone, though rough pebbles of sin- 

halite have since been recovered from the gem gravels of Ceylon, 

the connection with which is signalized in its name. 

Sinhalite is a magnesium aluminium borate, and crystallizes 

in the orthorhombic system. It can be found in quite large pieces, 

and varies in colour ftom a pale straw yellow to dark brown. The 

most attractive specimens arc golden yellow with a greenish cast, 

rather resembling chrysoberyl or zircon. Specimens of sinhalite 

have, in fact, been found in parcels labelled ‘zircon’, ‘chryso¬ 

beryl* and ‘tourmaline’. Both the refractive index range and the 

density are higher than for peridot, and the absorpdon spectrum, 

although very similar (signilying its very similar crystal structure) 

has an ‘extra’ band at 4BS0 A in the blue, not found in the three- 

band spectrum of peridot. Once its existence and its properdes 

are known there should be no great difficulty in disdnguishing 

sinhalite from stones which resemble ic- 

If we consider every possibility, diamond and e&ssiterite 

are two other minerals which give negadve readings and can fall 

in this colour category. Brown diamond, with its brilliant adaman¬ 

tine lustre, single reff^cdon, and incomparable hardness (see 

Chapter 9), should be easy to distinguish, and caasiterite, valuable 

as an ore of tin, as a gemstone must be considered a freak. As can 

be seen from the comparative tabic overleaf, it has a density far 

h^her even than zircon. 

The two other common gemstones which come under this 

colour-group, brown tourmaline and brown clirysoberyl, are 

often very difficult to distinguish at sight. Both are more sheerly 
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brown than the stones already discussed, and are indeed not very 

attractive. Tourmalines of this type absorb a great deal of l^hc, 

and for this reason are very ‘dead* in appearance. The doubling 

ciTccc which can be detected with a lens in most tourmalines can¬ 

not be seen here, since one of the two doubly refracted rays (the 

‘ordinary’ ray) is so completely absorbed within the stone. The 

dichroscope image corresponding to this ray is therefore prac¬ 

tically black, in contrast to the other image, which is brown. The 

refractometcr as usual provides the most positive test for these two 

minerals; tourmaline showing two shadow-edges near I 62 and 

1*64 at their widest separation, while chrysobcryl has much higher 

indices, near 174 and 175, with a double refraction too small to 

be distinguished unless monochromatic light be used. Here again, 

an exciting but unlikely possibility exists for the wideawake 

jeweller. The mineral asdalusite, very occasionally cut as a 

gem, has properties close to those of tourmaline, and may present 

a very similar appearance, though it is an entirely distinct mineral. 

Tourmaline belongs to the hexagonal (trigonal) system of crystal 

symmetry, while andalusite is orthorhombic—a fact which pro¬ 

vides the mineralogist with quite conclusive optical means for 

distinguishing the two. But a simple rcfractometer reading, if 

carefully taken, will also enable a definite distinction to be made, 

since tourmaline of ‘andalusitc’ colour (brown or brownish-green 

with hints of red) will always show a double refraction nearly 

twice as great as that of andalusite. The matter is ^ven space here, 

because dealers have sometimes attempted to satisfy collectors’ 

inquiries for an andalusite with tourmalines of suitable appear¬ 

ance from their stock, not realizing that the collector is a dis- 

criminadng person, and desires an andalusite qua andalusitc, and 

not simply for its appearance 1 

Ocher brown or orange stones occasionally cut for collectors 

are blende or sphalerite, and Idocrase. Blende is a cubic mineral 

having a refractive index nearly as high as that of diamond, and 

its dispersion Is considerably higher, but its soilness and its ready 

dodecahedral cleavage make it difficult to cut to good advantage 

and incapable of standing any wear. Its high single refraction 

distinguishes it from everything save diamond, with which its 

appearance hardly allows it to be confused. The colour generally 

shown by transparent pieces is a magnificent golden brown. 

Occasionally it displays an absorption spectrum in which one or 
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more narrow bands can be seen m the red. This is mentioned lest 

the beginner might confuse these with rather similar bands seen 

in zircon, 
Idocrase at its best can be an attractive gem and is sufficiently 

hard to take and maintain quite a good polish. Stones from the 

Laurentian Mountains in Canada are of a clear golden brown. 

They may be distinguished by their refractive index of a little 

above 1*70, with a very small double refraction {0 005). Some 

specimens may show a faint didymium absorption spectrum, 

Identification of Brown and Orange Stone 

Sptcies H. 
. j 
Q Mean 

R.I. D.R. Duhroim 

Cassitente El 6-9 2-04 0-10 disfrnct 

Zircon ... la 4-69 1-95 0 059 V. weak 

Spessartitc Wm 4* 16 1-80 none 

Blende. 3i 409 2-37 none 

Corundum 0 3-99 1-76 0-008 

Chrysoberyl ,,. 3-71 1*75 0-009 distinct 

Hessonite n 3-65 1-74 none none 

Topaz ... s 3-53 1-63 0-008 distinct 

Sphene. 5 3-53 1-96 0-12 strong 

Diamond 10 3-52 2-42 none none 

Sinhalite 3-48 1-69 0-038 weak 

Idocrase 6i 5-38 1-70 0-005 disdnet 

Andaluslte 3-15 1-64 0-010 strong 

Tourmaline 7 3-07 1-63 0-018 strong 

Quartz -. 7 2-65 1-55 0-009 weak 

Fire opal 51 2-00 1-45 none none 
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Quartz is the commonest, but nevertheless one of the most 

beautiful, of all minerals. It is composed of pure silica (silicon 

dioxide: SiO^), a compound which, either alone or combined in 

the form of silicates, accounts for nearly 60 per cent of the earth's 

crust- Quartz is also a very durable mineral both chemically and 

physically, so that when rocks become weathered and broken 

down after long ages of exposure, grains of quartz remain and form 

the bulk of the river gravels, the sands of the seashore, and the 

sands of the desert. 

The jeweller knows quartz in many forms, though he may not 

realize that all these belong to the same mineral species. The 

quartz minerals fall Into two categories: 

(a) Crystalline quartz, occurring as individually visible hex¬ 

agonal crystals—typified by rock crystal, amethyst, and 

citrine, etc. 

(^) Cryptocrystalline quartz, typified by chalcedony, agate, 

chrysoprase, cornelian, etc. 

Stones belonging to this second group arc composed of tiny 

grains or fibres of quartz too small to be distinguished as indivi¬ 

duals. The variedes in these two groups are too numerous to allow 

for detailed discussion of each, and from the point of view of 

idendfication this is in any case unnecessary. The crystalline 

forms of quartz used in jewellery are for the most part transparent. 

Their properdes are remarkably constant, and are as follows: 

hardness—the standard 7 on Mohs’ scale; specific gravity—2'651; 

refraedve indices—1 544 and 1553. 

If the reader has provided himself with a bromoform mixture 

matched exactly with a rock-crystal indicator, as suggested earlier 

in the book, he will be able to identify any pure specimen of the 

crystalline quartzes (provided it is free from its setting) by a trial 

in this liquid. If a refractometer is available and the stone is 

faceted the refraedve index will also be found a reliable guide. 

Before mendonlng particular varieties and the other minerals 

with which each may be confused, it will save needless repetidon 

if the disdnetion of any of them from glass imitations is dealt 

with first, en bloc. Quartz gemstones, on account of their low 
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rerractivUy, have a very glassy lustre, and arc thus difficult to 

distinguish from glass counterfeits by inspection alone. One simple 

test which is remarkably effective when properly applied arises 

from the low hcat-conductivity of glass. If a specimen of quaru 

and one of glass be touched with the tongue, quarts will fed per¬ 

ceptibly the cooler, and the same will prove true for any of the 

crystalline gemstones, since they all conduct heat away from the 

spot touched by the tongue at a rate faster than glass does. Amber 

and other resins conduct heat even less than glass, and thus feel 

still warmer to the touch. Naturally certain precautions are 

necessary in carrying out such a test. Hygiene demands that the 

specimens should be in a dean condition, and they must not be 

warm from recent contact with the hands. Each stone should be 

held in corn-tongs for the test, and a direct comparison made with 

a known specimen of quartz, since glass abo feds cold to the 

tongue and is only warm in comparison with true crystal. Other 

features by which glass can be recognized—bubbles, swirl-marks, 

etc., have already been described in Chapter 6. Most coloured 

quartzes are dichroic, and if dichroism b detected this of course 

puts glass out of court. 

Some of the crystalline varieties of quartz can now be indivi¬ 

dually mentioned and a brief reference made to stones with which 

they may be confused, The colourless quartz called rock* 

crystal is too insipid to make a satbfactory gemstone, but it is 

a beautiful material for carvings, beads, crystal balb, and the like. 

Glass is the only likely substitute. The yellow quartz properly 

known as citrifie, though commonly sold under the misnomer 

‘topaz’, is easily mbtaken for that more precious mineral. Density 

and refractive index tests each provide a clear separation. Most 

citrines have been produced from amethyst by heat treatment, 

the colour-change being permanent. Such stones show practically 

no dichroism, whereas natural yeUow quartz is distinctly dichroic. 

Citrine grades into the darker brown cairngorm or the smoky 

morion. A clear green form of quartz has recently been marketed, 

for which the name ‘prasiolite’ has been proposed. This is 

derived from certain types of amethyst found in Minas Gerais, 

Brazil, by careful heat treatment, The stones have some similarity 

to beryl or tourmaline in appearance, but have all the ordinary 

distinguishing features of quartz. Amethyst varies in tint from 

pale mauve to the deepest violet. Patchiness and zoning of colour 
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will distinguish it from paste, as also wjU doubling of the table 
facets, when viewed with a lens. Purple sapphire (miscalled 
‘Oriental amethyst’) is sometimes seen in similar colours, but is 
a far brighter, harder stone, with the higher R.I. and S.G. of 
corundum. 

Rose quartz is never quite transparent, but milky and often 
veined and flawed. When deep in tint it makes attractive beads 
and is a lovely material for small carvings or ornaments. If suit¬ 
ably cut, a six-rayed star is not uncommonly seen in rose quartz, 

Figifff 7S. Copp<r ei^ub in aptniuriite g/dss 

though never very strongly marked. The effect has been ingeni¬ 
ously enhanced in recently made doublets in which a hemisphere 
of astcriated quartz is provided with a reflecting base. The result¬ 
ing doublet presents a very striking appearance, with a brilliant 
star effect-*. This has been found to be due to extremely fine 

* The €fl«ct liere is prodiiccd more by ih« trammitifd light (dUsicnsm} ihaa by 
the reflected l^ht (c^Terism). 
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needles of rutile oricoced 'ut three directions at right^an^Ies to 

the trigonal symmetry axis of the crystal. 

It can be e^y distinguished from star sapphire at sight, not 

only by the greater brilliaoce of the star, but also by the fact that 

when viewed under an electric light a reflection of the electric 

light bulb can be dearly seen at the centre of the star-^an effect 

not seen in untreated star stones. Later productions are more 

deceptive, though the rays are less well defined chan in genuine 

or synthetic star sapphire, and the pink colour of the quartz can 

be seen when view^ at r^ht^gles to its asds. 

{^lartz cat’s-eyes contain parallel fibres or canals where 

fibres once were. Their usual colour is &wn-brown, greenish, or 

yellowish, and the ray, though distinct, is not so sharp or silky as 

with chrysoberyl cat’s-eye because the reflecting fibres are coarser. 

A fine quartz cat's-eye is very similar in appearance to a poor 

chrysoberyl cat*s-eye, though the latter has a brighter surface 

lustre. If the stone is unset, a denuty test in bromoform or methy* 

lene iodide will provide a dear decision in such cases. When in a 

setting, the ‘distant vision* method will distinguish between them 

on the refiactometer. Impure cat*s.^e quartz has been stained 

various colours, the products being sold as ‘Hungarian catVeyes’. 

The magnificent golden brown chatoyant tiger’s-eye was 

originally a blue crocidolite asbestos, the fibres of which have 

since been replaced by quartz. The name croddoUte is often 

retained for the altered material. Fibres of reddish-brown rutile 

are often seen penetrating a colourless quartz in apparently ran¬ 

dom orientation. This rutilated quartz is known by such fancy 

names as ‘Venus’s hair stone* or ‘fl^es d* amour*. Continuing the 

list of quartzes containing indudons, there is a green aventnrine 

quartz, which owes its colour awH spai^led appearance to the 

presence of small flakes of green fuchsite mica, and there is a reddish 

brown aventurine quartz containii^ spangles of an iron oxide 

mineral. The golden brown aveaturine glass so frequently seen 

has S.G. and R.I. near that of quartz, but is far more spectacular 

than any natural aventurine. (See Figure 72.) 

Rock-crystal beads are sometimes heated and cooled suddenly 

by plunging Into water containing dye-stuffr. The colour enters 

the cracks formed by the sudden chilling, awH the resulting effect 

is quite pretty, though obviously ‘faked*. Jasper is a very impure 

opaque quartz, usually some shade of brown in colour, Jasper 
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artificially stained with Berlin blue is used as an imltadon fcr 

lapis lazuli, and is known as Swiss or German lapis. 

Passing now to Group (b), the chalcedony group: here again 

we have a host of names to contend with for what is essentially 

the same material. The differences are chiefly in colour and types 

of banded structure. Cryptocrystalline quartz when translucent 

and unbanded is known as chalcedony. The density (about 2*60) 

and refractive index (about 1'5$5) are slightly lower than for 

quartz. Careful observation on the rcfractomcter will show a small 

Figufg 7^. CkaUtdoR^ stcUon cs sten beUcten irwti }^ieols 

amount of double refraction in certain specimens, which argues a 

considerable degree of order in the arrangement of the fibres-* 

The cryptocrystalline structure of chalcedony can be seen most 

clearly in thin section between crossed Nicols under the micro¬ 

scope. A chalcedony stalactite photographed under these condi¬ 

tions is reproduced in Figure 73. Unlike crystalline quartz, the 

cryptocrystalline types are to some extent porous and thus sus¬ 

ceptible to staining; full advantage is taken of the fact to ‘improve* 

* Thou^ X'ray anaJysis chalcedony lo be easeniially quana. it)» eurioua 
that the optical prepertie an disdnclly diffitrent. 
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the dim and deHcate colourings found in nature. Chalcedony itself 

is mostly stained in shades of blue or green. The blue is sometimes 

miscalled ‘blue moonstone’; the green is produced by treatment 

with chromium salts and appears pink under the Chelsea colour- 

filter—thus distinguishing it from chrysoprase and from jade, for 

which it is sometimes wrongfully sold. Vague narrow bands due 

to chromium can be discerned in the absorption spectrum of this 

green chalcedony. 

True chrysoprase owes its (natural) apple-green colour to a 

compound of nickel- Though common enough in its poorer 

qualities, really fine pieces are comparatively rare and valuable. 

Agate is the best known of the banded chalcedonies. The layers 

are curved and follow the shape of the rock-cavity in which the 

silica was deposited in a series of rhythmic stages. Agate is exten¬ 

sively used industrially in the manufacture of balances, for pestles 

and mortars, etc., the natural colour being retained for such pur¬ 

poses. When required for ornament it is stained by a variety of 

chemical means to enhance the contrast of the various layers. 

Where the bands arc straight, the names onyx (black and white), 

sard (red), sardonyx (red and white), are used. Cameos are of^en 

cut lit>m such material, the carved reliefbeing worked in the white 

layer with the underlying black or red layer acting as an effective 

bacl^TDund. Black onyx is produced by saturation of the natural 

greyish material with a solution of sugar or honey, and subsequent 

treatment with sulphuric acid, which deposits carbon in the pores 

of the stone. 

Cornelian, a more correct venlon of the usual spelling came- 

lian, is a reddish or yellowlsh-rcd chalcedony which shows a 

banded structure by transmitted light. Mosa-agate is the name 

given to black dendritic (fern-Uke) growths of manganese dioxide 

in a milky white translucent chalcedony which is only faintly 

banded. Such growths often mimic plant life to an astonishing 

degree. There are many other names given to members of the 

chalcedony group which have not been included above, but their 

use in jewellery is not at all extcnslvc- 

OPAt> 

‘All the colours of the rainbow' is, In the case of opal, not merely 

a catch-phrase, since the colours seen are not the mixed rcsidu^ 
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colours due to ordinary partial absorption of white light, but 

gleams of almost pure spectrum colour composed of a narrow 

band of wavelengths which alone of all the waves in the incident 

light have not been destroyed by ‘interference* after reflection 

from thin films within the stone. TTie particular colour which 

reaches the eye varies, as is well known, with the angle at which 

the stone is viewed. By transTmiUd light none of these colours can 

be seen. Raman and Jayaraman have recently found that the 

structure of opal contains thin layers of two different modifica* 

lions of silica, low-tridymite and high*crystobalite, which vary 

slightly in refractive index. When the size and spacing of these 

thin crystallites arc of the right dimensions, brilliant flashes of 

monochromatic colour are produced by reflected light. Examina¬ 

tion of these reflecting patches with a lens or microscope will reveal 

the lamellar, striated structure of these internal layers. 

As regards identification, there is little that need be said con¬ 

cerning opal, since, except in the variety fire opal, it is a stone 

that cannot effectively be imitated. Crude imitations of white opal 

are sometimes seen, consisting of coloured tinsel within an opal¬ 

escent glass, but the veriest tyro would hardly be deceived by these. 

Opal as used in jewellery can be divided into four types: black 

opal, white opal, Mexican water opal, and fire opal. 

Black opal is the most highly prized, and with its flashes of 

almost pure spectrum colour gleaming out of a sombre back¬ 

ground appeals to many connoisseurs above all other jewels. Often 

the brilliant play of colour is found only in very thin layers, and 

to provide a stone of sufficient thickness and strength for setting, 

such slices are commonly cemented on to a base of less precious 

black opal matrix, or on to black onyx. The first forms a true opal 

doublet, while the second should properly be termed an opal-on- 

onyx doublet. Since such composite pieces are naturally less 

valuable than single stones of equivalent size and appearance, in 

purchasing a stone one should examine it carefully with a lens 

to ensure that it is all in one piece. Usually these doublets have a 

very flat table. 

White opal, in which the background to the colour-flashes is 

milky white or grey, is found in thicker pieces, and there is less 

likelihood of a doublet being found in this material. 

Mexican water opal is a variety seldom menfioned in books, 

and is not so popular as its beauty merits. It is often practically 
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tiansparcnt, appearing yellowish by transmitted light, but from 

within the stone come lovely Hashes of vivid colour, changing, as 

in all opals, when the stone is viewed from difrerent angles. There 

can be no question of imitations here. 

Fire opai on the other hand, is difficult to distinguish at sight 

from glass or a synthetic resin (plastic) such as Bakelite, of similar 

colour, since normally there is no ‘play of colouri to be found in 

a fire opal, the aitracdon of which rests upon its fine flame-red or 

orange tint. 

With regard to tests, it has already been stated that none should 

be necessary except with fire opal. Here, as the table facet is often 

domed, a refractometer reading may not be obtainable. If a fire 

opal (in its setting, if need be) is immersed in a cell, or dish, or 

cup, containing carbon tetrachloride (a colourless liquid well 

known as a dry-cleaning agent and fire extinguisher) the refrac¬ 

tive index of the stone and the liquid are so closely matched that 

the edges of the facets and outlines of the stones will be hardly 

visible, where the R.I. of either a Bakelite or glass imitation will 

be sufficiently high to show the outlines of the facets fairly dis¬ 

tinctly. If the stone is free from its setting, the density of fire opal, 

which is almost exaedy 2*0, is sufficienUy different from that of 

Bakelite (1*26) and other plastics, which are also far less dense, 

to make distinction easy. 

A so-called ‘opal glass’ has been manufactured which has 

both R.I. and density only a little above that for true opal, but 

it b generally a milky white or yellow, and the glass used for 

imitating fire opal has a density of 2*4 or higher. 

Since opals are to some extent porous, it b most inadvisable to 

test them in heavy liquids, which may rum their beauty. Fire 

opals, however, are not harmed by a brief immersion in a bromo- 

form-benzene mixture, provided they are cleaned immediately 

afterwards; and a hydrostatic determinadon using pure water 

will do no permanent harm to any opal, though it may alter in 

appearance temporarily while still wet, 

The properties of opal may be briefly stated, for convenience. 

In composition it is an amorphous form of rilica containing a 

variable amount of water. Its hardness is about 6, and refractive 

index near 1*45. The dcitsity of water opal and fire opal is near 

2*00 and of black and white opal about 2* 11, though differences 

in porosity may lead to much lower figures for certain specimens. 
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THE OARNSTS 

The name garnet is given to a group of minerals erystalliaing in 

the cubic system which vary widely in their chemical consdCuents 

but which all conform to the same general type of chemical 

formula and crysialUse in the same forms. Mineralogists recognize 

six distinct members of this group: grossular (hessonite), pyrope, 

almandine, andradite (demantoid), spessartite, and uvarovite. 

All of these except the last have been used as gems, though cut 

specimens of spessariitc are extremely rare. The garnets provide 

an excellent example of what is known as isomorphous replace¬ 

ment—that is, the replacement of one element by another chem¬ 

ically similar element in a mineral without appreciable disturb¬ 

ance of the crystal form or structure. Almandine (an iron-alumin¬ 

ium silicate) and pyrope (a magnesium-aluminium silicate) in 

particular are never found in a pure slate, but always inter¬ 

mingled, often with some of the other garnet molecules present 

in small amount. It is indeed a matter of opinion whether certain 

red garnets should be called almandines or pyropes, the term 

‘almandine-pyrope’, though cumbersome, being more correct 

than either. Though the author has often deprecated the irrespon¬ 

sible addition of new gem names to the literature, in this case he 

is tempted to suggest the portmanteau term ‘pyrandine’ garnet 

for the red garnets with refractive index between 175 and I‘78, 

to which no name in current use properly applies. This could 

cause no confusion with the name of any other gem, and its 

derivation is suffidenlly obvious, though for the sake of euphony 

the first syllable would have to be pronounced short. 

Colour, density, and refractive index form a clear enough guide 

in distinguishing between the other garnets, and these criteria also 

serve to avoid confusion with other gem minerak. Being cubic, all 

the garnets are singly refracting and show no dlchroism. Their 

other distinguishing characters are better considered separately 

in the brief description of each variety which follows. 

Hessonite or cinnamon-stone is the orange-brown variety of 

grossular garnet to which in the trade the ambiguous term ‘jacinth’ 

is frequently applied. The distinctions between hessonite and the 

zircon and other stones of similar hue has already been described 

in the last chapter. The peculiar grannuJar appearance of hesson- 

itc, arising from numerous small transparent inclusions, is a 
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feature which assists the observer to recognize it at s^ht. The 

appearance of these tell-tale inclusions under a low-power micro- 

scope is shown in Figure 74. In addition the internal structure of 

httsonitc has a curious, treacly, fused appearance. A massive* 

green variety of grossular found in South Africa resembles jade 

and has been called ‘Transvaal jade’ on that account. It has a 

refractive index of 1*72 and density 3*47—figures which distin¬ 

guish it clearly from the true jade minerals, jadeite and nephrite. 

Figan U. Musms in luisoniu ganut 

Of the red garnets, pyrope has undoubtedly the finest colour, 

if one includes under this name only those comparatively ‘pure’ 

pyropcs from Kimberley, Arizona, and the former Bohemia. All 

of these owe ihdr colour prindpally to the presence of chromic 

oxide, the colouring agent to which the fine red of ruby and of 

red spinel can also be credited. Pyrope is seldom found in large 

sizes, and its colour though fine is often too dark to be appre¬ 

ciated. The single refractive index of near 1*745 h sufficiently 

above that of almost all red spinels to make distinction easy, 

though confusion beuveen the two has been reported, even by 

* The term 'messtve’ is ut«d by mineuiogisu lo deitole • conpect showing 
no cr)‘stai form. 
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trained mineralogists. The author has recently investigated this 

particular question in some detail and is firmly of the opinion 

that if both the density and refractive index of the specimen are 

accurately determined the distinction of spinel from garnet is 

always possible. The lowest constants for any pyropc measured 

were found to be 1732 for the refractive index and 3 643 for the 

density. This was for one particular specimen from Fort Defiance, 

Arizona, and was quite exceptional, the average figures for other 

specimens from the same locality being 1744 and 3* 70. Only cne 
red spinel of many hundreds measured had a refractive index as 

high as this lowest pyrope. This particular spinel (from Mogok, 

Burma) had R.I. 1-734 and S-G. 3-611, 

It can thus be said that even in such very exceptional stones, 

in which a refractometer test alone would admittedly not allow a 

decision to be made, the density of the spinel is definitely lower 

than that of the pyropc garnet. Quite 90 per cent of the red spinels 

examined had refractive index 1*720 or lower, and there need be 

no question of pyrope in such eases. An additional check is in 

any case available in the absorption spectra of the two stones, 

though at first glance they are very similar. The most notable 

feature in each is a broad band near the centre of the spectrum. 

In pyrope this band is centred at about 5750 A, chat is, in the 

yellow'grcen, whereas in spinel the band is nearer to the blue, 

being centred at about 5400 A. In pyrope, the strongest of the 

almandine bands can be detected in the blue-green at 5050 A, 

and this of course is never seen in a spinel. A simple method for 

checking the position of the broad band in pyrope or spinel in 

order to distinguish the two is to interpose a very dilute solution of 

potassium permanganate, contained in a bottle or beaker, between 

the light source and the stone. When suitably diluted, the per^ 

manganate will show five evenly spaced absorption bands centred 

at 5710, 5460, 5240, 5040 and 4860 A. 

These act as a ‘built-in’ wavelength scale and by placing the 

stone in and out of the field, comparison with the permanganate 

bands makes it obvious whether the absorption of the stone is 

near 5400 (spinel) and 5750 (pyropc). Crookes glass (often used 

in anti-glare spectacles) can be made to function in the same way, 

since the glass shows clear-cut absorption bands due to dldymium. 

The strongest of these is at 5840 A, and makes a useful standard 

for comparison. 
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Perhaps a simpler test which distinguishes red spinel from 

pyropc is its red fluorescence under ultra-violet light or under the 

more sensitive test of‘crossed filters’- Pyropc, due to its iron con¬ 

tent, is completely non-fiuorescent. The red glow of spinel when 

strongly illuminated in light which has passed through a flask of 

copper sulphate can be resolved by a prism spectroscope into a 

closely-spaced group of narrow bright lines. This ‘oi^an-pipe’ 

fluorescence spectrum is a very diagnostic test for red spinel. 

This particular ease has been discussed at some length because 

it is one of the few instances where the standard methods of gtxn 
testing have been seriously challenged and recourse to chemical 

analysis suggested. The author strongly holds the view that this 

should never be necessary. 

Apart from pyropes coloured by chromium there is a whole 

series of red garnets, as previously mentioned, forming the 

almandine-pyrope range, in which the refractive index and 

density become progressively higher as the proportion of the 

almandine molecule present becomes greater, The colour of 

almaxLdine is a peculiar purplish red, so deep in tint in the 

heaviest types that stones appear almost black unless backed by 

a reflecting layer of foil. Such stones have been often cut as 

hollow cabochons, for which the name ‘carbuncle’ has been used 

for centuries. The highest figures for red garnets used in jewellery 

are about 4 20 and ISl respectively for density and refractive 

index, corresponding to a garnet containing some 80 per cent of 

the almandine molecule. 

The gemstones most likely to be confused with almandine arc 

Siam ruby and purpHsh red spinel, both of which may have a 

very similar colour. The spinel is easily separated by its lower 

constants, but those of the ruby are very close to certain alman- 

dines. Ruby is doubly refracting, and a refractomcler reading will 

enable a clear decision to be made if carefully taken in sodium 

Ught. The dichroscopc is also helpful here, although the dichrolsm 

of Siam rubies is weaker than in rubica from Burma. A useful test 

Is provided by the spectroscope, since the almandine spectrum of 

three strong bands is easily distinguished from the ruby spectrum 

of one broad band—accompanied by very narrow bands in the 

red and in the blue. Almandine typically contains rod-like crystal 

inclusions which are parallel to the dodecahedral faces of the 

original crystal, and thus intersect at an angle of 60 degrees-^ 
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rather reminiscenc of the ‘silk* in Burma ruby, but on a coarser 

scale, and in three dimenaioiis In place of two. These arc often 

seen in the slice of almandine used to form the table facet of a 

doublet (see Chapter 6) with a layer of bubbles immediately be¬ 

low, where the junction with the glass base occurs. Inclusions of 

another type are shown in Figure 38. 

The green variety of andradite known as demantoid is the 

most highly prized of the garnets in commercial use, and fine 

specimens of 2 carats upwards are exceedingly hard to obtun. 

In the trade, the name ‘olivine’ is widely used for this green 

garnet—'an unfortunate misnomer, since olivine is a name well 

established by mineralogists for quite another mineral, of which 

peridot is the gem variety. The name of ‘demantoid’, which is 

unequivocal and therefore preferable, has a fine ring to it, and 

Figttrt 7$. Absorption speetrunt of al/nat^ne 

one would expect it to have quite as good a selling value as the 

softer-sounding ‘olivine’. Green garnet has the high refracUve 

index of 1*39 and a dispersion higher than diamond, giving it 

liveliness and fire. The density is 3 85 and these properties vary 

only slightly, as this species alone among the gem garnets docs not 

suffer extensive replacement by other garnet molecules. The colour 

of demantoid is yellowish to bright leaf green, always with more 

tendency to ycUow-grcen than the bluer green of emerald, from 

which its appearance differs quite sufficiently to render confusion 

unlikely by those familiar with both these gemstones- There are 

indeed few other species for which the green garnet is likely to be 

mistaken by anyone who is at all experienced. Sphexse perhaps 

resembles it more closely than any other, on account of its life 

and fire. Scrutiny with a lens, however, will at once remove any 

doubt, since sphenc has the strongest birefringence of any gem, 

while demantoid is singly refracting. 

Green zircon may also be confused with demantoid, since the 

colour is rather similar and there is enough dispersion to ^ve the 
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Slone considerable ‘life’. Green zircon is almost invariably of the 

low or intermediate type (see Chapter 14) and with these double 

refraction may not be visible with a Icns^ though sharp extinction 

between crossed Nicols will be observable in most cases. The 

spectroscope will reveal a rather woolly band in the orange-red 

with these zircons and possibly other zircon bands in addition. 

Some demantoids may show an absorption ‘doublet’ in the deep 

red and fainter bands in the orange—all due to chromic oxide to 

which the fine green colour can be attributed—but the most 

Pigipt 76- Aihutot fi&ra ss iKlasioiu m dmanlmd g^rrut 

constant feature of the demantold spectrum is an intense absorp¬ 

tion band at 4400 A in the violet which may only be visible as a 

sharp cut-off to the end of the spectrum. 

A peculiarity of demantoid is the nature of its inclusions. Care¬ 

ful scrutiny with lens or microscope will reveal these as wisps of 

tiny silky asbestos fibres, often radialir^ from one or more centres. 

If a parcel of demantoids is carefully examined, almost all 

specimens will be found to contain at least some of these fibres, and 

they provide a very practical aid to identification. The micro¬ 

scope will of course show the inclusions more plainly; a photo- 

micrc^aph of a typical specimen is reproduced in Figure 76 and 

will give the reader a good idea of their nature. Peridot has 
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rather ihc same colour as dcmantoid, but is lacking in ‘fire*, and 

once again the ‘doubling* of the back facets will serve as a quick 

confirmatory test. 

The rare manganese garnet, spessardte, has already been 

mentioned under ‘Brown and Orange Stones’ in the preceding 

chapter. It resembles hessonitc garnet rather closely, but lacb 

the granular inclusions, has a more beautiful and subtle colour, 

and can be clearly distinguished by its higher refractive index 

(T80) and density (416). Spessartites from Ceylon, which attain 

the largest sizes, have a tinge of almandinc colour mixed with the 

orange, but smaller specimens from Virginia and Brazil may be a 

clear yellow or orange without any trace of red, and these have 

slightly higher consunts chan those just given. 

Spessartites of any colour show strong absorption bands in the 

blue and violet, often in addition to faint almandinc bands- The 

stron^t visible absorption is at 4320 A. Dr E. Giibelin finds the 

inclusions of spessartite to be sufficiently distinctive to identify 

the mineral. These arc difficult to describe, but appear rather like 

shreds of a black mantilla shawl which has been tom to pieces 

and scattered at random through the sconc- 

Thc last of the six garnets, uvarovite, is a chromium garnet and 

for that reason has a fine green colour, though crystals of this 

garnet arc not found in sufficiently large transparent pieces to 

allow for its being cut as a gemstone. The presence of the uvaro¬ 

vite molecule in dcmantoid gives it an attractive green hue, though, 

curiously enough, in pyrope the presence of chromic oxide pro¬ 

duces only a deep red. 
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Tourmaune is one of the most attractive of minerals and is very 

widely distributed, though only in relatively few localities is it 

found in transparent pieces suitable for cutting into g^mstoncs- 

Its striated prismatic crystals, with their rounded triangular cross- 

section, are very easily recognized. 

The mineral has an exceedii^ly complex chemical composi¬ 

tion, and it cannot easily be expressed as a formula: but this 

apparent complexity is due to the many substitutions of one kind 

of atom for another that can cake place in the crystal lattice. 

Broadly speaking it can be described as a borosilicate of alumin¬ 

ium containing variable amounts of magnesium, iron, and the 

alkali metals. The colour gives an indication as to whether a given 

tourmaline belongs to the iron-, magnesium-, or alkali-rich type, 

and there are corresponding sl^ht differences in density. 

The alkali tourmalines are the most important from the gem 

point of view, beii^ mostly pink, red, or pale green- These have 

the lowest density, varying between 3*01 and 3*06. The magne¬ 

sium tourmalines arc brown and have a density of 3*04—3*10, 

while iron-rich types are deep greenish-blue to black and have a 

density of 3 08-5'20. 

Besides the colours mentioned, yellow tourmalines are some¬ 

times found, and also colourless or nearly colourless stones. 

Variety names are sometimes used for some of these coloured 

tourmalines—rubelUte for the red, indicoUce for the blue, achroite 

for the colourless, and schorl for the black: but it is preferable to 

use the simple colour descriptions ‘red tourmaline’, ‘blue tour¬ 

maline’, etc., since there can then be no confusion. 

The refractive indices of tourmaline are usually near 1*62 and 

1*64, with an average separation of 0*018 between the two read¬ 

ings. It must be remembered that it may be necessary to try the 

stone in difrerent orientations on the re^ctometer to obtain the 

maximum double refraction. In the direction of the optic axis 

there is only single refraction, giving a reading for the higher 

index, corresponding to the ‘ordinary^ ray, This edge remains 

constant if the stone is rotated on the instrument, while the edge 

corresponding to the ‘extraordinary* ray will be seen to move to 
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a nuTumum position and Chen back again. The extent of the D.R. 

in tourmaline is of great practical importance, as it serves to dis* 

tinguish this mineral from others of similar refractivity but lower 

birefringence, notably topaz and the rare minerals andalusite 

(0 01), apatite (0 002), aivd danburite (0 006), not to mention 

the singly refracting pastes which quite often have a refractive 

index in this region. Text-books often quote 0*025 as the D.R. o 

tourmaline, but in transparent stones so high a value is never en¬ 

countered, though in black, opaque tourmalines the birefringence 

may be 0*03 or even higher. The author and Mr. C. J. Payne have 

carefully measured the indices of a large number of tourmalines 

Figten 77. Spwtnttu tottrrnai^ thowing uyslal/orm and 

colatif i/>ning~ smalUsi pita has hem polished 

of all available colours, and found 0*022 to be the maximum bire¬ 

fringence while the lowest value was only 0*014, given by two 

brownish red tourmalines which were optically anomalous, giving 

a distinctly biaxial interference figure. 

Putting the matter briefly, any transparent gemstone having a 

mean refractive index of alwui 1 *63 and a birefringence of be¬ 

tween 0*015 and 0*020 may safely be taken as a tourmaline. The 

fact that only the lower index edge moves when the stone is ro¬ 

tated is an additional sign. If the table facet should happen to 

have been cut at right-angles to the optic axis, both edges will 

remain stationary during rotation, the edges being in their position 
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of iruudmum separation the whole time. If, as often happens in 

practice, ihc optic axis is parallel to the length of the cut stone, 

then only a single edge will be visible in this direction, and 

maximum separation will be found when the stone is rotated to a 

position 90® from this- 

Thc double refraction of tourmaline is strong enough to cause 

a doublii^ effect of the back facet edges when carefully examined 

with a lens through the front of the stone, unless the specimen is 

very small. 

TTic effect is masked in a deep brown or green stone, due to the 

complete absorption of the ‘ordinary' ray. The strong absorption 

Figure 7S. Trfncal melutkms in lounnalim 

of this ray can be seen in the dichroscope with brown stones, when 

one image of the window will be practically black. In paler stones 

the dkhroism is not so marked, though still distinct. It is weakest 

in the pale green stones, almost like pale emerald in tint, which 

have been produced by heat-treatment of suitable material from 

South-West Africa. 

Tourmaline is very seldom free from flaw*like liquid inclusions. 

Although these really consist of thin transparent films, in certain 

directions they give the effect of being black and opaque, due to 

total reflection of light at their surfaces. Typical inclusions of this 

kind arc shown in the photomicrograph reproduced as Figure 78. 
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The absorption spectrum of tourmaline has been described in 

Chapter 8. It varies according to the colour of the specimen (as 

in other allochromatic minerals) and many varieties show no di^ 

tinctive bands. 

Before leaving tourmaline, one curious feature of the stone de¬ 

serves mention. It is strongly ‘pyro-elcctric’—which means that 

when undergoii^ a change of temperature opposite ends of the 

crystal become electrically charged in opposite senses. Pretty ex¬ 

periments can be carried out to display this effect, but the pheno¬ 

menon makes itself known without any such devices when tour¬ 

maline jewellery is displayed in an illuminated window or display 

case and the stones arc near enough to an electric bulb to become 

perceptibly warmed thereby. Under these conditions, tourmaline 

attracts to itself an amazing amount of dust, becoming completely 

coated if left for any length of time. 

Although the question of their identiftcatlon has been incident¬ 

ally discussed in previous chapters, two other gem minerals, 

peridot and spinel, arc sufficiently important to warrant specific 

mention. 

Peridot is the name given in England to the green transparent 

variety of the important rock-forming mineral olivine, which is a 

silicate of magnesium and iron, termed ‘chrysolite’ in American 

mineralogy. The name ‘olivine’ has unfortunately gained wide 

currency in trade circles for quite another mineral, the green 

demantoid garnet from the Urals. Since the name olivine has been 

established for the magnesium-iron silicate for some 150 years 

there can be no question of its abandonment now. Thus, to pre¬ 

vent confusion. Jewellers should avoid this name altogether, calling 

the green garnet ‘demantoid’ and using ‘peridot’ as a safe appel¬ 

lation for the true olivine. 

Peridot is one of the easiest of all stones to recogniae, both on 

account of its distinctive yellowish-green colour and because its 

strong double refraction gives a clear ‘doubling’ effect of the back 

facet edges when viewed through the table with a lens. So far as 

colour goes, the only close match is provided by paste imitations, 

and these, of course, are easily distinguished by their single re¬ 

fraction, not to mention their other physical characters. 

Recently, synthetic corundum rather similar in colour to peri¬ 

dot has been produced, but when compared with the actual gem, 

the colour is distinctly different. 
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Peiidot is a mid-way representative of an isomorphous scries of 

minerals of which the end-members arc a magnesium silicate 

(forsterite) and an iron silicate (&yalite). The density and re¬ 

fractive indices of the mineral naturally vary according to the 

proportion of iron to magnesium present. The green types most 

commonly used in jewellery (from the Red Sea, Burma, Ceylon, 

or Arizona), all contain much the same amount of iron (about 

iO per cent), and their properties do not vary greatly from 3 34 

for spedfic gravity, 1*67 for mean retractive index and 0*036 for 

birefringence. 

The Island of St. John in the Red Sea is the classic source for 

peridot and most of the stones used in jewellery originally came 

from there. Burma can also provide stones of fine colour and 

important size. Those from Ceylon are a darker, less pleasing 

green, and are often distinguished by curious disk-like inclusions 

resembling watoUiy leaves. Small stones found on the Hawaii 

beaches have a beautiful colour and contain a trace of chromium. 

Hawaii peridot has the most curious inclusions for a natural stone, 

Being almost spherical and in heavy relief they bear a close 

resemblance to the bubbles seen in glass. Somedmes these 

‘bubbles’ arc oriented parallel to the outline of former crystal 

faces. 

Peridots from all these sources have very similar constants, and 

all show a distinedve absorption spectrum in which three evenly- 

spaced bands are seen in the blue region. 

For many years brown or yellow stones now known to be 

siuhalite were accepted as a form of peridot in which the higher 

refractive indices and density were thought to be due to a higher 

proportion of iron. Though structurally similar to peridot, sinha- 

lite actually has an entirely different composition, being a mag¬ 

nesium aluminium borate. The properties of sinhalite have been 

described in Chapter 17. Peridots of brownish tint are in fact 

sometimes seen, but these have constants very similar to their 

green brethren, and confusion with sinhalite should not be 

possible when careful measurements of refractive index or density 

can be obtained. 

Spanel also belongs to an isomorphous group of minerals, but 

the stones used as gems are mostly almost pure magnesium alu- 

minates in which traces of chromic oxide and ferrous oxide pro¬ 

duce red and biue colorations respectively. More common ^an 
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pure colours are less attractive intermediate shades to which it 

would be hard to give a name. Absolutely colourless spinel is 

practically unknown in nature, though stones of very pale mauve 

or pink are sometimes encountered- The means of distinguishing 

red spinel from ruby and from pyropc garnet have already been 

t-'igure 79. Qirisusghost’hki ‘ffetker’ » rtd spvtel/rm Bitma 

sufficiently described in Chapters 10 and 14. Under the micro* 

scope, spinel can usually be recognized by means of its typical 

octahedral inclusions. An interesting ghost-like ‘feather’ consisting 

of thousands of such small crystals is shown in Figure 79; this 

structure was found in a red spinel from Burma. Blue spinel is 

often very similar in appearance to indicolitc tourmaline. Occa¬ 

sionally, blue spinels from Ceylon are found in which there is 

substantial replacement of magnesium by zinc, and the density 

and refractive index of such specimens are considerably higher 
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lhaii normaJ. Pure spinel has S.G. 3*58 and R.I. 1*715, while the 

liiglic’st figures yet measured for a zinc-rich ‘gahnospinel* have 

been 3*98 and 1*747. There Is nothing in the appearance of these 

ainc-rlch spinels to distinguish them from the normal types. 

The most valued spinelg are chose approaching ruby-red in 

colour. In actual fact the colour, though attractive, never quite 

attains the rich crimson of ruby- This is luckily very noticeable 

under the microscope when testing parcels of small rubies, and 

this fact, u^thcr with the lack of dichroism and difference in 

inclusions are also signs which save the practised gemmologist 

from making a mistake when a spinel ‘intruder’ makes its 

appcarance- 

An excellent test for any pink or red spinel is to illuminate the 

stone with an intense beam of light which is concentrated on to 

the specimen through a flask of strong copper sulphate solution, 

and examine Its fluorescence spectrum through a small prism, 

spectroscope. The ‘organ-pipe’ group of bright red lines seen in 

the spinel spectrum is completely distinctive. Garnet will, of 

course, show no fluorescence of any kind, while with ruby the 

fluorescence is concentrated almost entirely into the fluorescence 

doublet which, in a small prism spectroscope, appears as a single 

strong bright line. It should be noted, however, that synthetic 

red spinels show a fluorescence spectrum which to the eye 

resembles that of ruby, though the main Unc i$ at 6840 A instead 

of 6935 A, It is not quite clear how or why these synthetics are 

being made. Spinel boulcs, if they are to grow well under the 

Vcmeuil falow-pipe should have a considerable excess of alumina 

compared with the I : 1 ratio of Mg : Al which is found in nature. 

And with boulcs of the usual 1 MgO : 31 AJ^Oj formula the 

effect of adding chromium to the raw materials is to produce a 

green colour, not red. It would scarcely seem worth while to take 

the special precautions necessary to grow red spinel boules of the 1:1 
formula considering the small demand for natural red spinel com¬ 

pared with ruby. However, some stones of this type haot been 

produced, and one must keep a watchful eye open for them. Curved 

lines and bubbles can be seen in the majority of these stones, very 

similar to those in synthetic ruby- A dark purpHsh-rcd synthetic 

recently seen did not show curved striae, but contained numerous 

comma- and tube-like gas inclusions, typical of synthetic spinel. 

Owing to their lower alumina content, these red synthetics have 
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a refractive index of only 1*715 compared with the 1*727 one 

usually associates with synthedc spinel. 

Bine synthetic spinel is very extensively manufactured, 

particularly in pale shades which Imitate aquamarine rather 

effectively. Their orange colour when viewed through the Chelsea 

coIour>filter, cobalt al^rption spectrum, and typical anomalous 

birefringence, giving a ‘tabby extinction’ effect between crossed 

Polaroids arc all diagnostic. 

Synthetic spinels also have a marked cubic cleavage, not seen 

in the natural stones, and this may manifest itself as cracks crossing 

one another at right-angles in carelessly cut stones. 

Natural blue spinels are seldom really blue In the sense that 

sapphire is blue; they tend to be greyish, greenish, or inky-blue. 

Through the Chelsea filter they do show a reddish tinge, but this 

is far removed from the striking orange hue seen with synthetic 

blue spinels. The colour of blue spine! is due to ferrous iron, and 

this gives rise to a scries of absorption bands. The key features are 

a broad absorption band in the blue, centred at 4590 A with a 

narrow band on the green side of this, at 4800 A. Weaker bands 

in the yellow and green are variable in intensity and position, but 

give the general impression of a rich and complex spectrum which 

is characteristic enough to be recognized by the practised 

gemmologist. 

This 'blue spinel* spectrum is seen to some extent in the purplish 

types to which no exact colour description can be given. Such 

stones are lacking in beauty, and have small commercial import¬ 

ance. Spinel is one of the harder gemstones, being placed equal 

with topaz, the standard 8 on Mohs' scale. It takes a good polish, 

and in its pale varieties displays distinctly more fire than the 

corundum gems, though the numerical difference in this property 

is quite slight (0*020 for spinel; 0*018 for sapphire). In synthetic 

colourless spinel the ‘fire’ is quite perceptible: one of the factors 

which make it a popular substitute for diamond in cheap jewellery. 
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JADE AND JADE-LIKE MINERALS 

All the stones so far considered arc transparent, and their beauty 

largely depends upon that factor. Certain minerals, however, of 

which jade, turquoise, and lapis lazuli are the chief, have a 

sufficiently beaudful colour and are sufficiently rare to earn a 

place in jewellery despite the fact that they are translucent or 

opaque. The true jades and the many ‘greenstones’ which have 

passed as jade will be the subject of the present chapter, while 

turquoise and lapis lazuli will be dealt with in the chapter 

following. 

Jade is a term which even mineralogists consider permissible 

for two distinct minerals. Of these, jadeite or * Chinese’ jade, is 

the rarer and more precious, though nephrite or ‘New Zealand’ 

jade has also been gready favoured as a material for carvings by 

the Chinese, by whom the jade minerals are held in partic^arly 

high esteem. Jadeite is a silicate of sodium and aluminium and 

belongs to the imporiant pyroxene group of rock-formli^ minerals, 

while nephrite is a silicate of calcium, magnesium, and iron, and 

belongs to the equally important amphibole group. The minerals 

owe their extreme toughness, which is one of their outstanding 

characteristics, to the fact that they consist of a mass of small 

crystal fibres or grains. A number of other compact green minerals 

have been used in place of jade, though chiefly for carvings, small 

bowls, bead necklaces, etc., rather than In actual pieces of jewel¬ 

lery, The properties of these materials will also be briefly noted 

here, to assist the reader to disdnguish them from the true jade 

minerals. 

Jadeite, owii^ to its beautiful colouring and texture, is in great 

demand for use in rings, brooches, pendants, car-rings, necklaces, 

and so on, and fine translucent green pieces command high prices. 

Though bright green is the most favoured colour, jadeite is also 

found in a wide variety of hues, including black, white, mauve, 

orange, and brown. The colour of green jadeite varies greatly in 

saturation, from palest shades down to a deep emerald hue. The 

colour is oflen mottled, and veins or small patches of bright green 

in plea^ng contrast to a background of almost pure white jaddte 
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are fairly common, and highly characteristic of the material. The 

texture of the stone is more granular than fibrous, and slight 

differences in the hardness of the constituent grains cause it to 

possess a peculiar dimpled or shagreened surface when polished— 

an effect which seems only to add to the charm of its appearance. 

In some pieces a bladed, gently shining, crystalline texture Is 

plainly visible to the naked eye, or under a pocket lens. The better 

qualities of jadcitc arc appreciably translucent, and owe their 

bright green colour to chromic oxide. Such jadeitc Kas an absorp¬ 

tion spectrum rather similar to that of emerald, though the nar¬ 

row bands in the red are not so clearly defined and are in rather 

different positions. It may be added that green jadcite, unlike 

emerald, does not show red under the Chelsea filter. In addition, 

as described in Chapter 8, jadelte often shows distinctive absorp¬ 

tion bands in the violet, and these may be very valuable in con¬ 

firming its identity. By far the stronger of these is at 4370 A, and 

is a strong and very well-defined narrow band. In the paler 

varieties of jadeite it can be clearly seen by reflected light—or by 

transmitted light if the piece is thin and translucent enough to let 

through sufficient light. In brown or dark green pieces there may 

be too much general absorption in the region for the band to be 

visible. The density of jadeite of all colours is remarkably constant, 

and is almost exactly the same as that of methylene iodide (3*33), 

so that a trial in thi^ liquid will act as a useful check where its 

characteristic appearance is not sufficient to establish its identity. 

In the case of the jade minerals, refractometer measurements 

cannot always be relied upon as a means of distinction, as stones 

are usually cut with rounded or carved surfaces. Where the back 

of a cabochon piece is sufficiently flat and polished, a fairly good 

reading can be obtained, and jadeite often shows the two edges 

due to double refraction, which is rather surprising in a crystal 

a^regate. The refractive indices are 1*654 and 1*667, and the 

hardness nearly 7 on Mohs' scale. 

The distant vision method can usefully be employed to obtain 

an approximate refi^tive index reading on polished cabochon 

surfaces of jadeite, and provides a valuable confirmatory test. 

JsWeitc has a comparatively low melting point (lower than 

nephrite) and a splinter fuses easily to blebs of colourless glass 

under the blo^vpipe. 

Although Jadeite has been found in Japan,A California, and 
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Gautcmala, and the presence of celts of jadcite which were left 

in vaiioos parts of Europe by Neolithic man argues the presence 

of other locaJiiies for the mineral, there is only one source for the 

varieties of jadeite used in modem jewellery, and for carvings 

and objelr d'art. This is in Upper Burma, in the neighbourhood 

of Myitkyina, where jadcite occurs in dykes of igneous rock and 

is recovered in boulders from the local streams. A coarse-textured 

dark green jadeite often known as ‘Yunnan* jade probably also 

emanates from Upper Burma. The trade is entirely in Chinese 

hands, hence the popular name ‘Chinese jade’ for the material, 

In actual fact the Chinese made no use of jadeite until the 

eighteenth century, all their ancient jade carvings being executed 

in nephrite, to which the Chinese, who venerated the material, 

gave the name Yu, which is also their name for precious stones 

in general. The name fci-ts*ui, ‘king fisher stone’, is now used by 

the Chinese for jadeite only, though originally ^ven to certain 

fine green nephrites. 

The Chinese sources for nephrite were chiefly in Bast Turke- 

slan (Khotan, Yarkand), from whence boulders of the amphibole 

jade have been transported for centuries over an incredibly ardu¬ 

ous trans-continental route. 

New Zealand ‘greenstone’ is a rather unsatisfactory name often 

used for the true nephrite jade oi^inally used and worked by the 

Maori from boulders found in the rivers Arahura and Teremelau 

in the South Island. Modem carvings in New Zealand nephrite 

are mostly carried out in Idar-Obentcin, where skilled crafbmen 

copy the Maori ‘Tikis* and other designs. The stone has a fine 

spinach*grecn colour and contains rather more iron than do the 

Chinese varieties of the same mineral. 

MincraJ^cally speaking, nephrite can be equated, according 

to its iron content either with tremolite, which is white in colour 

(‘mutton-fat jade’) or with the green mineral actinolite, which 

contains appreciable iron and supplies some of the asbestos of 

commerce. Both these minerals belong to the amphibole group, 

of which hornblende is the most important rock-forming member. 

Other well known sources for nephrite are in the Lake Baikal 

region of Siberia, where gigantic boulders are found, and Jordan- 

smiihl in Silesia. Siberian nephrite is a translucent spinach-green 

containing black spots of magnetite or graphite, while the Jordan- 

smUhl material has an attractive range of colour from ivory white 
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to a fine translucent green, most specimens being markedly 

mottled. 

The density of nephrite is markediy lower than that ofjadeite, 

an average figure being 2*95, and the range being between 2 90 

and 3’03. The refractive index is also lower, giving a shadow-edge 

near 1 62 on the refractomeicr. The hardness can be given as 6^ 

on Mohs* scale, though the surface hardness of some old specimens 

seems higher, and other specimens may give anomalously low 

results; being eariiy marked by the point of a pocket-knife or 

needle. Nephrite is more fibrous chan j'adcite, and polished pieces 

lack the dimpled surface lustre of the latter. 

Though so far only white (‘mutton fat’) and sombre green have 

been mentioned as colours for nephrite jade, shades of brown or 

yellow are sometimes seen, particularly in ancient, weathered 

pieces. The green colour is mainly due to ferrous oxide, which is 

an essential constituent; but the more richly coloured pieces may 

also contain a little chromium, and rather vague narrow bands in 

the red can be detected in consequence, though they are never so 

clearly developed as in jadeite. A weak line at 4980 A where the 

green changes over to blue can sometimes be seen, perhaps ac¬ 

companied by even weaker lines nearby, but there is no absorp¬ 

tion band in the violet beyond a general absorption of the whole 

region. 

Before proceeding to describe the many minerals which have 

been or may be confused with either of the two jades, tvaming 

must now be given of a new advance in the gentle art of faking. 

Methods have been developed for dyeing pale specimens of true 

jadeite so that they have the appearance of valuable green jadeite 

of the highest quality. According to information received from 

Hong-Kong, two organic dyestuffs, one blue and the other yellow, 

are used to obtain the desired effect. In some samples the colour 

can be seen, on close inspection, to be concentrated In the small 

cracks or veins in the mineral. But in others the colouring is sur¬ 

prisingly uniform, as though the dyestuffs had been able to pene¬ 

trate the tiny crystals themselves. 

The other form of colour-faking for jadeite is more elaborate, 

and involves careful workmanship, but so far as appearance goes 

the result is outstandingly effective. Here a piece of pale Jadeite 

is hollowed out to form a thin-wailed cabochon shell. A second 

piece of similar material is made to fit this exactly, and the two 
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are cemented tc^cther with a layer of green dyestuff between the 
two. in the specimens seen, no attempt has been made to conceal 
the fact that the whole is a composite stone, since a ridge can 
dearly be seen running round the base of the cabochon. But in 
mounted pieces this would not be detected, and high prices might 
very well be paid in error for stones which quite clearly show the 
characteristic texture and lustre of true jadeite and have a very 
fine green colour. 

Fortunately there arc tests which can reveal the fakes once 
suspicion has been aroused. In the first place, the dyed stones tend 
to show red or pinkish under the Chelsea filter, which natural 
green jadeite docs not In the second place, the spectroscope 
reveals the presence of dyestuff by means of a fairly strong though 
rather wooly absorption band in the red, while the narrow chro¬ 
mium lines which untreated jadeite of this colour would show, are 
missing. Stories of dyed mauve jadeite have recently come from 
America, and it is a regrettable fact that all finely-coloured pieces 
of jadeite must now be viewed with suspicion and preferably sub¬ 
mitted to a laboratory test before good money is paid for such 
articles. 

The colour of these stained jades can be removed by treatment 
with nitric acid or by less drastic reagents, but such a test is not 
a very satisfactory means of learning the truth. 

Of the other jade-iike minerals, the only ones likely to be seen 
in rings or brooches, and which might be mistaken for jadeite, 
are genuine chrysoprase, green stained chalcedony, and the 
green zinc carbonate, smithsonite, which is sometimes sold 
under the trade name ‘Bonamite’. A density test may be relied 
upon to distinguish these and most of the other minerals which 
may be confused with either of the jades, or with each other, pro¬ 
vided the specimen can be obtained free from its setting, 

With mounted stones, refractive index reading by the ‘distant 
vision’ method will segregate the chrysoprase and chalcedony, 
while the smithsonite will effervesce when touched by a drop of 
dilute hydrochloric acid. It is worth remembering that all car¬ 
bonates ‘fizz’ when touched with a spot of acid, owing to liberation 
of gaseous carbon dioxide. The test is a useful one for many of the 
ornamental stones, but obviously, as with hardness tests, must be 
used with care and discretion. A very small drop of quite dilute 
add will suffice, and a lens used to verily that effervescence is 
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actually taking place. The drop of acid should be removed as 

quickly as possiblei it will inevitably leave a dull mark on a 

polished stone. 

Probably a safer manner of carrying out the test is to take a 

minute scraping of powder from the specimen, place this on a 

microscope slide, and to this add a small drop of dilute add by 

means of a thin glass rod. The reaction can then be clearly ob* 

served under a low-power microscope. 

This test for carbonates is only mentioned here on account of its 

extreme simplidty and frequent usefulness. There are many other 

chemical tests which can successfully be employed on the micro 

scale when dealing with the non-transparent gemstones. Some of 

theae are described in Webstei^s Ganmologist's Con^indium. 
Many other massive green or greenish minerals have occa¬ 

sionally been used for beads, carvings, and small ornaments: the 

term Jade’, with some suitable or unsuitable sobriquet, is often 

misleadingly applied to these. Thus ‘Transvaal jade’ is a massive 

green form of groasular garnet, better known in jewellery in its 

orange-brown form of hessonite. This Transvaal groasular can be 

distinguished from true jades by its higher refractive index (1*7S) 

and density (3*49); also by the small black spots which it frequently 

contains. This form of grossular also has a revealing orange fluor¬ 

escence under X-rays. The pale apple-green form of serpentine 

known as bowenite makes an attractive substitute for jade, and 

was wrongly identified as nephrite by the Dr Bowen whose name 

it commemorates. This is curiously harder than other forms of 

serpentine, and also more translucent. The density of those 

specimens examined by the author and his colleague Mr Robert 

Webster have been consistently near 2*59, with refractive index 

1*55; but higher values have been recorded in the literature, 

presumably for specimens from different localities. Little groups 

or chains of greenish flakes of chlorite are often enclosed in bowen¬ 

ite, and are a helpful characteristic in the recognition of this very 

pleasing material. The Maoris gave to the exceptionally trans¬ 

lucent variety of bowenite found in Milford Sound the poetic name 

Tangiwai’, meaning ‘tears’. Quite large pieces arc found in 

China and carved into imposing figures, plates, cups, and so on. 

A much softer green mineral sold as ‘Stynan jade’ is more pro¬ 

perly called pseudophitc or cUnochlore, and belongs to the 

chlorite family, which is closely related to the serpentines. While 
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bowenitc can just be scratched with a penknife, pscudophite is 

soften than even calcite. 

Prehnite is anotherjade-like mineral, having a rather oil/ pale 

yellowish green and a radiating fibrous structure which is rather 

distinctive. It is highly translucent; in rare cases, indeed, it is quite 

transparent and colourless- One such specimen is in the author's 

collection, having been rescued from a junk-box by Mr Webster. 

Amazon stone is not unlike jadeite, though its bluish green 

Properties of Jade and Similar Materials 

Spuies S.G. 

Mean 
RJ. H. 

Jadatc (‘Chinese’ jade) . 333 IS 7 
Nephrite (‘New Zealand’jade) mm 
Pseudophite (‘Styrian jade’). 2'7 1-57 
Grossular (‘Transvaal jade’). 3-48 1-73 H 
prehnite. 2*87 1*63 6 
Bowenite 2*6 1-55 51 
Aventurine quartt (‘Indian jade’) ... 2-66 155 7 
Chalcedony (‘Swiss jade’) 2-60 1-54 7 
Amazon stone (‘Amazon jade’) 2-56 1-53 S 

Californite . 3-40 1-72 3J 
Smithsonite (‘Bonamiie*) 4-35 1-62- 5 
Agalmatolite (‘figure-stone’)... 2-80 — 2} 
Saussurite 3-2 1-70 6J 
Emerald . 2*7 1-57 n 
Fluorspar 318 1-43 4 

* Tb< aecocid r«fr»cuve index b 1*849, bui » va^uc &ha<lew>«dge bi 1*62 is atl that 
ean be seen on the rerrmometer. 

colour and typical feldspar sheen arc easily recognisable to the 

practised eye. The massive green idocrasc, californite, has been 

used as jade, and so has the impure secondary mineral aausauHte. 

The green avenitudne quartz has been called Tndlan jade', 

though its spangles of fuchsitc mica render it easily distinguishable. 

A type of aventurinc quartz in which the spangles are not 

visible is sometimes encountered and might well be mistaken for 

malachite as it has a rather similar tone of green with bands of 

darker and paler colour. Its density, refractive index, and hard¬ 

ness, however, arc those of quartz (aventurinc, as Robert Webster 
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has shown, is really a quartzite containing chrome mica); more¬ 

over, it shows red under the Chelsea filter and a chromium ab¬ 

sorption spectrum, with a doublet in the deep red near 6800 A. 

One more name should be mentioned. The mottled green 

material known as verd-antique is a serpentine marble. Its 

motded and veined appearance, its effervescence when touched 

with acid, and a stroi^ absorption band in the blue at 4650 A 

serve to identify this rather attractive rock (one can hardly call it 

a mineral). 

Connemara marble, Iona stone, and ophicalcite arc ali 

names which have been used, according to its occurrence or the 

taste of its user, for this same material. Verdite, which is a not 

very attractive dark green material composed of clay heavily 

impregnated with chrome mica, should not be confused with the 

verd-anlique mentioned above. Its extreme soAness (3) as well as 

its appearance should make any confusion with jade unlikely. 

Verdite has a density near 2 *9 and rdractivc index 1 58. 

Before closing the list of minerals which can be reasonably con¬ 

fused with jadcitc or nephrite, one should mention translucent 

forms of emerald, and also flnor^ar, Both these attractive 

materials have been used for small carvings in the manner of 

jadeite, and have a rather similar colour. A density test, or trial 

on the refractometer, may not be feasible. The emerald will 

show dichroism, and appear dim red between crossed filters, 

while both it and fluorspar will probably show pink under the 

Chelsea filter. Fluorspar is much softer than jade, it has a marked 

violet fluorescence under ultra-violet light and an easy octahedral 

cleavage which may manifest itself in any surface chips or as 

incipient cleavage cracks. Imitation jade made of glass may be 

very crude or quite effective. Scrutiny with a lens will reveal 

bubbles at or near the surface. 

Long though it is, the above catalc^c of minerals resembling 

jade could be considerably extended. The physical properties of 

the materials mentioned will be found summarized in tabular form 

for convenience, though it must be realized that these minerals, 

unlike transparent gemstones, arc seldom pure, and therefore these 

properties may vary considerably. 

The jeweller must not feel too appalled by the number of 

minerals mentioned. Few of them are actually used in ardcles of 

jewellery, and the main question, ‘is it true jade or not’? can 
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usually be answered either by inspection or after a few simple 

tests. In conhnning the identity of jadeite the spectroscope can 

be very helpful, since it can be us^ no matter what form the 

specimen takes, and is eftective for mounted stones as well as 

unmounted. As has already been stated in Chapter 8, green 

jadeite shows well marked chromium bands in the red. These are 

narrow but unlike those in emerald (which they otherwise some¬ 

what resemble) in being rather diffuse. Paler types of jadeite show 

a strong, narrow band in the violet at 4370 A. This is present in 

green types also, but may be masked by the general absorption of 

the violet. If the specimen is sulhcientiy thin and translucent these 

bands are ideally seen by transmitted light, but can also be ob¬ 

served by strong reflected light, with the slit of the spectroscope 

held close to the brightly illuminated specimen. A flask of copper 

sulphate solution will make observations easier by concentrating 

the light and removing the glare from the unwanted end of the 

spectrum. 

If it is desired to identify one of the less easily reccgnizable jade 

substitutes, it will be wiser to have it tested in a well-equipped 

laboratory or mincralogical museum having facilities for X-ray 

analysis. 

It is of great assistance to have small samples of the various 

jade-like materials (most of which can be procured from a good 

mineral dealer) which will give the reader a better idea of their 

appearance and reactions to various tests than can be gained 

fiom written descriptions. A good idea of the appearance of 

jadeite, nephrite, and some of the minerab which resemble them 

closely can be obtained from the coloured frontispiece to this book. 
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TURQ.UOISE AND LAPIS LAZULI 

Turquoise is a hydrous phosphate of aluminium and copper, 

in which some of the aluminium is usually replaced by iron. The 

sky-blue colour to which the gem chiefly owes its attraction is due 

to a copper compound, while iron when present tends to impart a 

far less desirable greenish tint. For practical purposes turquoise is 

amorphous, though small triclinic crystals of the mineral have 

been found. In thin section it is seen under the microscope to con¬ 

sist of crystalline pardcles, intenpened with amorphous whitish 

material. Specimens containing much amorphous matter are more 

porous, less dense, paler in colour, and softer than purer types. 

The density of the mineral acts as a rough guide to the qu^ty 

of the material, if one discounts the brovm limonite matrix which 

is frequently present in veins and patches. The denrity of limonite 

is about 3 8, so this would tend to raise the density of turquoise. 

Turquoise from the Sinai Peninsula (‘Egyptian* turquoise) of fine 

blue colour and markedly translucent, has the highest density of 

any pure turquoise and it departs remarkably little from the value 

2*81. Persian turquoise, which is even more highly prized, has a 

density only slightly lower, near 2*79. Neither of these varieties is 

appreciably porous and their hardness is about 6 on Mohs’ scale. 

Turquoise in much larger pieces and of quite fair quality, comes 

reputedly from China in the form of snuff bottles, carved pieces 

and large cabochons, often veined with dark brown matrix. Such 

pieces have an average density of 272, and are also not very 

porous. Specimens from Nevada, Colorado, and other North 

American sources are deddely paler and more porous. In some 

cases a gain of as much as 2| per cent in weight may result after 

soaking in water. The density is between 2*6 and 27. In carrying 

out determinations on these porous stones it is wiser to use the 

hydrostatic method, as pure water is less likely to harm their 

colour than immersion in heavy liquids. Nevertheless, a clean 

bromoform mixture should do no harm to Persian or Egyptian 

types, and provides a quick and useful test If the liquid is matched 

with a small known specimen from cither locality, used as an 

indicator. 
With mounted stones, a refractive index test is useful. Usually 
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only a caboclion surface is available, and turquoise is nearly 

opaque, but by using the ‘distant vision’ technique quite clear 

readings can be obtained on the rcfractometer, the shadow-edge 

being at about 1 *62 or 1 *63. Examination of the sur^ce of the stone 

under the microscope is useful, particularly when specimens of 

genuine turquoise arc available for comparison, Persian turquoise 

shows characteristic small patches and veins of whitish material, 

while Egyptian stones show small circular disks of deeper bluc- 

Veim of the brown limonite matrix, when present, are a sign of 

genuine turquoise, though it is well to examine these too under 

the microscope to ensure that they are not ‘faked’, 

A useful distinctive feature of genuine turquoise from all local¬ 

ities, though unfortunately difficult to observe, is the presence of 

two strong absorption bands in the violet at 4SOO and 4200 A. 

The former of these can usually be detected in a small prism 

spectroscope when a powerful beam of light Is transmitted through 

a thin edge of the stone or is reflected from its surface. None of the 

materials resembling turquoise show this band. A weaker band 

in the blue is also usually present in turquoise but it is generally 

more feasible to view it by reflected light. Here a flask of copper 

sulphate solution makes a useful condensing lens, as it not only 

concentrates the light on to the specimen, but filters out the red 

and yellow end of the spectrum, making bands in the blue and 

violet easier to observe. 

Imitation turquoise has been made from suitably coloured 

plaster of Paris, and from various secret mixtures, some of which 

are said to have a similar comporition to that of turquoise itself. 

All those encountered by the author have been softer, more porous, 

and of lower density than true turquoise, and they lack its typical 

surface structure. GUas imitations, which arc not uncommon, 

will show small bubbles under the surface, and so also will porce¬ 

lain; while enamel and stained chalcedony show none of the 

typical veining of the true turquoise. To the practised eye, the 

vitreous lustre of these imitations is visibly different from the 

slightly waxy lustre of turquoise. 

Of the natural minerals resembling turquoise, odontolite or 

‘bone turquoise’ is a fossil ivory or bone which has become stained 

blue by the iron phosphate mineral vivianite. Odontolite invari¬ 

ably contains some calcium carbonate and thus effervesces when 

a drop of dilute hydrochloric acid is applied to it. Odontolite can 
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be distinguished both by its higher specific gravity of 3 00 to 3 25, 

and its organic structure when examined under the microscope. 

The hardness is about 5 on Mohs’ scale. Variscite is a green 

hydrous aluminium phosphate, hardness 5, and specific gravity 

near 2 '5- The mean R.I. is also lower than that of turquoise, being 

about 1*58. Amazon stone feldspar, already mentioned under 

jade, may also be mistaken for turquoise of poor quality, but 

again, its lower denaty and refractive index will serve to separate 

the two. The mineral laznlite (not to be confused with lapis 

lazuli) is not often seen in jewellery, but should be mentioned 

here, as ic sometimes closely resembles an inferior turquoise. It is 

rather more translucent, has a very similar refractive index, but 

a higher density (3*1). Under the microscope it lacks the surface 

structures of turquoise mentioned on the previous page. 

With practice the narrow 4300 barid in the violet and its weaker 

and broader associate at 4600 A in the blue can always be seen in 

true turquoise, and its presence is, in the author's experience, 

conclusive evidence of the authenticity of a specimen. The appear¬ 

ance of the surface under the microscope and a distant vision re¬ 

fractive index reading also provide useful evidence. 

It must be recognized that the surface of almost all poor quality 

turquoise is ‘improved’ to a greater or lesser extent by treatment 

with copper stearate or other wax-like or plastic substances. In 

some cases this treatment affects the colour of the stone to a depth 

of several millimetres. It is difficult to decide where legitimate 

improvement ends and fraud sets in. 

It must frankly be admitted that turquoise is a difficult material 

to test, particularly when mounted and of poor quality. The 

jeweller, when in doubt, should pass it on for a laboratory test. 

As a last resort, an X-ray powder photograph provides conclusive 

evidence. 

LAPIS LAZULI 

The use of lapia laznli as a stone for adornment goes back to 

very early times, and the ancient mines In Afglianistan are sdli 

providing the finest material after being worked more or less con¬ 

tinuously for some 6000 years. Almost alone among gem maccriaU, 

lapis lazuli is not a single mineral but a rocA in which blue miaerals 

such as lazurite, haiiyne, and sodalite are inextricably mingled 

with calcite, diopside, pyrites, and other species. In fine specimens 
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the blu« minerals sufficiently predominate to give an almost 

homogeneous appearance to the polished stone, though brassy 

speeb of pyrites arc almost always to be detected, and form a 

useful sign that the stone is genuine. Poorer quality material such 

as that from Chile contains considerable white areas, and even the 

blue regions are diluted to a paler dnt than the true deep ultra- 

marine. 

The density of lapis lazuli has often been given in text-books as 

2*38-245, but these figures are based on measurements originally 

carried out nearly 100 years ago on small fragments of the in¬ 

cluded blue minerals. The specific gravity of fine pieces of lapis 

actually averages about 2*80, and 2 *7-2 *9 may be taken as the 

normal raj^e unless much pyrites is present to raise the density 

to higher values. True lapis may thus be distinguished from its 

commonest imitation, the stained jasper known as ‘Swiss lapis’, 

which has a density of only 2*58. This ‘Swiss lapis’ material 

should actually be distinguishable at sight, since its colour is an 

inferior blue, it has a more vitreous lustre, and contains little 

patches or veins of transparent quartz in contradistinction to the 

brassy specks of pyrites seen in genuine lapis lazuli. 

In 1954 a new and effective imitation of lapis lazuli appeared. 

This was a form of synthetic spinel coloured heavily with cobalt, 

which was manufactured by heating the ingredients (oxides of 

magnesium, aluminium and cobalt) at temperatures rather below 

the 2ISO" C at which spinel actually melts. The result is a gran¬ 

ular crystalline product, formed in the solid state, that is, ‘sintered’, 

and ‘syAthetic sintered spinel’ is a correct description of this 

new imitadon of lapis—chough some easier nickname will prob¬ 

ably eventually be adopted for it by the trade. Dr Jaeger was the 

inventor of this process, and the stones are marketed by the firm 

PeguKa in Frankfurt. 

Specimens of this new sintered imitadon lapis are rather ex¬ 

pensive: they are sold as small flat ovals or rectangular tablets 

ready for use as seal-stones, for which their hardness, lustre, and 

fine colour are well adapted. If desired, small specks of gold can 

be inserted to simulate the brassy specks of pyrites which are 

known to be a characterisdc feature of genuine lapis lazuli. 

This new imitation Is not difficult to recc^nize, since its struc¬ 

ture and all its properties are different from those of the mineral 

it represents. Examination under a lens reveals a granular texture, 
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and under the Chelsea biter it appears a brilliant red (true lapis 

is a dull brownish red under the filter). Readings on the refracto- 

meter are not clear-cut, but a shadow-edge near 1*725 can be 

seen (lapis gives vague readings near 1 *50). The hardness of the 

sintered spinel is 8 on Mohs’ scale, and its density 3 52. By re¬ 

flected light it shows a strong cobalt absorption spectrum, with 

bands at 6500 A (strong) in the red, 5800 (weak) in the yellow, 

5320 (strong) in the green, and 4800 and 4520 in the blue. 

The material is only feebly translucent, showing a peculiar 

reddish-purple colour when a strong beam of light is transmitted 

through a thin piece. 

Other imitations of lapis lazuli arc unlikely to prove deceptive. 

One blatant fake is a blue aventurine glass, spangled with tri¬ 

angular crystals of copper. 

Two other blue non-transparent minerals which are sometimes 

cut and polished should be mentioned here. One of these, sodalite, 

belongs to the same group of minerals as the blue material in lapis 

lazuli, and has rather a similar appearance, though the colour of 

sodalitc is bluer and less saturated than that of fine lapis. The 

hardness of sodalite (6) Is the same as chat of lapis, but the density 

is distinctly lower, 2*30 being an average value. The refractive 

index (1*48) is also rather lower, but good rcadli^ arc not easy 

to obtain. 

The other mineral, lazulite, has already been mentioned 

under the minerals which might be confused with turquoise, which 

it resembles much more closely. It is the similarity in name that 

makes it seem worth bringing Into the present context. The name 

Uazuiite’ has oben been used by mineralogists to represent lapis 

lazuli, or the blue content of the stone, and this is simply asking 

for trouble, since a real feat of memory is needed to remember 

that the ‘-lile’ mineral is something quite different from lapis- Per¬ 

haps an easier mnemonic is to remember that the ‘-rite’ mineral 

name is the ‘right’ one in this instance. 
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CAT‘S-EyES, STAR.STONES, 
AND OTHERS 

G&MS ‘which owe their attraction to special optical effects can 

now be con&dcrcd- Minerals which contain thin crystalline rods 

or fibres, in parallel formation, or canals where these have for¬ 

merly been, arc found to display a band of light at right-angles 

to the direction of the inclusions when they arc cut at caboefm. 

This is due to reflection from the surface of the thin crystals, and 

the result is popularly known as a ‘cat’s-eye’, the general name 

for the phenomenon being ‘chatoyancy*. The more numerous 

and the finer the inclusions, the more perfect is the resulting ray. 

The cat's^yes most frequently seen are those of clirysoberyl 

and quartz. Of these, chrysobcryl provides stones which have a 

more sharply-defined and slightly iridescent ray. It also takes a 

higher poli^. When this is combined with a translucent body- 

colour of honey-yellow or grecnUh-brown the resulting stone can 

be one of the most lovely of all gems, and of considerable value. 

As with all cat*s-eycs, the ray appears at its best under a single 

light or in direct sunlight. Multiple or diffused illumination spoils 

the effect. 

Quartz cat's-eyes in thdr natural state arc usually pale fawn 

or yellowish brown in colour. The structures producing the ray 

are not fine canals as in chrysoberyl, but fibres of asbestos, often 

too coane to give a really silky ray. At their best, quartz catVeyes 

arc very difficult to distinguish by sight from their more precious 

counterparts, while there are many inferior chrysoberyl cat’s-eyes 

which present an untypical appearance. Where the stones are 

unmounted a quick and certain test is to place the stone in bromo- 

form or methylene iodide, in either of which quartz “will float and 

chrysoberyl rapidly sink. Where the stone is mounted, a refrac¬ 

tive index reading by the ‘dbtant vision* method will settle the 

issue with equal certainty, quartz giving a reading around 155, 

while tvith chrysoberyl the shadenv edge will be near 1*75. Where 

enough light can be transmitted through the specimen, an ab¬ 

sorption band in the blue-violet at 4450 A will prove the stone to 

be a chrysoberyl. TonrmaUne, emerald, and chrome diop- 

side are among the species in which the chatoyancy effect is not 
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very uncommonj while very perfect cat*s-cyes have been found 

in pale pink and deep blue or violet acapolite from Burma. 

These scapolites have S.G. near 2*61 and refractive indiees 

1*55; they are decidedly rare. 

The iwndsome golden-brown chatoyant scone known as 

'tjgcr^s-eye* quartz, or more commonly ‘crocidolite', was 

originally a blue mineral of the amphibole group, in which the 

long hbrous crystals have been replaced by silica, and oxidation 

of tht residual iron content caused a change to its present attrac¬ 

tive colour. Crocldolite is really the name of the original unaltered 

mineral. The appearance of this stone with its golden and brown 

banded structure, make it easy to recognize at sight: its properties 

are similar to those of the other quartz minerals. A amilar material, 

which has retained its blue colour, is found near Salabui^ in 

Austria. Grey varieties, and paler types which have been stained 

in a number of unlikely colours, arc sometimes seen in cheap 

jewellery. All these arc apt to be included under the rather vague 

term 'Hungarian cat’s-eyes’. They are usually cut in long oval 

cabochons with very steep sides and a flat base. The ray is sharp 

and clear, but the stones arc virtually opaque, and there is none 

of the subtle translucent background or living movement in the 

silvery ray that makes a fine chrysoberyl cat’s-eye incomparable 

in its class. 

Though not a mineral, and devoid of chatoyancy, what is 

sometimes called shell or Chinese cat’s-eye should be men¬ 

tioned here. This is one form of operculum*—a domed piece of 

shell which serves as a lid to the door or orifice of a snail-like 

(gastropod) shell-fish. Those mostly used arc from the species 

Turbo peiholalusy which is found in the seas north of Australia as 

far as Indo-China. They are used in their natural form in 

brooches or bracelcti, etc. The upper surface is domed, with a 

porcclain-likc lustre and shades of colour grading through 

browns, yellows and greens. The base is fiat and lacking in lustre, 

and shows spiral lines of growth. The density of operculum is 2*70 

or a little higher, and the hardness about on Mohs’ scale. 

Asterism, or the star-stone effect, is a phenomenon essentially 

similar to chatoyancy, the difference being that instead of a single 

shimmering band of internally reflected light, two, three, or even 

six such bands are seen, which by crossing produce four-, six-, or 

twelve-rayed stars. 
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The inclusions, oriented paraJld to important symmetry 

directions of the mother crysta], can usually be seen under the 

microscope if the illumination is suitably arranged. 

The most bcaudful star-stonea are those found in the corun- 

dum gems, ruby and sapphire. In these the star normally has 

six rays, intersecting at angles of 60*. The clearest stars are usually 

found in translucent sapphires of pale greyish blue, scar rubies or 

sapphires of fine coloiu" being extremely rare. The star is always 

displayed to its best advantage in direct sunlight, or under the 

l^ht of a single bulb—and diffused daylight will show it at its 

worst. Very occasionally a twelve-pointed star may be seen in 

FiguTf $0, A Iwelvf-poinud star sapphirt 

sapphire, the rays being alternately sharp and difiuse. One such 

stone, weighing 7*28 carats, and having a deep purplish colour, 

is in the author’s possession. A photograph of this specimen, 

magnified five diameters, wais taken by light reflected from a 

carbon arc and is reproduced in Figure 80. Formerly a corun¬ 

dum showing a star could with certainty be considered a natural 

stone. The new synthetic star rubies and sapphires referred to in 

Chapter 6 have altered this comfortable state of affairs, and it is 

DOW necessary to examine each $tar-$tone critically to ensure that 

it shows the itoned structure of the native star corundums, and not 

the bubbles or curved colour bands of Verncuil synthetics. Other 
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stones to display astensm are rose qaartz (six rays), and 

almandine garnet, which may show a series of faint four- and 

six-rayed stars. An ii^enious form of doublet in which the bril¬ 

liance of the rose quartz star is greatly enhanced has already 

been described in Chapter 18. The latest intruder into the star 

stone market has nothing natural about it. It consists of a cabochon 

of blue glass on the base of which fine lines, intersecting at 60^, 

have been scored. This is backed with a metallic mirror, as in the 

rose quartz doublet, and the star produced is remarkably effective. 

While these may be popular for costume jewellery, they can only 

deceive the unwary and the unforewam^- 

Thc beautiful and unique sheen displayed by the feldspar 

known as Moonstone is also due to the internal structure of the 

Fifun SI. 'Silk' in star sapphirt 

stone, which is, in fact, constructed of extremely thin layers of 

two sorts of feldspar, orthoclasc and aJbite. Light is reflected 

from these layers in lovely elusive silvery gleams, which have a 

decided blue moonshine lint in the finest specimens, which come 

from Burma. No substitute can really inuiate this effect; opal¬ 

escent glass or milky quartz or white chalcedony could only 

deceive those who are unacquainted with the real thing. Ordinary 

moonstone has a density of 2*57, but ‘black moonstone’ from 

Burma showing a similar eflect though with more play of colour 

is a variety of labradorite feldspar, and has the higher density 

of 2 '69. Sunstone or aventurine feldspar Is a translucent, pale 
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brownish speckled and spangled material, seldom used in jewel¬ 

lery and having S.G. 2*64, For other aventurines, see p. 224. 

The most effective substitute, perhaps, is a milky heat-treated 

form of white synthetic spinel which has recently been marketed. 

Heat-treated amethyst, milky white in colour, is also used in 

Idar-Oberstcin as a cheap substitute for moonstone. A density 

test in suitably diluted bromoform will distinguish true moon¬ 

stone from these inferior stones. 

Brief mention may also be made of two opaque stones which 

are currently being used in cheap jewellery on account of their 

bmds qf 'siJk' w 
nrtUfral ilar sapphire 

brilliant metallic lustre. These arc haematite and iron pyrites, 

the latter being sold In the trade as ^znarcasite’, which is the 

name properly belonging to another less common mineral of 

similar composition. Haematite is an oxide of iron, of which it is an 

important ore. It is mined, among other places, in Cumberland. 

When cut and pohshed, haematite displays a brilliant black 

metallic lustre, but its true colour is red, as can be seen when its 

powder is made to form a 'streak* by rubbing a specimen across 

an unglazed porcelain plate. The well known polishing agent, 

jeweller’s rouge’, is made from powdered haematite- Spheres of 
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haematite have occajionaily been used to represent black pearls, 

but the resemblance between the brilliant metallic-looking sur¬ 

face of the mineral and the pearly lustre of the latter is very remote. 

The high density of haematite {4*95-5 16) and its red ‘streak’ 

serve as distinguishing factors if its appearance leaves any doubt 

in the mind of the observer. 

The name ‘Hemetine’ is the trademark of a clever substitute 

for haematite manufactured In the U.S.A. Rcjccot samples have a 

similar streak and density to the true material, but those seen by 

the author were strongly attracted by a pocket magnet, providing 

a rapid means of distincuon from Ae natural mineral. 

Iron pyrites or ‘pyrite' is the commoner of the two crystallized 

forms of iron disulphide. The brassy colour of this mineral has 

frequently caused it to be mistaken by the ignorant for native gold. 

Seams and hakes of pyrites are often to be seen In household coal, 

where its presence in any quantity may cause minor explosions in 

the grate. Allusion has already been made earlier in this chapter 

to the specks of pyrites seen in most specimens of lapis lazuli. True 

marcasite is far less common, and is more liable to decompose 

than pyrite. Practically all ‘marcasite’ used in the trade to embel¬ 

lish mexpemive jewellery has been cut from crystals of pyrite. Its 

density Is nearly the same as that of haematite: 4'9-5'l. The most 

plausible substitutes for ‘marcasite* are brass and stainless steel, 

but the low cost of the real material makes any such deception 

hardly worth while. 

To conclude this chapter, a short description may be given of 

some opaque or translucent ornamental stones which are occa¬ 

sionally used in jewellery. 

The appearnacc of malachite, with its handsome bandings 

and circular markings in dark and pale green, is familiar to most 

people. It is a hydrated carbonate of copper, with hardness only 

4 and a denrity of near 3*8. Aatirite is a dark blue copper car¬ 

bonate containing rather less hydroxyl, and is sometimes inter- 

banded with malachite in the same specimen. Rltodochro^ite Is 

a translucent pink carbonate of manganese, sometimes marketed 

under the trade name ‘Rosinca’, and used for clock cases and the 

like. It is difRcult to distinguish from the manganese silicate 

rhodonite, though the latter is of^en characterized by black 

veins of manganese oxide. A hardness test here may be justified: 

the silicate has hardness 6 and the carbonate only 4. ‘Meadcaa 
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onyx' is a rather misleading name used for a translucent decora¬ 

tive marble, much used for clock-cases, ash-trays, and book-ends, 

etc. It is usually stained in shades of yellow, pink, or green. 

All the above minerals except rhodonite, it may be noted, are 

carbonates, and it is worth remembering that as a subsidiary test 

they will all effervesce when touched with a drop of dilute hydro¬ 

chloric acid. Inevitably a dull spot will show where such a test 

has been made, so that a safer procedure may be to scrape a trace 

of powder from an inconspicuous part of the specimen and cany 

out the acid test under the microscope on a glass slide. 



^3 

AMBER, TORTOISESHELL, CORAL, 

AND JET 

Amber differs from most gem mateiials in being of vegetable 

origin. It is a fossil resin, origiiially exuded from coniferous trees 

some ten million years ago and still containing insects of the 

Eocene age trapped within it. Several types of amber are rccog- 

niaed* though their properties are practically identical; of these, 

Baltic amber, or ‘succinite’, is by far the most important, Baltic 

amber is always some shade of yellow, ranging front whitish to 

brownish yellow; it may be transparent, cloudy, or almost 

opaque owing to the inclusion of myriads of small air bubbles- 

Sicilian amber (simetite) and Rumanian amber (rumanite), are 

seldom yellow; shades of brown, reddish brown and even black 

being more common- Rumanian amber is often extensively 

cracked, but can none the less be turned and polished success¬ 

fully. Burmese amber or burmite is generally brown. It contains 

many insects and sometimes veins in which calcite can be seen. 

Sl^ht differences of composition arc known to exist between these 

varieties of amber, all of which are essentially hydrocarboas- 

Succinite, as its name suggests, contains more succinic acid than 

the other ambers, giving rise to characteristic choking fumes 

when it is strongly heated. Gedanite is an amber-like fossil resin 

which is found with succinite. It contains no sucdnic acid and is 

soft enough to be scratched with the fingemail. 

The hardness of the four main varieties of amber is from 2^ to 

3 on Mohs' scale, Burmese amber being the hardest type. The 

density ranges from 104 to 1*10; the presence of numerous air 

bubbles in cloudy amber makes its density slightly lower than 

that of clear specimens. Being amorphous, amber has only a single 

refractive index, which averages I 54. It softens at about 180* C, 

melts between 250* and 300*, and burns with a characteristic 

aromatic odour. One of the best-known properties of amber » 

the ease with which it becomes electrified when briskly rubbed— 

attracting small pieces of paper or other light objects. In this 

respect several of its imitations behave in a similar manner, so 

that rhig cannot be regarded as a distinctive test, except that 

where no frictional electri^ty is developed (as seems to be the case 
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wjih the casein plastics described later) the material is certainly 

not amber. 

First amongst the imitaiiom of genuine block amber must be 

reckoned pressed amber, or ambroid as it is of^en called. 

Since the year 1881 this material has been extensively made from 

fragments of Baltic amber which are too small to be used as 

individual pieces. These are softened by heating to between 200* 

and 250* C and pressed through a fine steel sieve or mesh to be¬ 

come amalgamated into a coherent mass which has very much 

the same properties and appearance as bbek amber. T^e best 

method of detection is by examination under a lens or microscope, 

or simply with the naked eye. Pressed amber shows a fiow struc¬ 

ture, globules of clear amber amongst the cloudy mass following 

definite lines. There may aUo be elongation of included bubbles 

parallel to one direction, whereas in untreated amber bubbles 

are spherical. The more recent natural resin copal or kauri gum, 

which is extensively used in New Zealand, has very similar pro¬ 

perties and appearance to amber. It can be distinguished by its 

readier fusibility when a hot needle is placed on some inconspicu¬ 

ous part of the specimen (comparison with amber will be necessary 

CO make this difference noticeable) and by its greater solubility in 

ether. When a drop of this liquid is placed on copal resin it be¬ 

comes quite sticky, and a dull spot is Icfi on the surface when the 

liquid has evaporated. Amber is unaffected by this treatment, and 

so is pressed amber, despite statements to the contrary. 

Amber is effectively and frequently imitated by various arti¬ 

ficial resins which are generally grouped together under the in¬ 

clusive lerm 'p)astics^ The earliest of these, the cellulose nitrate 

known as celluloid is now less often used on account of its 

dangerous inflammability, though safety celluloid (cellulose ace¬ 

tate) bearing names such as 'Gellon* and ‘Rhodoid' does not 

suffer from this disability. The casein pJastlcs ‘Galalith’, ^Erinoid', 

etc., arc more suitable, and most used of all arc the phenol- 

formaldehyde condensation products ^BakeUte' and 'Catalia'. 

Some actual determinations on the density and refractive index 

of imitation amber and tortoiseshell made from these plastics 

materials arc tabulated opposite, the properties of block amber, 

copal, and tortoiseshell being included for comparison. Further 

reference to tortoiseshell will be made later in this chapter. 

Owing to differences in the filling materials used to give body and 
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colour to these plastics, there may be some variations in thdr 

density and refractive index, but the figures given are sufficiently 

typical. 

It will be noted that the specific gravity of all these materials, 

though low compared with gemstones, is considerably higher 

than that of amber, and this provides one of the most useful and 

reliable methods of distinction, It would of course be possible to 

Properties of Amber, Tortoiseshell, and Plastics 

Material S.C. R.[. 
i 

Under Knife 

Amber. 108 IH Splinters readily 

Copal resin 1*06 um Oplinters readily 

Tortoiseshell 1-29 Ira Scctilc 

Galalithoimication amber 1*38 1*54 Sectile, rather 

tough 

brinotd, imitation tortoiseshell 1-32 1*53 Sectilc, rather 

Cough 

Erinoid, imitation tortoiseshell ' 1-34 154 Scctiie, rather 

tough 

Bakelite, imitation amber 1*28 1-64 Sectile, tough 

BakeliCc, imitation amber 1*26 1*66 Sectile, tough 

CcUon-imitation tortobeaheli... 1-26 1-48 Scctilc 

EUiodoid, imitation tortobeshell 1-28 1-49 Sectile 

Geliuioid, imitation tortoiseshell 1*38 1*49 Readily sectilc 

Celluloid, imitation tortoiseshell 1*42 1*50 Readily sectile 

dilute sufiiciently one of the usual heavy liquids such as bromc- 

form with toluene to make a solution of density about 1*12, suitable 

for separating amber from these imitations, but this would be 

both wasteful and unnecessary, since a strong solution of common 

salt will answer the purpose equally well, According to Mr Robert 

Webster, who has made a study of the subj'ect, ten level leaspoon- 

fub of salt in an ordinary tumblerful of water provides a liquid 

of the required density. In this brine solution all specimens of 

amber, pressed amber, and copal resin will float, while all the 

usual plastic imitations will sink. 

Two types of plastic not given in the above table, since they 
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have not yet been used to imitate amber, should perhaps be men¬ 

tioned here. One of these, the remarkably transparent 'Perspex* 

or ‘Diakon’ is a polymerized acrylic ester, and has S.G. M8 and 

R.I, 1*50. Most of the modem ‘ivory’ and coloured telephones 

arc moulded in Diakon. TTic other, a polystyrene product now 

made in this country under the name ‘Distrenc’, has the very low 

density of 105, though its refractive index is comparatively high 

(about 1*58). Distrene would of course float in the brine solution 

together with amber and copal resin, but the lact that it peels 

under the knife, its much lower softening point (70-90" C), and 

its ready solubility in benzene, would enable it to be distinguished 

from amber if it should ever be used as an imitation. 

In cases where it is not possible to obtain an unattached speci¬ 

men for a density test, other tests are available. These, unfortu¬ 

nately, involve marking the specimen to a slight extent, but with 

care such damage is almost imperceptible when carried out on an 

inconspicuous part of the specimen such as the edge of the string¬ 

ing hole of a bead. One such test, already implied in the table, is 

to determine the sectile qualities of the material by carefully 

controlled application of the sharp blade of a pocket-knife. It 

will be found that amber, pressed amber, and copal resin break 

away in chips or spUnten under the blade, while plastic materials 

peel away in shavings, Bakclitc is extremely tough and resistant 

to the knife; celluloid, Rhodoid, and Perspex yield much more 

readily, while Erinold is intermediate in its toughness. The jewel¬ 

ler is advised to practise carrying out this test on known pieces 

of poor quality amber and on any plastics he can obtain before 

attempting to use it on specimens of possible value. Any peelings 

or chips removed can further be tested in the flame of a spirit 

lamp on the blade of a knife. Amber, pressed amber, and copal 

all burn with emission or aromatic fumes. Celluloid is extremely 

inflammable, but Bakelite and Erinoid only char under these 

conditions. 

Glass imitations of amber are sometimes seen, and from a 

distance may look effective, but their coldness to the touch, 

hardness, and high density compared with amber all serve to 

avoid any real confusion. 

Though it can hardly be described as a gem material, a few 

words on tortoiseshell may be useful here, as it is very exten¬ 

sively imitated by the plastics which have just been described. 
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The properties of the casein plastics and those of the safety cellu¬ 

loid type are very similar to those of true shell, as can be gathered 

from the tabic. Under the microscope, the dark patches of tor¬ 

toiseshell will be seen to contain swarms of spherical reddish 

particles, whereas in the plastics the iinitative dark patches lack 

this structure, and the edges of the dark areas are more sharply 

defined. Chips of tortoiseshell fuse to a black mass smelling of 

burning hair, while casein plastics char and smell of burnt milk. 

Coral, like pearl, is a product of the sea- It is formed from the 

calcareous skeletons of myriads of tiny polyps which live in vast 

colonies in warm waters of moderate depth. Many forms of coral 

exist, but only the so-called noble or precious coral is at all ex¬ 

tensively used for adornment. It is composed chiefly of calcium 

carbonate in the form of calcite, arranged as fibres radiating from 

the central axis of the curving coral branches. The specific gravity 

is about 2*68 and the hardnc.'u a little less than 4 on Mohs’ scale. 

Red and pink arc the most popular shades, and staining is some¬ 

times resorted to for obtaining a desired tint- Imitations of coral 

have been made in gaJalith of suitable colours, but these can easily 

be distinguislted by several tests. The density of coral is far higher, 

and it effervesces briskly when a small drop of hydrochloric acid 

is applied to the surface. The grained structure of coral is also 

distinctive, and this is of assistance In separating it from the 

pink conch pearl, which is of higher value. Pink pearl abo has 

a higher density than coral (2 84) since its chief mineral constituent 

is aragonite in place of calcite. (See Chapter 24.) 

Jet, like coal, is a form of fossilized wood. Its hardness is 3^ on 

Mohs’ scale, and its density about 1*30. Its former popularity 

as a material for mourning jewellery has dwindled practically to 

nothing in modem times. It can be distinguished from vulcanite 

imitations by the absence of sharp edges in the latter, which are 

moulded and not cut, and from black glass and black onyx by its 

lower hardness, lower density, and warmth to the touch. 
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IMITATION 

Thb pearl holds, and always must hold, a unique position 

amongst gems. In its long and illustnous history it has ever been 

highly priacd for its silvery beauty, which needs no enhancement 

at the hands of the lapidary. While closely connected with the 

galaxy of precious stones, it stands apart fix»m these by virtue of 

its origin within the living body of a mollusc. 

Figuft S3. Sfetiffn ^ orwiUil ptaH, skomAg eaneentne 

stftKture 

The Structure of pearls is a consequence of their manner of 

growth within the pearl sac, which takes place in a very large 

number of successive stages- In each minutely thin layer, a delicate 

membranous network of cells is first formed from the homy 

material known as conchyoiin, followed by the deposition of 

minute aragonite crystallites within each cell, much as honey 

is deposited in the waxen framework of hexagonal cells in a 

honeycomb. This organic framework is on so fine a scale in 

oriental pearls that it is invisible even under high magnification, 
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but it sufliccs to maintain the shape of the pearl after it has been 

completely ‘demineralized’ by treatment with acid, which removes 

all carbonate of lime from the framework. The above describes 

growth of one pearly film only, and there may be many thousands 

of these superimposed and overlapping in the completed pearl. 

How thin these layers arc may be gauged by examining the surface 

of a pear! under the microscope. The surface is seen to be crossed 

with extremely fine irregular but roughly parallel lines, which are 

actually the edges of the fine layers of deposition. It is to the 

Fipin S4. CulUmi ptari drop, AaW to Ao\o molher^of-pterl mtcltus 

combined effect of tlxc superposition of these thin translucent 

plates and their closely spaced overlapping edges that the ‘orient’ 

of the pearl is due. Examination of even the finest imitation pearl 

shows a complete lack of this highly characteristic structure. The 

closer the spacing of the serrated plate edges, the finer the lustre 

of the pearl. 

Apart from these small*scalc discontinuities of growth there are 

the seasonal cessations from growth which give rise to the well 

known concentric layers which are easily visible to the naked eye 

in any sectioned pearl and can also be seen by looking down the 

drill hole of a pierced pearl with a lens. (Figure 83.) 
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In cultured pearls the structure is entirely dilfercnt. In place 

of the vanishingly small or entirely absent nucleus characteristic 

of the natural pearl, there is a mother-of-pearl bead in which 

the layered structure is flat or only slightly curved. The great 

difference between natural and cultured pearl structures can be 

seen in Figures 83 and 84. There have been rumoun of small 

real pearl nuclei having been used, but all supposed specimens of 

this kind so far examined by the author have proved to have the 

usual mother-of-pcarl bead as nucleus. Occasional use of glass 

bead nuclei and even nuclei of steatite has been reported- 

The thickness of the pearly coating of the bead in cultured 

pearls varies considerably. In the cheaper varieties often a mere 

Fiiun 8S. Subaiteatouf marktug in aJtured pterl 

film has been deposited, enabling the observer to detect the tell¬ 

tale sheen reflected from the underlying bead, and to see the 

‘stripes’ of the mother-of-pearl structure when the pearls are 

held against a bright source of light. The most usual thickness is 

perhaps half a millimetre, and the thickest skins may be rather 

more than two millimetres thick, showing as many as three layers 

—but these arc very rare. Contrary to common belief, it is not 

necessarily the bead with the thickest skin which has the best 

appearance, always provided that sufficient thickness has been 

attained to hide the irregular sheen of the underlying motber-of- 

pearl. A cultured pearl drop, halved to show the interior structure 
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is shown in Figure 84. It can be seen that conchyoiin deposited at 
one end of the bead formed the basis of the ‘drop' shape. 

To one who is accustomed to handling pearls, die difference in 
appearance and even the Teel’ of cultured pearls Is usually quite 
sufficient to enable them to be distinguished in a moment from 
genuine pearls, especially when a number arc seen together, as 
in a necklace. To put these minute differences into words is not 
easy, but the following pK^ints may be helpful to the beginner. 

The colour of cultured pearls is often slightly greenish: artificial 
rose, cream, and deeper tints have sometimes been imparted by 
introduction of dye-stuffs into the drill-holes, where it may creep 
between nucleus and skin. This can usually be detected by exam¬ 
ination with a lens, but in any case these faked pearls are not 
very common. The lustre of cultured pearls tends to be waxy, as 
the outer coating is more highly translucent than the substance of 
an oriental pearl—though Venezuelan real pearls are also notably 
translucent. The drill-holes of cultured pearls arc generally larger 
than those of new oriental pearls, and arc frequently crooked. 
Also, when a broacher is turned in the drill-hole, cultured pearls 
feci perceptibly softer than the natural. 

Examination of the driQ-hole \vith a good lens under a strong 
light shining on the side of the pearl will also help to distinguish 
between the two types. Cultured pearls have a sharp line of de¬ 
marcation between bead and outer coating, forming a complete 
unbroken circle; the junction is not infrequently marked by a 
black line of conchyoiin, deposited maybe by way of protest by 
the oyster before getting to work with the nacre. Below this line 
no further growth-lines can be seen, whereas in natural pearls 
there are a series of these, often getting more yellow or brown in 
tint as the centre of the pearl is approached. Where there is a 
black deposit of conchyoiin at the cmfre of the pearl it is a sure 
sign that it is genuine. 

When laced with a pearl necklace of doubtful origin, it is a 
good plan to undo the clasp, and to hold the string, fully extended, 
between the thumb and forefinger of either hand, rotating the 
beads slowly below a strong l^ht. If the pearls are cultured, 
some at least will probably be found to reflect the tell-tale gleam 
of mothcr-of-pearl, as previously mentioned, when the correct 
angle is reached. Darkish subcutaneous markings, like varicose 
veins, are also typical of cultured pearls. One such marking is 
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shown in die photc^aph (enlarged about 8 diameten) repro¬ 

duced in F^ure 85. The sharp line of demarcation between skin 

and nucleus can also be seen. 

So much for visual means of distinction. As to scientiiic tests, 

various opdcal and X-ray methods have been evolved which give 

a sure distinction in all cases, but these require expensive apparatus 

and expert handling. 

Thirty years’ experience has confirmed the belief that for drilled 

pearls the ‘endoscope’ provides the most reliable rapid test for 

distinguishing between natural and cultured pearls. More than a 

million pearls have been tested on this imtrument in the London 

Laboratory alone, and a similar number in Paris. 

The endoscope was produced in Paris to a design by Chilowsky and 

Perrin, and was modified a year later by the pearl dealers Simon 

and R^n^ Bloch, The improved model was marketed in 1926, and 

(wenty-five of these iostruments were imported into this country. 

The essential part of this ingenious apparatus is a hollow needle, 

small enough to enter the drill-hole of a pearl, into the end of 

which is fitted a short metal rod, polished at either end to form 

two liny mirrors incliued, in opposite senses, at 45® to the length 

of the needle. One of these mirrors forms the extreme end of the 

needle, while opposite the other mirror there b a hole in the 

needle through which I^ht can pass. The accompanying diagram 

will make the construction of the needle clear. For ease in handling, 

each needle is mounted in a flat-sided holder, at the rear of whic^ 

b a circular orifice which enables it to slide on to a tube on the 

body of the endoscope. This tube b on a swivel operated by a 

lever, and when lowered into the horizontal position, transmits a 

powerful beam of light from a carbon arc, passed into the tube 

from condensing lenses. Light from the arc passes aloi^ the 

needle until it meets the first of the two mirrors, whence it is 

reflected through the small hole, in a direction at right-angles to 

its original path. 

When a pearl is threaded on to the needle and passed along it, 

ihc light from the needle penetrates into the body of the pearl. 

The really remarkable discovery made by Chilowsky and Perrin 

was that in e natural piorl th6 lir^ beam of light iraoels mainly round the 

mjor concenlric Ityers of growth tmlfdn the pearl It thus happens that, 

when the two mirron are equidbtant from the centre of the pearl, 

light travels from one to the ocher round the curved pearly layers, 
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and can be seen as a little flash or maximum of light by an ob¬ 

server who is watching the end of the needle through a low-power 

microscope. The diagram should make this clear. 

In practice everything is conveniently arranged for the operator. 

The endoscope is accommodated on a tabic which has two ‘decks’. 

Under the top deck is fixed a low-power lamp which enables the 

expert to thread the pearls to be tested on the appropriate needle. 

Three sizes are commonly in use—3/10, 4/10, and 5/10 mm in 

diameter: they are easily broken and difficult and expensive to 

make. Drill-holes, even of new pearls, are seldom less than 3/10 

mm diameter, and if they arc smaller they should in any case 

be opened slightly with a pearl broachcr to enable the strii^r to 

> 

(4) 

Pigiire $G. PrindpU of endoss^: (a) path ^Ixsht» nalvral 
petal (6) path of i^}it 19 hdtHred peail 

use silk of sufficient strength for safety in wear. Pearls and needles 

arc best kept on a tray lined with black baize on the lower deck. 

The needle, with the pearl on it, is placed in portion on the 

endoscope, sliding on to the tube already mendoned above. The 

pearl is gripped lightly in a small vice conne<]^ to a lever which 

enables the operator to pass it to and 0*0 along the needle while 

watching through the microscope for any sign of a ‘flash*. The 

‘flash’, when properly focused, can be seen to consist of illuminated 

layers of the pearl. Even if no perceptible flash is seen, structure 

lines near the centre of the pearl are a sure sign that it is concentric 

throughout and therefore natural in origin. The exterior of the 

pearl can also be viewed in a mirror which is fixed above it at the 

correct angle, a lens also being incorporated, giving the operator 

a magnified im^e. With natural pearls the whole bead is seen to 

be more or less evenly suffused with light, except in the case of 

dark-centred pearls (‘blue pearls’) in which the light may be 
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completely blotted out when the needle is in the central position. 

Sudi pearls, of course, will show no flash either. But a glance 

down the drill hole with a lens in such cases will show the operator 

the cause of these effects, and also assure him that the pearl is 

natural. 

With cultured pearls no structure lines and no increase in 

lUuinination can be seen near the centre of the pearl. As the pearl 

is caused to slide along the needle, the sharp line of demarcation 

can be seen where the nucleus begins, and at this point there is a 

slight increase in illumination. Beyond that, there is a structure¬ 

less grey region (the bead) seen in the mirror at the needle's end. 

But the best positive test ibr a cultured pearl is provided by its 

Figure S7. Endescopt neeiU u jMuw petal, shswiag 'fitislC teen by 
observer thotigh mienseope tfepine 

txlenoT appearance on the endoscope. The Hght from the needle 

iraveraes the flat layers of the mother-ofpearl bead which forms 

the nucleus and appears as a streak of light like a ‘cat’s-eye' at the 

surface of the pearl. This ray girdles the pearl and can be seen to 

move when the pearl is rotated on the needle with the tip of the 

finger, the vice being slightly loosened. 

Much practice is needed before the endoscope can be used with 

speed and certainty; but the skilled user can test up to 200 pearls 

an hour with its aid. The apparatus is of couite intended for use 

with drilled pearls only, though often partly drilled cultured pearls 

can be detected by means of the external ‘ streak’ when placed on 

the endoscope needle. 

For the majority of part-drilled and undrilled pearls, X-rays 

provide the most powerful testing methods. X-rays were in fact 
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applied soon after the first advent of cultured pcarb in the early 

twenties in an attempt to distinguish between these and natural 

pearls. The techniques were, however, not refined enough, and 

the method was for many ycare undeservedly discredited, at least 

so far as direct radiography was concerned. It is largely to the 

credit of the American ceramist and gemmologiat Dr A. E. 

Alexander that the method was rehabilitated and the techniques 

improved sufficiently to make it one of the nxost generally favoured 

processes for pearl-testing in the different centres where such 
work is carried out. 

In essence the method is simple enough, but it needs consider¬ 

able technical skill to obtain good photographs and great care 

and experience in interpreting results if mbtakes are to be avoided. 

The ‘radiabUity* ^transparency to X-rays) of the mother-of-pcari 

bead used for the nucleus of cultured pearb is very little greater 

than that of the surrounding nacre. But the oyster almost invari¬ 

ably deposits a thin layer of conchyoUn round the bead before 

proceeding to add the desired coatings of nacreous substance. 

Thus a good radiograph of a cultured pearl necklace will show in 

almost every instance a clear-cut black line round the spherical 

margin of the bead. When one speaks of a ‘black line’ the nega¬ 

tive picture is of courec referred to. 

In natural pearb, however, the layers of growth which are 

visible to the eye in a sectioned pearl, or with a lens when looking 

down the drill-hole, arc not always viable on an X-ray photograph, 

however excellently taken, and one b thus sometimes left with only 

the strong supposition that the pearl is genuine. There are ftl<o 

dangerous cases where the presence of a circular ring in the radio¬ 

graph of a natural pearl may give the strong suggestion of an in¬ 

cluded bead. Careful inspection of such apparently perfect rings 

will usually show a slightly ‘broken’ margin at one point, and 

perhaps traces of further structures inside the circle, showing that 

it cannot be a bead. Further, looked at against a light with the 

naked eye it can be seen that the pseudo bead at the centre of the 

pearl b slightly more transparent to the rays than its surroundings, 

whereas the core of a cultured pearl when similarly observed b 

seen to be slightly more opaque than its outer naercous coating. 

In the Laboratory of the London Chamber of Commerce it is 

our practice to use radit^raphy chiefly (a) as a means for con¬ 

demning complete cultured pearl necklaces, the nature of which 
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has aJready been virtually determined by visual inspection—this 

savs the trouble and time of cutting them from their string for an 

endoscope test, and the expense of restringing—and (b) as a pre* 

liminsjy assay for part-drilled or undrilled pearls. Cultured pearU 

will usually reveal themselves unequivocally, as already explained, 

and many genuine pearls also, particularly if they be drop-shaped 

or button-shaped, as is often the case with such pearls. The opera¬ 

tor examines the fine-grained negatives with a 10 X lens in front 

of a good bench lamp, and learns to interpret the fine structure 

lines which can safely be taken as proof of natural origin. The 

position and shape of these is often not what one would expect 

Figurt S8, Ji^diopapft ^ natural Figtet 89. RcuHograph cvltared 

pearl pearl 

a priori. In drop pearls, for instance, one often sees an arc-shaped 

line crossing not far from the narrower end, which is curved in a 

similar sense to the domed outline of the top of the pearl. A small 

round patch of relative transparency in the centre of the pearl is 

a sure and welcome sign that the pearl is genuine. 

Those pearls which are not satisfactorily proven by radiography 

are then subjected to the more stringent test of X*ray diffraction, 

often loosely though conveniently called the ‘Laue’ method, though 

the form of X-ray analysis first initiated by Max von Laue in 1912 

dealt exclusively with single crystals—not, as here, with a roughly 

ordered aggregate of microscopic crystallites. 

When a narrow beam of X-rays is passed through a crystal on 

to a photographic plate or film a number of faint spots can be 
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seen on the developed negative surrounding the heavy trace due 

to the undcviaied beam. If the direction of the beam coincides 

with a symmetry axis of a single crystal, the spots arc found to 

form a regular pattern in correspondence with the symmetry of 

ihc crystal in this direction. Each spot can in fact be considered as 

due to the diffraction or reflection of part of the rays by one par¬ 

ticular series of parallel planes of atoms wiihin the crystal. 

Reflection can only take place at certain angles where ‘Bragg’s 

Law’, nA =s 24/ sin is satisfied, where n is a small whole number, 

d the spacing between the atomic planes concerned, the ai^le of 

incidence, and A the wave-length of the X-rays used. Now if one 

spot is produced by a given series of parallel atomic planes, and 

the rays arc parallel to a symmetry axis, it follows that other pre¬ 

cisely similar spots must be produced in accordance with the sym¬ 

metry of the crystal. In a hexagonal crystal such as beryl, for 

instance, a beam of rays passing down the sixfold axis forms a 

*Iaue photograph* displaying a beautiful sixfold symmetry pattern. 

A beam passed at right-angles to this would give a picture show¬ 

ing only twofold symmetry. 

Now a natural pearl, in addition to its well-known concentric 

structure, also has a radial structure, since the tiny crystallites of 

aragonite of which it is chiefly built are disposed at right-angles 

to the growth layers. Thus a beam of X-rays passing through the 

centre of the pearl is passing down the pseudo-hexagonal axes of 

thousands of tiny crystals, and a diffraction photograph of the 

transmitted beam shows in general a roughly hex^onal series of 

spots round the main central trace. In some cases the spots are 

linked together to make a closed hexagon, while in others a broad 

ring or ‘halo’ is seen. It is an interesting fact that in button pearls, 

and to some extent in drop pearls, a halo pattern is seen when the 

beam has passed down the symmetry axis of the pearl, whereas in 

pictures taken with the beam at right-angles to this a well-defmed 

spot pattern is the rule. 

In cultured pearls the effect due to the outer skin is negligible 

unless the skin is unusually thick, and the pattern of spots produced 

will depend upon the orientation of the mother-of-pearl nucleus 

wiih respect to the X-ray beam. If the beam is passing at right- 

angles to the layered structure of the bead, this means that it is 

passing down the pseudo-hexagonal symmetry axis of the crystal¬ 

lites, which are oriented at right-angles to the layers. Thus in this 
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dircction, or at small angles to ii, a hexagonal pattern of spots is 

obtained as in a natural pearl. In directions parallel to the layers, 

or near to this, the beam is traversing the crystallites In a direction 

of two-fold symmetry, and thb is reflected in the spot pattern, 

which shows a maltesc cross or rectangular design, with four spots 

round the main trace as the most important and persistent feature, 

The photographs reproduced as Figure 90(a) and (b) will make clear 

the nature of the genuine pearl and cultured pearl patterns, and the 

marked diifcrences between them. In testing pearls by the 

diffraction method, if the four spots of the cultured pearl pattern 

are clearly shown on the first trial position, there is no need to 

go any further: the pearl is cultured. If a hexagonal pattern or 

indeterminate picture is the firet result, the pearl must then be 

FtfiifeDS. diffraction phetographs: 
(a) jMlual (b) cuUvred pearl 

turned through 90* and a second picture taken. A second hexagon 

means the pearl is genuine, since a cultured pearl must show the 

incriminating four spots if turned 90* from a direction in which 

it docs not. 

There arc of counc difficult cases, where the outer skin of a 

cultured pearl is abnormally tJiick, or the nucleus either of a 

natural or a cultured pearl is displaced from its normal position 

near the ‘centre of gravity’ of the pearl. Direct radiography can 

be used with profit to act as a check in such cases. A great deal 

depends upon the excellence of the pictures and the experience 

of the operator in interpreting his results. It is worth remembering, 

for instance, that in a spherical or near spherical pearl the patterns 

found when diffraction photographs arc taken in two different 

directions should be practically the same: any irregularities in 

the pattern will be seen in each picture, and this confirms that 
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the pearl is indeed genuine. One also gets to recogniic the curious 

‘kite’-shaped pattern associated with a cultured pearl when the 

beam is passing in an intermediate position. 

Many people have condemned this method as unsatisfactory 

because the diffraction photographs they have seen have been 

thoroughly bad—usually because the size of diaphragm used is 

too large and the pearUto-film distance too small for the outer 

spot pattern to be clear of the heavy central trace. If the film is 

loo far away, on the other hand, or the diaphragm too small, 

exposure times will be inconveniently long. In the London 

Laboratory we find that a pearUto-film distance of 7 cm and a 

diaphragm consisting of a lead block pierced with a hole 0*7 mm 

in diameter gives very good pictures. Fast double-coated X-ray 

film is used in a metal Kodak cassette with intensifying screen at 

front and rear. With a Machlett X-ray lube with molybdenum 

andcaihode and two beryllium windows from which the rays 

emerge, and the set running at 50 KV and 20 mA, exposures of 

from three to six minutes (according to the siae of pearl) are all 

that is needed, and two pearls can be photographed at the same 

lime. It will be noticed that small pearls give larger patterns than 

pearls, since in the latter the longer waves emitted by the tube 

(i.e. the ‘softer’ radiation) arc absorbed by the pearl and the 

shorter wavelengths produce a smaller pattern. 

Reverting for a moment to the conditions for taking good pic¬ 

tures of pearls by direct radiography. One essential, if the delicate 

structures sought for are to be reproduced, is to use really fine¬ 

grained film, on which a 10 X loupe can be used with profit. For 

cultured pearls, particularly if these have thin skins, it is important 

not to over-expose or over-devclop the image, as the fine line indi¬ 

cating the junction of the bead with the outer skin may otherwise 

be bst. On the other hand with genuine pearls a certain degree 

of over-exposure may be advantageous to bring out the fainter 

internal structures. Makers such as Ilford and Kodak produce 

dental films wrapped in pairs, and these arc advantageously used 

in pearl testing, since one film of the pair can be developed more 

than the other, thus simulating an exposure range. Intensifying 

screens should on no account be used in such tests. Dr Alexander 

and others following him have claimed that better radiographs of 

pearl are obtained when the pearls arc immersed to a depth of 

about half their diameter in a liquid such as carbon tetrachloride, 
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which has a ‘radiabilit/ somewhat similar to that of pearl. This 

is supposed to limit the fogging due to scattering of soft X-rays 

and lessen the troubles due to the sphericity of the pearls. There 

is probably some truth in this, but, after following this inconven¬ 

ient and messy process (involving a liquid-tight plastic dish in 

which the pearls can be immersed) for some time, it was found that 

quite comparable results could be obtained by lightly imbedding 

the pearls in a thin layer of plasticine, or even by placing them on 

the wrapped film quite ‘naked and unashamed’. 

It should perhaps be mendoned, before leaving the subject of 

radiography in pearl testing, that imitation pearls arc immediately 

revealed by such X-ray pictures. Either they show as opaque 

dbks—this being the case with solid glass pearls—or else they show 

a thin opaque or nearly opaque circle with a nearly transparent 

centre—this representing the type which is made from hollow glass 

beads filled with wax. 

So far only methods based on visual inspection or those in¬ 

volving expensive instruments and careful training have been 

suggested to the reader. But there is one test which is fairly simple 

to carry out and which is quite independent of any judgement 

based on visual appearances which can be suggested here. This 

depends upon the perceptible difference between the awragt 

density of cultured and oriental pearls, and involves the use of 

the heavy liquid bromoform, already mentioned in Chapter 5. 

If the test is to be confined to a single liquid it is best to dilute the 

bromoform with monobromonaphthalene, benzene, or toluene, 

until a piece of Iceland spar (pure calcite) used as an indicator, 

just slowly rises to the surface. Pure calcite has a density of 2*710, 

so that wc can reckon such a liquid to have a density of 2*715 or 

2*720. In such a liquid the majority of oriental pearls will float 

(oo the average, about 80 per cent), and any which sink will only 

do so slowly, whereas the majority of cultured pearls will sink (on 

the average over 90 per cent), some of them quite decisively. The 

density figure 2*74 can be considered the upper limit for Persian 

Gulf pearls, whereas with cultured pearls of ordinary quality more 

than 60 per cent exceed this figure. Venezuelan and freshwater 

pearls have a less sharply defin^ range, but are on the average 

also less dense chan cultured types. Australian pearls alone 

amongst natural pearls approach cultured pearls in density, and 

even with these the average Is definitely not so high, less than 25 
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per cent exceeding 2*74. Those mtcresicd will find fiiUtr details 

given in a paper by Anderson and Payne [Gmmolo^ist, May 1939). 

To continue with practical directions for the lest: the pearls 

should be stirred briskly in the liquid, contained in a suitable small 

beaker, to shake out any air bubbles from the drill-holes which 

might make pearls float which otherwise might sink. It is con¬ 

venient to decant the liquid and floating pearls inui a glass funnel 

lined with a folded filtcr-papei', allowing the liquid to filter away 

into a second beaker. The pearls can then be rinsed in clean 

Figure OL Sur/aer 9/ mitaiion />ferl shwtrtg uuderfjiftg glnu 
heed neer 

benzene and counted. The remaining pearls, left at the bottom of 

the first vessel, can then also be cleaned and counted. In testing 

part-drilled pearls the air-bubbles in the holes arc more difficult 

to dislodge and it may be necessary to insert a pearl broacher or 

pin into the holes while they arc under ihe liquid to release the 

imprisoned air. 

So long as fresh bromoform is used to make the original 2*72 

mixture there will be no danger of harming pearls by immersing 
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them in the liquid, particularly if they are then rimed immediately 

aftei^vards with benicne as su^ested and dried on a soft cloth or 

washlcathcr. It is necessary to warn the reader, however, that if 

bromoform is kept for any length of time unmixed with any other 

liquid it tends to decompose, with liberation of bromine and some 

acid which will have a harmful effect on the surface of pearls. A 

warning sign that this decomposition has taken place is the pr^ 

sence of dark red flecks of bromine on the surface of the liquid. 

The bromoform can be rendered harmless again by stirring with 

carbonate of soda (which neutraJiECS the acid) and Altering. 

In addition to the pearls produced by different varieties of the 

so-called pearl ‘oyster’ and the freshwater pearl mussels, pearls 

are also yielded by the shell-fish known as abalones, by the Pinna, 

the giant clam and the great conch. Pearls from these last two 

molluscs cannot be classed as true pearls, as they are not nacreous 

^thac is, they have not the fine overlapping plates of nacre which 

cause the true pearly lustre. Products of the conch, sirombus gigds, 

commonly called pink pearls, have a distinct beauty of their 

own, and fine specimens are quite valuable. At first sight they 

look like polished pink porcelain, or polished coral, but they show 

a silvery sheen at certain angles by reflected light, and under a 

lens or microscope reveal an attractive flame-like surface figuring 

by which they can be recognized. Pink pearls can also be distin¬ 

guished from coral by their high density (2*83-2*86), the density 

of coral being about 2*69. Pearls of a kind, and very similar in 

nature to the conch pearls just described, come from the giant 

dam iridatna gigas. These have a density and structure not unlike 

conch pearls, but are mainly white. Their patterning is not so 

attractive as in pink pearl, and they are seldom seen in jewellery. 

Shiny, non-nacrcous black or dark brown pearls Hke boot- 

buttons are sometimes seen, which are called dam pearls in the 

trade, though their precise origin is obscure. 

Imitation pearls, however cleverly made, are not difficult to 

detect on dose inspection. Their pearly lustre is due to a mixture 

containing fisb-scalcs (tssince d'orUni) which is applied either to 

the interior of a glass bead or to the exterior of a bead of glass, 

mother-of-pearl, or other substance. The best quality imitations 

are based on beads cleverly shaped to resemble pearls, and receive 

a number of coatings of the pearly essence. In no case docs the 

surface show the findy spaced parallel serrated markings which 
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are typical of natural and cultured pearls and are a sure sign of 
growth within the oyster. 

Imitation pearls feel smooth between the teeth, oyster pearls 

feel gritty by comparison. Perhaps the best and simplest test is to 

examine the edges of the drill-holes with a lens, since here the 

glassy nature of the bead will be revealed, or, if it be some other 

material, there will be at least some signs of peeling of the applied 

coating. In Figure 91 the surface of an imitation pearl is some¬ 

what unkindly revealed under a magnification of some 15 dia¬ 

meters. It will be seen that the coating has become worn away 

near the drill-hole, revealing the milky glass bead beneath. 

Fifute 92. Sw/aet sln/clurt o/pink (etaitk) ptaH 

Determinations by Robert Webster on a laige number of 

imitation pearls of the two main types have shown that the density 

of solid imitation pearls is appreciably higher than for oyster 

pearls; the normal range being 2*85 to 3*18. In more recent tests 

some pearl beads of inferior quality were found to have the very 

low density of 2*33, and others of better appearance have been 

measured, having a density of 2*53. The latter featured as evidence 

in a notorious murder case. 

The wax-filled type have a far lower density than the solid 

beads—for the most part below 1*55. Coated plastic beads and 

coated mother-of-pearl beads have both been used on occasions as 

imitation pearls. 

Polished beads of haematite are occasionally seen masquerad¬ 

ing as black pearls, but can usually be detected at sight by the 
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lack of pearly lustre, Haematite gives a red ‘streak’ when rubbed 

on an unglaEed porcelain place, and, if it can be obtained free 

from its setting, its high density of approximately 51 is a very 

distinctive feature. 

STAINED PEARLS 

Pearls can be stained or tinted by treatment with various dye¬ 

stuffs. With genuine pearls this is seldom done, except in the case 

of black pearls. With th^e, it is not infrequent to find that the 

(PlWo.- V. a. 

fig/in Svr/kce stne/aff of iOAgaifid apfrroxiiuoUiy 
FfsA shewt a fio'iliv sl’tKliue 

colour has been ‘improved’—or at least intensified—by treatment 

with silver nitrate- Any pearl which shows a very homogeneous 

and intense black colour can be viewed with suspicion: the natural 

‘black’ pearls are seldom really black. Bronac or gun-metal, shades 

of grey, and a bluc-black with subtle iridescence, as on the plumage 

of a magpie in good condition, are the approved natural coloun. 

If the pearl is partly drilled, the silver nitrate will have seeped 
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between the pearly layen to some extent, and an X-ray photo¬ 

graph will then reveal its presence by thin white lines on the 

negative, as first pointed out by Mr Robert Webster. Another test 

for staining by silver nitrate is the masking effect this has on the 

fluorescence of the treated pearls under long-wave ultra-violet 

light or between crossed fillers. Bathed in a strong beam of 

light filtered through copper sulphate solution, natural black 

pearls show a dim red glow through a red filter. Stained black 

pearls remain inert. 

If black pearls are found to be cultured, this means iftso facto 

that the pearls are stained: but in such a case this hardly matters. 

It may be useful to warn those who employ radiography in testing 

pearls that the presence of silver nitrate in the layer of discon¬ 

tinuity between the bead and the outer skin may largely neutral¬ 

ize the radiability of the conchyolin layer, which norm»dly shows 

a dark line on the negative, and make the radiograph less easy to 

interpret. 

Lastly, one may mention that another manner in which X-rays 

can assist in distinguishing cultured from natural pearls is by the 

fluorescence they excite in the various sorts of pearl. The bead 

forming the core of a cultured pearl is almost invariably made 

from freshwater mother-of-pearl. This contains a trace of manga¬ 

nese, which causes it to emit a distinct greenish fluorescence under 

X-rays. This fluorescence can be quite easily seen in the majority 

of cultured pearls, shining through the translucent outer skins, 

provided some arrangement is made whereby the efiect can be 

studied in darkness through a heavy lead-glass window, with the 

whole apparatus properly screened to avoid exposing the operator 

to any of the highly dangerous X-radiadon. 

The careful observer will detect a short phosphorescent after¬ 

glow with cultured pearls when the rays arc cut olf. The only type 

of natural pearls to show fluorescence comparable in strength 

with that shown by cultured pearls arc those from freshwater 

mussels, but the colour of the fluorescent glow is rather different 

here, being yellowish in tint. Australian pearls show a fainter 

fluorescence, and Persian Gulf pearls even less. The method is 

attractive in its speed and simplicity, but can easily lead to 

mistakes if relied upon too heavily: it is best to regard it as a 

useful accessory test. 
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FLUORESCENCE AS AN AID TO 

IDENTIFICATION 

Several references to the fluorescence shown by certain gems 
have been made in the foregoing pages, but no clear explanation 
of the phenomenon or instmetiom as to how best it may be ob¬ 

served have been given. 
This will now be remedied, and a more coherent and orderly 

description be given of specific cases. In accordance with the 

principles of this book, however, only those luminescent effects 

which the author himself has observed and found useful or inter¬ 

esting will be included. 
First, what exactly is fluorescence? It is the emission of visible 

light by a substance under the stimulus of visible or invirible radia¬ 

tions of shorter wavelength. If the fluorescent glow persists for an 

appreciable time after the stimulating rays have been cut off, this 

afterglow is termed ‘phosphorescence*. Sometimes the phosphor¬ 

escence may differ in colour fiom the original fluorescence. This 

happens when some of the wavelengths composing the fluorescent 

glow are extinguished so soon as the stimulus is removed, while 

others decay more slowly, and persist. ‘Luminescence’ is a con¬ 

venient term to cover both fluorescence and phosphorescence. 

‘Thcrmophosphoresccncc’ is seen when certain stones, at some 

time after irradiation, are seen to emit visible light on wamung. 

The phosphorescence in such cases is considered to be ‘frozen in’, 

and needs heat energy to release it. 

In the Precious Stone Laboratory of the London Chamber of 

Commerce four types of radiation are in common use for producii^ 

fluorescence, and their effects are often distinctly different on any 

one specimen. Each has its own special value in ceruin cases- 

The first to consider, on account of its simplicity, is merely 

visible light of the blue and violet regions, produced by passing 

a powerful beam of light from a 500-W projection lamp through 

a flask containing a strong solution of copper sulphate. The flask 

should conveniently be one of 600- or 750-ml capacity, and this 

serves as a filler and condensing lens combined. It is well worth¬ 

while making the solution with distilled water to avoid any trace 

of milkiness—and even so, filtering may be necessary to obtain a 
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crystal-clear liquid. The copper sulphate absorbs all red, orange, 

and yellow light, so that the filtered rays arc invisible when viewed 

through a good red or orange filter. If any substance, therefore, 

which is placed in a beam of the blue light and is not otherwise 

illujninaied is seen to glow when viewed through one of these 

filters, it must be exhibiting fluorescence—i.e. be absorbing 

energy from the blue-violet light and re-emitting part of the 

energy as light of longer wavelength. 

This technique of using ‘crossed filters’ to observe fluorescence 

was first devised by the great British physicist Geoige Gabriel 

Stokes in 1852, when he established the true nature of fluorescence 

for the first time. The author adapted the method as a lecture 

demonstration, but found it so sensitive and useful for testing gems 

which have a red or orange fluorescence that it has been con¬ 

stantly used in the London Laboratory ever since. 

The second and by far the most popular method for stimulating 

fluorescence is by means of a high-pressure mercury discharge 

lamp housed in a fused quartz tube, the light from which is filtered 

through ‘Wood’s glass’. Wood’s glass is a dark glass containing 

cobalt and some 4 per cent nickel, and is named after a groat 

American pioneer in physical optics, R. W. Wood, who first pro¬ 

posed its use. This filler cuts out most of the four strong mercury 

lines in the visible spectrum, and transmits those in the near ultra- 

>dolct, notably a powerful line at 3650 A, which does most of the 

work in stimulating fluorescence. Hanovia Ltd and a few other 

manufacturers supply several forms of such ‘analytical’ lamps, 

which have considerable use in industry for detecting impurities 

etc. in manufactured products. Medical ‘sun lamps’ are of this 

type, but lack the Wood’s glass filter. Without the filter any 

fluorescent effects would of coune be lost in the incense glare of 

the unshielded lamp. 

Rather less effective lamps can be home-made by usir^ an arc 

lamp with special charged carbons emitting a rich ultra-violet 

spectrum—or even a photoflood lamp—and filtering the light 

through a piece of Wood’s glass mounted in an opaque screen. 

The ihird form of radiation is ‘short-wave’ ultra-violet light 

emitted by a low-pressure quartz-mercury lamp in which the 

2537 A mercury line is preponderant. Wood’s glass docs not trans¬ 

mit this line, and a special filter such as Chance’s OX 7 glass has 

to be used. Unfortunately a good deal of visible light also passes 
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through this filler. Convenient short-wave lamps are more ea^y 

obtained in the U.S-A. than in Britain; but a small ‘germicidal* 

lamp made by Philips, used with an OX 7 filter, has proved very 

dfccrive, despite its low power. Robert Webster was the first to 

draw attention to me:q>en5ive little lamp. Effects are in most 

cases less specucular than under long-wave ultra-violet, but in 

some important >n<tflnf« are more diagnostic. 

X-rays, the fourth source of radiation, are not usually available 

to the amateur geinmologist, and, moreover, they are dangerous 

in use unless very carefully shielded. Fluorescent effects under 

thee rays must be viewed through a thick lead-glass window. 

Several gemstones are known to alter in colour when exposed to 

X-rays, and even ultra-violet li^t may cause discoloration in 

Vi'hiie and blue ziicoos, so that prolonged exposure must be 

carefully avoided. 

Broadly speaking, for gems showing a red fluorescence the 

‘crossed Mt^ icch^uc is the most convenient, and the most 

sensitive. For stones showing green or blue fluorescence, long¬ 

wave ultra-violet rays are generally the best to use, while only in 

spetdal cases need short xiltra-violet or X-rays be resorted to 

Ixcause of some specific reaction not found under the other 

radiatioDS. 

CROSSED riLTBRS 

A red fluorescence is one of the peculiarities of minerals owing 

their colour to a trace of chromium. Thus it is that ruby, red 

spinel, alexandrite, emerald, af>d pink topaz all show up well 

between crossed filters. Synthetic sapphires of the ‘alexandrite' 

type, most synthetic blue spinels and synthetic green sapphires 

also glow red under the same a^oditions. Of these, Burma and 

synthetic rubi« and clear red or pink spinels glow the most 

br^htly: the new synthetic red spinels are also quite strongly 

fluorescent The spectroscope is valuable here in making the test 

more specific, enables one lo tUsdoguish between ruby and 

spinel. Kuby and synthetic ruby have an identical fluorescence 

spectrum, in which the doublet at 6928 and 6942 A appean as a 

single intense line. Only faint indications can be seen of fluor¬ 

escence lines on either side of Natural spinel, on the other 

hand, displays a group of several narrow lines, like a set of otgan 

pipes, of which two of almost equal strength are in the middle. 
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Most curiously, synthetic spinel, whether it is made by the Vemeuil 

process or by the mysterious crystallization referred to on page 86, 

has not got quite the same spectrum, but shows a single predomin¬ 

ant line near 6850 A against a background of fainter lines. Thus 

in appearance these synthetic spinels show a spectrum rather closely 

resemblii^ that of ruby. There should be enough of the ‘organ 

pipe’ effect to enable a distinction to be made, but a glance in the 

blue part of the spectrum (transmitted by the copper sulphate 

flask filter) will settle the issue, as ruby will show its three strong 

narrow absorption lines in this region, whereas there arc no lines 

in the blue In red spinel. 

Alexandrites and cmersdds vary in their resporise accordii^ to 

their chromium content and the degree to which iron Is present. 

In each case the red fluorescence will serve to distinguish between 

the chrome-bearing varieties emerald and alexandrite and ordin¬ 

ary beryl and chrysoberyl respectively. Synthetic emerald shows a 

stronger glow than most natural emeralds, while those from S. 

Africa or India, which contain iron, display practically no 

fluorescence. 

Pink topaa shows quite a distinct glow, emanating chiefly from 

an unresolved doublet at 6620 A. One must guard against con** 

fusing pink topaz with pink sapphire on this account Pink sap¬ 

phire has a far brighter fluorescence line, but it is belter to check 

any suppositions by means of the refractometer or some other 

definite test. Some kyanites, whether blue or green, contain enough 

chromium to show a dim red fluorescence. 

So much for chromium fluorescence under crossed filters. Such 

fluorescence is truly red, but the red seen through the viewing 

filter in certain other cases may be only part of an extensive fluor¬ 

escence system which, if seen w toto under ultra-violet light, 

would give a different colour effect. For instance, between crossed 

filters strontium titanate shows a faint red glow—but so do many 

diamonds which in ultra-violet light are strongly blue-, green-, or 

yeliow-fiuorescenf. 

A test between crossed filters is of practical value in the case of 

black pearls. If these are of natural colour they show a dim red 

glow through the viewing filter: if stained with silver nitrate this 

effect is not apparent. 

By using saturated copper sulphate solution and a carefully 

chosen yellow filter one can still maintain the ‘crossed* effect, 
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this enables orange and yellow fluorescent subjects to show g:ood 

yellow sapphire^ for instance. Ammoniacal 

copper sulphate, which has a &r darker colour, enables one to 

cover the green also. But the strength of the transmitted light is 

much diminished, and the particular advant^es of the crossed 

Alter technique compared with ultra-violet l^ht is lai^ly lost. 

LONG-WAVE ULTRA-VIOLET LIGHT 

In theory, all those materials which show a red fluorescence due 

to chromium between crossed Alters should also show the effect 

under the conventional 3650 A li^t fiom a mercury lamp 

Altered through Wood's glass. With nihy and red spinel, indeed, 

the red glow is quite spectacular, but the dimmer effeca with 

such stones as emerald and alcBapdrite are undeniably more 

easily observed by the crossed filter technique. 

Fluorescence displays in museums or gem exhibitions will 

usually be found to contain some half-dozen mineral varieties 

which can be guaranteed h) yidd a fine show of coloun under 

ultra-violet light. Though the^ are hardly gem materials it may 

be useful to list some of here, as anyone investing in an ultra 

violet lamp will enjoy assembling an attractive group of speci¬ 

mens to show it off. 

Fluorspar is an esseodal constituent in any such display. The 

very name 'fluorescence' is derived from the magnificent violet 

glow that most specimens of this attractive mineral emit under 

these invisible rays. The fluorescence is also excited by ordinary 

daylight; and often for this reason green crystals of fluorite have a 

purple appearance unless light is trammitted directly through 

them, in much the same way that rcddtsh-brown lubricatii^ oils 

appear green by reflected light because of their fluorescence. 

Curiously enoi^h, the masave banded fluor mined in Derbyshire 

which is known as 'blue-John* and has been used for centuries for 

vases, boxes, and omameoul objects, is not at all fluorescent under 

ultra-violet rays. An interesting iket about some purple fluorspar 

is that after stimuladoo with ultra-violet light it continues for a 

long time to emit an invisble fluorescence of ultra-violet rays—a 

fact easily demonstrated by pladr^ an irradiated specimen on a 

photographic film in a light-tight box for some hours. After de¬ 

velopment an 'auto-image' will be cicariy seen where the crystal 

made contact with the filTw. Recent experiments by the author on 
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some necklaces of green gem fluorite felled to give this result, 

tJiough the violet fluorescence was quite intense. 

After fluorspar, the crystals most worthy of a place in the dis¬ 

play are perhaps the beautiful pseudo-hexagonal crystals of arag¬ 

onite which are found together with native sulphur at Girgenti in 

Sicily. These crystals have a lovely rose-pink fluorescence, partially 

masking a green component, which, when the crystals are removed 

from the rays, persists as a green phosphorescence for a few seconds 

—an astonishing phenomenon when first beheld. 

Massive scapolite from Ontario provides another fine patch of 

colour under an ultra-violet lamp—in this case a bright orange- 

yellow. When examined with a spectroscope this light is seen to 

have a banded spectrum, typical of the fluorescent light emitted 

by uranium compounds. Yet another bright fluorescent colour is 

given by willemite from Franklin Furnace, where a trace of 

manganese in this tine silicate mineral causes it to glow a brilliant 

green. Galcite from several favoured localities provides a beau¬ 

tiful rose-red glow, and pieces of‘canary glass’ con taming uranium 

yield a bright yellow-green under the rays. 

Turning now to gem materials, synthetic yellow-green spinels 

which contain traces of manganese have a bright green fluor¬ 

escence. Kunzite, and yellow topaz from Brazil show a rather 

weak orange glow, while white zircon and yellow apatite show a 

yellow fluorescence. The light emitted by zircon under the rays 

shows some exciting bright lines through the spectroscope, but it 

is unwise to expose the stone for long, as the action of the rays 

tends to cause it to revert to the brownish tint of the mineral as 

originally found. Heating to dull red heat will usually restore any 

spoiled stones. 

Yellow and off-white sapphires from Ceylon yield a character¬ 

istic apricot-yellow fluorescence. This is of practical value in 

distinguishing them from synthetic yellow corundums which, in 

general, show no curved growth lines and, if free from bubbles, 

are difficult to prove. 

Silicon carbide (carborundum), particularly after roasting, has 

an orai^e-yellow fluorescence, which is a useful means for detect¬ 

ing its presence as an impurity in diamond powders. 

The fluorescence of diamond itself Is mentioned last, though it 

is undoubtedly the most interesting and important of all. Lumin¬ 

escence in diamond has been known and studied for a century or 
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moKf End still provides s major pusle for the physicist. The 

majority of fcm diamonds show a sky*blu€ to violet fluorescence 

under long-wave ultra-violet light, but Che strength of this fluor¬ 

escence varies enormously (and quite unpredictably) in intensity: 

some stones, in fact, arc virtually inert under the rays. Attempts 

to ascribe this fluorescence to impurides in diamond or to cor¬ 

relate fluorescence with particular localities have been consist¬ 

ently unsuccesful. Sir C. V. Raman and his school seem on surer 

ground in ascribing the emisnon o£light in diamond to electronic 

transitions in the carbon atom itself, modifled by its lattice struc¬ 

ture. The blue fluorescence is connected with certain deflnite 

wavelengths where discrete emission bands be seen. The key 

position of the series is at 4155 A, which is also the wavelength of 

the most important absorption band in diamond. There are also 

broad regions of continuous emission extending as far as the red 

end of the spectrum. 

^Vhen a strongly blue-fluoresccnt diamond is removed from the 

rays and observed within the cupped hands, a fairly persistent 

yellctc phosphorescence be observed in all cases—a valuable 

factor in the recognition diamonds in jewellery, since no other 

blue-fluorescent mineral shows this effect. 

Broadly speaking, blue-fluorescent diamonds belong to the 

'Cape* series. Diamonds belonging to the ‘brown diamond' cate¬ 

gory tend to show a green fluorescence, which is linked to an 

emission and absorption band at 5040 A—just where the green 

merges into the blue part of the spectrum—in the same sort of way 

that bluc-fluor^ng stones are linJccd to the 4155 A band. In 

many stones the two systems are existent together. A third important 

fluorescent colour in diamond is a warm yellow—seen more often 

in industrial stones than in gem diatnonds. 

Robert Webster has proposed to make use of the hig^y variable 

fluorescent phenomena in diamond as a means of identifying 

important pieces of diamond-set jewellery. Each piece under 

ultra-violet light will show a pattern of br^ht, medium, and 

dimly-fluoresceot diamonds which will be unique lor that par¬ 

ticular ornament, so that pbotc^raphs of the piece in ordinary and 

in ultra-violet light will provide a fbolpro^ identity document 

should it be lost or stolen and subsequently recovered. 
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SHORT-WAVS X/LTRA-VIOLBT LIGHT 

Effects seen under short-wave mercury light, suitably filtered, 

with the 2537 A line as the main activating radiation, are m a 

few cases more diagnostic than those given by long-wave ultra¬ 

violet light. The mineral scheelitc, for instance, a calcium tui^- 

state only occasionally cut as a collector’s item, is inert under 

3650 A rays, but glows a bright whitish blue under the 2537 A 

radiation. 

Of more practical value to the gemmologist is the reaction of 

most white synthetic spinels, which (as discovered by Robert 

Webster) fiuoresce with a strong bluish-white glow under the 

short waves. Under these conditions synthetic white sapphires 

show a very weak deep blue. A short-wave lamp is thus of some 

assistance in testing jewellery set with small colourless baguettes 

purporting to be diamond, which may be difficult to identify by 

conventional methods. Webster also found that the rare blue 

gemstone beniloite shows a bright blue fluorescence under short¬ 

wave ultra-violet light. 

Qpite apart from fluorescence effects, the value of a short-wave 

lamp in differentiating between synthetic and natural rubies and 

emeralds has already been mentioned earlier in the book. In each 

case the synthetic stones are much more transparent to short¬ 

wave light than the natural specimens, and the degree of trans¬ 

parency of any sample can be quickly determined by the method 

suggested by Mr Norman Day- The stone or stones are placed (in 

a darkened room) on a piece of contact printing paper immersed 

in a dish of water, and exposed for a few seconds to the rays from 

a short-wave lamp placed some 15 in. above the dish. The devel¬ 

oped paper will show quite clearly the relative transparency of 

the stones to the rays. Since the exposure time is rather critical 

for this experiment, it is wise always to include known synthetic 

and natural stones to act as standards for comparison. 

X-RAYS 

In general, fluorescence under X-rays is very similar to the 

effects seen under ultra-violet light. Rubies and synthetic rubies, 

for instance, show a red glow due to their chromium content- 

When the rays arc switch^ off, however, synthetic rubies show 

a distinct after-glow when observed with dark-adapted eyes, and 
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diU phosphorescence may pemsc for ten seconds or in some cases 

for very much longer. With natural rubies, on the other hand, 

the glow is Mftinguished instantaneously. Synthetic rubies can be 

rclirf upon to show curved structure-lines when viewed at the 

correct angle, but when mounted in, say, an eternity ring, the 

viewing angle is very limited no structure lines seen. In such 

cases the t«t for pbosphoresceuce under X-rays provides a much- 

needed confirmatory method. 

We have remarked how variable in intenaty and, to some extent, 

in colour is the fluorescence ofdiaznond. Under X-rays the effects 

seen are (ar more uniform t almost all stones glowing with a chalky 

blue tint of moderate inteimty. There h sddom any appreciable 

phosphorescence. Some diamonds which show a green fluoresc¬ 

ence under ultra-violet light give a similar glow of colour imder 

X-rays. 

An interesting and unexpected orange fluorescence is seen when 

massive green grossular garnet (the so-called ‘Transvaal jade’) is 

placed under X-rays. This effect ts distinctive enough to form a 

tiseful test for this rather attractive jade substitute. 

It has long been known that cultured pearls tend to show a 

yellowish fluorescence under X-rays, while most natural salt-water 

pearls show a glow so dim that it can only be seen with dark- 

adapted eyes. The ^ow in cultured pearls is due to the presence 

of traces of manganese in the nucleus which is usually fashioned 

from mother-of-pearl derived from freshwater mussels. It is hardly 

surprising that natural freshwater pearls should also show a 

yellowish fluorescence for the same reason. Careful observation 

will show that the fluorescence is chiefly at the surface of the pearl, 

while in cultured pearb the glow comes from within. Though use¬ 

ful as a conflimatory test or as a waming sign. X-ray fluorescence 

should never be considered as a substitute for the more stringent 

methods of testing pearls outlined in the previous chapter. 

Only the more outstanding fluorescent effects have been men¬ 

tioned above. Those seeking more complete data should consult 

the series of eleven articles written by Mr Robert Webster, which 

appeared in the Cnauiogist from June 1953-April 1954. 
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GLOSSARY 

Abflorptioa epcctraaa.-^Wh^n while light pa»ct through » coJoured stone, light 
of conain wavelengths is absorbed more stron^y than others, the tdouia least ab. 

sorbed combining to produce the colour of the stone. When viewed through a «xetr^ 
Kope, tlie calouia meat stron^y absorbed may show as dark bands crossing the 
spectrum in cliaraceerisiic positions. Such a spectrum is known as an abeorption 
speccrum, and provides a useful means of ideniiftcaiion. (Chapter 8.) 

AUoehromSbCic mineraia,—Minerals which would be colouHcB If rlicmicaily 
pure, but which commonly exhibit a range of colourt due to the pmcncu of small Soaniidc* of one or more 'eoloiiring' elemcnis. Chief amongst these elements are 

koee having atomic numbers, 22-29; via, titanium, vanadium, chromium, man* 

gamse, iron, cobalt, nickel, and copper. Corundum, beryl, spinel, and quarts are 
examples of altoehromatic gemstones. (See Idiochromatic h^ncrals.) 

AmorpboBS.—lilemlly, 'wiiltoul shape*. An amorphous substance is one in which 
the internal arrangement of (he atoms or molccutea is irregular and which in conse* 
quwee Ikas no charartcrUde external fbnn. (See under 'C^laV.) 

Aagacrdm amt.—Convenient unit of length for measurement of wavelengths of 
viable light and meat X-rays. I A = 0‘OOOCNXil millimetre. 

Aalaotreplc.—A term for crystals in which the optical fwopertles vary W'iih 
direction. All oystals save those in the cuUc system are anisotropic and exhibit 
double refraction. 

Aacarisin.—The star effect seen by reflected light in stona containing suitably 
arioiied rod'tlke inclunoos or channels when these arc cut ei coActtm In tiw correct 
dimetion. 

Atom.—A unit which is (he smallest part of a chemical clement which re maim 
unchanged during all chemical reactions. Although partly compost of electrically 
charged units such as elections, protons, etc., atoms as a whole art electrically neutral. 

AUMnic weight.—Tile wcl^t of an atom compared with an atom nf oxygen 

Biswial.—The optical ehars^ter oC crysiala belonging to iho rhombic, mooocluuc, 
and iriclinie systems, which exhilni double refraction, but hav'e two direeUuns of 
single refraction, I.e., two optic axes. 

Bts-ofrlngcnee.—Synonymous with double refraction, which see. 

Boole,—Ibe fbnn, ahaped somewhat like an Inverted pear, asumed by synthetic 
cocundum or spinel when produced under the inv'crted blow*pipe of a N^emeuil 
furnace. 

Brilliaat.—The most cffeciiv'e form of cutting for diamond, and so usual fbc this 

mineral that the term ’brUllani' is equivelenl to 'brilliant-cui dJamorvd* in trade 
parlance. Brilliant-cut is also used for ^Hreons and other stones. The standard bnlliaiit 
has 58 facets; S3 in the crown and 25 in the base. 

CabochoB.—A style of cutting in which the top of the stone forms a curved convex 
surface. The base may be convex, concave, or flat 

Csurae.—The mettle carat, equivalent to one-liflh oT a gnun, is inlrmaiirmally 
accepted as the standard w'eighi for precious stuns. There are 141*75 carau Is one 
ounce avxHniupais. 

ChMoyaBcy.—The 'cat's-evc’ effect, due to the reflection of light from fibres or 
channels arranged in parallel formation within a stone. A silky band of light at right- 
angles to the inclusions is seen when such a stone is cut m ea^fien in the correci 
direction. 

*Chclsea’ colour filter.—An effective dichrotnaitc colour filler traaunitting ligikt 
of only tu’O wavelength regions; nnc in the deep red, the other in cbe yellow green. 
T.lseful for discriminating between emerald and its imitations end for detecting 
synthetic spinels and pastes coloured blue with cobalt. (Chapter 4.) 

Ghaml^ alamant*—Matter composed of aioras of only one chemical type atid 
which thus cannot be decomposed into simpler substances by chemical means. There 
are about a hundred elements knovm. 
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ClMvace.^TV Mdotey ibown by certaia ttor>a$ tp ^it along one or more 
definite dimrtors. C3«*vacc pbaa are ahvayi paraBd w a pnarlak cr>sut fkce of 
(he rnwral in qucsiioo. 

Crftlc«lwgle.—Tbc angle alwlsch arayefli^iepaBiig Fromadeaae icediiiia, 
such a* a gemneett, intoaraJCf mrrinnn.iucbaaatf.kfcfrigttdatW to tbe normal. 
Any rayi reachbg (beiate^aur&ee at angle greater ifaan the critical angle are unable 
(0 pav into the rarer and arc Maffy rgkak. (Qtapter 2.) 

Cryptocryatan^—The rtniciiae of a wbBance auch aa chalcedony, which 
conriso of rrass of exceedi^y cryiiak bol ritowr ao atrrrtal sign oyital' 
Lne structure, (See Rguie 75, page 22S.) 

CryaaL—A Aitetanee la wfikh ibe cocauaicat aiccna. iocs or co^ooule are 
amu)^ in accedaaee wkb a definte regular auucture throughout. Uodei favour¬ 
able condidoea (Im regularity of intenol rtruruae cvq ri*e to a yymmetrkal external 
form bounded hr plane surlacB inewa as ayem facet. (CSiapto 1, page 14. and 
Appendix, page ilO.) 

Cryfeal awa.—Ingioary lim through a crystal Ift important syrn* 
fnetry«direcQons, tnienectiBg in the 'erg*' ^ centre of (he crystal. The axes 
•re usually three in number, arul i^y arc ciioaea to act as a fivne of rcfocnce by 
Tneans of wfakfa ±e reUdve poddeoe of (be crystal laces can be described. (See 

page 310.) 
Crystal syncma.—Tbe six main symmetry groi^niaiowUeh all OTStah, whether 

naium or anificial, cao be daatfied. (See page 510.) 
Dcoeity.—The vicight of a suhaunce per unit volume, measured in grains per cuImc 

oeniisneuc. Sioce 1 e.o. of water weigbs I gram, tbe dooity c^a subttance is numeric* 
ally equal to its gravity. (QaptOf 5.) 

IMchreiab—The pn>perty tewhlA the colour of a stooe varies according to the 
direction b which U a riewed. 1m two pc4arned rays pasnf aloeg a ^ven direcdoo 
in a coloured doubly rrinedog saocral arc oAee difleroitly absorbed, and thus 
differ in colour when th^ emerge. Ihe Two eolouis evt be compared side by side 
by uae of a dbbmn^r. (Cupter 4.) 

Diap«»ioo.-''IlM difference io ihe refractive ladot of a stone for light different 
wsvelnigths, givbg rise to tbe Sashes cf spetumn colotBs known as 'fire'. Tbe wave* 
lengihs iBually dnem far measinng the dsspCAon of gemstnna (or ooroparative 
pumces an ^70 A Is the red aial 4S0S A' a the vUet. ccmspoodoig to the B and 
C Fraunhofer lines of the ac4ar tpeciran. Tbe ditpenicne of secoe of (he gem- 
siones, muiliplkd by 1000, are a fMerm'. Blende, ISG; cawrriie, 71; demantoid, 
S7; sphene, 51; dtamaid, 44; ikcoo, 38; peridot and spind. 20; corundum, 16; 
toun^ioe and apcxluiiiaa, 17; chiysobei>i, 15; (cgiaz, quaru, ind beryl, 14; 
fluoRpar, 7. 

Do^lo rafractu^—A ray of light enuring any ci^'stal vthe (han cubic in 
direciions other than of an optic aaai if ai care splu into two pdariced rays, 
each vibraiing at right-angle* to ihc other. Thse rtm m'd at di/Terott spe^ 
through the crysul, and arc io consequesue refracted by diffvcni amounts, the 
effect bring known aa double retwtien or berinogeitce. The determination of 
double rriractioc) in a gesMooe k aa impertaot test. \N’boc D.R. k strong, Um edges 
of back faceis as liewed through tbe front of a cut Stone with a lezn a^ear as double 
lines. (Chapter 3.) 

Ponhleee.—Compemte nooes condsring sdtoOy or (more usually) in pan of 
genuine material. (Ciiapteri.) The term douhlet k ab> «aed lor ckaely spaced lines 
in emisson or abeorptioa ^ecM. 

garinctlon.—When a birefrit^ent miserai b rramined between crossed Nlcol 
prisoae or Pularold dkb aod no hgbi k vacomirted the mineal is said to bo in a 
poBtioa of cxiinctiba. There are Star aurh pcaitsone during a eomideie raiaticH] ot 390^ 

EsRMordfamry f«y.—ThM ray fee wMeb. in asnenk brioeigiag to Ibe hexagonal 
and teuagonal systems, tbe iriiactiie iadei varies according to is direction ihrou^ 
the crysUiL 

Krc.^Flaahes of spectrum cdotas from the beets of a cut flooe, due to disporion, 
which see. 
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FluoreeceaM.—The ccmsion of visible Jight by ceruun minereb when exposed 
10 radi&tiniu of shorter wavetenffih such as ulira*violei tight or X^ravs. (See 
Chapter 24.) 

FracOM^—The nature of the broken sur&ce of a solid tubsunce when this doa 

not follow a cleavage plane. The cofranonat type of fracture is cotkMJal {shdUikc). 
typjcal of glaa, quarts, and to a leaser extent of several other gematones. Fibrous 
minecats such asjsde show a :pUnliiy fracture, 

PratudMfer liaee.—Dark absorption lines which can be seen crosnne the brighi 
continuous spccuum of light from the sun, due to the afcaorption of fight by the 

x'apour of element* in the chromosphere. First observed by (he German phydeiu. 
Fraunhofer, who designated ihr principal lins by letters of the alphabet. The 
principal lines are as follows (wavelengths in AngstrOm units) A, 7606: B, 6670: C. 
65(33:D.5a93iE, 5270; F, 4661; 0,^;H,S969, 

GtsJb.—In Troy wdrtt there are 480 grains to the ounce. Not to be confused 
with the Pearl graia, which is one quarter of a mccrie carat. 

Habit.—The cliaracteristic crystal form ^a mineral. 

Hardness.—The relstance nf a mineral to abrasion, (See Mohs* scale, bdow.) 
lAodkeomatic mioeraJs.—Minerals la which the reJour Is due to tome essential 

consiituent of the stone, e.g., malachite, peridot, almandins. In contrast to allochro¬ 
matic minerals, those which are idiochromaiic have a limited range of colour. (See 
AllochromoKc Minerals.) 

Imicatioa atooes.—Materials such as glass ur the plasda which may resemble 
genuine stones b colour and appearance, but differ from them In compcdilon and 
ph^iral properties. 

iAOloaioa*.—Panicles of foreign mailer, solid, liquid, or gaseous, enclcaed witbb 
a gemstone. The nature of such inclusions provides a powerful clue to the origm of a 
stone, and enables natural stone to be d^nguishM from ihrir synthetic counter¬ 
parts, 

laorgasalc.—Not produced by \nttl proceesn. 
XaCerfercBce of l^sc.—Raya of light pursuing Che same path, In which the waves 

are 'out ol phase*, suner interiertnee and tend to destroy one another, while wave* 

which are *in phase' (emt Cf)rTC*pnnding to crew) reinforce each other. The colours 
seen reflected liom o^l and labnidorite are due to inioference. 

Iw.—An deetrirally charged atom, radical or molecule, 
Xrideecence.—The play of rainbow colbura due to interference of light as seen b 

the precious opal. In light redecied from cleas'age cracks, on the surface of carbonm- 
dum crystals, etc. 

leeasosphoua raplaceBieBt.—Where one element in a mineral Is replaced by 
another of umllar cheraical nature and ionic radius without sensbly altering the 
cryetal sffueture of the mineral. Isttnorphous replacement may cause wide variations 

in such propcrii«« as density and refractive Index, as may be seen, for bstance, in (he 
garaeu. 

leovopie.—The term used for those materials Id which the optical character is 
the same in all directions. Such materials are sln^y refracilve and show oo dichroisra. 

Cubic mbcrals amorphous substances are jnsariably isotropc. 

Light.—A form of radiant enern which gives rise to the sensation of sight. Light 
travels through space with a I'clcciiy of 186,285 mila pe^ second, In common with 

radio and otlier waves of a similar physical nature but different wavelength. 

Lisatre.—Tlie efTect produced by light reflected (iom the surface of a stone. Apart 
from subsiances having o nvlaUic lustre such as gold or pyrites, ilw lustre Is chi^y 

dctenruQcd by the refractive index and per^tion of PMisli poaeaed by the stone. 
Since a liigher degree of polish can be ohudned with Mrd stones, haidciss is also a 
factor of some importance. 'Dw characteristic lustre of diamond is known as 
e^iimanlwr, and is aisplayrd in Icavr degree by alher stones of high R.I., such as 
zircon and dctnanloid. I'hc niaforiiy of stones have a pfimiu or ^assy lustre. The 

terms mcNsu, uun. peaxt^, or sOiy luWe arc also used. 

MorcBry apecCruB.—Mercury wapuur lamps of various kinds emit the following Sweriul lines In the vidblc and ultra-violet regions (wavelengths in Arplrom units) 

)7. 6234. 5790, 5769. 5460. 4358. 4046, %650. 2536. Being rather widely^paced, 
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indivjdua] linn tfi tbe vabk spectrum ud in (be utumA-wki can be more or less 
by ilv ise of ^iprepriBfe filtos. 

Mecnttkt.—A miocral wbicb hit h*^*^*"* virtually vnorpbous due to (he break¬ 
down of tbe orifinil crysial Mrueture by intmiai boenbardment wrA aJ^a-partirln 
(helium nucln} emiiced by (a£»«atv« Mi£m widnn the mineral. Many ?re<n 
sircaw, aie^ty (beee from Gndoo, wUdt are pre-Cambdan io and have (hue 
bad o>«r hOO imOioo yean ct uib iDtenal bcmbardAeni, owe (bar low refracu%*e 
ind« aod desaty to chs cause, aad may be tamed metaimei btooik. 

Metric carat*—See Gamt. 
Minarml sp«ci«e.—A hfarwunirric aubetance Reduced by tbe pt'oeeises of tn* 

organic oiiure, bavinf a dteokal cmnpcaiioa. crystal structise, and physical 
properties vrhidt are eodiuat witbin narrow Itssiis. 

Mobe’ •eala.--A xale of bardnees suaei^ by Friedrich Mohs over 100 yean 
1^, and sliU toed by nuooakwKs. The Sfurs to (hk scale asereiv denote an sfder 
MKarrlnqs (resistanee to aeraicning) aad bate no quaadtathe aanibcanee whatever. 
The Dunenk cfacaoi by Mobs as ffandanb far hbseafe areas loUova: 1 talc, 2 gyp¬ 
sum, 3 calcicc, 4 flumspar, 5 apacisc. 6 fabl^ar, 7 quarS, S topax, 9 cxmmdum, 
10 diamond. ^ 

HolecoJe.—A froup Cm <v more atems m doae ccjmbutauon. The smallest 
quaniicy of an eleneat orecopetmdwfakfaiec^hleofiodfpmdmr oustenee. 

Meaoehromatie U^.^!^( of cce wavdesiCtb only. The standard mono- 
ebronutic li^t med far opckal aeaswemeno is the ydlow light emitted by gfawing 

vapeur, wt^bcosmsis actually of two neariy idoitjcal wavrtengths having a 
mean value of 5893 A. 

Nkel prfam.—A «p*nai primt far jvodnciiig poiarieed li^t, made from two 
pieem otledand spar (mldie) cenesled tc«ctherwkh Cknada balsam, light cnicriog 
the prisa b spUt imo two raya: of thoc, the 'ordinary* ray is totally 
reflected at (be babaa la^ vdtde i2ie 'rmerdlaary' ny is able to pass through 
tbe prism. In a petro^cal aaerceeefK two Nscol prieas are incceporated. 

O^leaeaaca.—A tern toed beih far the milkiftmi of ecotmen opal and (more 
properly) far (he milby bidexzact sea in predota opaL 

Ofda azia.'-A direeiMO of ^fa rdractioa la a douUy refracd^ imneral. 
Hexagonal and cetngocial mmerak bare eoc oicb azii, and are termed leeaii^; 
rbor^ic, cmoocHmc and criduiic naooak have two optic cm* and 'arc thus hianal. 

Ordinry ray.—In •inii?jal that ray which traNuk with consiani vclodty 
to any dlrecdoa within the ciyVaL 

C>rEasle^Produced by viuJ pseccifs. In chvinituy, (he compounds of carbon 
are termed 'ergUK* rompounc^ 

Ofseat.—the ehanunerialic Aeat and bidtacenre dkpUyed bv pearl. 
Pane.—An umtaifae gesvene made from a rmain cype of lead glass. Lootdy 

applied CO all glas aakatioa gemfnm. 
rbnqibsmfiiifi rffr-t rmly ftlrri-f ‘—  .i|,e lujmnoua 

glow penkts peroepdUy ^(er (he removal of (he earitiag radiaiton. 
PlMtic0.~Lctfe term embradng aB sywtbeiie rc9B>4ikc materials which can be 

Qsoulded uj^er the influence of beat or praswe. (CSiapter 22.) 
PteochroinD.—A general Mm eminciog didtreiam and tbe amilac efleet shown 

by BOOM ssoews in wbiefa three didifwx cqIour oc shada can be seen (two at 
a time) by means of tbe didutaeope. 

Pcdaiiacd Ufbt.—viteanof in ocu plane only. Polarized iigbi can be 
produced by meaiw of rHWcdco from fkm piM at certain an^ea. by alaorptlon 
of one of tbe two poUriaed rays pmiiiig ihroufh datfa^oloinTd tourmalmc plates or 
Polaroid sheets, cr by means of a Nkol prian. 

Polaroid—Sheets of plMic material cooiainmg uhia-ftteroacopac ct>ou1s of 
quinine fadosulphate wbscb bare (he piopeity of tranaDjuiog ooly one polari^ 
ray, the other being alimit eoib^ e law bed K* tbe a^mak. Polaroid sheets provide 
a lifdit and tnexpemive subetitUM far Nieol prssns in tbe produeikm of polarued light. 

ff ccominsf (id stoma.—Stcoes made dtaisig last emtury from chips of natural 
ruby ^ fuAi^ (hem logether under a blowpipe ilanK These sf»<aBcd reconetnicied 
rubio have been tupeneded far over fll^y yean by syntbetk stenee made by the 
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Vcm^uU proces, foe wluch the i«rm should not be used* Presod anber Is the onty 
truly 'reconstructed' ge>n material at Resent on the market. 

KcSecdoiL^A ray of loeldent gn a pollslted plane surface it reflected by it 

)n such a manner that the angle of rellecrton ss equal to the angle of inddenec. The 
pmpoTiion of reflected to rc&actcd light in traiu^reni substances increases with (he 
rcfracdve index of the sub&ranec and with the angle of incidence. For example, 17 
per cert of the light falling at perpendicular incidence on the surface of diamond is 
reflected, whereas with quarta lea than 5 per cent is reflected under these condibom. 

RefracdoB.—t^hen a ray of light passes from adrinto a denser medium such as a 

geiDstone, its velocity is lessened and as a eonsequcncc the ray no longer follows Us 
otiginal path but is bent or t^ratud to ibllow a dircetJan more nearly perpendicular 
to the surface between the two media. 

Refractive ladex.—.A quantity representing the rerraciing power of a medium, 
in which air -i 1*00 is in practice taJten as a standard. The K.I. of a medium may 
be deflned as the ratio of the velociK of light In air to the velocity of lirti in the 

medium, or as the ratio of the sine of the angle of incidence to the sine the angle 
of refraction when light pase from air into the medium. {Chapter 2.) 

Befraotemerer.—AQ Instrument dengned for measuring the re&tcdve indlca 
of various subetanccs. (Chapter 2.) 

8!M€ii,-''n>e appearance caused by the reflection of li^i from structures ioside a 
Slone, e.g,, moonstone. 

fine intersecting rod.Kke crystals or cavities typically seen in Burma 
ruby, wlucb give a silky sheen by reflecicd Ughr. 

Speoifio gravky^The weight of a substance compared with the ^^‘eight of an 
equal N'olume of pure w'ater at 4 deg. Ceniig;rade. (Chapter 5.^ 

Spcctroaeopa.—An insirument which rnrdsxs light Into its component wave* 
Icf^hs by refraction ihrous^ prisms or diffracdon by a grating. 

spaemun.—A band of light showing in orderly succession the rainbow colours 
or isolated bands or colours corresponding to diflerent wavelengths, as seen through 
a specircacopc or photograf^ied in a spcclrugrapli. The vlublc spectrum is ortly a 

small icgton In the vast spectrum of electro*magnetic waves, which extend from the 
lon^t radio waves to the minutely short wavts (gamma rays) emitted by radio¬ 
active elements. An murwn sp^irum is produced by the giowiog vapoux of elcmeou 
(pa^cularly metals) aad consists of bright narrow lines of deflniie wavelengths. A 
emimtotu ^iaUfvn is the band of all the rainbow colours, rod, orange, yellow, green, 
blue, and violet, merging one loio the other, produced by all incandescent soli£. .An 

4bsti^Uo»t spteJrm is the series of dark bands crossing a continuous spectrum, seen 
when while light has been transmitted through a coloured vapour, Uqi^, or solid. 

Step* or Trap*<tit,—A style of cutting us^ for coloured stones and someiicnes Car 
diamond. In w'liicli a scries of facets both abovx and bdow the girdle have edges 
parallel Co those of the rectangular tabic facet. 

SynuBccry.—There are three 'elements of symmetry’ recognized in <t^iall> E'a^y: planes of syntmciry, axes of symmetry, and a centre of symmetry. <!)n this 
■sts crystals can be divided into 92 dorsar. Thov in turn are greupw iato six svtats. 

See page 224. 

Systbctic scoBea.—Manu^tured stones which have easentlally the same com* 
position, crystal structure, and properties as the natural mineral Ih^ represent. 

Traneparency or DlapbaAeky.—The degree to which light is transmitted 
lltrougli a substance. A stone is termed innijtaml when ob^ts can be clearly seen 
llirough it, as through glass; c^., quarts, diamond, etc. Wlicie some light is irans- 

mitira but no clear outlines ran be discerned the stone Is term^ uoAshtemf, e.g., 
jade. W'here no light can pas through, the substance is cyviyuc; e.g. pyrites. 

Trey walghc.—Tlivsc arc the wdghu used for precious metals, equiv'ilencs 
are; 24 grains — 1 pennyweight; 20 pennywnghu •• I ounce; 12 ounces 1 pound. 
Note ibai tlie Troy gram k the same as the Avoirdupois grain, but that the ounce and 

pound are larger on the Troy Kale. 1 ounce Troy 3|'103 grams: I ounce Avw* 
dupois B 2d*35 grams. 

Tsvln oyatala,—IV’o ur more crystals of a mineral which have grown together 
in symmetrical fashion in such a manner that the parts of the twin have some crystal* 
lograpliic directum or plane in common, but othns in reversed pediioo. 
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VUr*-viofet licfat<—iBvwble nys tif wsvckagUa tcuBcwhii kbrnter thXA tboe 
of ^bl« violei li^t. 

MmiTih bAvo^ a unique '*^"*'*^ of so^ rcfricnwi i«fc., pm 
op(k Tetr*fOMl ind InaEciaal CfyauU Are msAnaj. 

)f-T»yi. n^iiow havinc (be sw oarure as viable light but 
of much sborta wavetesgih {uBJeOy Is ibao 2 AagsDora). Spraetnnes termed 
Rpotgen nya, sAv thdr dxKCryerer. 

The f^lowiag ccaapr^emve table roonUa lA many mpects cbe admirable sum* 
mary ^ven Is Knus aad SbMeoe*s Cmr Gan Matoiaif (see page 311). Tbe 

alpbabeb^ acTwecmaic >*»■>»**« ibe wader to qiockly to (be more importanc 
^penia e( (be eluef gem mmaals, and a page refac^ is the Ian ctdumn suggcsB 
where he may turn Cof fuOer dttaOs of any partctilar gem. Cbemica] formulae have 

been wrtttot la the Mualisdc* fixm (e^., MgO.AlfOt in place of MgAljOi) aa this 
may be Dtore easily cmcpeefaeided. Qgiiadont and nmi ineooautecciea are for the 

nwet part deliberate- 

ALPHABETICAL SUMMARY OF GEM SPECIES 

Sfimte, 
us^onAoaAs 

Sjislon ymaiesmdOih^ V. £C. 

end ouu 

/afirefiratce 

AMBER 
Hydrocarbon 

Awrjfoou 

Mdr—Ydlow 

3>ciWtii» ■•Reddbb-y^O’tf 
JbiMiidn "Bifowp 
Btfacs^Ydlow to brown 

2} 1 1 34 

la^ 
iropie 

A Jdanl r<^. ORet In* 
eludes iBsecB, etc. Spllnten 

uf^cr kniie. Melts at 2$0” 
0. Bums with charactfir> 

iidc Biiaea. Page 263. 

ANDALUSITB 
AJ^.SiO, 
Rhombic 

Green, greeniali*browo, 
wttb rcddob tiott ; 

QeasMtf fr n imptne variety | 

showing grryi^ oem 1 
on blaa grouod | 

7| 

I 
1-64 

0-010 

Striding F4eecbroiBa. Rare. 
Often caafosed with iour> 

maline. bur has lower D.R. 
and higher d.G. 

Page 219. 

APATITE 
aJCoI)l?0^, 

HeaagonaJ 

Yellow. Uue ^ 

1 

5-21 1-63$ 
O-OOS 

Blue type from Burma, 
strongly dkbroic. Yellow 
ccenmonlyAowsrare earth 
absorption Kanrie (5640 A, 
etc.). Vay low D,R. and 

hiffatf $.& dlsdoguiah it 
frm daaburiie. 

AXINITB 
Comdex bco 
silicate of Ga, 
Al, Mg. 
Triclinic 

COove brows, violet 

1 1 Occun in beautiful bladed 

cryrtab: hence ruuae. Sd* 
dm cut. 

BBNITOITB 
BaOriO,3SiO, 

Hecagooa] 

Sapphire blue 

1 1 
Rare and beautiful stone 
from Benito County, 
California only. Strong d> 

dcoHm itro^ D.R. and 
bi^b dispewicn. 
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MtM 
■ HI. 

CofflAMxIniM and wM atfd j/ous, a/idmetn 
Oyt. yorittks emJ Ctlovr* H. D.R. P^gt r^neuti 

BSHYL n 2«7I I•575 Emerald usually flawed. S. 
3B«O.A1,0. African emerald rather 

6$iO. 

A^uamariitt—PaJe blue to 7* 2-69 )«575 

Brazilian emerald rather 
lower. Page IBS. 
Aouamarine usually 6aw> 

bluUh*Erc«n les. Madagaaearij^shows 
urongdkluoiim. ^age 191. 

Coldta iftjl n 2*68 I >57 
YHIinv O'OOS 

Pivk ftfnrf IMvMNiU)— I'Sb 1>59 Constants of pink bcrvl 
RoK'pink ooue usually high because of 
Alto coknjrlftt rare eJbalis present. 

Page 212. 

BLENDE Brown, yellow, orange. 2'37 Magnificent colour, lustre, 
and 'hre*. But too soft to {5phftlenr«) black 

m 
none 

ZnS TVantparent to opaque take or retain hiob Dolish. 
C^bic ■ Pofect dodecahoual clea¬ 

vage, Page 219, 

BRAZILIAN- Greenla]>•y«llo^v 5i 2 99 1612 DiscoN’ered io 1944 in Deo- 
ITE TrtAsparmi or 0021 matiic in Minas Gems, 
N*A1,(0H}* tranaluemt and (1947) in New Ham;^ 

(PO,), slurc, U.,9.A. 

CHRY50. AUxa^iie—Grven in dav* 3'71 175 Siberian alexandntes sliow 
BERYL light, red in artilici^ best coleur<hanffe> S<> 
BeO.AJ^. light called synthetic alDcandrito 
KhomtMC ' 

(OrwthoM)— 8* S«7I 175 

are lyniheilc coruiwJum or 
spinel. Page 194. 
i^eral other soecies show 

Ureeoish or brownJ&h OOOS charovanev. but 'Cai’s-oee’ 
yellow, rcanslucent and without cualification sloni- 
chatoyant 

Also yellow, greenish 
lies chatmani chrynbery). 

Page 258. 
yellow, and brouTi 

CORUNDUM 'Red 9 Kg ITW Burma ruby, bright red, 
strong dichiwm. Contains AJ,0, msm 

Hes«Eon4t *fUk^ Page 167. 
Siam rubv. pamei ra. less 
dichroism. So 'silk'. 

Crriffonal) 
,Siyp^trf—Bliie 
Alto colourleas, yellow. 

9 3*9£ I7M 
0*008 

Sapphire shows suDng di- 
chroism. Page 177. 
Green saMhire has uightly 
higher S.G, and R.I. than 
others. Synthetic coeun* 

pink, green, and violel 

dum made in many colours. 
Beware of synthetics. Sfar rwfrr. ^tar jaWAi**— 

Translucent, showing Page 260. 
astcTum 
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Spniu, 
OampoiiliBH ottd 

^itaa Vofktio ond Coiovts S.C. 

Mea 
A/. 
atd 

D.R. 
AWu, and mem 

pagt reftietvt 

DANBURITB 
C^O.BA* 

2SiO, 
Rhombic 

Pale yellow, coleurla Lower S.G. and D R. dis* 
linnish it from topaz. 
Dioymium abaorption spec, 
irufii fre^ueody present. 
Burma chref lo^iiy. 

DIAMOND 
G 
Cubic 

Cotouriess 
Shade of yellow and 

brown 
RjMty blue, red, green. 
[Smti and ear^wd) tor >n* 

duitrial uae only) 

10 Hardest known substance. 
Perfect octahedral cleavage 
Very constant properties 
Turned green by radium 
treaunenc. Page J52. 

DIOPSIDE 
MooocUnic 
CaO.McO. 
2SiO, 

Pale green to dark green. 
Semetirnes chateyanr 

Ksiinniahed from peridot 
by dinerent shade green 
end somewhat higher R.I. 
and lower D.R. From en- 
staiite by higher D.R. 

ENSTATITE 
M«0<SiO, 
Rhombic 

Green 
Somc^mes chatoyant 

H 32? 167 
0 009 

Associated with diamond 
and pyrope in Kimberley 
district. Also found in 
larger pieces but of tes 
attractive green in Burma. 
Absorption line at 5060 A. 

EPIDOTE 
Silicate orC4 
and A1 
Monodinic 

Dark brownish green 3-45 1>75 
0 035 

Colour of crystals usually 
too dark to make attractive 
genu. Strongly dichroic. 
Distinctive 'pistachio* 
green. 

GCCLASS 
Bef/UOH; SiO, 

Munoclinic 

PaW green or blue 

1 
1665 
0 019 

Very ready clcav^c (hence 
nanteV Appearance 
r«f. indicea almost ideiw 
tical with 6brolii«. Disdn* 
guishfd by lower S.G. 

FELDSPAR 
GROUP 
OkTHgCi^s 

K,0.AIA« 
GSiO, 

M<«wchnk 

MeCRoc(JA’& 
Same compo 
tiiioa 
Tndinic 
P1AC10CI.U&S 
Xa and Ca 
alumina 

liUeatn 
Tncliiuc 

Tdlow eriMaM 

u lourleis 
with u'hiic or bluish 
sheen 

Green, opaque 

Oliiocldse—Pale yellow 

Ltlr^dffiiU Grey with 
play of colour 

dbaf/MT—Spangled red> 
dish 

b 

6 

s 

c 

6 

6 

2'96 

2 57 

2 56 

2 » 

270 

2 S4 

1 Impottani ^roup of rodi' 
forming mmer^. Only 
mcoosione is used at all 
widely in jewelle^. 

Yellow, onlioclase. found in 
Madagascar,€ontains iron. 
Amazonite, somewhat 
smilar to poor quality 
turque^. 
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Sptcits, 
ConfpwitUH 
0^1. y4ri«tia atid C«bti/s S.G. 

A/ast 
Ji./. 
aW 

D.R. 
A'pTar, and ntik 
psf< rf/irew 

PIBROLITE 
Al,0,.Si0, 
Rhombic 

Pale blue 
n Same rclrociive indices as 

eudase, and also has voy 
ready cleavt^. 

FLUORSPAR 
C4F, 
Cubic 

Purple, blue, green, ycl. 
low, pink, cdouriCB 

li/w or OtriyiMft 
jper—Masiive banded 

4 1 434 
liO. 

(ro|M 

Perfect octahedral cleav* 
age. Bright Buoreseence 
under iJu«>violct light. 
Very constant S.G. and 
R.I. 

GARNET 
GROUP 
Cubic 
AUMmONB 
SPeO.AJ^,. 

SSiO, 
Pv*OP« 
3>^«^AI,0,. 

Giie*n/LAfi 
SCkO.AVO,. 
3:$iO, 

Anorasttb 
3C»0,Fe,0,. 
3SiO, 

SriMARTrn 
SMnO.Al.O,. 

SSiOt 

Purplish led 

Deep biood>red 

ASewamSr—Orange* brown 
Also, green massive 
grosaular 

Green 
Tspa^icr—Yellow 

Orange or yellow 1 

Almandine and pyrope 
form continuous isomor* 
pilous series of red gameu. 
Almandine eoloum by 
iron. Finest pyropes col* 
oured by chromium. Al* 
mandine characteristic 
absorpdoi) spectrum. 

Hosoniic also coniairu 
almandine. 
Resembles jade. 
Very high dlspcrsoo (‘fire’) 

Page 233. 

Rare. Often resembles ho* 
sonite. CoiutanD near Iboae 
Ibr almandine Page 235, 

HAEMATITE 
Fc.O, 
Hexagonal 

Gun*meCal black in cry* 
siaJs or when polUhc<j 

6 51 V*ciy 
higl> 

Brilliant metallic lustre; 
used in seal stones, and to 
simulate black pearl. 
Leaves red streak oo uit> 
glased porcelain. 

Page 235. 

IDOGRASE 
(Vouvianiic) 
Ga and P« 

silicate 
Tetra£;onaI 

Broi'Ti. ydlow, grten; 
transparent 

Cdl^/ernUe—Green mas- 
a^‘e; KDU*opac]iie 

c* 3*38 

S>8 

1«70 
0005 
1'70 

Distinct dichnxsm. 

Californite variety resem* 
bles jade. Absorption band 
in blue at 4610 A. 

lOLlTB 
(Ooi^entc, 
DidinHCc) 

Ms, Fe, silicate 
a^ A1 
Rhombic 

Blue 7 2*99 1535 
0 009 

Very strong pleochmtsra: 
dark blue, pale blue, and 
pale brDWT) betog three 
colours seen. 
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SjHciv, 
c»c 

Variflie ottf Cb&m SC. 

'm 
^lOt, etrd MUM 

page re/amt 

jADsrre 
Monoclittic 

Green, v/hite, brown, 
mauve: crajislucent 

3-32 1-66 
0 012 

'Chinese jade’. Fibrous or 
na&ular structure. Often 
snos^ iliehtiy dimpled 8ur> 
face. Colour often varie* 
gated. More highly cs* 

teemed than Nephrite. 
Page 244 

KOaNERU- 
PIN2 

Mg, AlalkaK 
Rhombic 

Green, browaish greea, 
yellcwi transparent 

6| Strongly dichrtM. Rare; 
but attractive stones found 
in Ceylon. 

KYANITB 
AlyO, 
Tndmie 

Blue; sometimes green or 
colouiies 

4 
CD? 

3-69 1-72 
0-016 

Flaky structure. Sometimes 
fine sapphire blue. Stro^ 
pleochroiam. Hardness va¬ 
nes greatly with direction. 

LAPIS LA2UU 
Com^let sli* 
cate, contain- ' 
ing sulphur 

Cubic 

Blue; opaque s< 2-S 1-3 Brassy specks of pyrites 
frequent. Inferior faeces 

have white patches. Not a 
pure mineral, but a rock. 

Page 355. 

LAZULITB 
F«, Mg, Al 
pboiphaic 
MonocUnic 

Blue; rranslucent at 1 1-62 

0031 

Rare ornamental stone; 
sometimes resembles tur- 

UMom, Page 255. 

MALACHITE 

Cu,(OH)^, 
MoDoelinic 

Green, mottled; opaque 4 SB Omamcnial stone with 
i^McaJ concentric bands 

of dark and paler green. 
Bff^asces 'vitb acio. 

NEPHRITE 
Ca, Mg. P« 

aJieate 
Monoelinic 

Green, white; 
iru^ucent to opaque 

C} 

1 
1-62 Classed with iadeite as true 

jade. Toiigl*. Splintecy 
fracture. Colour less bright 
than jadeite. Page 246. 

OPAL 
5i0,+NH,0 
Ajnorvhous 

Firt qMl'-Orange. SeU 
dom shows play of col* 

our 
Wait spal—Play of colour 

on pise, traasluceni 
background 

' Play of colour 

on dark background 
IVaia opal—Play of coL 

lour within alcdcst eol> 
ourless stone 

6 

6 

6 

6 

2-00 

2-1 

2’1 

2-00 

1-43 
Iso- 

iropic 
1-45 

1-45 

1-45 

Contains a varying amount 

of water. Often porous; 
thus not advisable to teat 
in heavy liquids. Fire opal 

usually faceted with domed 
table. Others cabochon cut. 

Pagem 
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Specits, 

Con^asilion 6Ki 
^tan Veriaui sftJ Colors H. &G^ 

MesR 
R.f. 
and 

D.A 
/fous, end main 

fiagttffireiu 

PEARL 

CaCO, wi(U 
concbyoUn 
and water 

^OrmlaT—White or 
creamy 

^arfro/ioTT^ilvery white 

Trxnslucen t 
while 

Biatk—Bronte or gun- 

metal colour* 

grey, due to 
dark nucleus 

^rctAmattf^—Ouil» iride^ 
cent 

C4«fA—Pinki no pearly 
lustre 

Clem'^Black: no pearly 
lustre 

H 

si 
H 

H 

H 

H 

3i 

2 71 

2-74 
2-7 

2 6S 

2-6 

2-7 

2 85 

2 85 1 
Many localitim omitted 
from suroman. ‘Oriental’ 

pearls from Porsiai) Gulf 
and coasts ofOeylon. Pearls 
also dasiiSed by ^pc^ 
buitoB, drop, baroque (ir* 

rmlar), etc. Pearjs consist 
01 about 90 per cent 

C^COs in form of arago¬ 
nite. Pink conch pearl and 
black clam pearl have no 
pearly lustre and belong 

to duTerent category. For 
distinction between peaii 
astd cultured and Imitation 

types, see page 270 ti seq. 

PERIDOT 

(Olivine) 

Rhombic 

Green ei S-34 The mineralogist’s olivine. 
Green type from Red Sea, 
Arisona. Burma, etc., eon* 
taira about 6 per cent Pe. 
’Doubling’ o( back &ceci 
eafilyseen. Page 239. 

PHENAKJTE 

2BeO.SjO, 
Hexagonal 

Commonly colourless H 1 1 6€2 
0-016 

Peculiarly bright and sil¬ 

very appearance makes it 
an aiiraciive gem when 
well cut. 

PRBHNITB 
Ca, AI 
SiLme 
Rhombic 

Pale green or greenish 
yellow; translucent 

6 OrnarncQtai stone. Som^ 

limes cmembles jade. 

Page 250. 

PYRITES 
PeS, 
Cubic 

Brassy yellow metallic 
lustre 

Opaque 

6 

1 1 
The ‘majcasiie’ of the 
Jewellery trade. In nature, 
Marcaaie Is a separate 
mineral species. Much used 
in cheap jewellery. ‘Fool's 
gold’. Page 2$3. 

(iUARTZ 

SiO, 
Hexagonal 

RMifc'n7fMl->Colourlest 
/teifAjur—Purple 
CSsrue—Yellow 
CrnxgWM ■ Brotvn 
AfsrsM—Smoky broxwn 

Jlost ^eerte^Plnki cloudy 
dMoiuruM'—Green, span* 

fled 

7 2-65 Transparent varieties of 
quans have very constant 
properties. Name 'topaz' 
should not be used for the 
yellow dtrioe or brown 

cairngorm. Jasper is a very 
impure masuve quartz us¬ 
ually brown; suuned with 
Berlin blue to make ’Swiss 

Ups’. Page 221. 
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i>«w 
OM^Kicn 
Ojil Vanetiet aad CUoun 

AfM) 
ft.l 
OHd 

D.R. 
//elu, arid mitu 
pagt r(/fTtne4 

QUARTZ 

{Tri^nal) Qjmlz CeU'i g* Pale 
bro^ chatoyani 

Goldea brown, chatov' 
ani 

ftiUilued Colour- 
lee wi(h included rutile 1 1 1*54S 

0 009 

CHALCEDONY 
GROUP 

(CfYptO- 
^TtuUbie 
Quana) 

0^1eMaft>-^Unbaaded, 
grey 

Red 
Apple green 

/^gal^Conceutnc bandi 
of vanoue coloun 

Homonial bands 
Red and white 

bands 

2*6 1*53 
Snail 
D.R. 

The chalcedony minerals 
are translucent. They may 
be stained various CMOuts, 
and are usually so treated. 
Many variety names 
omittM from this table ibr 
reaaOQS of space. Ps^221. 

RHODOCHXO- 
SITE 

MaCO, 
Houcootl 
(Trifoul) 

Rose red; iransluccot 1 3 G 1 Attractive ornaneatal 
stone. Soft; eflervesces with 
acid. 

RHODONITE 
MoO.SiO, 
Tncliroe 

Rose red; translucent c 3'6 )>72 
0 011 

Resembles above. Harder; 
Uack markings conunon. 

Page 263. 

SCAPOUTE 
Group of com¬ 
plex sUicaus, 
CK. 
TetragttMl 

Pale yellow; transparent 
Pink chatoyant, 

chatoyant 

6 

6 

2?0 

2*63 

WSl Pak yellow, from Bra^. 
Chatoyant types, from 
Burtoa. 

SINHAUTB 
M«(AlPe)B04 
RJvmbtc 

Pale ydlow to dark brown 
or greecvbb. 

Transparent 

6» 3*4d 1S6S 
0 osa 

Cut sions tormerly thouglit 
to be ‘brown peridot* were 
Tousd (1932) to be a new 
ipeoea. Named after 
Ion, where Itrtt found. Dis¬ 
tinguished from peridot by 
S.G., R.I. and spectrum. 

Page 218. 

SMITHSON ITE 
ZnCO, 
H<«afO(>al 1 
(Trigonal} \ 

Yellow oc apple green; 
irenduccnl 

5 

1 
1 

4-35 I'7S ' 
0-23 1 

May resemble chrysoprase 
or^adeitc. EflervesCo with 
acid. ‘Bonamite’ a trade 
name. 
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ALFHABETlCAL 07 GSU SPSCIES 

Speew, 
CffiriposUtm and 

Oryil. SjuUm y^alus and Cahuis 

1 

H. 1 //ot*s, dM main 

page t^enru 

SPHBKe 
(TS unite) 

cio.TiO,. 1 
SiO, 

Monoclinic 

Yellow, green, brown H ^ 

1 1 Rare. Highly valued In 
spile of soilness for is 
fnagnideent appearance. 

Dupersion higlUc than dia> 
mond. Strong pleochroisnt 
and large D.R. Page 199. 

SPINEL 

M«O,AJ,0, 
Cvibic 

Red. pink, paJe greyuh 
blue, dark greenish 
blue, shades of reddish 
purple 

or Plteimu 
Blaek; opaque 

Cobwpuwl 
Sbado of blue, con* 
lairdng varying propor* 

lions M zinc 

8 

8 

8 

3 6Q 

3-8 

to 

3 98 

I'7I7 

Iso* 
tropic 

1*78 

to 
1*747 

Pure spinel has S.G. 3*58, 

R.I. 1*715. Vaneiy names 
such as * Bains ruby* are 
midrading and should be 
as-oided. Ceylooite typre 
contain much iron, raisng 
5.C. and R.1. 24^^ 

Synthetic spineb made in 
colours to represent other 
species. Page 240, 

S^D0UMIU4B 
Li.O.AliO,. 

4SiO, 
Monocliitic 

Kmeiu—Lilac 
ffid^iU-~^zezn \ 

Abo yellow 

7 3-18 

1 

1*67 
0015 

1 

Easy cleastigc in two direc* 
tioos. Pleocwobm dbiinct 
or strung. Page 212. 

True ^en biddeniie col* 
oured oy chromium, very 
rare. 

TOPAZ 1 
Flu^ or 
hydroxy* 
ailiotc of 1 
kluTniitium 

Rhombic 

Colourless 
Yellow \ 
Pink / 

8 3‘56 

3 53 

1-62 ! 
0*010 
1*$3 
0*008 

True topaz not to be con* 
fused with yellow quane. 
Perfect basal cleavage. Pink 
stones produced W beat 
treatment of brown^li yd* 
low Srasilian matenaJ. 
l^sdnet pleochroism. 

Page 206. 

TOURMALINE 

Coco pies bor^ 
•ilicaie of Al, 

Fe, 
alkklit, etc. 
HexAfonnJ . 

(Trigonal) 1 

1 

.4 shm Golourien 

RaMIte^Red, deep 
Mi$cHit—Dt9p inky blue. 
Also green, pink, ydlow, I 

brown, black and patii* > 
coloured , 

7 

1 

3 05 Etreody dichr^. Pyro* 
eiectr^. Cdotic often in 
segmeots or coocoitrie 

zones. Red types have 
lowest S.G. Ydlow, blue, 
higher; black higfacst. Chs* 
tinguiahed bom topes and 
anuusite by stronger D.R. 

Page 236. 

TURQJJOISB 
Hydrow plies* 
phatc of alu* 
minium and 

copper 
Triclinic 

Dark to pale sky blue, 

pale greenish blue i 
TiMsluceni to opaque 

6 

1 

2*6 
(O 

2'8 

1*61 Egyptian (strong blue, 
traokucent) and Persian 
(flae Uue) are least porous 

and have S.O. oeac 2*8. 
American cycet soIVer, more 

porous atio have lower 
S.G. Veins of dark llmoniie 
matrix &«queot. 

Paae253. 
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^Us. 
C»at»sitm cad 
0^1. •^Sn Vaiitits oad Colmm 

1 

H. J.C. 

m 
J^iUS, Mud nflin 
pagtff/grtMt 

ZIRCON 

Zri^.SiO, 
Tetragonal 

1 

Colourkes, blue, yellow, 
golden brown. 

Green and shades of green 

4'69 

40 
ce 

4-5 

1 95 
0059 

1'79 
up. 

wards 

Heat-treated type from 

Ind&'China and Siam have 
propctie* of normal sircon 
as given. Strong D.R. a 
d is itnguishing fea cure. 
Green types from Ceylon 

are semi-amorphous, and 
have lower and variable 
properties. Blue brcon the 

only type to show dU 
chrism. Page 198. 

THE CRYSTAL SYSTEMS 

Juii Mi ihe pcsitiofl of a p«Q( on a plane surface can be denned by iu po^eodicu^ 
diiwce from fuo interscciing ]ioea of reference, or 'ua*, so can xhe pcfition of a 
pUne be defined by the intercepts ii maiiei with lAm InterMcUnE axes. CryataJi 

which have grown under favourable condliiotis are bounded by flat planes known as 
face, which are symiaetricaJiy dUpcaed. The axe choeen as a frante of 

refoence for these faces are imaginary lines pasing through the crynal along the 
direcdons of greatest symmetry and inlenecbng in the 'sriefn' at the centre o> the 

CTYSial. All oyetals are found to fall into one or other of dx main syi^etry groups 
called (he etytil rju/setr, wliich are charaeteriacd by the nature of their crysUu axes. 
In any mineral, the intercepts made ^ similar faces tvith the cr^tal axa are the same, 

no matter what the relative dintenslons of the faces may bo. Further, tlie angle be¬ 
tween two given focee is always the same for all specimens of any one mineral, even 
if the crysul appears to lack ryinmetry owing to unevoi growth. 

The typical crystal form assumed 1;^ a mineral is known as lIs Hak\t\ or 

dmfdy , and is of great assistance in rectcnialng the mineral in its rc^h state. 
The ha^t d a mineral may sary lomewhnt with its locality, but the forms It displaya 
wiil always belong to the tame crysiaJ system. Almost all minerals arc crystalline. 
Noo-crys^iine materials such as the glass and resins, which have no regular 
internal structure and thus rro characteristic cxiemal form, ace known as snor^hous, 

mcanisf ‘wiihoui sb^*. 
Minerab are often found to be composed d two or store crysial iudividuals grow* 

ing together in a symmetrical manner. Such compcaiie crystals are known as '/uaru'. 
The vv^ ^aefr* is also used, speoaliy by diamond cutieit, for twinned crystals. 

Readers wkhing to btow more about crysiallcgraphy are recommended to read a 

good elementary textbook on mineralogy, sudi as Rutley^s MMKfe^sgy. publish^ by 
TNomai Murby, London. 

A summary (he six crystal systems U given below, lugecbec with the most Im' 
portani gem minsals a^talliaing In each system. 

1, Cubic ayseem<>^All forms in ihb ryiera can be referred to three es)ual axe* 
at riglit'angjrs to each other. Clubic minerals are optically isotropic. Common forms 
are (he cube ($ square faces), octahedron (8 triangular faces), and rhombic dode» 
cahedron (12 rhtxnb-shaped face). Diamond, spinel, the gameis, fluorspar, blende 
and pyrite belong to (he cubic system. 

2. I^ezagoaal eyeiem^Pcprms in this sysiere are referred to four axta, three of 
which are equal and intereset at angle of (he fourth and principal axis being 
pepeedicuiar to these and of diflerent length. Hexagonal minerals are uniaxial. 
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Common fcrm* Urt hexagonaJ pfjsrttt (6 Toc^, basal pinacoids (2 factt), buiffooal 
bipyramids (12 faea), and rhonbohedrons (S' &c«). 

R«ryl, conmdum, tourmaline, quartz, apaliee> benitoile, and haccnaiite are In this 
system. 

lo tbe moat syxnmctncal oyziab of Ibe hexag^onal system (e.f. beryl), the prindpa) 
axL* is one ot siX'Arid symmetry. Most of the gemstones noted above belong to the 
trigOBal ur rhombohadral subdivision of (he system, in which this axis 
only threO'rold syrTuneiry. 

3. TatragoBal ayatam.—Three axes at righ(>angles. two of which are equal, 
(he third (principal) axs being longer or shorter than ihe^. Tetraronal minerals are 
unia^y Common form* are prluns (4 faces), basal pnacolds (2 fares), bipyramids 

2irton, idorraM, and rassiteritc belong to this system. 

4. Rhombic (orlhorhomlM) sysiem.—Three axes at hgh(*angles, none of vhirh 
are equal. Rhombic minerals are Uaxial. Common forms are prisms (4 fares), 
pnacoids (2 faca), and iMpyromids (4^ccs). 

Peridot, chryst^ryl, topaz, andalusiie, danburite, a&d ioUte crystallise to this 
system. 

5. MnnoeliBac ayztaas.—Throe unequal axes, two of which intersect at an oblique 
angle, the third being perpendicular to these two, MonocUnic numerals are Insxial. 
Common forms are prisms (4 bees), domes (4 faces), and pnacoids (2 faca). 

Jadeite, nephrite, sphere, and spodumenc are monoellnic minerals. 

0, Tricitaic aystem.—Three ungual axes, all obliquely inclined. IKaxial. 
Common forms are plnacmds. hemlprisjns, and hemidomea, two bees each. 

Genutones in thia system iocludc byanite, turqixw, and labradoritc feldspar. 

A SHORT LIST OF USEFUL BOOKS 

There are many books about precious stones now available for tltejeweller who wishes 

for infonnation ouuide the acopt of the present volume. A list of tome of the beat 
of these is gis'cn below, with brief dcscTipii\‘e note which may serve as a rough 
guide for (he prospoctit'e purchaser, 

‘GamstoBaa’, by G. F. H&itBaaT Smith, 13th edition, 19&6, Published Methuen 

at SO/-. 540 pu^> Twcniy-acN'en plates and many other illustranoiu. This 
famous book has now been completely revised by Dr Coles Phillips, and rnairu 
its place as the beat refexeocc work on gemstones in (he Bnglisb language. 

‘A Kay to Pracloua SroDas*, by L. J. Spatfcsa. 2nd edition, 1944. PublitiMd by 
Blackie at 10/6. 237 pagtt Wdl Olustraied. This is a must lively and entertaining 
little volume, and Is dinerent in many ways from the ordinary text-book, Ji has 
rhe merits and demerits of being written from an individual point of view. 

Jewellers will disagree with Dr Spencer's atdtudc towards syntheeic stones and 
tn one or two other matters, but ^ould profit from some of 1^ strieturn. 

^Gama aAd Gem Matarials*, by E. H. Kxaus and G. B. Slawson, 5th edition, 
1947, Published by rhe McGtatv Hill Book Co. at 48/6. $32 pages. The best 

Amenean teal-book on precious stones; It is an attractively Ulidcraccd and well- 
produced volume, printed on thinner paper than formerly and vdibout the 
coloured iHates. Tiie book Is clearly and tersely written, without going into much 
detail. A wide range of gem species is coi'ered, and there are notes an the latest 
types nf syntherie stones. A useful feature is a com^ehenait'e table summarizing 

the prq^des and occurrences of each gem species, arranged In alphabetical 
order. The chapters on synthetic stones and cutting processes are patcicularly 
good. There is a new chapter on X*cay methods of oystal analyas. 

‘Practical Gemmology^ ^ RoaiiaT VVsazrsa, $rd edition 1967. Published by 
the NA.O. Press at 17/^ 180 page, illustrated. A brief coune in gcmmology 
clearly presented and easy to comprehend. Test questions at the end of each 
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chapter Hith answers ar (he end of rhc book. Docriptions of individual sronea 
arc sLort, but adequate for mcei purposes. PnrdcuTaHy useful chapters on imU 
raiioti atones, and on ivory and lorioiseshdl. containing iitrormation itoi found 
in odwr books. 

‘Th« Gemmolofises’ Compeodium*, by Ruarnr Wsaem), 1$47, PublUbod by 
the N.A.G. Pros ai 15/-. A larger edition of (ho ^oteus little pocket book first 
isued in 1937. It conudns a uscfiil glottary of gem specie* and gcmmolodcal 
terms, extensive tables of physical ronsunts, data on absocpifon spectra (illus' 
iraicd in colour), loganihm and fine tables, and much other useful inrormation. 

‘DiciioBnry of Gena* and Gemotogy, by RoacAr M. 5Ki?u.y and others. 
5th edition, 19SI. Published by the G.I.A. 2$l pagea. A new arvd improved 
edition of a very full stkI useful glcoary of lAxr 4,000 names and terms. Much 
technical infonnaiton is gi'^n in abtircsiated form under the appropriate 
headings. 

'Tha J«w«leT*a Dictionary’. Published by The Jewelers* Circular, Keystone, 
New York. 2nd edition, 266 pages, 52/-. A useful reference book covering 
cemstones, metals, and ail tenns used in the jewellery trade. Compiled under 
die guidance of Eh F, H. Pough. 

*HaodboolK of Gem IdentlficaiioB*, by RiciiAftD T. Liddicoat, Jr. 5ch edition, 
1957. Publislied by the Gemolcei^ Institute of Americt. 294 pages. The only 
other book so &r published u^h attempts to coi'et urnilar gr^nd to the 
present work. Tlwre arc inevitable similarities bur also great differences in 
treatment. The book is well illustrated, including many phoiomierographs by 
Dr S. GUbclin. 

Taoln^oaa aa a Means of Gemstone Idendficarion’, BcwAitn J. GCsblih. 
I'ublislwd by The Gemolo^cal Institute of America, los Angeles, 1953. 220 
pagts, 256 illustrations. A valuable introduction to a most interesting attd 
important aspect of gemmolegy by its leading exponent. 

*A Field GaMa lo Rocks MlaeralJ*, by F. H. Pouqh. 2nd edition, 1955. 
PuhlUhed by the RKxrddc Press, Gamt^idge, Massachusetts. 349 P^cs» 90/*. 
'Ibe only really practical guide available for ilioic interested in identifying 
minerals in the fkid. Extensively illustrated from iplendid pliotographs in colour 
and black and white. A handy, pockciablu %'olume. 

^Popular Gamology*, by RjatARD M, Pbaru PuUuhud by John Wiley & Sons, 
New York, and Chapman & IlalJ, London, 1945. 316 pages. Illustrated. An 
altrariii'cly written bonk tvfaich contht'us to be popular wiilioui being inaccurate. 
Contains a good chapter on luminescence. 

‘Dnoa** Tesetbook of hnaeralogy*.—Fourth edition, by W. E. Ford. Published by 
John VViley & Sons, and Cliapman 4t Kail, 1932 {repnnted 1947}, B51 pages. 
Without dmbl tiie best and meat eomploio general lexi'book of mitieralogy at 
present aiailablc. In addition to a full accoiml oS crystalJngraphy, optical and ecal characters, etc., (he book contains an adequate description of every 

n rninersJ up to 1932. Any serious student of gemmology Avill find this 
book invaluable. 

'Dmc interested In gemnolcgy are abo advised to subscribe to the fcdlowing 
spedaJifl journals, W'hich provide information all the latest det’clopnients In the 
sut^cct: 

rrhe Jotmnl of Gammology'. Quarterly, from the Gemmolog^ Assodatjoa of 
Creai Britain, baini Dunstan’s Rouse, Carey Lane, r^mdon, 1l,C.2. 

*T1ia Gemmoloclac*. Monthly, from the N,A,0. Press Ltd, 226 Laiymer Court, 
Hammo'smlth. Lorvdon, VyJj. 

‘Gems and Geaology*. Quarterly, frem the Gemological Institute of America, 
11940 San \'iccou.' Boulevard. Angeks 49, CaLTomia, U.$,A. 
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Copal . 106 
Amber . 1*03 
Bakelite. 1*26 
ToitouesbeU 1*30 
Eriftoid. 1*33 
Celluloid. I 33 
VccKttble ivory... I'« 
Ivory . 1*8 
Bone . 20 
Fire opal 200 
Opal . 2-1 
Silica glass 2*21 
Sodalite. 2*3 
Hamberfiie 2*35 
Petaliw. 239 
MoldaWte 2-35 
Obudian... ... 2-35 
Leucite. 2-47 
Variscite. 2-55 
Attiaonite 2*56 
Ocihoelase 2*56 
Moonstone 2-57 
loUle . 2-59 
Bcwenlie. 2-6 
Chalcedony 2-6 
Scapolite (pink)... 2-63 
SuBstone... 2-64 
Qpam . 2-65 
Synth, emerald 2-65 
Coral . 2-63 
Aquamanne 2-69 
B«7l (yelloNv) ... 2-69 
Pseudophite 2-7 
EiDerald ... 2-71 
Labradoriie 2-70 
Scapolite (yellow) 2-70 
Caleite. 2-71 
Pearl {CprientaJ) ... 
Pearl {cultured} 

2-71 
2-75 

Talc 2-75 
Turgutise ♦ S V 2-3 
Lapis laauti « V V 2-8 
Be^lionite S S V 2-82 
CoiKh pearl 2 85 
Prehiule ... 2-87 
Verdite ... 2-9 
Pullucite... ♦ V V 2-92 
Aragonite * « s 2-94 
Daioltte ... * * * 2-95 
Phenakite 2-96 
Nephrite,,. 2-96 
BraalJanlte V V V 2-99 
Danburiie ♦ vs 3 00 
Ambl^onite s s ♦ 3 03 
Tourmaline 3-06 
Laaulite ... 3-09 
Euclaae ... 3- iO 
Zpisiic ... S V V 3 12 
AndalusiK ♦ ♦ V 3*15 
Fluorspar ... 3-18 
Spodumene 3-18 
Apatite ... 3-21 

Fibrolitc ... 3-25 
Cnstatite... 3-27 
Axinile ... ♦ V S 3-23 
Diopnde... ♦ ♦ V 3-29 
Dioptaso... s s ♦ 3-30 
Konoru^ne 3-32 

JadclK ... ♦ s s 3-33 
Peridot ... «•♦ 3-34 
Idoctase ... ♦ ♦♦ 3-38 
Rbodiatc 3-40 

Ei^doie ... 3-45 

Sinhalile... 8 48 

Crossular (maasivc) 3-5 
Dianond... 3-52 
Spbene ... 3-53 
Topaz (ydlow) 3-53 

Topaz (whiu) ... S 
P«nclzse (s^tb.) 3*59 
Rhodonire ... 3*6 
Rhodochroaite ... 2>6 
Spiji«l . 3*60 
birind (synih«(lc) 3*63 
^essoniic 3-65 
kniroite... 3-67 
itauroliie 8-70 

8 7 
3-71 

vlalachite 3-8 
^konasto... 3-8 
Tcmaniold 3-89 
Knaia&e ... S'88 
jabnospinel to 3-97 
^undutTk 3-99 
rVillemite 4-03 
3I«nde ... 4-09 
Zircon (green) 4to4-5 
Alnartdinc 4 2 
Spcasaniic 4-16 
futile (synthetic) 4-25 
smiihsonite 4-35 
laryles ... 4-5 
Zircon (blue, vs uu 4-69 
pyrites ... 4-9 
-lacmaiite 5-05 
stioniiusii liianatc 5 13 
^assiterite 6-9 
Mlvec 10-5 
Palladium ll-S 
Gold, 9 carat 11-4 
Gold, 14 carat 13-93 
Sold, 18 carat 15-4 
I*old, 22 carat 17-7 
3old, pure 19-3 
Platinum... 21-5 

/fMt.—WheK lher« it t wid«r variation in the above values thaD one or 
two units in the second decimal place, only one place of decimals Is quoted. 



REFRACTIVE 

SlMt A/. D.R. 

Fluor&pAr 1434 none 
Optl. 
SJicaf;ljB ... 

1 45 none 
none 

Sodftlit« 1*48 none 
Otstdiwi 1'49 nooe 

1'49 none 
UxKite 1*508 1 509 0*001 
Fenliu 1*504 1 516 0*012 
Orthoelwe ••• 1*522 J 527 0*005 

(ydlow) 
loCu. 1 537 1 547 0*010 
S«*(KJUe 1*540 1 549 0*009 
Oli^lise ... 1*542 I 549 0*007 
Quuis 1*544 1 553 0*009 
Somite 1 546 1 568 0*020 

fycUow} 
LMndorite ... 1*560 1 570 0*010 
Bytownitt 
Htjiiber^u ... 

1*564 1 574 0* 010 
1 555 1 629 0*074 

BnKTvId (synih.) 1-560 1 56S 0*003 
Aquamarine ... 1*570 1 575 0*006 
Bmerald 1*579 1 589 0*006 
Mortaniie 1*58 1 59 0*008 
Ano^te 1 574 1 589 0*015 
BnsilUmie ... 1*604 1 624 0*020 
TreiBoliic 1*601 I 642 0*040 

(«r««n) 
Aw«enit«... 
T«p*»lwhiK) 

1*612 I 636 0*026 
1*61 1 62 0*010 

To^ {yellow) 
Tounnaiine ... 

1*660 1 
1*62 1 

638 
64 

0*006 
0*018 

Danbunte 1 630 1 636 0*006 
Apabie 1 634 1 637 0*005 
Andaluaie ... 1*634 1 644 O'OIO 
Barytes 1*636 1 646 0-012 
Parfabie 1*628 1 651 0 023 
Oaioliie 1 625 1 670 0 045 
Buciase 1 652 1 672 0*020 
Jadeiu 1 654 1 667 0 014 
Phenabte I 656 I 671 0*015 

INDEX TABLE 

Stair* RJ. D.R. 

Ensiatite 1*663 1*673 0*010 

Bronslc 1 670 1*684 0*014 

Fibroliie 1*658 1*678 0 020 

Aximtc 1*675 1-685 0*010 
Kernerupine ... 1*668 1*680 0*012 

Spobumeae ... 1 663 1*678 0*015 

Diopaide 1*672 1*702 0*030 

Sinhaliie 1*670 1*708 0*038 

Wdlemlic 1*691 1*719 0*018 

Idoeraae 1*705 1-710 0*005 

(yellow) 
Xyanite ... 1*715 1*732 0*016 

Spinel. 1*715 none 

Spinel (eynih.) 1*72? none 

Galinespinel ... to 1*75 nose 

FlLodonite 1*733 I 747 0*013 

Pericla&c (synth.) 1*736 none 

Rhodochrante 1*597 1*81? 0*220 

Epidow 17SS 1*770 0*034 

Quysobeiyl ... 
t 11^ A 

1*745 1-753 0*009 

(y^low) 

Aln&ndnie ... 1*746 1*755 0*009 

Pyrope 1 * 73 to 1 * 76 none 

Sapphire (white) 1*760 1-758 0*006 

Ruby. 1*764 1*772 0*006 

Benitwte 1*755 1*802 0*047 

Pleonasie 1*78 none 

(black) 

Spessardie 1*78 10 1*80 none 

Alreandine ... 1 76 10 1*81 none 

2^1000 (metamict) 1 * 79 none 

Demanhnd ... 1*888 none 

!&Kon (aormal) 1*925 1 984 0*059 

Sphene 1*900 2 002 0*120 

Cuiteriic 2 002 2*100 0 096 

BIomJc 2*37 none 

Stronliimi 

Hunaic ... 2*41 none 

Diamond 2*418 none 

Anataae 2*493 2*554 0*061 

Rutile (synrb.) 2*610 2*897 0 287 
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NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF 

RECOMMENDED SUPPLIERS 

The names and addresses may be useful lo these whe wish lo purchase 
instruments oc spedmens. This list makn no pnrtcncu to be complete. 

GREAT BRITAIN 

Bajad & Tatlocx (Lomuuh) Lti\ St Crtat Street, Loodon» E.C.I, 
Mahera aod supplien of chcmicai nK>ajaius> glass cclls> chemicals, ImnterstoQ 
and heavy liquids, etc. 

R. & J. BscK, Ltd., 69 Mortimer Street. I.OAdnn, W.l. 
Makers of monocular, binocular, and pcirulogical micruacopa, ienss, spectro¬ 
scopes, table spectrometen. 

Bs-rrisH Dauo Housss, Ltd, Fuolc. Dnnct. 
Makers and suppliers of chemicals, iniincr^n and heavy liquids. 

Gafiooay, BorTLsy & Co., 30 Old Church Struct, London, S.W.3. 
Suppticn of crystals and other julncrol specimens. 

Ki^KrrH PAftKiNSOtt, F.G.A., 11 Fltaroy Si net, Hull. 
Supplier of specimens ftv students and cnlk(*tnrs. 

Ravku, 100 NeNt' Bond Street, London, W.l. 
Mai^n of *Rayner’ rcrraclomctcn, mlrruscoprs, spcctmcopcs, dlchroscopes, 
speoiAe gravity indicators. SuppUcis of 1*81 rdractumebT contact Huid, crystals 
and cut stoma fur students' ate. 

J. K, STOWAJtD, Lt;>, •MK Strand, l^inden, VV.f;.2, 
Makers oT'Kori^ri Sinltli' rermciomctcrt, dlclirottcvpcs, etc. 

W. Wat*ow & Sons, Ltd, 3i3 High Hnibom. I.ondon, W.C.l. 

Makers of microscopes and otlwr optical apparatus. 

For correspondence courses in gcmmoloKy and retail jcarllcry', supply of Chdsea 
Colour filters, cpeclal ai^ntius, rcat-b»tlLs and gracrai advice, apply to tlie 
GauMDLOoiCAL AaotoATiON iM Gbbat DttrTAis, Ssdnt't>unsian‘s House. Carey Lam, 
London, E.C.2. 

UNITED STATES! OF AMERiav 

Baiach & Jwtma OFncAi. Co., Rochester, .NVv York. 
Makers of microscopes of all types, lenses, specirunooprs, etc. 

Spuncss LgKaCo. {Amtsican Opikal CSo.), Uuflalo U, New York. 
Makers of microscopes, lenses and oilier optical apparatus. 

Wart’s Natural .Scn.'tcr. ErrAftiJSiWBNr, Inc., 31U Goodman Street North, 
Rochester 9, New York. 
Suppliers of crystals and all types of mincrel spi.'cipicns. 

For correspondence courses in geminulog)*, texi'books, special opparafus and general 
advice, apply lo tbe Grmolocical iNgriTLTS or j\jjaRic.s, 11940 Son Vtcmle 
Boulewd, Lot .Sngeln 49, Calilbmia. 



INDEX 

Note: The index it & full one, but only utffiil rerercnce are giva. Heavy type denotes 

(he meat iniporuni reAscnces where line b deened helpfuL 

Absorpbon line, 120 
Aboerpdon spectra, ISO fi t«f. 

{m six under separate specks) 
AborptiM spectrum, 120,297 
Achroite, 2So 
Adamantine lustre, 152, I5S 
A^anliian, 255 
A^maiolite. 250 
A^, 226, sod 
Albiee,26I 
AJ«candriw. 104, 303 

absorption spectrum, 140,196 
fluonseenee, 197, 291 

Aleujidhte'Cype sycthetica, 79, 85, 195, 
196 

Allochroaiatic sunerab, 128, 297 
Almandine. 229, 232, 505 

absorpiioa spectrum, 134 
AJpbabedcal Summary of Gem Species, 

302 
Alumina, 71 
Anazenite, 304 
Amaaon none. 250, 255 
Amber, 98S, 302 

pressed, 266 
Ambroid, 266 
Amethyst. 222, 307 
Andalusw, 219, 302 
Jndrw-F^jm icrractometers, 21 
^dradite, 223, 305 
Angsirdm unit, 297 
Anomalous tu^nfeece. 44, 84 
Apatite, 209, 302 

atsorption spectrum, 139, 149 
Aquamarine, 191, 303 

abaorption ipectrum, 146 
Aragoniw, 270, 279 
Ajchimedes’ prineiplc, 55 
Anifidal rains, 26o 
Asbestos in demanioid, 234 
Astfm.J.. 113 
Asterism. 297 
Atom, 297 
Atomic vrdgbc, 297 
Australian pearls, 282 
Avervtxirinc glass, 224 
Aventuiine quara, 224 
Asuriie, 203 

B.IB.OA.. 206 
Bciti ^ T<alatk,%\% 
fiakelile, 266, 267, 266 
Balance tw S^. teat, 55 

Btek. il. SfJ., 121, 122, S15 

Baniuate, 177, 181, 302 
BxtsoK, Ltsier, 6, 13 
Benzene, 61, 263 

Beryl, aquamarine, 191 
eiwrM, 183 
goMds, w3 
heliodof, 303 

morganite. 213, 214 
p)Ak,2l3, 214 
yellow, 210 

B^I das, 99, 190 

BiaxiaT Hones, 29, 297 
Bibliography, 311 
Binocular Diiereacopo, 111, 112 
Birefringence, Mr double refraction 
Black moonstone, 261 

Black onyx, 226 
Black opal, 227 

pearls, 266, 291 

Black spinel. 309 
Black tourmaline, 236 
Bidet, T. 0., 65 
Blende, 219, 220, 303 

Blue Jobs, 292 
Blue scapoUte, 259 

Blue spind, 181,241,309 
absorption spectrum, 147, 146 

Blue stones, Table, 162 
Blue synthetic spinel, 84, 85, 180, 192 

absorption spectrum, 14B, 150 

Bluetopas, 191, 194 
Blue tounaaline, 177, 181,182.309 
Blue dreon, 191, 194, 199, 310 
Bonamite, 246, 250, iOS 
Books, recommend^, 311 
Borosilicaie gla«, 98 
Beule, 72,73 
BoH'Ouce, 249, 250 
Braslian emerald, 185 

Brazilian topaz, 206 
Bravlianice, 3C^ 
Brteisrt,A,J., 83 
‘Brigb( line* technique, 33 

Brilliant, 297 

Bromoiorm, 60 

purifying, 284 

Brown chrysoberyl, 218 

Brown diamond, 218 

absorption spectrum, 131 

Brovm peridot, 218 

Brown stones. 216, 220 

$16 



IKS EX 

Brown lourmalmc, 216 
Bubbles, in syntlieiln, 71, 76 

io glass, 97 
Burma ruby, 167, 172 
Bunria sapphire, 160 

Buimite (amber), 26S 

Caboebon eut, 297 
Cairngonn, 222 

Caldte as indicator. $2. 66, 262 
Cakite, double rerraeiion, 41 
Calcite in diehroscope, 50, 51 
Calcium elas, 38 
Califomite, 250, 305 

Caraece, 226 
Carat, 237 

Carbon tetraefaloride, 34, 228 
Carbonato. 248 
Carbonindum, 154 

Caniterite, 200. 2CH, 218 
Caialin, 2» 
Cat's>eya, 886,31.303 

Ohryaob^l, 86B,31, 303 
quam, 224.258 
scapoJiw, 259 
(ourtnaline, 258 

Cell for imrocnion. 110 
Gdlon. 266, 267 

Celluloid, 266, 267 
Ceylon ruby, 187 

Ceylon aappbiit, 177-180 
Ceylon urcon. 126, 198. 202 
Ceylonite, 309 
Chalcedony, 225, 308 

•Ui/ied, 248 
Chatham, Camit, F., 89 
ChiUpvancy, 297 

Chelsea o^our filler, 49.84,91,166,161, 
183, 247, 297 

CUm8 47, 49 

Chemkal eompedtion, 13 
(m> aha Gem Species Summery, 225) 

ChenikiJ elemcni, 297 

Chinese jade, 244 

Chishetm.J, R.. 7 

Chrome diopskle, 258 

absorption specirurn. 142, 143 
caiWye, 259 

Chromium Influence oo colour, 128, 167, 
183, 196,213, 230 

Ghrysoberyl, 194, 258, 303 
cai’s-eyet. 258, 303 

ChrysoJire, 259 

UtfysopraK,22l,228> 248 

OmMa. Fn/. A*., 64. 202 

iSuw*, Sir A. //,, 126, 201, 207 

Cinnamon stone. 217.229 

acrioe, 206, 222, 307 

Caasifkarion: 

according (o colour, 12. 47 
acenrdirw (o species, 302 

dcav:^. 298 
ofdianwid, 154 
ut fiuarepar, 187 

of topaz, 209 
Clerid solution, 61, 66 
Goine adjusirami, 106,107 
Coated stcetes, 104 
C3balt as a colouring agent, 41. 84, 85. 

121, 129 

Oaball glass. 49.121,180 
absorption spectrum, 129, 148, 150 

Collection of stones, 11 
Colombian emeralds, 195,185 
Colour, 47 

as basis for clasificatton, 12, 47 
filten. 49 

Composiic stonee, 101 
Conch pearl, 269, 284, 285 
Conchodal fracture, 97 
Concbyolin, 270, 272, 273, 27? 

Condenser, substa^ 106, 107, 110, 111 
Conneinara marble, 251 
Copal, 266, 2$7 
Copper sulphate filter, 124, 131,141 
Cora;, 269 
CMiente, 182, 305 
C^om tongi, 28 

Cornelian, 221,226 
Coi'undum, 167, 303 

fynihetic, 69, 71 
Cruical ande. 19, 298 
Cxucidolite, 224. 259 

Crookes glass, 231 
Crvsed nltera. 168, 187, 197, 290 
Creesed Nicols, 45 
Croesed Polarutds, 43 
Crown giag») 96 

Oawi^shitU, y. 31,165 
Cbyptocrystalline quaris, 221, 225, 308 
Cry^, 298 

ax0,298, 310 
ball, 45 
faces, 310 

habit, 14, 310 
sirveture. 13 
systems, 14, 310 

Crysiallioe quarts, 22! 

Cubes of equal weight, 54 
Cubic system, 310 
Cultured pearls, 271 

duoresccoce. 296 
Cbslm,y.H.F.. 162, 163 

Daftburile, 209. 304 

Dark ground Ultuninaiion, 113 

\orow, 77, 93, 295 
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OEM TESTING 

Oecnaniokl. 2Sd. ISA. S05 
4b«afp(kin gpcciruin, 142,14$ 

Douiiy, H, 298 
>ndi<‘4C<tfi, 65, 66 
liqiikfa, 60, 61 
Ttblei. 6?, $13 

Di4kon.268 
DiMnond, 18S,2l8. 304 

abnrpcion cpectrum, 130 
bombanlcd, 161 
brown, 161,218 
douNeo, 160 
fm, 152.165 
fluwe*c»c«, 156.294,296 
green, 1$1 
hardness, 154 
‘narunk* nn, 153 
pcJuh ot. 153 
radius) (reamwni, 161, 162 
strain lueEringcnce, 165 
synthetic, 94, 159 
truaparency to U.V.L., 164 
Types land 11,163 

Dia^eMity, 301 
Disstoisn, 263 
DicfaroiifD, SO, 296 
Dichrata, 182,305 
Dichreaeepr, SO, 296 
Didyouum spectrum, 130, 136, 139 
Diflraciion jpectfOKope, 119, l27 
Diopcle. B04,2S6 

anortnion spetirum, 142, 148 
Dupenion, 881.23, 156 

Table, 166, 221 
'Distant viaion* mecbod, 81, 6, 224, 258 
Dairme, 268 
Double refraction, 41, 2G, 296 

anooiakaa, 44, 84, 115 
detection, 43,43, 11S, 199 
measurecoent, 29 
Tables, 26, 41, 314 
under nucrgscope, IIS 

Doublets, 101,27. ]7S 
diamond, 1<X3, 100 
emerald, 189 
garnet-topped, 102. 17S 
opal, 10), »7 
star, 223,261 

DouMiagefback Taccts, 42,86, 159,199, 
238,289 

Draw tube. 107 

F^yptian turquoise, 253 
Emerald, 188, 303 

absoc^n ipecirum, 140, 143, 164 
Brtaiban, 16S 

Chatiiam, 89,16C 
Columbian, 185 
doublet, 189 
fluoresceoco, 167, 291 

Emerald—tMtiimd 
Habachtal, 18S 
iiielusiom, 185, 186 
Indian, 185, 167 

Siberian, 165 
soude, 101,189 
South ATncan, 165, 186 
synthetic, 89, 166 

Table, 185 
Transt^, 165, 166 
under Chelsea filter, 49, 183 

Enamel, 254 

Ensc&tiee. 304 
absorption spocemm, 142,143 

Epiaaterism, 2u fitter, Pr^, W.R.ii 

tnoid, 266, 267 
Eueaee k’trienl 264 
Bther test for amber, 266 
Ertinction (aosed NlcoU) 43, 298 

Extraordinary ray. 2^ 30.93, 236.296 
Eyepiece, lOo. 107 

Feaclien, 76, 82, 91. 92. 176. 179, 241 

FeUw, 864, 210,211,261 
FibroJite, 305 
^gure stone, 250 

rde, 95.191 
line stdjuicmeni, 106, 107 
Fire. 65, 87, 152, 198, 296 
'k’lre marki', 77 

Hre opal, 228.306 
kliches d'amour, 224 

Flint glass, 98 
FluorcKence. 286, 299 

oraletandriie. 197,291 
of aracDoite, 293 
urbtacli pearl, 291 

of carborundum, 293 
of cultured pearis, 296 
of diamond, 156,294, 296 
orcmcmld, 187, 291 
of Auonpir. 292 

of BTceeular, 296 
ofKuntiie, 29$ 
of pearls. 296 
of pink topaa, 291 

ofruby. 166, 189 
of scathe, 293 
of spinel, 168, 169,242 

of synthetic emerald. 187, 291 

of synthetic ruby, 295 

of synthetic spinel, 85, 242 

of yellow sapphire, 76, 293 

of yellow topa2, 293 

ofsireon, 2^ 

Fluorspar. 187, 190, 305 

Auormccace, 292 

Focusing microscope, 108 
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INDEX 

Fncture, 29$ 
MACboiilaJ, 97 

Fr»ujiboI<7 lines, 120.12S 
Fnciionnl elecovky, 265 
Puchsiie nue*, 224 
Fused beryl, 9d, 190 

CnKncepad, 242, 309 
GtJaliih, 266, 267 
Cmmet £roup, 229, 305 
Gumet'topp^ doublets, 102, 175 
Om bubbles. 71, 75, 97 
GedeniM, 265 

Assedatati, 312, 315 
GtBimtisgul, 7}v, 312 

liutUuU ^ America, 312, S15 
Clas, MbUes tn, 97 
Olsss Imiuiions, 95 

Teble of properties, 98 
GUa indicetort, 65 
CIs»bouoined cell, 34,110 
Grain. 299 
Graiinf spectmcope, 119, 127 
Green chsJcedonv. 226, 246, 250 
Green diamond, l61 
Green sepphire. 141.189 
Green stooes. Table, 190 
Green tourmaline, 145, 238 
Green aircon, 144. )98. 202, 23S 

muToscope, 10^ III, 12 
CrtgNf, a Lb., 313 
Grg«ular. maat'e, 229, 249. 305 
GfiWiV. Dr- 5.. 70. 83.92. 105,122, 235 

Habit, 14, 299, 310 
Haematite, 262, 265, 305 
Hardnes, Molu\ 300 
Hardness test, 88.95, 191 

for diamond, 154 
Hariridge rct'enion speHroscopc, 122 
Heat-treated uneihysi, 262 
Heat'ireaied quanz, 210, 222 
Heai>creaied lopaa, 206,213 
Hoai*creaied tourmaline, 188,238 
Heat-treated aircoa, 196, 202 
Heavy liquids, 60, 61 

induators, 65, 66 
^Hemetine*, 263 
Htrber! iSncCft. O. K, 21, 311 

relraclufseler, 21 
Genrtaar/. 311 

Heisoniie, 217. 229. 305 
He9;agonal system. 310 
Hiddenite, 309 
High aircoo. 202 
'Horsetail* inclusions. 188, 204 
Hungarian C4(*»eyes. 224,259 
Hydr^eter. 65 
Hydrostatic t\'dgluc^ 55 

Iceland spar. 41, 62,282 

IdaiuObcrstrin, 206,262 
Idiochromaiic roim^s, 128, 299 
Idocme, 220. 305 
lUuntinaiion for microsrcpe, 112 

IHuminaiion for relractometcr, 22, 25 
niuniintUon for spccirosrope, 123 
Imitation pearl, 284 
Imiution stones, 299 

(m alls Glass and Plasiio) 

loiitation turquoise, 254 
Inurtenion contact photvgraphy, 88. 37. 

Imnersien contrast apparacut. 36 
Immcnion liquids^ 34 
Immersion method 34 
Intlusions, 105, 299 

in almandine, 232 
in aquamarine, 19$ 
in aventurine quaria, 224 
in demanioid, ^6, 204, 234 
in emerald, 185 
in hrsonite, 229 

is ruby, 170 
in sapphire, 179 
in spcsssiriiic, 235 
in spinel, 241 
in synthetic emerald, 91, 92 
in laurmaJine, 238 
•tlirec-phasc*, 179, 185 

Indicaton. 65, {>6 
IndictJiic. 23(i, 309 

Interference colours in opal, 227 
Interference of light, 299 

Inimnsdtatc zircon, 202 
International Bureau. 206 
lolite. 182,305 
loA, 299 
Iridescenee, 299 

Iron, jnlluence on colour, 129 
Iran pyriias. 185. 262, $07 
Isomorphism. 229 
Tsomor^otn replacement, 299 
Isotropic materials. 299 

Jacinth. 217, 229 
Jade, 244 
Jadeitt. 244, 188, 306 

absorption spectrum, 141. 143 
Jad^Iike minerals .244 

Table, 250 {ra else FfpHiUpirtt) 
argeon, 198 
asprr, 224 

uained. 250 
et.269 
unit box, 15 

Kashmir sapphim, 178,180 

Kauri gum, 266 



OEM TESTING 

Kenya sapphira, ISO 
Xvmt niicrc«cope» 106 
Klmberky pyrope, 230 
KomerupiA«, 16. 306 

abaorpiiontpeorum. 146 
Xtous, S. H., 311 
Kunait«,2]2, 809 
KyaniK. 177, 182, 306 

La^s laauJi, 265, 306 
Usulice, 255, 306 
Uad cUk, 98.160 
Leo*. 42, 103, 107, 152, 153, 159, 199, 

238.239 
li9ht,222 

velocity, 19,222 
Lilac stones, 212 
Lamonite in eurqu^»«, 254 
liquids ibr density test, €0, 61 
Liquids fee uomerMn, 34, 35 
Liquids fee rdnciometer, 23, 24 
Lwribn ChtfuSff CBmsR*, 49 
Low-type aircon, 64, 202, 205 
Lustre, 299 

adamantine, 152,153 
greasy, 199 
resinous, 198 
mipnur adamantint, 217 
vitreous, 254 
waxy, 254 

Mack, 810 
Magnet test, 263 
Magnifying power, 108 
Malachite, 306 
Marcaatie, 26S, 307 
Mase-aqua, 98,1EK 
Massive grossular, 249, 296 
Matara (Matura) dismond, 198 
Mauve Stones, 212 

». S. B., 45 
Medium. 17 
Mercury lamps. 292 
Merruiy spectrum, 299 
Metanuct, 300 
Methylene iodide, 33, 35, 61, 63, 110 
Metric carat, 300 
Medcan water opal, 227 
Micrcatope, 105 

binccuiar, 111 
Cmmafti, 111 

106 
Ump, 106, 112 
No. 10 Load cm, 125 
petrolcclcal, 107, 115 

114 
Mineal speeiea, 300 

Alphabetical Summary, 302 
MmU/. A. K.. 124 

Mitchell stand, 124.125 

Mogok, 167 

Mohs’ scale, 300 

Moldavite. 101 

Molecule, 300 

Monobromonaphlhalene, 35, 37,38,110, 

175 
Monochromatic light, 25, 214, 219, 300 

Monodistie s^tem, 311 
Monocular microscope, 111 
Moonstone, 261, 304 

inuuUon, 88 
Motfanite, 213,214.303 
Morion, 222 
Most agate, 226 
Mounted stooa, testing, 119-115 

Natural glass, 100 
Negative refractometer reading, 27, 155, 

200 
Nephrite, 246, 308 
Newioa, 48 
Nickel, 226 
Nkol prism. 2$, 43, 300 
No. 10 London microscope, 125 

Normal, 17, 19 
Normal aircon, 201 
Nudo of cultured pearls, 272 

Objectives, 106, 107 
local length, 108, 109 
wQiiung distance, 108,109 

Obsidian, 100 
Octahedron, 310 
Octahedral cleavage, 154 
Ocular, 107 

Odontclice, 254 
Olivine, 239, 30? 
Olivine misnomer, 27, 233 
Onyx. 226 
Opal, 226. 806 

Ueck. 227 
doublet, 227 
6re, 228 
glass, 228 

icatrix, 227 
Mexican water, 227 
white, 227 

Opalescence, 300 

Optic axis. 29, 42, 52, 170, 199, 300 
in ruby, 52, 170 
inrircoc, 42,199 

Optical contact, 23 

Orange iiooes, 216 
ideniiftcation table, 220 

Ordinary ray, 29, 170, 193. 236, 300 
Orient, 271 

Oriental pearls ,270, 273 
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0eih9cl$M f«ldspftr. 210, S04 
Orthorhombic tysMm, 311 

P»dp4nfkha, 136 
Pearl, 270, 307 

Au$irtJi«fi, 262 
black, 266 
daxn, 284 
conch, 263, 284 
culture, 271 
denvty wst, 282 
eodtiocope tot. 274 
flworocence, 287, 296 
rroh^^tcr, 282 
imiution, 284 
orienitl, 270. 273 
Fertun Cult, 282 
(rink,269. 284 
uidacna, 284 
Venezuelan. 273 
X-ray tots, 276,287, 29$ 

Perido^ 239.307 
absoi^on spectrum, 141,143 
brown. 240 
Buniia>24Q 
OYlon.240 
Havitu, 240 

Pcrraaneuace spectrum, 231 
Pesian Gulf pearls, 282 
Penpex, 268 
Pcirc^ogical micrcacope. 107. US 
RicnAtiic, 307 
Phosphorescence, 137, 288, 294,296, 200 
Photu^raphs. unmenion coniact, 36, 37, 

Photonicrofraphy, 116 
Pink beryl, 213 
Pick pearl, 269 
Pink sapphire, 213 
PinkseapoUu, 259, 308 
Pick itoiMS, 212 

MeniiAcation Tabic, 214 
nnk lopas, 213 
Rnk tourmalme, 213 
Polarized liflsu 43, SOO 
PolaroxI, 4?r300 
Plasticine, l09,282 
Plastic, 65, 266, 267. 268 

deOBiy test, 63, 267 
secblicy test. 268 

PJeochroMt, SO. 300 
Pocket kiu. 42, 103, 107, 152, 153, 1S9, 

199, 238,239 
Polish of diamond, 153 
Pdiib of topaz, 2C7 
Polish of zircon, 198 
Porcelain, 254 
Porots stones. 63 
Potassiicn pennanjacate speciniia, 231 
Praaiolite, 222 

Pnnpu Sl9M Labvai^, 49. 288 
Preimniial absorpilun. 48 
Prelmiio. 250. 307 
Pressed amber, 266 
Prism spcciroecnpe, 119, 122 
Projection lamp, 123 
Pseudophite, 249. 2S0 
Purple sapphire, 223 
Pyrandine samet, C4,229 
P^M, 263, 307 

in emerald, 185 
in lapis lazuli, 255, 256 

Pyro-elecirici^ in tourmaline, 239 
Pyrope. 880. 306 

ateerpiion spectrum, 134, 231 

Qpam, 9S1, 45, 206. 207, 307 
eat’s-eym, 224. 258 
comparison with topaz, 207 
density liquid, 62,107 
heat-treated, 222 
nomenclature, 206 
rose, 223 
star, 223. 261 
yeUotv, 207, 222 

Radium-treated diamond, 161, 162 
Rainbow colours tn opal, 226 
Rmw,SijC. r., 157 
Rare eanh spectra, 130, 138. 139 
Apur, 21.65, 113.315 
Aewr microscope, 113 
Kaynei rcrraciomeier, 21 
Recofuirucied ruby. 70, 171, 300 
Red spinel, 174,230,242.309 

absorption sjieccrum, 133 
eeoipared with pyrope, 231 

Red sconee, Table. 175 
Red tourmaline, S88,168,174, 309 

absorption sMrun, 132. 135 
Red rircon. 198 
Rd^eciion, 17.301 

total, 19, 20 
Refraction, 18, SOI 
Refraetis'e indo. 16,18, 301 

Tables. 28,314 
ReTreciometer, 16. 20 

21 
^bright line’ technique, 33 
'distant vision* tedmque, 31 

21 
illumination. 22, 25 
liquids, 29 
movement of shadow^^dgee, 29, 30 
spinel, 21 
Rents', 21, rlxM. 

Resins, artihdal, 266 
Rhodochrceee. 263, 308 
Rbedoid, 266, 2$7 
Rhodonite, 263,306 
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RboRibk lyswoi, 9)1 
lUk^bohcdnl sub>«v«t«fii» S11 
JUM^bohedron, 511 
Rborabk dodecthedroo, SlO 

Rocfc crytrAl, 221. 222. 307 
biJl,45 

Rauk. j«wellet’> 39, 262 
ftubeUitt.236 

Ruby, IM. 76, 303 
itMr^twn spectrum, 131, 133 
bnfbiUneio, 131,167, 166,169 

75, 76, 82, 167.172 

OfhB, 167 
77, 166 

fiuorocence, 76, 166, 173, 290, 292, 

295 
IdentUimicn Ttble, 175 
phmpboreacence, 76, 173, 295 
moniertKied, 70. 171.300 
Siam, 167, 168, 173. 174 

•ak‘. 76, 82, 170 
star, 260 
■yntheue, 72, 79, 169 
synthetic scar, 81 
iransparoicy to U.V.L., 77,173 

’iMade* iA, 170 
Rumamte amber, 265 
Rutilated qu«rC2, 224 
Rutile. 170 
Ruble, synthetic, 86,153,166 

^19,3(0 

Sell solution for Aotiticn, 65, 267 

Sapphire, 1T7, 303 
tbMrpeien ^tectrum, 146,148 
Ausuilian, 180 

Burma, 180 
Oylen. 76. 179, 180 C, 141.143, 189, 190.303 

jfkabon Table, 182 
Kashmir, 179, 160 

Kenyi. 180 
pink. 213 
purple, 223 
Siam. 179,180 
star, 260 
fynthedc, 73, 80, 178 

synthetic sur, 81. 260 
syathetk white, 159 
white, 160 
yeliow, 137, 209, 293 

Sard, 226 
Sardonyx, 226 

Sauasunts, 250 
Scapdite ea(*s*«Yte. 259 
&Mkeim^iwr, Pri/. K., 105 
Schorl. 236 

SectUity test for plasUca, 266 
Serpentine, 249 
Set stone, toting, US'] 15 

Sbem, 301 

Shifty, 105 
Siam ruby. 167. 168, 178,174 

sap^re, 179, 180 
Siberian en^rald, 185 
Silica, 221 
Silica glas, 100 

Sliodo. 221 
•m.', 301 

in ruby, 76, 82, 170 
in synthetic star Mpphire, 261, 262 

Simeu'le amber. 265 
Sinai peninsular, 253 
Single refraction, 27, 97, 154 
peered spiitd, 25 

aeieOTr.CR.311 
Smith. C.P. tf.,2J.Sll 
Smilh. T. fi., 7, 132 
Smithsooite. 246, 309 

Sodium discharge lamp, 25 
Sodium light, 25, 214, 219, 300 
Soud( emerald, lOI, 189 
South Afrioo onerald, 185,166 

Species, Summary, 303 
Speeifre Bravicy, M, 301 

bottle, 65 
heavy liquid methods, 60 
hydroeutic method, 55 

Te^ 67,313 
variabilicy, 63 

Spedmen tubes, 61 

Spectroscope, liS, 46.78,84 
difrracboo, 119, 127 
direct vifion, 119 

grating, 119, 127 
122 

iliuminadon for, 123 

prism, 119, 122 
wavdenf^, 121 

Spectrun.^l 
abeurpdon, 120, 297 
Fraunhoret, 120, 125 

Sfm.LJ.jm 
Spesttrtitc,217, 235. 305 

absorption spectrum, 136,139 
Sphalerite, 219, 220,303 

Sphene, 199, 204. 218, 309 
abaerpbon spectrum. 140 

Spinel, 240, $4, 168. 175.161. 242, 309 
blue, absMption spectrum, 147,148 
red, absorption ^eetrum, 133 

synthetic. 81. 1*6.150,160 
sinciich, 64, 242 

S^rai coil, 56, 57 

Spodumerte, 309, 212 
abeerption spectrum, 139 

Suekdhmg. 64, 202 
Stained chalcedony, 246 
Stained jasper, 25o 

Star do^et, 261 
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Sur gAmei, 261 
Scftr^as, 261 
Star quarC2, 261 
Sur ruby, 260 
Sur upphire, 260 
Stepodi. Ml 

H. Lui., 21, 51. SIS 
SMus,C.C.. 269 
SiriM in glut, 97 
SmKOiiT Imo, 73 
Sryrian j»de mkoomer, 2S0 
Subri^ cocdcfuer, 106, 107, 110, 111 
Succinite, 265 
Summary of Cetn Species, 309 
Swirl marks, 97 
Swiss lapis mimofBcr, 256 
Symmeiry, 224 
Synihenc corundum, 69, 71 
Synthetic diamond, 94,159 
Synthetic emerald, 89,186 
S^ihetie ruby, 72, 79, 169 
S^ihetic rutile, 86, lU, 166 
S^ihedc sapphire, 7$, M, 176 
Syntherk spied, 81. 148, 150. 160 
Synheoc star ruby aad sapphire, 81,261, 

282 
Syniheik stones, 69 

Tckiiie, 101 
Teirafonal syuem .311 
Thre^phase tneiusions. 17$, 185 
Tteer^Mye, 224, 229 
Toluene, 59. 61 
Tof^gue lest, $6, 222 
Topaz, 206,215, 509 

absorption spectrum, 135 
blue, 192, 194,206,206 
Bra^ian, 206 
cleavage, 209 
i^uoreseence, 291,293 
heaKrvated, 206 
Idenri^ation Table, 210 
nomenclature, 206 
pink, 213 
polish of, 207 
dippery (ed of, 207 
vaiiarMm in properiiee, 182, 257 
yellow, 208 

Traniparcncy, 301 
Tramparency to U.V.U, 77,95.164.295 
Traiwaal lade misnocner, 249, 250 
Trap-cut, 50l 
Triclinic s^ietn, 311 
Trigonal auVs^atem, Sll 
Triples. 101 
Tuiquoiae, 259, 509 

abeorpbon zpeerrum, 149,148 
American, 63, 253 
Ecypdar, 255 
imitanoA, 254 

Turquoise cewiwiwrf 
Fe^an, 253 

Twin crystals, 301, 310 

Ultra-t^okt light, 289, 292, 295, 302 
long>wave, 292 
short-wave, 295 

Uniaxial nones, 29, 30, 42, 502 
Uvaroviie, 229 
Vanadium, 79, 196 

Variations in properties, 63 
Varisdte, 255 
VaadiAe, 33 
Velocity of light, 18 
Venezuelan peuU, 273 
Venus' hair stone, 224 
Verd-andque, 251 
VeidUe. 2^1 
Vemeuij process, 71, et se^. 
Vitreous lustre, 254 
Vivianite, 254 
Volcanic glas, 100 

Wannih-io-iouch test, 96, 222 
Water opal, 227 
H'oum. 14'. 106,315 
Wavelength spectroscope, 121 
WtUif, Aahrt, 65, 156, 267, 285, 267, 

290,294<>296, 311.312 
VS'hitc light, 48 
White opal, 227 
White sapphire, 160 
While topaz, 166, 207 
White zircon 159. 198 
It'oed, R. W., 289 
Wood's glass. 289, 292 

X-rays, 302 
in pearhiesting, 276 et rcf. 
fluorescence under, 295 

Yellow apatite, 209 
atsOrpiioo spearum, 199 

Yellow orthodasc 138 
Yellow cfuartz, 286,222 
Yellow aa^hire, 137. 209, 293 

ateorpikm spectrum, 137 
fluorcarence, 78, 293 

Yellow spodumene, 139 
Ydlow stones. Table, 210 
Yellow topaz. 206. 207 
Yeltow tourmaline. 288 

Zinciieli si^nd. 64, 242 
Zircon, 198, 310 

absorption speevum, 126, 130, 137, 
13^ 144 

blue. 194. 198 
brittWrxas in, 199 
Ceylon, 64,126 
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gm. 144,196, 202.23^ 

ritAUKM^ 196, 202 
ineivsiona In Ceylon aappture, 177,179 
'inurmediaie* typ^, 202 
'lou'* type, 04. 202. 20$ 
meiajiacr. 300 

Zircoft-^owtlwtf 
nocmal. 201 
red, 17$. 176 
white, 159. 196 

2«ned baede of *iilk’ is iiar sapphire, 262 

Zoned Colour bands In ruby, 1^2 
Zoned colour bands in sapphire. 75 
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STAUHGHAD 

SWOBS 

The Kock Crystal 

Tommel, an excellent 

example of Lapidary 

Craftsmanship, was made 

by the firm of 

Charles Mathews 

& Son Ltd. 

Cutters Trecious Stone 

Merchants 

14 Hatton Garden 

London, E.C.l 

Established 1894 

TELEPHONE t HOLBORN &:09 

THE GIFT OrH.M.7RS 
IlNOTOTRB CmZEHS 

OPSTAUHOBAO 
HOV. 1S43 
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YOU CAN BE SURE 

of quality and craftsmanship 

In our wide range of modern 

Gem Set Rings 

H. V. TYLER X 
Manufacturing Jewellers 

18 St. Cross $t., Hatton Garden, London, E.C.I 

Telephone: Holborn609l 
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DUHONDS 

EMERALDS 

AMETHYSTS 

OPAI^ 

RUBIES 

SAPPHIRES 

TOPAZES 

PEARLS 

CABOUCHO> 
AGATES 

SYNTHETIC 
STONES 

ETC. 

Gem Matching 

to the Trade 

BERNARD 
C. LOWE 
& CO. LTD. 
Precious & Semi-Precious 

Stone ^Specialists 

4 NORTHAMPTON! STREET 

BIRMINGHAM 18 

T()«»A«n« Ccncral 7769 T«l<cr«m«i Sup«Tt«A« 

Debenham Storr and Johnson Dymond 
(£Sr. ttist LIMITED <657. 

JEWELLERS’ AUCTIONEERS 

Tofophone: Telegrams: 

Temple Bar ] IBI—2 **Vfewfng» London” 

PUBLIC SALES 

OF DIAMOND ORNAMENTA, GOLD JEWELLERY. 
UNSET BRILLIANTS. COLOURED STONES AND 
PEARLS, WATCHES. CLOCKS, SILVER PLATl, 
PLATED WARE, MEDALS, MINIATURES. ETC 

EACH WEEK 
in which Surplus stocks and ConsIgnmanU from 
Executors and Private Owners can be included ac 
Short Notice and disposed of at Full Market Value 

iTidde for aif pofposts 

LONDON W.C.2 

26 KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN 
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OSCAR D. FAHY 
F.G.A. 

THE NAME THAT HAS BEEN LINKED 

WITH GEMMCLOGY SINCE 1913 

WHATEVERl YOUR INTERESTS. NEEDS 

AND DIFFICULTIES, YOU CANNOT 

DO BETTER THAN CONSULTA 

QUALIFIED SPECIALIST WITH 45 YEARS’ 

CONTINUOUS PRACTICAL BUSINESS 

EXPERIENCE 

DIAMONDS 

SAPPHIRES - EMERALDS - RUBIES 

PEARLS 

AND 

EVERY KIND OF SEMI-PRECIOUS STONE 

Sentf Ycur Erf^ulr!a to: 

OSCAR D. FAHY, f.g.a. 

64 WARSTONE LANE 

BIRMINGHAM. IS 

CABLES: FAHY. BIRMINGHAM CENT, 7109 



INSTRUMENTS FOR GEMMOLOGY 

It IS our aim to provide a full range of gem testing 

instruments and we shall be pleased to send a fully 

illustrated and descriptive catalogue of the 

instruments at present available to anyone 

interested In the subject. 

100 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W. I 

Telephone: Grosvenor: seOl-2'3 

AGENTS ABROAD 

rOA NOATH AMWC4 WAKO'S NATURAL SCICNCE SST, INC. 
r.O. SOX 1*. SUCHWOOD station, ftOCHISTUi «. N.r 
T1HC CEMOLOOlCAb INSTITUTE O' AMERICA. 
H940. SAN V]CENT£ building. LOS ANGKES 49, CAUFORNIA, U.SX 

fCA AVSTAASJS'A THE BR/nSH OPTICAL CO. PTY. LTO., 
WINOELLO MOUSE, ANSEL PtACk STONET, NEW SOUTH WALES 

ADA SOUTH AWCA KATZ ft LOUUE LTD. 
COXNEH ELOBFE, KAAKET STREET. P,0, BOX 1919. 
JOHANNESBURG, $. AKICA 

fCA FAAHCe ETS. A. C DANNATT, 19*. RUE SAINT JACQUES, PARIS S«. PRANCE 

PDA SVVrrZBRUNO ROGER 60EAC, la RUE OU MARCHE. CBNEVA, SWTTZEPllANO 

EDA tiiaoM ESTABLI&iEMENTS HEN KART VAN VCLSEN «, LAOUBEUX. 
11-12, SQUARE. SAINCTELFTTE, EBUSSEUS. BELCIUM 

EDA fNOJA ADAIR DUTT A CO. (INOIAl PBJVA7E LTD, 
CALCUTTA-^S. DALHOtiSlB SQUARE, CALCUTTA, 1. BENGAL 
NtW OELMI—2l, OELHI-AJMEB GATE SCHEME. NEW DELHI r 
nADBAWl«29 MOUNT ROaD, MADRAS 
BOMBAY—ZENITH UBR BUIOINC. SIR PNlROZSHAW MEHTA ROAD 
SCCUMDfRABAO>-«7A RASTRaAATHI ROAD 

EOA HOUANO RRMA BODES 4 BODE, OENNEWBG. S<1A. THE HAGUE, HOLLAND 

TOR C£AHANV-^ GUNTIR W<LD. 
BISHARCKSTRASSE, M. IDAR OBEftSTEiN 2. W. GERMANY 

TM SWEDEN—THUBE DETTEft, 
BOX NO. ll»4A POST GATEM 42 GOTTEBOBG< SWEDEN 

FOR NORWAY MROAR PRYOZ, KIBKGATEN, IS, OSLO, NORWAY 

FDR OENMAAXmL. DRAOmAD, BREDGADE, 17, COPENHAGEN, OBNMaKX 

FDR ANIAN0 KAVULIMNA OY.. VOUItIKATU 19. P,9. BOX 437, HELSINKI. INLAND 

FOR SPAIN JUAN F. STURM, PEHNANn.OR. $. MADRID. SPAIN 

FOR /AFAN^NB TECHNIC PRODUCTS CO.. 
14-1. CHROME. rURAKU-CKO, CHITODA-KU. TOKK3, IAPAN 



yx 

Exquisite Jewellery of quality and 

taste by skilled craftsmen 

Fine Rings, Gold Jewellery, 

Diamond Watches, Fine Jewellery, etc. 

Prompt attention given 

to all enquiries 

S. H. WICKENS (Jewellers) LTD. 

45 HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C.l 

Teleph«&e: Holbora 3389 

Cue sl«|«ri "Evef7(hin{ In G«m Stones" sums up In e few words 

the all-embrecin^ nature of our service. Our Organtfatton« built up 

during (he past 27 years. Is opable of dealing carefully and speedily 

with most demands and co-day we carry a eompreSenstve renge of 

precious. sem)«precleus and synthetic Gem Stones. Jobbing and 

Lapidary work has become a specialised Department, We invite 

you to make full use of Its services. We (eel sure you will And our 

thoroughness and promptness of real assistance to your business. 

CrgotiCjg i.?Mo;.sy 
f^CWOCIV) kTD. 

1« ''£*«rychiflg In Gem Scones" 

ST. ANDREWS HOUSE 

HOL&ORN ORCUS. LONDON. E.C.l 
fHOHl: f;g£7 STAggr 39S4 
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H*A 
TRADE MARK 

, Movers of Gold Wedding 

Rings for over f 50 /eors 

; 22 ct. 18 ct. 9 cz. 

Perfect shapes—Finest 

. Finish. Repairs 

* ond alteraxions. 

• Old rings re-modetled 

to modern patterns 

H. ASTON 
LTD 

?S Vyse Street. Birminghom 18 

T«l: Northern 1963 

Telegrams: Notsaphone Slmingham 
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BECK 

GREENOUGH BINOCULAR 

A«comm«nded by 

6. W. ANOBISOW, 6sq., S.Sc., F.C.A., 

fOf{ GBAWOLOCr 

fuU paruajlart of ibis 

mierueopt and speeinscofiei 

an application 

R. & J. BECK LTD. 
69/71 Morlimer StrMt, London, W. 1 

? I 
^ Ceylon Precious Stones i 

^ SAPPHIRES. RUBIES, STAR STONES, ^ 

^ CATS’ EYES, SPINELS, MOONSTONES, etc ^ 

^ Stones sent to alf parts of the world ^ 

! ? 
f Matched stones for settings specially cut 

HANS VAN STARREX, f.g.a. ^ 

9GLEN ABER PLACE,COLOMBO 3, CEYLON ^ 
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Gem ring repairs, remounting and 

Wedding ring remaking by 

SAMUEL HOPE LTD 
126 VY8£ ST • BIKMINGHAM ENGLAND 
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25 HATTON GARDEN 

T«»r'*** 
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‘A dock ^aS ie sAtti isAiiia &loek' 

QOVT. OF INDIA 

Depaiisnect of Arebftcology 
NEW DELHI. 

Pkose help us to keep the hook 

cleAii Bad moTing* 


